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Message from Chairman 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It brings me great pleasure to host and organise the NCSEM - 2K22, the Sixth National 

Conference on Science Engineering and Management, at The Oxford College of 

Engineering in Bangalore, India. Imagining a full Conference of this extent, quality, and 

scope has been difficult. We've been keeping up with the newest breakthroughs in 

science, engineering, and management. This was only possible thanks to Management's 

unwavering support, the Director's directives, and the unwavering and committed efforts 

of the TOCE family's team members. I am confident that, with the active participation of 

all delegates, this conference will provide an excellent platform for the exchange and 

sharing of ideas, technical discussions, and fellowship over the course of the two days, 

and that you will all feel satisfied with what you have gained from the discussions. I wish 

you all well and warmly welcome you to this conference, and I look forward to having a 

nice, fascinating, and beneficial time with you. 

 

Shri S N V L Narasimha Raju 



 

 

Message from Director  
 

 

 
It brings me great pleasure to know that The Oxford College of Engineering is organizing 

two days of National Conference NCSEM-2K22 on Science, Engineering and 

Management. This conference will provide platform for the students, academicians, 

research scholars and industry participants to exchange their ideas as well as to enrich 

their technical knowledge in their field of research, which is very much beneficial. As it 

is very significant, for the research scholars, for fulfilling research gaps in an efficient 

manner and I believe that, this forum will take them in a proper direction. I hope this 

conference will work in multiple tracks and will discuss efficient techniques to overcome 

the challenges in a particular area that needs to be addressed. The participants, through 

this national conference will move towards their goals, which is the need of the hour.  

 

Dr. K. M. Ravikumar  

 

 



 

 

Message from Principal 
 

 

 

It gives me immense pleasure to extend you a warm welcome to the Sixth National 

Conference on Science Engineering and Management NCSEM-2K22 organized in The 

Oxford College of Engineering. This conference will provide a platform for 

academicians, scientists, researchers, and industry professionals from across the country 

to network and exchange innovative ideas, as well as have scientific discussions on the 

most recent advancements in the interconnected domains of engineering, science, and 

business management. I am sure the conference will serve as an important milestone for 

our journey towards a developed nation. I congratulate the entire energetic team of 

NCSEM-2K22 for making this event a great success. 

 

Dr. N. Kannan  

 

 



 

Message from Convenors 
 

 

 
                                                    

We are glad to present the proceedings of NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 

SCIENCE ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT. NCSEM 2K22. The unique 

idea behind this National Conference is to enhance the research capability towards the 

innovations in R&D and to network with other researchers. The NCSEM-2K22 covers 

vast research topic with good number of research papers in different area of interest. We 

hope the conference explored the technological advances in all discipline of engineering 

and provided a platform for researchers, academicians and future engineers to present 

and discuss their various innovative ideas. 

 It gives us a great pleasure to address you, on behalf of our Organizing Committee, and 

welcome all the participants to the Sixth National Conference on Science Engineering 

and Management, 2022, in The Oxford College of Engineering, Bangalore. We host this 

event as an excellent opportunity to get acquainted with the research results of the 

attendants from different Institutions across the India. It is worth mentioning that 

Conference Agenda covers a wide area of Engineering, such as, Computer Science, 

Information Science, Electronics and Electrical, Civil, Mechanical, Computer 

Applications, Management and Architecture. The conference had overwhelming response 

attracting of over 522 submissions in all the topics of interests. We wish you all success 

in your presentations and hope you have a very productive conference and stay in our 

institute.  

                                                                                          Dr. R. Ch. A. Naidu 

                                                                                                        Dr. Tharaka Rami Reddy K 

        Dr. Madhu Sudana Reddy G.  



 

From Editorial Desk 

 

 
 

 
The concept of NCSEM has been developed since 2017 and finally it is coming to its new 

shape in the year 2022. We are thankful to all the participants for showing their great 

interest for this conference NCSEM-2K222. Though we are living in a digital world, it is 

always good to have research proceeding with full text. This proceeding will provide 

large number of papers with different areas integrated in the form of a single book called 

Proceedings of NCSEM-2K22. This proceeding is well organized having each author’s 

detail with Paper IDs so that it will be helpful for other research scholars to contact them 

for further research enquiry. The Committee thanks all the coordinators of different 

departments for taking the individual responsibility towards selecting the good papers 

and contributing towards the conference proceedings. 

                                                                                  

                                                 Dr. E. Saravanan Kumar 

                                                                                                     Prof. Dharamvir 
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1Gagan S,2Anand kumar S,3Mehed,4Mir Alamdar Ali 5Prof.Seema 

patil 
1,2,3,4, B E Final Year, 5Associate professor 

67 

136 NCCS17 Supervision of Water Distribution Using Android 

and IoT 
Prof. Raghu Ramamoorthy1,   Abhishek C 2, Banu Priya U3, Darshan 

P4, G Pavan Kumar Reddy5 
1 Asst. Professor, 2,3,4,5 CSE Final Year 

68 



137 NCCS18 Leaf Disease Detection Using Deep Learning 
Prof. Raghu Ramamoorthy1, Ambika K V2, Arpitha V3, Bhavya K4, 

Lamiya Huda shah 5 
1 Asst. Professor, 2,3,4,5 CSE Final Year 

68 

138 NCCS19 Prediction of Parkinson’s Disease Using Machine 

Learning Algorithms and Web Application 
Naveen G1, Pasupuleti Charan2, Nishanth3, Suraj Kumar Roshan4, 

Prof. Lenish5, 
1,2,3.4,,BE Final Year.5Assistant  Professor 

69 

139 NCCS20 Virtual Trial Room 
Likhitha J1, Balamani G2, Divya M V3, Monica S4 ,Prof. Prabhavathi 

K5 

1,2,3,4,B E Final Year, 5 Asst. Professor 

69 

140 NCCS21 Image Enhancement for Tuberculosis Detection 

using Deep Learning 
1Monishashree.G , 2Jyothi.B ,3Shruthi.L, 4Zaiba Khanum , 5 Dr. E. 

Saravana Kumar 2 

1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year, CSE, 5Professor 

 

70 

141 NCCS22 “Smart Stick for the Trammels 
Ashwini L1 , Margaret V2 , Asma Sultana3 , E Bharath Reddy4  

 Dr E Saravana Kumar 5 

1,2,3,4BE Final Year, 5Professor 

70 

142 NCCS23 IoT based Night Patrolling Robot Using Multi 

Model Neural Network  
Kaushik M 1, Mustafa A Mulla 2, Vikash Chandra 3, Sariga VR 4,Dr. 

P. Binduhu Madhavi5  
1,2,3,4 BE Final Year, 5Professor  

71 

143 NCCS24 Machine Learning-Based Malicious  Application 

Detection of Android 
Buddesab1,Sreehari2,Pem Dorjey Tamang3,Saqib Nizam4,Rohan 

Andrew5 

2,3,4,5 B.E Final Year CSE, 1Professor CSE. 

71 

144 NCCS25 Automatic Helmet Rule Violation Detection System 
1Gowthami C L, 2Jayashree K, 3Kajal Kumari, 4Lokavani P B, 5 Dr . 

P Bindu Madhavi 
1,2,3,4 BE Final Year, 5Professor 

71 

145 NCCS26 Early Detection of Autism Using Deep Learning 
1Ram Surat Kumar,2Shreeya Chandana S, 3Sneha S, 4Varun R,5Dr E 

Saravana Kumar 

1,2,3,4 BE Final Year, 5Professor 

72 

146 NCCS27 Diagnosing CORONA VIRUS AND PNEUMONIA 

Using Chest X-Ray Images 

72 



Sai Supriya G S1, Shwetha Shree G2, Suvarchana E3, Swarna Shree S4, 

Dr. R.Ch. A Naidu5 

1,2,3,4CSE Final Year, 5Professor & HOD 

147 NCCS28 MALACIOUS WEBSITE DETECTION USING 

MACHINE LEARNING 
Sujan shetty1 , Prajwal D Gouder 2 , Sahil Verma3 , Shivaram N4  

Assistant Prof. J Jesy Janet Kumari  5 

73 

148 NCCS29 Mental Healthcare Management System with 

Emotion Recognition using Machine Learning and 

Chatbot 
1Merline mary.S, 2Jasmine. A ,3Sneha.S, 4Tasmiya Tabassum,  5Dr. 

R.Ch. A Naidu  
1,2,3,4B.E Final Year, CSE, 5 Professor & Head 

73 

149 NCIS01 FACIAL RECONSTRUCTION OF MASKED FACE USING 

GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS 
Arpita Nanda1,  Dawood Damda2, Gagan V3, Emaad Jaffer4 B.E. Final Year   

Madhusmitha Mishra  Asst. Professor 

74 

150 NCIS02 NAVIGATION ROBOT 
Sanjay R1, Syed Imaaduddin2, Sandeep Hegde3, Y G Prateek4 

S Visalini5 
1,2,3,4,5 B.E Final Year   5Asst. Professor 

74 

151 NCIS03 SIGN LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR FOR SPEECH- AND 

HEARING- 

IMPAIRED 
Aradhana M K1, Inchara T2, Ishita Soni3 

Indu K S4 
1,2,3 B.E Final Year   4Asst. Professor 

75 

152 NCIS04 Smart blind stick with object detection and 

assistance 

75 

153 NCIS05 INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE PATROLLING 

DRONE(2022) 
Abhishek K H1, Aishwarya N2, Akhel P3, Chandrashekar V4  

Dr.Vanajaroseline E C5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year   5 Professor 

76 

154 NCIS06 ANTI SLEEP ALARM FOR DRIVERS USING MACHINE 

LEARNING AND IOT 
Ambika T1, Meghana MR2, Punyashree G3, Rida Fathima4  Preeja Mary51,2,3,4 

B.E Final Year   5Asst. Professor 

76 

155 NCIS07 COMPACT NN BASED SMART PEN 
Aishwarya1, Jyothi G2, N S Dhanush3, Policepatil Sowmya4  

S Vidhya5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year   5Asst. Professor 

77 

156 NCIS08 ASSISTANT VEHICLE FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE USING 

ZERO UI TECHNOLOGY(2022) 
Shravani B1, Sireesha S2, Suma R3,Sushma Gudimani4  

77 



Dr.R.Kanagavalli5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year   5Professor & Head  

157 NCIS09 EARLY DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF 

BRAIN TUMOR 

Divya Bharathi R1, Divya R 2, Harika R 3,Likitha R4  Indu K S5  1,2,3,4 B.E 

Final Year   5Asst. Professor 

78 

158 NCIS10 CLOUD DATA SECURITY USING EFFICIENT 

CRYPTOSYSTEM TECHNIQUE 

 
Aditya Bastawad1, Deepthi A2, Neha R3,Spoorthy A N4 

Vidya S5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year   5 Asst. Professor  

78 

159 NCIS11 SLEEP PATTERN MONITORING PILLOW 
 
Sharvil S1, Sudeep Karyagol2, Sanath Bhat3, Shashank G P4  

Dr. Vanajaroselin E. Chirchi5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year   5Professor 

79 

160 NCIS12  SMART IRRIGATION WITH PLANT DISEASE 

DETECTION USING                                                                

      IMAGE PROCESSING 

 
Ayesha Rahman Aiman 1, Kushal Gowda D P 2, Manoj H M 3, Monica A 4 

Dr.R.Kanagavalli 5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year,  5Professor & Head  

79 

161 NCIS13 VIDEO SUMMARIZATION USING NLP 
Selvi S1, Sharannya2, Divyashree C M3, Sowmya M R4  

Yadhukrishna M R 5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year,   5Asst. Professor 

80 

162 NCIS14 IOT DEPLOYED AUTOMATIC SMART MOVABLE 

ROAD DIVIDER 
Namrata1,  Sanjana D P2, Shukla M Gidd3, Vidya G Kharvi4 

Visalini S5 
1,2,3,4B.E. Final Year, 5Asst. Professor 

80 

163 NCIS15 Smart Robotic Library(2022) 
Ganavi A1, Roopa N K2, Shivani S K 3, Soumya A M 4  

Channappa Gowda D V5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year   5Asst. Professor 

81 

164 NCIS16 Covid-19 Detection Using X-ray images. 
Navya T1, Pankaj Ramchandra Gurav2, Poornachandra H Kashi3, 

Rudraswamy K4 

Channappa Gowda D V5  
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year   5Asst. Professor 

81 

165 NCIS17 Mobile Crowd Sensing Platform 
Athira S1, Abitha A2 , Megha Mathew3  

Karthik Raj S L4                                                            

82 



1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year  5 Asst. Professor 

166 NCIS18 REAL TIME ASSISTIVE SHOES FOR BLIND 

PEOPLE (2022)  
Md Asif1,Kosukonda Chethan Kumar2,Aiman Sheriff3 

Sangeetha4 
1,2,3 B.E Final Year   4Asst.Professor 

82 

167 NCIS19 SMART MILITARY HELMET  

Govinda C V1, Naveen G Ganapa2, Mullai Vendhan R M3, Vijey Adityan4 

Preeja Mary5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year,  5Asst. Professor 

83 

168 NCIS20 Ireal Time Face Mask Detection Method 
Roopa M, Rutu Patel2, Rekha Ganapati Hegde3, Pooja G4 Madhusmita 

Mishra5 1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year 5 Asst. Professor 

83 

169 NCIS21 Health Band (2022)  
Namrata.CH1, Sanjana Rk2, Bhargava Srikar3, Santosh Mallappa 

Chakrashali4, Dr.R. Kanagavalli5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year   5Professor & Head 

84 

170 NCIS22 Role of Blockchain Technology in Digitization of Land 

Records in Indian Scenario (2022)  
Indumathi M1, Pooja R2, Shivangi nauni3, Shiva prasad C M4 

Dr.R.Kanagavalli5 
1,2,3,4 B.E Final Year   5Professor & Head 

84 

171 NCIS23 IoT: Cryptography Key Management, Authentication, and 

Authorization  

Swapnil S,Shreya Indoria  Dr. Vanajaroselin E.C 

85 

172 NCS01 Cottage Industries 
Anjishnu Narayan Dhar, Prof.  Jharna Dongre  

85 

173 NCS02 Holistic Healing and Rejuvenation Centre 

A Holistic Approach to Urban Wellness 
MD. Luqman N, Prof. Kavitha Kamath 

85 

174 NCS03 Oncology Hospice, Cancer care center 
Sri Rakshambigai E M  ,  Prof. Sabrina Rohman  

86 

175 NCS04 Multipurpose Urban Agriculture Complex “Urban 

Green” 
Afrah Fatima Bilal, Prof. Praveen N 

86 

176 NCS05 Eco Librium Hub- (Research and Development 

Centre for Waste) 

87 



Vijaylakshmi Jangid,  Prof.Madhurima Baksi 

177 NCS06 Multi-Mode Transit Hub 
Sushma A H ,Ar. Sabrina Rohman 

87 

178 NCS07 Atlantis, Maritime Museum  
Karthik N, Prof. Anil Sati 

88 

179 NCS08 International level cricket stadium 
Divya Yadav R, Prof. Madhurima Baksi 

88 

180 NCS09 Nyaya Shalay, Juvenile Detention Center. 
Disha Mahesh , Prof. Kritika Mohan 

 

89 

181 NCS10 Raise against Child Labor 
Nikhil Kashyap 

89 

182 NCS11 Tea Hub 
Gowtham S Raj  

90 

183 NCS12 Sensory Museum 
Madhumitha K C  

90 

184 NCS13 Principles of thermal design and means of 

thermal control 
Netravati Kulkarni 

90 

185 NECE01 Real Time RC Control Car by Hand Pose Estimation Using 

Python and OpenCV 

 1anish M, 2ragavendra N, 3santhosh S, 4venkatesha B,5dr 

Manju Devi 

91 

186 NECE02 Design and Modeling of Handgrip Strength Device Using 

Optical Sensor 

 1ranjitha R, 2ramya G, 3vidya K V, 4nandhini H S,5dr Manju 

Devi 

91 

187 NECE03 Interactive Washing Machine Using Arduino 

1vinodh, 2yuvaraj K Y, 3yashwanth R, 4sangamesh 

Peddi,5manju Devi 

92 

188 NECE04 Finite Element Analysis of Railroad Wagon Using Optical -

Sensors 

92 



1spoorthi T, 2sneha M, 3shwetha K, 4preeta Sharan 

189 NECE05 Measurement Of Foot Pressure Distribution Using FBG 

Sensor 

 1ajith J ,2manoj L, 3navya S, 4dhanya N, 5Preeta Sharan 

 

92 

190 NECE06 Assistive Smart Device for Human Computer Interface for 

PWD 

1sharat A G, 2praveen T, 3divya Shree, 4seyda Qurrath Ul-Ain, 
5Preeta Sharan 

93 

191 NECE07 Real Time Implementation to Detect the Drowsiness  

1rakshitha Kv, 2sujatha Sj, 3kolluri Lakshman Naidu, 4gaurav 

Raj,5chrispin Jiji 

93 

192 NECE08 Design A System to Monitor Patients Physiological 

Condition Based on Iot 

1 Vidhyashree D, 2 Vinutha .C, 3 Varuna N, 4 Pooja .C U, 5 Dr A 

Chrispin Jiji 

93 

193 NECE09 A Smart Assistive Device for Quadriplegic Patients. 

1sharath Raj Urs P, 2tharun P S, 3vignesh P, 4yashas Gowda, 
5chrispin Jiji 

94 

194 NECE10 Prosthetic Leg 

1abhishek, 2bhavana Dg, 3kusuma M, 4nithin Bk,5jayaraj N 

94 

195 NECE11 Performance Analysis ff Optical Network for Efficient 

Transmission Of Multimedia Data 

Prathamesh Patil,Amarnath Reddy V ,Abhishek Patil,Balu Ks, 

N Jayaraj 

95 

196 NECE12 IOT based Temperature Monitoring and Early Forest Fire 

Detection 

 1Feba Mary Varghese, 2Priyadarshini Indira S, 3Sanjay B, 
4Lahari K ,5Jayaraj N 

95 

197 NECE13 Skin Disease Detection Using Artificial Intelligence 

1chanadana B.S 2harshitha M L ,3pooja, 4Munawara Taj  

95 



5sowmya Padukone G 

198 NECE14 Parametric Analysis Of 24T And 14T Adders  

1Bhoomika Manda, 2Jeevana, 3Kummara Venkata Tejaswini, 
4Sowmya Padukone G 

96 

199 NECE15 Early Detection of Plant Disease Using AI  

1Ashwini S, 2Dilip Kumar P, 3Gagankumar N, 4Praveen J L, 
5Sowmya Padukone .G 

96 

200 NECE16 Smart Vehicle Automation with Black Box Using Iot 

 1pooja S Dharwad ,2priya V M, 3r Swathi, 4ramya S, 5ms Laya 

Tojo 

97 

201 NECE17 Covid-19 Detection with X-Ray Images Using Machine 

Learning and Deep Learning 

Anand Hm,Monish Sp, Prashanth G, Sagar S R, Laya Tojo 

97 

202 NECE18 Iot Based Military Helmet to Assist Soldiers  

1bharath K A, 2mahalakshmi P, 3polineni Sai Kiran, 4sandhya G 

,5lakshmi 

98 

203 NECE19 Zero Traffic for Emergency Vehicles 

1poshan M Gowda, 2karthik E Sj, 3p Suraj, 4zeema Zavalin, 
5lakshmi 

98 

204 NECE20 Crop Yield Prediction Using Machine Learning 

Priya AM, Poornima VM, Yogesha SR, Vinay Bijanpalli, 

Ms. Nithika Bhasi 

98 

205 NECE21 Palm Pressure Monitoring Device  

1brinditha Ravi, 2afra Tasleem, 3achsah Mary Ben, 4sheikh 

Roshni, 5nithika Bhasi 

99 

206 NECE22 Automatic Light Sensing and Dimming Control Using IOT 

for Power Conservation 

1Siva M 2Sunil S, 3T Bharath Raja Reddy, 4Veeresh,5Prajwala 

Simha 

99 

207 NECE23 Social Distance Indicator and Alarming System Using 

Arduino and Tinkercad 

99 



1keerthi V Rao, 2harshith M, 3harish Kumar S, 4manoj Raje Urs 

T D,5prajwal Simha 

208 NECE24 Human Emergency Device with GPS Tracking and Alerts 

Using Arduino. 

Archana A, Adarsh R, Manjunathan S, Dhanush CL, 4Iffat 

Fatima 

100 

209 NECE25 Prediction of Diabetes using Machine Learning 

1anushree Cn, 2brunda K, 3bhavya G, 4iffat Fatima 

101 

210 NECE26 MRI-BASED MODEL FOR DETECTION OF 

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE USING CONVOLUTIONAL 

NEURAL NETWORKS 

101 

211 NCV01 
Comparative Study RCC Buildings with and without Shear wall 

in different Earthquake Zones 

Bindu S,Shivanand C Ghule 

101 

212 NCV02 A study on Thermal Analysis of Steel structure using Ansys 

Spoorthi L, Mr.Shivanand  C G 

101 

213 NCV03 Comparative Study of Steel Structure with Different Types of 

bracings Using Dynamic Analysis  

Jabity A Jayan,Shivanand C G 

 

102 

214 NCV04 Seismic Analysis of High-Rise Building with and without Floating 

Columns in different Earthquake Zones 

Meghana N,Shivanand C Ghule  

102 

215 NCV05 Seismic Response of RC Building with Different Plan Aspect Ratio   

Swetha B, Shivanand C G 

103 

216 NCV06 Pushover Analysis of G+12 Building  

Irregular in plan 

 

Vinay Gowda B R, Amrutha M 

103 

217 NCV07 Soil structure interaction of the irregular building with 

different types of foundation and soil types 

NoshanthiKumariNaikiP1i,iiProf.iiAmruthaiM 

104 

218 NCV08 Analysis of Irregular Building for G+12 with Shear walls   using 104 



SAP-2000 

Ashok G Katnalli , Prof. Ms. Amurtha M  

219 NCV09 Seismic Analysis of G+15 RCC Residential Building With And 

Without Shear Wall at Different Position in Different Seismic 

Zones Using ETABS 

DeepuSubhash U  ,  Prof. Prashanth Hathwar T S 

105 

220 NCV10 Construction Sequence analysis of G+30 RCC, Steel Residential 

Building With floating column Using  

ETABS Software  

Mohammed Rizwanuddin , Prof. Prashanth Hathwar TS 

105 

221 NCV11 SEISMIC RETROFITTING OF RC BUILDING IN 

EARTHQUAKE PRONE AREAS OF KARANATAKA USING 

SHEAR WALLS 

Chandan N R ,  Prof.  Gayathri R  

106 

222 NCV12 Experimental Investigation on Masonry Units Prepared From 

Stabilized Adobe Mixes Utilizing Demolition Brick Masonry 

Waste 

Jeevan T M ,  Manjunath Ganesh Bhat, Manjunatha DN3,Shravan 

Manjunath Naik, 

Mr. Shivanand C G 

106 

223 NCV13 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION ON 

POLYPROPYLENE FIBRE REINFORCED CONCRETE 

Nischitha U S, Shilpa S , Srushti R , Manasa Mood S, Amrutha M 

107 

224 NCV14 
Experimental study on saw dust concrete 

Ajay, Rahul Arun Patil, S Basaveshwara, Vamshi Krishna H K, 

Prashanth Hathwar T S 

107 

225 NCV15 
STABILIZATION OF BLACK COTTON SOIL BY USING 

LIME 

Govindaraju B S, Raghavendra Mallapur, Sagar H, Shashank P, 

Prashanth Hathwar5BE 

108 

226 NCV16 DETERMINATION OF TENSILE PROPERTY OF BAMBOO 

AND BAMBOO TWING AND STUDY OF ITS BEHAVIOUR AS 

A REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAM 

Ullas K  , Surya Prakash A  , Hariharan V S  , Ganesh P , Prakash N  

108 

227 NCV17 GREEN BUILDING FOR QUALITY LIVING  

Nishat Fathima, Aiman Zehra, Amjid Showkat, Mysar Jan ,  Prof. 
108 



Akshatha K B  

228 NCV18 COMPARITIVE STUDY ON UNTREATED WATER USING 

BAMBOO SHELL CHARCOAL AND COCONUT SHELL 

CHARCOAL 

Tarun Kumar. M  ,  Prof. Akshatha K.B 

109 

229 NCV19 Utilization of C & D waste in Concrete Pavers 

Akash R M, Hemanth Kumar, Athimad  ,  Prof.  Kavya S K  

109 

230 NCV20 AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE BLOCK 

Abhishek G 1 , MD Azhar uddin  , Nithin HR , Pramoda MP , 

Prakash N     

110 

231 NCV21 Construction of Small Scale Biogas 

From Organic Solid Waste 

P Jahnavi, Satyanarayana Vinod Richard, Vishak L.V  ,  Prof. Kavya 

S.K 

110 

232 NCV22 WATER ANALYSIS OF AREA SURROUNDING 

BELLANDUR LAKE 
1Furkan Bhati, Mohammed Moshin ali, Mourya Yash, Mr 

SHIVANAND C G 

110 

233 NCV23 Comparative study on mechanical properties of conventional 

concrete and fiber reinforced concrete 

Vinod S Belamagi1 , 2Sumanth B Badiger2 , Venkatesh S3 , Kishore 

Kumar A4, 5Prof. Dr. Malleshaiah T  

111 

234 NCV24 REPLACEMENT OF CEMENT BY USING SILICA FUME 

AND GGBs 

CHIRANJEEVI B ,GAGAN VINAYAK NAIK,RAJENDRA K S , 

SACHIN AKARSH M , Dr.MALLESHAIAH 

111 

235 NCV25 An experimental investigation of self curing concrete 

incorporated with peg-400 and PVA  

 

Bhoomika H R1, Devdarshan M S, Nikhil J3, Rohith G B4, Prof.  Dr. 

Malleshaiah T S5 

 

112 

236 NCV26 Experimental Study On Comparison Between The   Strength  Of 

Various Types Of Natural Fibers Used In Concrete 

Subash Chandra Senapati1, Sahana V Savanur2, Abdul Wahab B3,  

 Prof. Prakash N 

112 

237 NCV27 PERVIOUS CONCRETE Chawdhary Ammaar Amir,Sagar 

Mullur,Ramprasanth R, Dhanush Manjunath 1, , Prof. Prakash N 

113 



 

238 NCV28 “EFFECTS OF SHAPE OF AGGREGATES USED IN 

CONCRETE”  

Gurudev Rathod, Venkastesh Jois, Sahebgowda, Yashwanth Kumar. 

Prof. Prakash N 

113 

239 NCV29 “ANALYSIS OF SEWAGE WATER IN THE OXFORD COLLEGE 

OF ENGINEERING” 

Sona. B, 2Merenbenla Pongen , 3Pramod Kumbar, 4Nirmala, 5Mr. 

Prashanth Hathwar 

113 

240 NCV30 LIGHT TRANSMITTING CONCRETE USING PLASTIC 

TUBES 

Sharukh Tabrez, Mohammad Shafi Dar,Taizeem Mushtaq,Syed 

Sartaj Ahmed ,Ms. Kavya S K 

114 

241 NCME01 Design And Fabrication Of Aqua Electro Water 

Generator 

Adnan Hussain Naqueeb1,Mohammed Saalem Gaur2,Syed 

Moinuddin3,Tomin George 4 

114 

241 NCME02 Human Occlusion Measurement System   

Naveen Kumar Jaishwal1, Amithkumar HP 2, Bhargav Reddy 

S3, Shreyas D 4, Anup M Upadhyaya5 
 

115 

242 NCME03 Design and Realization of 3D Printed Pulse Monitoring 

Probes 

Harshith D1, Ranjith Kumar V 2, J Jackson 3, Bharath Kumar 

S 4, Anup M Upadhyaya5 

 

115 

243 NCME04 Design and Fabrication of Air Pollution control setup with 

Reusable filters 

Manjunath A1, Punith B R 2, Nithesh G3, Nihal Fardeen F4 

Dr.Vidyadhar Pujar5, Dr. Madhu sudana Reddy6 

 

116 

 

244 NCME05 Design and Fabrication of Portable Mechanical 

Ventilator for Medical Applications 

Hemanth Kumar J 1, Sushanth K Shetty 2, Gurudutt K S 3, 

Manoj H C 4 Dr.Vidyadhar Pujar5, Dr. Madhu sudana Reddy6 

 

116 

245 NCME06 Design and Fabrication of Waste Segregation Using Smart 

Dustbin 

Avinash M1 , Manoj Kumar N2, Niranjana N3,Tharun Kumar4 

K 

Dr.Prasad H Nayak5  

 

117 

246 NCME07 Design and Fabrication of Fire Extinguisher Using 

Acoustic Sound Waves 

118 



 

Ajaykumar Hyat 1i, Anand B Talasad 2, Achyut 3, Nandana 

M4 

 

247 NCME08 Design and Fabrication of Friction Regenerative Braking 

System in Automobile Industry 

Likith raj T1 , Gagan  Kumar2 , Yatesh 3 , Mohammed sharjel4   

 

118 

248 NCME09 Design and development of patient lifting machine 

Mohammed Shoaib Mulla1, Arjun S 2, Tousif Khan3, 

Mohammed Atiullah 4 Dr.Ravi Prakash M5 

 

119 

249 NCME010 Fabrication of floor cleaning with garbage collector 

Bheemaraddi 1 , Mohmmad Sameer Sunkad 2, Yuvraj MH 3, 

Steward 4 

119 

250 NCME011 Design and fabrication Eight-Legged Spider using Klann 

Mechanism 

Varun KR1 

120 

251 NCME012 Production of bio diesel from waste cooking oil 

T V Nagaraj 1, Tejas Kumar2, Nagarjuna 3, Dilkas Rahim4 

120 

252 NCME013 Design and Fabrication of Electric vehicle charging 

station using wind and solar energy 

Akshay B1, Harshit M 2, K Supreet 3, Darshan D 4, Dr. Madhu 

Sudana Reddy G5, Dr. Madhu Sudana Reddy G6 
 

121 

253 NCME014 Fabrication of Automatic Sanitizer Body Spray With  

Temperature display 

Mohammed Zeeshan S1, Chikkaraja H G 2, Dhananjay kumar 

V3, Eresh4, Dr.Vidyadhar Pujar5, Dr. Madhusudan Reddy6 

 

122 

254 NCME015 Design and fabrication of multipurpose solar grass cutting 

machine 
Akash G sajjan1, Nandha S krishna 2, Brijith Rajan 3, B.Vishal 4, Mr 

Varun K R5, Dr. Madhusudan Reddy6 

 

122 

255 NCME016 Design and Construction of Manned Aerial Vehicle for 

Search & Rescue and Disaster Management 

Prajwal Pravinjith1, Gideon Sujith2, Rahul3, Nidhith Ballal4, 

T. V. Nagaraja5 , Dr. Madhusudana Reddy6 

 

123 

256 NCME017 Design and Performance Analysis of Three Wheeled Solar 

Electric Vehicle 

Adarsh P.D1, Vinayak Bhajantri2 

Dr. Ravi Prakash3 M, Dr. Madhusudan Reddy4 

124 

257 NEEE01 Design and Implementation of Impedance Source Inverter 

Fed to Asynchronous Motor 

Megha Beelagi1, Shivakumar Nayak2 , Sujata Ajjappanavar3 , 

125 



Chaitra Kumbar 4 , Sagar Parashuram Mali 5 

258 NEEE02 Conceptual design of Hybrid Electric Aircraft 

  Manjunatha Prabhu P1, Tejaswini R2 , Ranjitha G3 , Mythri L4 , 

Chaithra YH 5 

125 

259 NEEE03 Transmission Line Fault Detection Using Arduino 

Kalpana S1, Mandara B C2 , Prashanth R3 , Shilpa U4  

125 

260 NEEE04 Auto Transformer Rectifier Unit (ATRU) for Closed Loop 

Control of BLDC Motor 

Priyanaka M1, Resna S R2  

126 

261 NEEE05 DC -AC –DC LLC Resonant Converter With Reduce 

Switches 

Ms Renuka S1, Mrs Nisha C Rani2 

126 

262 NEEE06 Design of a Seven Level Multi Level Inverter with Reduced 

Switches  

Latif unnisa 1, Jayakumar N 2, Someswari T 2 

126 

263 NEEE07 Power Loss and Electrical Thermal in EV Drive Train 
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Paper ID-NCMC01 

Abstract: The most common type of crime is the theft of credit and line data. Despite this, it is among the 

most common problems in modern technology. Criminals usually prefer to steal data from customers by 

targeting sales data systems, which allows the seller to obtain shopper information. The Smart POS System 

was cost-effective with enhanced secured code, but user information was more inaccessible through this 

manner. Security info that will steal users' card details in a short period of time can be obtained this method. 

Because there is no security after the system is offline, we have a tendency to disconnect users and 

traffickers from the network as a result of these things.This project explains a secure electronic 

micropayment transaction utilising cryptographic techniques. For making transactions, we use an encrypted 

method for every transaction in order to keep the data safe. To protect user data, we must keep all off-line 

payment information secret. Admins must validate all transaction information using cryptographic 

techniques-pycryptodome library packages in order to generate the secret key. 

Keywords: cryptographic techniques, POS System, transaction, micropayment,  secret key. 
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serverComputing 
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Abstract: The model of classification takes the medical (clinical) server data from the previously generated 

e-medical records as it is helpful in improving the predictive power of the model as the traditional process is 

comparatively slow and time consuming. The potential data generated by EMR and the medical data provided 

can improve the accuracy in problem solving and also develops the income of health industry with 

competitively very less risks in the medical world. But the primary challenge of ours is to present a completely 

distinct and a new topic or a model in an algorithm of Machine learning and its design. Many of the previous 

researches like “The Journal of Public Health “research has provided that the data from the Hospital server 

could be used to identify the correlation of medical conditions of the patients and diagnosis them, in our 

machine learning approach,we implemented the statistical approach and data science advantages to solve the 

problems that often occur in medical field. The project is all about developing a medical software through a 

customized python package which gets the diagnostic EMR server data that is used to predict the results. We 

found the COPD related EMR is suitable for our machine learning model approach.Inessence,the EMR 

provide a scalable and readily applicable approach which also includes the tracking of patient medical data 

through his unique AadhaarID. 
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Paper ID-NCMC03 
 

Abstract: Face recognition is crucial in daily life in order to identify family, friends or someone we are 

familiar with. We might not perceive that several steps have actually taken in order to identify human faces. 

Human intelligence allows us to receive information and interpret the information in the recognition 

process. We receive information through the image projected into our eyes, by specifically retina in the 

form of light. Light is a form of electromagnetic waves which are radiated from a source onto an object and 

projected to human vision. To build an automated system to have the same capability as a human to 

recognize faces. However, we need large memory to recognize different faces, for example, in the 

Universities, there are a lot of students with different race and gender, it is impossible to remember every 

face of the individual without making mistakes. In order to overcome human limitations, computers with 

almost limitless memory, high processing speed and power are used in face recognition systems.The 

algorithm designed to combine LBP and PCA able to stabilize the system by giving consistent results. The 

accuracy of this proposed approachis100%forhigh-qualityimages,92.31%forlow-qualityimagesand95.76% 

of Yale face database when two images per person are trained. 

Keywords: identify human faces, attendance system, recording video frame, facial image. forhigh-quality 

images. 
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Paper ID-NCMC04 
 

Abstract: In this Project, A new Secure and Effective File Sharing with two factor Authentication for web-

based cloud computing services. In this proposed system it have two factor authentication such as both 

secret key and trustee acceptance certificate As a user cannot access the system if they do not hold both, the 

mechanism can enhance the safety of the system, especially in those  scenarios where many  users share an 

equivalent computer for web-based cloud services. Here we are adding cloud to upload the encrypted files 

for security, i.e., the cloud server only knows that the user fulfills the required predicate, but has no idea on 

the exact identity of the user. Finally, we also perform a simulation to demonstrate the practicality of our 

proposed 2FA system. Cloud computing may be a virtual host computing system that permits enterprises 

to shop for , lease, sell, or distribute software and other digital resources over the web as an on-demand 
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service. It not depends on a server or variety of machines that physically exist, because it may be a virtual 

system. There are many applications of cloud computing, like data sharing data storage, big data 

management medical data system etc. The benefits of web-based cloud computing services are huge, which 

include the ease of accessibility, reduced costs and capital expenditures, increased operational efficiencies, 

scalability, flexibility and immediate time to market. 

 

Keywords: file sharing,authentication,predicate,digitalresources,cloudcomputing,capital expenditures. 
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Paper ID-NCMC05 
 

 

Abstract: The maintenance of university, college, faculty, and student information is dealtwithin the 

DesignandImplementationofInformationServiceSystemforUniversity.Auniversityinformation system is an 

automated system that is used to hold information on a college's college, professors, students, courses, and 

other resources.Starting with the enrollment of a new student in the institution, it keeps track of all of the 

students' attendance and grades. We use the Django web framework to retrieve information from a 

sqlite3database connection in a secure manner for this project. It gathers data from all sections of an 

organisation and keeps records, which are then used to generate reports in a variety of formats to assess 

students' individual and general performance. The system development process begins with a system 

analysis. By understanding requirements, system analysis entails constructing a formal model of the 

problem to be solved. 

Keywords:automationsystem,Djangowebframework,sqlite3 
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Paper ID-NCMC06 

 

Abstract: When it is impossible for a single node to provide the correct answers in an acceptable amount of 

time, distributed machine learning (DML) can be used to train enormous datasets. However, this will make it 

simpler for attackers to locate a greater number of potential targets than they would in a setting where the data 

is not dispersed. In this study, DML is broken down into two categories: basic-DML and semi-DML. In basic-

DML, a centralized server is responsible for delegating learning tasks to a distributed group of machines and 

collecting the results of that group's education. When using semi-DML, the center server invests significantly 
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more time and effort into learning from datasets compared to when using basicDML. To begin, we devised 

an innovative strategy for locating tainted data in basic-DML. Cross-learning is utilized in this approach to 

locate the contaminated data. We demonstrate that the proposed mechanism for cross-learning would result 

in the creation of training loops. On the basis of this information, a mathematical model is developed to 

determine the optimal amount of training loops. In the basic-DML scenario, the results of simulations suggest 

that the proposed strategy has the potential to enhance the accuracy of the final model by as much as 20 

percent using a support vector machine and by as much as 60 percent using logistic regression. 

 

Keywords: data accuracy detection, distributed data training, data manipulation detection. 
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Paper ID-NCMC07 

Abstract: Easy trade is an E-commerce application system which provides an end-to-end solution for 

online shopping for end users and it also allows the admin to add new product, product details modification.  

It also provides dynamic product listing, calculate price, add to cart, place order, generation of report and 

maintain inventory. It also provides admin view, where admin can maintain and manage the products 

inventory, he is allow allowed to perform some changes to the database and update products to database 

manually. Easy trade would provide a major platform to trade products online in an efficient way. E-

commerce application has many advantages such as allowing the End Users to shop 24hrs a day, 7 days a 

week and from there locations, it provides them a virtual shop where they can view the products such as 

electronics, furniture, fashion, home, books, toys and choose the best one with the help of product 

description and details provided. Easy trade is an electronic commerce is the activity of electronically 

selling or buying of products on online platform. E-commerce is one of the largest sectors of electronics 

industry. The existence of e-commerce is to allow the consumers to shop online and pay online, saving the 

valuable time especially for the busy workers. 

 

Keywords: Online-shopping,E-commerce,Shopping cart, Online store. 
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Paper ID-NCMC08 

Abstract: The Purpose of the Stock price prediction is to know the future value of the company in terms 

of finance based on the past financial data of the company, with help of the stock market prediction, the 

company can improve in the financial sector.With the help of Machine Learning this project will help in 
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predicting the Stock Market value of the company. Markets are often unpredictable and unstable. Scientists 

have played with time-series data for decades to predict future values. The most challenging and lucrative 

application is predicting the value of a company's stock. A variety of factors determine market change, 

however, including historical stock data, trade volume, and current prices.The study of stock prices has 

been a critical area of research and is one of the most popular applications of machine learning. You will 

learn how to perform stock price prediction by using deep learning and machine learning techniques. 

 

Keywords: Stock market prediction , Experts’ articles, Bootstrap, Feature extraction . 
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Paper ID-NCMC09 
 

Abstract: The goal of Smart Card Health SecuritySystem is the Showing the hospital statistics based on 

the digit system.In this process Chairman is having decision power.It is a super Chair persontype.The main 

target of the Admin is creating the new Branches in the different cities.And also assign the that Branches to 

the new Branch Manager.And  it’s are generating the Health Smart based on the Customer or Patient 

requirement.The Branch Manager are providing the Health Smart Card to the Patient or customer the card 

is having the policesis like one year,two-yearetc..dependent on the customer requirement.And one more 

thing Chairman are generating the different kind if the card like a Surkshacard,Long tern card,temporary 

card etc.using this card Patient or Customer get the more discount.Government are given a lot of the facilties 

to the patient you can also include this all facilities in the card and get more discount.This make less hectic 

process for patient by making digital registration at entry,no manual registration.Swapping smart card at 

hospital,patient will get generated number for queue and doctor’s details with cubical number.This digital 

system add accuracy for work as well as speed of process by avoiding human work force.The growing 

organization it is necessity to make system reliable,effective,accurate& cost effective.To make organization 

more management effective digitalization is the key that’s the smart card system come in to picture .Once 

the smart syatem adds to organization it can be upgraded.Addingfutur,publication of new scheme & 

advertisement become easier & accessible to all. 

Keywords: smart card,policesis,prediction,digitalization,effectivemanagement,accessible 
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Paper ID-NCMC10 

 

Abstract:Based on Primary Car insurance client information, this article anticipated a model that prescribes 

whether to get vehicle protection. Vehicles are as of now utilized for land transportation and living, and the 

scope of utilizations and gear is developing. Collision protection has been a significant business center for 
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insurance agency because of the critical advancement in automobiles. Subsequently, assuming that vehicle 

protection deals are anticipated and sold utilizing data from existing health care coverage clients, the insurance 

agency's working presentation can be gotten to the next level. Subsequently, the objective of this study is to 

look at existing client credits and utilize a prescient model to enact adverts for clients who are keen on collision 

protection The motivation behind this examination is to assist protection organizations with expanding income 

by creating correspondence strategies that further develop plans of action and benefits for clients. Utilizing 

Medical coverage Strategically pitch Forecast information, this study was led utilizing an accident protection 

buy expectation model. Irregular Backwoods Classifier is utilized in the proposed framework. As indicated 

by the discoveries of this exploration, train exactness is 0.992 and test precision is 0.936, the two of which are 

very exact. Subsequently, clients having health care coverage had the option to get a good reaction to collision 

protection buys. 

Keywords : Car insurance,  Feature engineering,  LightGBM,  Data analysis. 
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Paper ID-NCMC11 

Abstract: The use of hand gestures as a mode of interaction between humans and computers is a cutting- 

edge method. The advantage of the hand gesture technique is that it is simple to apply in comparison to 

other approaches that are now available. The conventional method of controlling a computer using a mouse 

and keyboard will be replaced by one in which the user communicates with the device using hand gestures 

after employing this method. The goal of incorporating gesture recognition into computer systems has 

always been to reduce the amount of separation that exists between the real world and the virtual world. 

The way in which humans communicate with one another could be adapted for use in communication with 

the digital world by having mathematical algorithms understand human gestures in the same way. In order 

to accomplish the goal of gesture recognition and its application in interacting with the digital world, a great 

number of strategies and algorithms have been devised and put into practice. Hand movements, a web cam, 

or the camera that comes built into a laptop can all be used to track gestures. In this study, a vision- based 

tracking system for identifying hand movements that can be used to operate computer programmers such 

as browsers, Power Point presentations, mouse cursors, or any other applications is described. 

Keywords : gesticulation, hand motion, hand sign, idiomatic expressions. 
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Abstract:The data security is very important now a days. Each data of the client and related to company 

products should be very important, and now days most of the company they are using desktop application to 

avoid data should be hacked from the hackers. So most of the secure service system should be in offline. In 

this project the employee can able to share the files to another employee but in all the company . If they try to 
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share the code file it will show the alert message to the employee. All the company if any code file extension 

they can’t able to share, so some people will try to sent the software files in the text file and they will try to 

share the code, but this application will check the content inside the file whether the particular file has coding 

in that they can’t able to share. It will block the malicious file to share for another people and admin will the 

authorized person and he/she can able to monitor all the activities of the employee. If the particular employee 

try to share the malicious file then admin will block the particular employee based on the IP address so the 

employee can’t able to share the file again to the another people. If the admin will block the user the can’t 

able to access our files until unless the particular employee will unblock and also we are implementing 

graphical representation to identify the number of blocked users. 

Keywords: Data security,File sharing, Secured system, Activities of employee, Blocked users based on IP 

address. 
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Abstract: Facial Expression Recognition is a problem in human emotion classification that has received a lot 

of scientific attention. Machines may find it difficult to classify human emotions. When extracting aspects of 

human emotions, however, more precise outcomes and shorter execution times remain the major problems. 

To address these issues, we present an automatic approach that provides users with a widely used classifier 

for more reliably recognizing facial emotions. Feature selection and feature classification are the two basic 

machine-learning steps of the system. The feature selection is done with the Active Shape Model (ASM), 

which is made up of landmarks, and the feature classification is done with seven well-known classifiers. To 

identify the best classifier, we used the CK+ dataset and constructed and tested seven different classifiers. On 

the same dataset, experimental findings showed that the Quadratic classifier surpasses other classifiers with 

the greatest accuracy of 92.42 percent. 

Keywords:  Facial Expression, Emotion Recognition, Action Units, Computer Vision. 
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Abstract: Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a global health problem with high morbidity and mortality rate, 

and it induces other diseases. Since there are no obvious symptoms during the early stages of CKD, patients 

often fail to notice the disease. Early detection of CKD enables patients to receive timely treatment to 

ameliorate the progression of this disease. Machine learning models can effectively aid clinicians achieve this 
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goal due to their fast and accurate recognition performance. In this study, we propose a machine learning 

methodology for diagnosing CKD. The CKD data set was obtained from the University of California Irvine 

(UCI) machine learning repository, which has a large number of missing values. KNN imputation was used 

to fill in the missing values, which selects several complete samples with the most similar measurements to 

process the missing data for each incomplete sample. Missing values are usually seen in real-life medical 

situations because patients may miss some measurements for various reasons. After effectively filling out the 

incomplete data set, six machine learning algorithms (logistic regression, random forest, support vector 

machine, k-nearest neighbor, naive Bayes classifier and feed forward neural network) were used to establish 

models. Among these machine learning models, random forest achieved the best performance with 99.75% 

diagnosis accuracy. By analyzing the misjudgments generated by the established models, we proposed an 

integrated model that combines logistic regression and random forest by using perceptron, which could 

achieve an average accuracy of 99.83% after ten times of simulation. Hence, we speculated that this 

methodology could be applicable to more complicated clinical data for disease diagnosis. 

 

Keywords: Chronic Kidney, KVM, Ant colony optimization, Missing values. 
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Abstract: Skin cancer is a typical common cancer. Melanoma, also known as malignant melanoma, is the 

most lethal form of skin cancer and responsible for 75% of skin cancer deaths, despite being the least common 

skin cancer. The best way to combat that is trying to identify it as early as possible and treat it with minor 

surgery. In this paper, I systematically study melanoma and notice that using deeper, wider and higher 

resolution convolutional neural networks can obtain better performance. Based on these observations, I 

propose an automated melanoma detection model by analysis of skin lesion images using VGG16 architecture, 

which can capture more fine grained features. The experimental evaluations on a large publicly available 

dataset, which is generated by the International Skin Imaging Collaboration and images of it are from several 

primary medical sources, have demonstrated state-of-the-art classification performanceMelanoma is a cancer 

that starts in the skin's pigment cells (melanocytes). Melanoma appears as pigmented moles or markings on 

the skin. It can potentially spread to other organs in the body. Excessive exposure to UV light from the sun 

can lead to melanoma. UV light has the potential to harm cells directly and alter the immune system. 

Melanoma is regarded as one of the deadliest forms of skin cancer. It is responsible for 75% of all skin cancer 

deaths. 

 

Keywords:  skin lesion; image processing; machine learning; deep learning; neural networks; image 

classifiers; image segmentation; melanoma detection; statistic performances; review 
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Abstract: E-Healthcare systems are increasingly popular due to the introduction of wearable healthcare 

devices and sensors. Personal health records (PHRs) are collected by these devices and stored in a remote 

cloud. Due to privacy concern, these records should not be accessible by any unauthorized party, and the cloud 

providers should not be able to learn any information from the stored records. To address the above issues, 

one promising solution is to employ attribute based encryption (ABE) for fine-grained access control and 

searchable encryption for keyword search on encrypted data. However, most of existing ABE schemes leak 

the privacy of access policy which may also contain sensitive information. On the other hand, for users’ 

devices with limited computing power and bandwidth, the mechanism should enable them to be able to search 

the PHRs efficiently. Unfortunately, most existing works on ABE do not support efficient keyword search on 

encrypted data. In this work, we propose an efficient hidden policy ABE scheme with keyword search. Our 

scheme enables efficient keyword search with constant computational overhead and constant storage 

overhead. Moreover, we enhance the recipient’s privacy which hides the access policy. As of independent 

interest, we present a trapdoor malleability attack and demonstrate that some of previous schemes may suffer 

from such attack. 

Keywords:  Attribute based encryption, E-healthcare Cloud , Keyword search, Personal health records.. 
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Abstract: In recent years, due to advancement in modern technology and social communication, advertising 

new job posts has become very common issue in the present world. So, fake job posting prediction task is 

going to be a great concern for all. Like many other classification tasks, fake job posing prediction leaves a 

lot of challenges to face. This paper proposed to use different data mining techniques and classification 

algorithm like KNN, decision tree, support vector machine, naïve bayes classifier, random forest classifier, 

multilayer perceptron and deep neural network to predict a job post if it is real or fraudulent. We have 

experimented on Employment Scam Aegean Dataset (EMSCAD) containing 18000 samples. Deep neural 

network as a classifier, performs great for this classification task. We have used three dense layers for this 

deep neural network classifier. The trained classifier shows approximately 98% classification accuracy (DNN) 

to predict a fraudulent job post. 
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Keywords: fake job post prediction,datamining,support vector machine,naive Bayes classifier,random 

forest classifier,deep neural network classifier,fraudulent job post,KNN,decisiontree,multilayer 

perceptron. 
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Abstract: Driver drowsiness has become one of the main reasons for large number of road accidents. The 

main aim of this project is to overcome the problem of road accidents which are related to drivers experiencing 

fatigue leads to a need arises to design a system that keeps the driver focused on the road. With the evolution 

and improvement in Computer Vision technologies, smart/intelligent cameras are developed to predict 

drowsiness in drivers, thereby alerting drivers which in turn reduce accidents when they are feeling drowsy. 

In this work, a new approach is taken using deep learning to detect driver drowsiness based on Eye state while 

driving the vehicle. To detect the face and extract the eye region from the face images, Histogram Equalisation 

and Canny-Edge Detection algorithms are used in this work. As an Additional feature, we included an app in 

our project to notify the driver active status with an alarm sound on the app. This application has been built 

using MIT app Inventor. 

Keywords: Drowsiness Detection, Machine Learning, Canny Edge Detection, Histogram Equalization, 

Eye Aspect Ratio, MIT App Inventor. 
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Abstract: The Intelligent Travel Suggestion System Using Collaborative Filtering points to play down the 

time taken by the client in arranging for the trip, since street trips are very common these days, but 

individuals tend to utilize most of the time in arranging for the trip and consequently compromise the time 

taken to do other assignment. It takes the source, goal and the sorts of places from the user as input and 

produces the foremost ideal way from the source to the goal considering most of the places which falls 

beneath the clients intrigued along the way. The different categories given to the client to choose from are 

:‘Spiritual’,’ Heritage’, ’Trekking’, ’Rivers and Waterfall’, ’Wildlife’, ’Hill station’ and ‘Beach’. In 
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expansion to creating the foremost ideal way the framework too predicts the finest time to travel from the 

source to the goal so that the client will get the foremost out of the trip. For the forecast of the finest time 

to travel the framework is utilizing choice tree CART algorithm which employments the concept of gini 

rather than entropy and data pick up which significantly decreases the computation time which is pivotal 

for oursystem. 

By integrating both era of the ideal way and forecast of the finest months to travel this frameworks spares 

most of the time used by the client for planning for the trip. The system generates the way with significantly 

tall precision additionally the expectation of the finest months to travel is additionally very precise. 

Keywords: Classification and Regression Trees(CART) Algorithms 
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Abstract: Secure cloud storage, which is an emerging cloud service, is designed to protect the confidentiality 

of outsourced data and also to provide flexible data access for cloud users whose data is out of physical control. 

Cipher text-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) is regarded as one of the most promising techniques 

that may be leveraged to secure the guarantee of the service. However, the use of CP-ABE may yield an 

inevitable security breach which is known as the misuse of access credential (i.e. decryption rights), due to 

the intrinsic “all-or-nothing” decryption feature of CP-ABE. In this paper, we investigate the two main cases 

of access credential misuse: one is on the semi-trusted authority side, and the other is on the side of cloud 

user. To mitigate the misuse, we propose the first accountable authority and revocable CP-ABE based cloud 

storage system with white-box traceability and auditing, referred to as CryptCloud+. We also present the 

security analysis and further demonstrate the utility of our system via experiments. In a CP-ABE based cloud 

storage system, for example, organizations (e.g., a university such as the University of Texas at San Antonio) 

and individuals (e.g., students, faculty members and visiting scholars of the university) can first specify access 

policy over attributes of a potential cloud user. 

Keywords:  Cyphertexttechnology,Attribute based encryption, CryptCloud, Security, Cloud Storage, 

Security analysis. 
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Abstract:The purpose of this study is to depict the opinions of Indian consumers about insurance services. 
The research was conducted using a structured questionnaire using a five-point Likert scale to obtain 
consumer responses. A total of 377 responses were gathered to determine the level of awareness of insurance 
services and their attitudes toward them. The findings of the study reveal that in the Indian context, basic 
socio demographic and economic characteristics have a major impact on consumers' attitudes about insurance 
services. The findings of this study could be used by insurance companies in India to develop marketing 
strategies based on socioeconomic and demographic factors. Fraud costs the insurance sector billions of 
dollars every year. Insurance fraud is defined as the act of making false insurance claims in order to get 
benefits, compensation, or other advantages to which they are not entitled. Insurance fraud detection has 
become a bothersome challenge for insurance firms to cope with in recent years, since it requires more 
investment and workforces to keep track of each transaction. In this paper, we will focus on insurance fraud, 
which is a serious problem for insurance firms. On the basis of transactional data provided by the insurance 
provider, we utilize machine learning to detect insurance fraud. We create prediction models and assess their 
performance using a confusion matrix, which is then evaluated using several performance metrics such as 
accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and AUC curve. 

 

Keywords:Fraud detection , Insurance market, Risk management ,Decision support systems ,Supervised 

learning Feature importance 
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Abstract: Clients can deal with all sites, servers, systems, and tasks of utilizations from one simple to- 

utilize and advanced dashboard. The application causes clients to remain top of the issues with the assistance 
of our proactive cautions and astute reports. In which get a judgment that before something occurs on it&#39;s 
off-base. Overseeing gives on profundity examination into the exhibition and wellbeing of your distributed 
computing assets. Screen business completely vital cloud-facilitated applications and certainly suggested 
exhibition alongside viable into the use of you could assets. To get profundity perspectives on various 
parameters that permit the association to control screen. Consistently screen the wellbeing and execution and 
cases. Chairman in better dealing with the cloud assets for helping it. The various measurements got and the 
visual introduction maps or diagrams ensure that all the business certain applications facilitated. 

Keywords:Monitor performance, Cloud computing environment, Dashboard, Peak performance, 

Administration. 
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Abstract:We have witnessed the incredibly increasing demand and the necessity for and the adoption of 

software development in the health sectors in the past decade. This is required in order to satisfy the present 

andforthcoming interests and demands that are a matter of concern in the healthcare services. In this project 

called “A Security Based Framework for Healthcare Services” is a standalone web application whichis 

developed using Java, Spring Boot and other tools. The aim of this application is to design and introduce a 

secure, flexible and privacy preserved framework which is cost effective too. The intension is to propose an 

efficient and secure framework based on multi authority Cipher-Text Policy Attribute Based Encryption 

(CPABE), which benefits us to afford a fine-grained access control together with a hierarchical structure in 

order to implement access control policies to the users in the health sector and health environment. The 

responsibilities of the proposed framework are to deliver the shared services through a highly reliable, efficient 

and safe environment. The proposed framework intends to provide a wide variety of facilities and healthcare 

services to the customers and end users. In addition to it, multifactor authentication functionality of the 

applicant is identified, detected and proofed in co-operation with the Trusted Authority. Also comparisons 

between the related frameworks have been conducted based on the security analysis and other health related 

facilities which can be observed with the help of the Electronic Health Record (HER). 

 

Keywords: Secure Framework, Cipher-Text Policy, Authorization, Attribute Based

 Encryption, 
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Abstract:Mankind's presence and personal satisfaction have been improved by innovation. Consistently, 

we intend to make something new and exceptional. We have an answer for each and every other issue. We 

have machines to help our lives and make us fairly complete in the financial area, the up-and-comer is 

expected to give evidence/reinforcement before the credit sum is supported. The framework's assessment 

of the competitor's authentic information decides if the application is supported. Consistently, many 

individuals apply for credits in the financial area, yet banks have restricted reserves. For this situation, 

utilizing a classes-capability calculation to make the right expectation would be very gainful. For example, 

strategic relapse, arbitrary timberland classifier, support vector machine classifier,    etc. Benefit and loss 

of a bank how much is still up in the air by whether the client or client reimburses the credit. The main 
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perspective for the financial area is credit recuperation. The course of progress is basic in the financial 

business. Up-and-comers' verifiable information was utilized to construct an AI model utilizing different 

characterization calculations. The fundamental objective of this paper is to utilize AI models prepared on 

verifiable information to foresee regardless of whether another candidate will be conceded a credit. 

 

.Keywords:  Machine learning , Data Loan, Training , Testing  Prediction. 
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Abstract:College proof can fundamentally affect individuals lives. They can assist individuals with alight 

position they maintain that or permit organizations should conclude whether a contender, for a task has the 

proper abilities. The framework gives durability and a degree of safety to the significance of the record, 

ensuring the authenticity of the certificate. Taking care of the issue of duplicating authentications, the 

advanced proof framework in light of blockchain innovation would be proposed. The unmodifiable property 

of blockchain, the advanced endorsement with against fake and undeniable nature could be made. It gives 

interest unit to confirm the realness of the paper declaration through cell phone examining or site requests. 

The framework will make a connected QR-code and request string code to join to the paper declaration.  The 

work speed for the utilization of the Blockchain innovation to advanced proofs and animate further 

conversation with different foundations to take advantage of the capability of the innovation completely. 

 

Keywords: Blockchain technology, digital certificate, durability, duplicating authentications 
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Abstract:Customers can benefit from decentralized storage services in a variety of ways. These are a few of 

the perks: The authenticity of the data is also called into question, which is only one of the many dangers it 

poses. Consequently, there are numerous issues concerning the data's validity. However, the consumer should 

be informed that an independent reviewer can be hired if he or she wishes to verify that information is accurate. 

Your normal public check tactics won't work if you have to deal with persistent examiners. The detrimental 

consequences of executive sponsorship may be plainly seen in these programmers as a result of this. To 

convince sceptics, we offer a primary way of public verification that does not rely on certificates and instead 

makes use of blockchain technology (CPVPA). Inspectors should be paid for their time and efforts by 
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recording the findings of each inspection on a distributed ledger (blockchain). After a trade has been uploaded 

to the blockchain, the confirmation process can be broken down into time periods. In order to guarantee 

accuracy, it is necessary to complete all checks within the allotted time frame. Because it uses certificateless 

encryption, CPVPA does not require executive authentication to accomplish its goals. Thus, it is better suited 

to accomplishing its original goal. As a result, there is an increase in security. According to a comprehensive 

assessment, CPVPA's productivity and security have been sufficiently demonstrated. 

 

Keywords:  Data Owner, Cloud Server, Key Generation Centre, Third Party Auditor 
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Abstract:Domain and protocol based consolidated statistical analysis is provided within the system. The 

system will include various types of settings which have to be accomplished by the administrative and in 

reference to which the provisional information acknowledgement with different types of compatibility in 

terms of domain and technological identity will be provided. The system is also associated with various types 

of integrated tracking at mostly the system will be utilized by the administrator and administrators which 

requires associated tracking. The design of the system is to provide the flexibility and control in terms of 

Administrative tasks. Oversight utility that are required to be organized when the organizations are into 

various businesses so the organization of different aspects of security, analytics, management, structuring, 

data management, configuration, server environment etc. are required to be consolidated on prime panel which 

can be used for central monitoring and navigation. 

Keywords:Configuaration, management, Security, Data management, Structuring 
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Abstract:An annual Information Technology Quality Review (ITQR) is performed to ensure that information 

technology services are provided consistently along with the highest degree of quality spread across all regions 

and locations. Each individual IT manager has the responsibility to provide IT support either to a specific site 

or for a well-defined geographical location which will host an ITQR. The review will validate sufficient 

processes and management oversights which are in place to deliver effective and efficient IT services. The 

review will also ensure that local IT operations are in compliance with IT Security policies and procedures by 

adhering to TI ethical standards and legal regulations. Additionally the ITQR aligns IT Services with similar 
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processes in Corporate Finance and other supporting organizations to guarantee that all business is carried out 

in a manner that adheres to Texas Instruments‟ high standards of quality and ethics.This project termed as 

ITQR dashboard is developed to provide an efficient yet user-friendly interface to integrate all the data from 

different domains and generate comprehensive reports related to relevant metrics and present to the 

management to review the quality of the IT services provided annually.. 

 

Keywords:  ITQR, ITQR dashboard, Data owner. 
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These days, businesspeople find their most success on the social networks like Facebook and Twitter. This 

social network also plays an important part in the marketing platforms that are used to research data linked to 

businesses. Users who see products on social networks are more likely to remark and give their views when 

they see an advertisement for a specific information technology product that has been put on an app or web 

app owned by the user. And this is the finest place for end users to share their opinions and thoughts; user 

feedback has the potential to sway the choices that other users make regarding IT products. In this section, we 

will be constructing models with the help of Sentimental Analysis, which is one of the Computer Learning 

processes. Our model may be applied to the input provided by users, at which point it will determine those 

users' requirements and may also provide product recommendations based on those recommendations. It is 

possible to recognise noteworthy trends regarding your customers by utilising a framework known as data 

mining. A mining approach of trans association rules is built to collect the valuable feedbacks from sales in 

order to forecast excellent results from the user attitudes, the vast quantity of data from users, and sales 

revenue. This is done in order to predict excellent results. The purpose of our research projects is to construct 

a model that is capable of successfully resolving the issue that has been presented.. 

Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Machine Learning, Data Mining, Social Networks, IT-Products 
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Abstract Various types of factors that are required to be induced for proper security perception and different 

types of resource compositions are included on self-architecture design based service platform. The system 
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provides advanced security and the related utilities which can be selected and which can be customized 

according to the requirements of the particular user using the system. Multiple options in considerations are 

provided for advance architectural working where the references of workability can be organized and all types 

of needed resources can be fetched from service platform. Possession factors and knowledge factor-oriented 

platform will help the organizations to manage all business oriented tools in reference to enterprise application 

software system with custom provisions. The system will provide centric security where all business what 

consideration can be controlled and processed in a structural way as the required provisions can be 

incorporated and use with all composition requirements according to the organization using the platform. The 

deliberations and the requirements with reference to various services that are required to conduct operations 

can be allocated from a control system of working. 

 

Keywords:SSO, RADIUS Configuration, Tracking 
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Abstract: Short Message Service (SMS) is the essential decision which is utilized as a correspondence 

medium in this cell phone world which is developing with a wide assortment of correspondence media envoy 

applications. Presently a-days a Spam SMS has turned into an exceptionally regular issue, for example, ads, 

extortion messages and advancements. In this manner spam SMS has moved toward becoming as a significant 

issue as it can hurt the clients and furthermore hurt the cell phone gadgets and the answer for this issue is a 

programmed SMS spam separating. The most testing in this SMS spam sifting method is that its precision. In 

this venture we will propose the SMS spam separating execution by consolidating the two information mining 

task arrangement and the affiliation. One is Naive Bayes classifier which is utilized to arrange the messages 

that have been gotten is of spam or ham (non spam) and the other one is a FP-development affiliation is 

utilized for mining the incessant examples in the SMS. Along these lines, this is the venture which is utilized 

to distinguish the messages got is of spam or ham, and all the spam messages will be sent to the spam organizer 

and client won't get any warning for a spam messages as when the client get the notice when ham message is 

sent. 

Keywords:  Machine learning; forecasting; regression; sales; time series. 
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Abstract: In this article, we discuss the development of prognostic Machine Learning (ML) models for 

COVID-19 progression, with a focus on predicting ICU admission in the next 5 days. On the basis of 4995 

Complete Blood Count (CBC) tests, we created three ML models. We propose three ML models with varying 

interpretability: two fully interpretable models and one blackbox model. We report an AUC of .81 and .83 for 

the interpretable models (the decision tree and logistic regression, respectively), and an AUC of .88 for the 

black-box model (an ensemble). This shows that CBC data and ML methods can be used for costeffective 

prediction of ICU admission of COVID-19 patients: in particular, as the CBC can be acquired rapidly through 

routine blood exams, our models could also be applied in resource-limited settings and to get fast indications 

at triage and daily rounds. 

 

Keywords:  Machine learning; forecasting; regression; sales; time series. 
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Abstract: Now a day’s so many electronic things are available in market for household work. We are 

habituated with these electronic things. Without these electronic things we can’t imagine our daily life. For 

entertainment we want television, for kitchen work we want refrigerator, microwave etc. For use these things 

we want to install, repair or uninstall. In day to day life everyone is facing the same problem. So we are calling 

technician for do our work. When technician go customer house sometimes nobody is present in the home, 

sometimes they are not picking the call of technician, and difficult to find the address of the customer. There 

are lots of chances to do mistakes by technician while manually entering the detail of the customer’s product. 

This is known as time –consuming method wherever we have a tendency to do manual method and it's needed 

to coordinate several such a large amounts of peoples in many stages. The application concept is very good; 

it’s removing the gap between the customer and technician. This application is developed in android. Now a 

days every one using smart phone, that’s why technician can easily install this app on his phone from play 

store. There the technician can easily see the detail of the customer, list of call whoever allocated to him. 

Keywords: User-Interface, API’s, View Call list and Updation, Services, Status Updation 
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Abstract: Every a financial organization will be receiving various kinds of real word compliments from 

customers. Every one the world have relationship with financial institutions one either other way. Some or 

related to credit cards and some for accounts and some related to get loan and pay loan back to the bank. 

Categorizing the complaint is the major task it takes lots of time and man power to assign the call to respective 

department. 

In this paper we are categorizing the customer complaints in to specific category using machine learning 

algorithms. Validation of random forest classifier, LinearSVC, multinomial naïve base classifier and logistic 

regression is tested with multiple fold of test dataset. 

To identify the best model witch gives better prediction used K fold validation method. As a result of K fold 

validation is linearSVC algorithm is trained and tested with 80% of training dataset and 20% of test dataset. 

LinearSVC trained model classified dataset with accuracy score of 76%. 

Keywords: Sorting Categorizing and Tagging ,LinearSVC algorithm . 
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Abstract: The security system should be very important in the modern world. Each record The growth of 

modern technologies imposes a special means of safe guard mechanisms.Securityofinformation has become 

amajordrawback in recent days..Intheageoftheinternet, protecting our information has become major as 

protecting our property. We have to prevent both physical and online information from destruction and 

unauthorized access. Data is the primary product in the world of E-Commerce. As technology improves and 

access to markets extend, the need to prevent data also increases. And to ensure its confidentiality, integrity, 

and authentication to those who need it for making critical personal, business, or government decisions 

become more important. Data leakage and data misuse are serious threats to organizations. It is more severe 

when this is carried out by insiders. Sometimes it is very difficult to detect insiders. 

Dataleakageisdefinedasaccidentalorunintentionaldistributionofprivateorsensitive data to unauthorized party. 

Data leakage poses a serious issue for companies as the number of incidents and the cost those experiencing 

them continue to rise. 

Keywords: Data leakage,unauthorizedaccess,E-commerce, authentication 
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Paper ID-NCMC37 

 

Abstract: Aviation Management System is a business management application developed by Aero IT which 

is mainly used for the airline industry and specifically for charted flying sectors. The Aeronautics 

administration framework (AMS) is a coordinated suited about results planned on handle the necessities for 

today’s contract Also flight preparation aeronautics organizations. To loosely couple the components of the 

application offering maximum flexibility and configuration options. Using the latest technologies with high 

levels of security for access and for the information stored. To centralize all shared application information 

and also be able to track information throughout its life cycle within the system.This application is comprised 

of two modules. Aircraft Details and cost modeling. Aircraft maintenance. In the Aircraft Module there are a 

number of tasks to perform when it comes to the management of aircrafts and determining their cost model, 

maintaining the aircraft fixed cost, recording the aircraft performance, aircraft maintenance, determining the 

whole sale cost of the aircraft on hourly or monthly basis depending on the requirement of the customer etc. 

are some of the activities that can be performed in an efficient way using this system. 

Keywords: Aircraft, sectors, Flight. AMS 
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The sales evaluation is an important part of running a firm. The accuracy of precise forecasting can be of 

assistance in developing and enhancing ideas for commercial operation. The analysis which the business 

control delivers is the source of information that enables one to the administrator's reality in all aspects of the 

firm. The actions taken Using the Linear Regression Algorithm, Sales Forecasting aims to provide an 

unequalled method for envisioning deals (predicting future arrangements). The assessing made it possible for 

organisations to make educated business judgments and anticipate both present minute and overall deal 

displays. In this way, you may assist a business in reaching decisions and making adjustments in accordance 

with the examples given in arrangements that actually modernise the business. The anticipation of future 

graduates, subject to the historical data which provides a dynamic environment to functioning in this since 

motivates us to take on the endeavours. The sum total of upcoming commitments is a significant factor in 

virtually every company. It has an effect on negotiations, the transmission of financial plans, project planning, 

and display plans. By making preparations and anticipating potential opposition, sway can be avoided. The 

fact that visualising learning holds a certification is very important. The process of making arrangements is 

an essential component of coordinating a business. The reality of stream selecting can help boost improvement 

and adjust the design for a commercial system. 

Keywords: machine learning, Forecasting. Regressive, sales and times series 
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Abstract: In this Project "Dynamic Data Sharing with Crypto Analysis" is used share the data over cloud with 

advanced Clustering technique. Despite its seemingly simple data model, RDF encodes rich and sophisticated 

graphs mixing both instance and schema-level data.  Classical technique to partitioning the data should be 

very difficult and inefficient over large amount of data. Contrary to previous approaches, Dynamic Data 

Sharing with Crypto Analysis runs a physiological analysis of both instance and schema information before 

partitioning the info. In this paper, we describe the architecture of Dynamic Data Sharing with Crypto 

Analysis, its main data structures, also because the new algorithms we use to partition and distribute data. this 

we are using clustering technique to upload the files to worker form master with encrypted key. 

Keywords: Crypto Analysis , Dynamic data ,clustering techniques, Encrypted key. 
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Abstract: QR code is an important means for delivering information which means has been widely used in 

our daily life. As an ISO international standard the QR code encoding and decoding process are disclosed 

publicly, thus it is easy to decode a QR code then forge a new QR code with the same QR code public message. 

It can lead to the problems of information forgery and ease the spreading the fake news, To overcome this 

weakness, we propose a simple ad efficient QR code authentication mechanism to embed the authentication 

information in the padding Region of QR code based on the characteristics of sudoku and reed-Solomon code. 

Different from the previous scheme embeds the authentication information without consuming the QR code 

error correction capacity and is able to achieve a higher embedding capacity. Experimental results show that 

proposed scheme has high security, low power consumption and is robust to common QR code attacks 

. 

Keywords:  QR Code, Encoding, Decoding. 
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Abstract: This is a project that describes the vacations and trip places for a tourist where they can 

easilylogin to portal with all their details and gives a detailed information about the places and vehicles that 

areavailable for a trip. The user checks the places where they want to travel and they will enquiry on 

thatpackage. After that if they are comfortable with packages, they book their slots where they wish to 

traveland confirms their slots. The major role on this project is an admin who looks at all the sites and 
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having 

abalancedmanagingonthecustomerrequestswithalltheenquiriesandbookingsystemwherethecustomercan 

receive a quick respond for all their plannings. After the travelling the customer can give the feedbackabout 

how they feel good on their vacations based on the arrangements of the company either negative orpositive. 

 

Keywords: VacationsandTrips,PHP,MySQLDatabase System,Tourist,Enquiry. 
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Abstract: Abstract: Argo products is a web application. Where user can buy the products of their needs. 

Thisapplication includes Argo products like fertilizers, agriculture equipment’s, seeds, pesticides and 

othercategories which are helpful for the farmers in their farming, and they can share their review regarding 

theproducts. The user can do the shopping on any categories provided by the admin. All the activities 

aremanaged by the admin and the user can start shopping once he/she login through their username 

andpassword into the application. This application is very beneficial for the users to know about the 

newproductsandnewchangeshappeninginthefarmingfield.Argoproductsisdifferentfromallotherwebsitesasiti

ntroducedpaymentmodebasedoncashondeliveryforbuyingproducts.itcanaccomplishtheprivacyinformation

of userdetailswith highsecurity assurance. 

 

Keywords:User,Products,search,payment,cashondelivery. 
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Abstract: The most common type of crime is the theft of credit and line data. Despite this, it is among 

themost common problems in modern technology. Criminals usually prefer to steal data from customers 

bytargetingsalesdatasystems,whichallowsthesellertoobtainshopperinformation.TheSmartPOSSystemwas 

cost effective with enhanced secured code, but user information was more inaccessible through 

thismanner.Securityinfothatwillstealusers'carddetailsinashortperiodoftimecanbeobtainedthismethod.Becau
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se there is no security after the system is offline, we have a tendency to disconnect users 

andtraffickersfromthenetworkasaresultofthesethings.Thisprojectexplainsasecureelectronicmicropaymenttr

ansactionutilisingcryptographictechnique.Formakingtransactions,weuseanencryptedmethodforeverytransa

ctioninordertokeepthedatasafe.Toprotectuserdata,wemustkeepalloff--linepaymentinformation secret. 

Keywords: cryptographictechniq,smartPOSsystem,electronicmicropayment 
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Paper ID-NCMC44 

Abstract: Online Examination System is an on-line test simulator is to take online examination, test in 

anefficient manner and no time wasting for manually checking of the test paper. The main objective of 

thisweb based online examination system is to efficiently evaluate the student thoroughly through a 

fullyautomated system that not only saves lot of time but also gives fast and accurate results. For students 

theygive papers according to their convenience from any location by using internet and time and there is 

noneedofusingextrathinglikepaper,penetc.Onlineexaminationsystemhelpsstudentstoofferaquickandeasy 

way to appear for the test. It also provides the results immediately after the examination with 

100%accuracyandsecurity.Student canentertoperformexam onlywiththeirvalidusernameandpassword. 

Keywords:OnlineExaminationSystem,PHP,MySQLDatabase,authorized,automation. 
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Abstract:Inmyprojectthecomplicacyofalogisticssystemmakesitdifficulttotracksafetyandreliabilityorqualit

yconcerns,especiallyinthefundamentalagriculturefoodsupplychainsthatpeopleeateveryday.Existingagricult

uralfoodsystemshaveanumberofsignificantflaws,includingalargenumberofplayers,cumbersome 

communication due to protracted supply chain cycles, and data mistrust within participantsand the 

centralised system. The introduction of blockchain technology successfully solves the symptomsproblem 

that exists in the agro food supply chain traceability system.This framework has been developedbased on a 

community and smart contracts for tracking and tracing the work process of agronomic 
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foodsupplychains,implementingreliabilityandvisibilityofsupplychains,andbreakingdowndataaspossiblewit

h both organisations to avoid the need for central bodies and agencies and improve transaction 

recordintegrity,reliability,andsecurity. Farmersuse theIPFStostore agricultural data. 

Keywords:Blockchain,Traceability,Transparency,EthereumBlockchain,Privacy,Decryption 
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Abstract: The online food delivery system provides convenience for the customers. It overcomes 

thedisadvantagesofthetraditionalqueuingsystem.Thissystemincreasesthetakeawayoffoodsthanvisitors.Ther

efore, this system enhances the speed and standardization of taking the order from the customer. Itprovides  

a  better  communication    platform.    The    user’s    details    are    noted    

electronically.Theonlinefooddeliverysystemsetupmenuonlineandthecustomerseasilyplacestheorderwithasi

mplemouse click. Also, with a food menu online you can easily track the orders, maintain customer's 

databaseand improve your food delivery service. This system allows the user to select the desired food 

items fromthe displayed menu. The user orders the food items. The payment can be made pay-on-delivery 

system.The user’s details are maintained confidential because it maintains a separate account for each user. 

An idandpasswordisprovided foreach user. Therefore,it providesa moresecuredordering. 

Keywords:Easytoonlinebooking,Easyto use,fastdelivery,secure delivery 
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Abstract: Because of developments in grouped processing and big data innovation, there has been 

anincrease interests in communicated computing in recent years. We provide a one-of-a-kind approach 

foroutwardly bunching that enables calculation across such distributed data, with "insignificant" 

difficultiesandsignificantspeedupcalculation.However,itisbecomingmoretypicalfordatathatonewishestohan

dleall of the data with the least amount of difficulties overhead possibly. SPECTRAL clustering has 

beeneffectively applied to a wide range of utilizations, including equal preparing, picture division, 

advancedmechanics, web search, spamlocation, informal community mining,andstatistical 
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surveying.Ourtechnology allows for neighborhood equal registering at the sites where the information is 

situated,effectivelythespeedupishighestwhentheinformationisevenlydistributedbetweenlocations.Experime

nts on simulated and large UC Irvine datasets indicate that our technique achieves a 2x 

speedupwhilemaintainingnear-perfectaccuracy inallconditions. 

Keywords:Spectral cluster, Distributed-data, communicated computing, speedup computing data, 

UCIrvinedatasettechnique. 
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Paper ID-NCMC48 

Abstract:Weareemployingamethodtosecuredatainaconfidentialmannerinweb-basedservicesinthisproject. 

All data can be saved in the database, but if users want to exchange files or information, we mustrestrict 

access to just authenticated users using the login data functions, based on user data validationnotions. In 

general, if users register an account with correct information and a password, the data will notbe kept in a 

secure manner. Some users will be able to gain access. Only admin users with access to 

thismodule'sfunctionscanmanagealldata-

relatedinformation.Inatypicalofficesetting,mostindividualscanaccess systems in an open environment, 

allowing numerous users to access various systems. If theadministrator grants access to specific users, they 

can only access the data information using their logincredentials. We can utilise several configurations the 

data using python library packages utilising theDjangotechnique. 

Keywords:securedata , exchangefiles, Djangotechnique, 
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Abstract: Nowadays to solve the issues in sharing the files in cloud computing is challenging ones. Forthat 

we are using, Attribute based Encryption format based on Cipher policy in python for encrypting 

weareusingpyAesCryptlibrarypackagetosecurethefilesisoneofthemostpreferableencryptiontechnology. The 

file sharing concepts is very useful in the field like healthcare, military and some othersfields because we 

need to keep the confidential data in secure manner so we don’t need to give permissionto all type of users 

for that only we are preferred encrypted format file sharing concepts. During thesemethods we are going to 
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keep the data in secure format in cloud computing technology. By usingpyAesCrypt library packages we 

are going to keep the data in encrypted and original format method byusingblock cipher technique more 

over the store data server isuntrusted. 

 

Keywords:- pyAesCrypt,cryptographicalgorithm,SecureKeyAuthentication,AdminandUsers. 
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Abstract: In current scenario we are using advanced technology to store the data in efficient way. 

Inhypotheticalscenariowhenthemanualprocesswillnotusefulsoeverythingwillbereplacedinonlinemode

. Replacement of data in patient management system manually it is difficult to handle 

theprocess.Forthatweareusingonlinemodeltoreplaceallthedatarelatedtopatientdetails.Developingpatie

nt database function in current scenario in online mode is very useful for Hospital managementsystem. 

In this record we need to maintain allthe patient details like discharge, payment and 

doctorspecialization etc. In medical platform we need to save the data in secure and correct format.If 

wemake anymistake that will affect the hospital management systems tool. We can keep the record 

tomanage the patient details and doctor details to store all the information’s like name, id, age, 

email,address. 

 

Keywords:MedicalPatientAppointmentBooking,Djangowebframework,SQLite. 
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Abstract: Since coronavirus has shown up, inaccessibility of legitimate clinical resources is at its 

peak,liketheshortageofspecialistsandhealthcareworkers,lackofproperequipmentandmedicinesetc.Duetouna

vailability,individualsstartedtakingmedicationindependentlywithoutproperconsultation,makingthehealthco

nditionworse.Asoflate,machinelearninghasbeenvaluableandthereisanincreaseininnovativework for 

automation. This paper intends to present a drug recommender system that can drastically reducespecialist’s 

heap. In this research, we build medicine recommendation system that uses patient reviews 

topredictsentimentusingvariousvectorizationprocesseslikeBow,TF-

IDF,Word2Vec,andManualFeatureAnalysis,whichcanhelprecommendthetopdrugforagivendiseasebydiffer

entclassificationalgorithms.Thepredictedsentimentswereevaluatedbyprecision,recall,f1score,accuracy,and

AUCscore.Theresultsshow that classifier LinearSVC using TF-IDF vectorization outperforms all other 

models with 93%accuracy. 
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Keywords:DrugRecommenderSystem,MachineLearning,Smote,Bow,TF-IDF,Word2Vec. 
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Abstract: Over the years the manual attendance management has been carried across most of 

educationalinstitutions. To overcome these issues, we have developed “internet-based attendance report 

System andMobile Android Version. Attendance Management System is founded on web server, which can 

beimplemented on any computer or Phone. In This application, PHP is server-side language, MySQL 

andPHPisemployedasback-enddesignandHTML,CSSandJavaScriptareemployedasfront-

endtools.Theattendance percentage of students Without the manual paper-based work. The device 

facilitates interactivedesign and automated processing of attendance report. With the effective use, any 

Institute can apply the“AttendanceReport”systemforconducting quickattendanceandresultsreportinless 

time. 

Keywords:Institutionalaspect,Automatedcalculation. 
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Abstract: Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS) is considered a novel way of sensing the situations of Cyber-

Physical Systems as it is used to collect information about surrounding people through mobile 

devices.Reward Mechanism play a very important role in the encouragement of members to join and give 

sensibleinformation. While MCS applications execute the reward systems, secret information and 

individualconfidential data can be very dangerous because of malignant initiators or members and hackers. 

Thisproject proposes a novel Blockchain-based MCS structure that provides protection and preserves 

privacyas wellas security to both the sensing system and rewards mechanism by utilizing the 

developingblockchaininnovation because the dataonceinsertedcannotbe updated. 

 

Keywords:MobileCrowdsensing,Cyber-

PhysicalSystem,RewardMechanism,Malignantinitiators,Blockchaininnovation. 
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Abstract:DOCSZONE:THEDOCUMENTCLOUDSTORAGESYSTEMZONE”isanonlineDocumentManag

ement System which is implemented to evolve the existing system that can store, upload and 

sharedocuments through online. It also can share and upload videos and images. Since the internet is 

growingday by day most of the people are using the internet. Companies and organizations who work all 

dayuseinternetforseveralpurposesliketosharefiles,imagesorfolderstocommunicateeachother.Sothisprojecth

elps to manage all the files and keep the record. The Document Cloud Storage System Zone provides itsown 

workspace where it helps to create, view, organize and search the files from any device. The mainpurpose 

of this project is to develop Document Cloud Storage Systems which make employees in acompanyor 

organization work easier withcomfortandalsohelpsto achievetheirambitions 

 

 

Keywords:Folders,Trash,Recent,Favourites,Upload,Actions,Sort,View,andActivity. 
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Abstract:InourProjectwehavedevelopedthesoftwaretomanagethebillsubmissionprocessinshopororganizati

on.Manuallyit’sverydifficulttocalculatedifferenttypesofitemwithdifferentGSTvalue.Thisprocessisverydiffi

cultandtimeconsuming.That’swhyweneedtodevelopasystemwhichcancalculateGST value of each and every 

item. The Inventory Maintenance & Billing using GST do these types ofcalculations as well as save bills 

for further requirement & also print hardcopy for customers, Today GSThas replaced state and central tax 

system. This tax is applied all over India for all the goods and serviceswhich are under domestic 

consumption. This paper proposes a billing and invoicing which includes GSTtax system, i.e., Easy to 

maintain the Stocks, Easy to generate bills to customers, Easy to generate variousreportsin one click. 

Keywords:GoodsandServiceTax,Billing,BillofSupply,Indianeconomy. 
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Abstract: The motivation behind this study is to detectbrain tumourand provide better treatment for 

thesufferings. The abnormal growths of cells within the brain are called tumours and cancer is a term used 

torepresent malignant tumours. Usually CT or MRI scans are used for the detection of cancer regions 

withinthe brain. Positron Emission Tomography, Cerebral Arteriogram, spinal puncture , Molecular testing 

alsoareused for brain tumour detection.during thisstudy, MRI scan images are taken to analyse the 

diseasecondition. Objective this research works arei) identify the abnormal image ii) segment tumour 

region.Density of the tumourare oftenestimated from the segmented mask and it will help in therapy. 

Deeplearning techniqueis usedto detect abnormality from MRI images. Multi level thresholding is applied 

tosegmentthetumour region.Numberofmalignant pixelsgivesthedensityoftheaffectedregion. 

Keywords:BrainTumor,Detection,Treatment,Deeplearningtechnique 
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Abstract:ImageProcessingconvertsanimageinitsrawformintoaform.Thatyourmodelisreadytousefor 

training and inference. So, you know, we need to collect images, they might be of various sizes, theymight 

be a different contrast level. They might be oriented wrong in different ways, image processing, 

oralltherules.Basedlargelyondeterministicstepsthatyoutaketomake.Sure,yourimagesareallformattedcorrectl

y. It's the data cleaning of computer vision. Transformer It's a type of neural network architectureto recap 

neural. Networks are a very effective type of model for analysing complicated, data types, 

likeimagesvideos,audio,andtext,buttherearedifferenttypesofneuralnetworksoptimizedfordifferenttypesof 

data. multi-layer perception this basic neural network is known as a perceptron model. 

Classificationproblemswithlineardecisionsandboundariesrepresentthesimplestform of IdeploreNetwork. 

Keywords:Transformer, multi-layerperception, ImageProcessing, image compression, 

imagesrestoration,imageenhancement. 
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Abstract:The current voting system uses Electronic Voting Machines or EVMstorecordvotingresponses of 

individual citizens during various lections for different positions. For the past few years manypolitical leaders 

have expressed their insecurity about the EVMs and their mechanisms and 

questioneditsfunctioningandtransparency.Alsotherehavebeenalotofcybersecuritythreatadvancementswhichre

allymakesEVMsvulnerabletotamperingandhenceresultinginforgedelectionresults.Ifonethinksabout it this is a 

high matter ofconcern as this is a direct threat to National Security. Also, this fades theimage of the Indian 

Electoral Process and creates a sense of mistrust on the government and ElectionCommissionofIndia. 

 

Keepinginmind,wehavetriedtoresolvethisproblembymakinguseofthelatesttechnologypractices. 

 

Keywords:E-Voting,BlockChain,E-Votingusingbloackchain,bitcoin,IndianElections 
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Abstract: The growth of user-generated material through virtual entertainment has made 

evaluationmining a difficult task. Twitter is being used to collect opinions onproducts and legislative 

issues as amicroblogging platform. Feeling analysis is a process for dissecting the feelings and 

assessments ofnumerous individuals about something, and it is frequently applied on tweets to 

deconstruct commonopinion on news, social and personalities. Assessment mining can be done without 

personally goingthroughtweetsbyusingMachineLearningmodels.SevenMachineLearning 

modelsausedtorecognizefeelings by categorizing tweets as happy or sad. The proposed casting a ballot 

classifier (LR-SGD) withTF-IDF generates the most ideal outcome with 79 percent precision and 81 

percent F1 score, 

accordingtoaninsideandoutrelativepresentationresearch.Toconfirmthestabilityofthesuggestedapproacho

ntwoadditionaldatasets,oneparallelandthe othermulti-classdataset,andtogetpositiveresults. 

 

Keywords: Tweets, Emotions(happy or sad), Tweetsentiments,Performanceanalysis 
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Abstract: This project describes the already existing works about the IASL as well as the Models proposed 

here. This project uses CNN for image classification which is also known as the current state of art network 

which applies a series of filters to the raw pixels available as a form of data. Very detailed research on the 

existing systems indicates that no other system is accurate with the blur images. And also concerning the 

research, there is barely any Dynamicall-built existing system with a Classification ability faster than CNN 

Automatic Sign Language Identification (ASLI) model, which our thesis provides. It is fairly possible to get 

the required data sets on the internet as there are already well-known models using those data sets, so the 

improvement of the thesis cannot be confirmed to increase the accuracy of the data sets prepared in real-time 

using Open-cv can provide us with the required outcome. 

 

Keywords:  Classification, Gesture, CNN , Open-cv, Dynamically-built 
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Abstract: Online social networks(OSNs) have grown in popularity in recent years, and people's 

socialliveshavebecomeincreasinglylinkedtothem.TheyutilizeOSNstocommunicatewithoneanother,shareinfor

mation, plan events, and even manage their own e-business. The explosive rise of OSNs, as well 

asthevastamountofpersonaldatatheyhold,hasattractedattackersandimposterslookingtostealpersonalinformatio

n,propagatefalsenews,andcarryoutdestructiveactions.Fourfeatureselectionanddimensionreduction strategies 

were used in this paper to present a novel algorithm, Neural network, for detectingbogus Twitter accounts and 

bots.Support vector machine (SVM), neural Network (NN), and RandomForest Algorithms were used to 

determine whether the target accounts were real or fake. Support vectormachine 

(SVM),neuralNetwork(NN),andRandomForestAlgorithmsusefewerfeatureswhilecorrectlyclassifyingabo

ut98 percentoftheaccounts inourtrainingdataset. 

Keywords:e-business,Twitteraccounts,ONS,Researchers,Phonyaccounts 
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ABSTRACT - A chatbot or chatterbot is software that can speak in internet chats using text or text-to-speech 

instead of a real human agent. A chatbot helps customers automate discussions and communicate via instant 

messaging. Despite the fact that many deployed chatbots can't speak fluently or pass the Turing test, chatbot 

systems are designed to mimic how a person would communicate. This study aims to construct a chatbot that 

can book movie tickets utilizing NLP and backend database activity. The final model handles reservation, 

allocation, and retrieval of seats for more than two movies in the same theatre. As a result, a model that 

provides movie schedules, information and ratings about the movie the user wants to see, a real-time seat map 

of available seats in the screen, temporary seat reservation while waiting for payment confirmation, payment 

handling tasks through various payment gateways offering a variety of payment options to the user, ticket 

generation and a unique Ticket QR code for easy check-in was created. Developing a chat bot to purchase 

tickets allows users to connect organically without having to learn new UI approaches, install new 

applications, or create accounts. 

KEYWORDS - Chatbot, Movie Ticket Booking, Natural Language Processing, Ticket QR Code, Payment 

Gateway, RASA, RASA-X 
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ABSTRACT: UdyogaDuta, a web-based application, assists job seekers in their search for suitable positions. 

A job portal is a website that allows job seekers to browse for open openings at various organisations and 

submit their resumes for consideration. These job search services can help job seekers find careers that match 

their talents and abilities. There are several job-posting websites to choose from. A job posting that appears 

on one website may not appear on another. As a result, people have less opportunities to apply for jobs that 

are both superior and better suited to them. This endeavour will lead to the discovery of a solution to this 

problem. Many job-posting websites are scraped throughout the course of this endeavour. The information is 

recorded in a database and displayed as a webpage to enable user access. The user may browse available 

positions and apply for the one that best suits their needs. One of the numerous reasons for the project's success 

is that the websites picked for scraping are mostly unknown to the user; this opens up a lot of new 

opportunities for the user. Users are given a comprehensive overview of the hiring organisation, a link to the 

article in which the employment opportunity was advertised, and an application link. Viewers may also 
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determine how long ago an item was published and scraped. 

Keywords:  Job Portal, Web Scraping, Web-based Application, Employment 
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Abstract: This Project aims to develop a web-based audio annotation system which later will help machine 

learning models to detect dangerous events in audio surveillance systems that will later trigger alerts to the 

respective departments. At times visual monitoring systems fail to identify such events when there is heavy 

rain, fog, snow or dust accumulation on the camera fronts. The use of specially developed hardware with an 

inbuilt microphone can better detect audio signals and pass them to the machine learning models in real-time 

to detect any hazardous events. But for these models to learn what hazardous sounds are we need a way to tag 

audio so that this helps the machine learning models can use these tags to classify sound. The application can 

also be used at the real-world places like metro stations to identify the unusuall noises and to identify the 

problems in the vehicle’s engine with the use of a microphone it an also help by identifying the problematic 

sounds caused by the borwell motors by minimizing the cost to the farmers. By developing an web based 

audio annotation application it can help sound engineers in annotation different sounds. 

Keywords:  ANNOTATION, SPECTROGRAM, TAGGING, DEVICE. 
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Abstract: We are developing an identity-based decryption scheme for electronic personal health record sharing 

system in this project. With this project, we are going to manage the details of patients and doctors in a secure 

way. Users can encrypt PHRs using the doctor's or medical department's ID. If many parties are given 

encrypted PHRs, they can work cooperatively to decrypt the cipher text without having to reassemble the 

private decryption key. Meanwhile, if the encrypted PHRs are shared with one party (a doctor), he or she can 

decrypt the cipher text using multiple devices, ensuring that the private key is not revealed if one of the devices 

is lost or destroyed. The private key given to users is unique and it is sent directly to their email id. This 

distributed identity-based decryption technique we propose is secure against adaptive selected cipher text 

attacks. Furthermore, decrypting the cipher text without rebuilding the private decryption key is relatively 

simple. This system provies a scheme to enter and store data and keeping it secure. 

Keywords: Cipher text, record sharing, decryption scheme, decryption key 
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Abstract: A proposal of framework is a necessary piece of any cutting-edge internet shopping or informal 

community stage. Item suggestion framework as a normal illustration of the inheritance proposal frameworks 

experience the ill effects of two significant downsides, suggestion overt repetitiveness and unconventionality 

concerning new things (cold beginning). These restrictions occur on the grounds that the heritage proposal 

frameworks depend just on the client's past purchasing conduct to suggest new things. Consolidating the 

client's social elements, for example, character attributes and effective interest could assist with easing the 

virus start and eliminate suggestion overt repetitiveness. Thusly, in this paper, we propose Meta-Interest, a 

character mindful item suggestion framework in view of client interest mining and meta-way revelation. Meta-

Interest predicts the client's advantage and the things related with these interests, regardless of whether the 

client's set of experiences contain these things or comparative ones. This is finished by dissecting the client's 

effective advantages, and in the end suggest the things related with the client's advantage. The proposed 

framework is character mindful from two perspectives; it consolidates the client's character attributes to 

anticipate his subjects of interest, and to coordinate the client's character features with the related things. 

Keywords:  Personality-aware, Recommendation, Interest Mining, Meta-path. 
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Abstract: To ensure a smooth and secure flow of traffic, road signs are essential. A major cause of road 

accidents is negligence in viewing the Traffic signboards and interpreting them incorrectly. The proposed 

system helps in recognizing the Traffic sign and sending a voice alert through the speaker to the driver so that 

he/ she may take necessary decisions. The proposed system is trained using Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN) which helps in traffic sign image recognition and classification. A set of classes are defined and trained 

on a particular dataset to make it more accurate. The German Traffic Sign Benchmarks Dataset was used, 

which contains approximately 43 categories and 51,900 images of traffic signs. The accuracy of the execution 

is about 98.52 percent. Following the detection of the sign by the system, a voice alert is sent through the 

speaker which notifies the driver. The proposed system also contains a section where the vehicle driver is 
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alerted about the traffic signs in the near proximity which helps them to be aware of what rules to follow on 

the route. Likewise, all the traffic signs will be put away in an information base alongside their area so the 

driver will be told ahead of time with respect to the following moving toward Traffic Sign. The aim of this 

system is to ensure the safety of the vehicle’s driver, passengers, and pedestrians. 

Keywords:  CNN: Convolutional Neural Network, Safety, Voice Alert, Proposed System, Sign Detection, 

Traffic Rules. 
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Abstract: Heart attack disease is one of the main sources of the demise around the world. In the present 

normal current life, passings because of the coronary illness had become one of significant issues, that 

approximately one individual lost their life each moment because of heart ailment. Predicting the occurrence 

of disease at beginning phases is a significant test these days. AI when executed in medical care is prepared 

to do early and exact identification of sickness. In this work, the emerging circumstances of heart disease 

ailment are determined. Datasets utilized have traits of clinical boundaries. The datasets are been handled in 

python utilizing ML Algorithm i.e., Decision Tree Classifier. This strategy involves the previous old patient 

records for getting expectation of new one at beginning phases forestalling the deficiency of lives. In this 

work, dependable coronary illness expectation framework is executed areas of strength for utilizing Learning 

calculation which is the Random Forest calculation. Which read patient record informational collection as 

CSV document. Subsequent to getting to dataset the activity is performed and powerful coronary failure level 

is delivered. Benefits of proposed framework are High execution and precision rate and it is entirely adaptable 

and high paces of progress are accomplished. 

Keywords: Machine Learning, Random Forest Calculation, Decision Tree Algorithm, Comma-Separated 

Values, Vector Quantization. 
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Abstract: The aim of this project is to develops an online search Portal for the Placement Dept, of the college. 

The system is an online application that can be accessed throughout the organization and outside as well with 

proper login provided. This system can be used as an Online Job Portal for the Placement Dept of the college 

to manage the student information with regards to placement. Student’s logging should be able to upload their 

information in the form of a CV. Visitors/Company representatives logging in may also access/search any 

information put up by Students. The project has been planned to be having the view of distributed architecture, 

with centralized storage of the database. The application for the storage of the data has been planned. Using 

the constructs of MS-SQL Server and all the user interfaces have been designed using the PHP technologies. 

The database connectivity is planned using the "SQL Connection” methodology. The standards of security 
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and data protective mechanism have been given a big choice for proper usage. The application takes care of 

different modules and their associated reports, which are produced as per the applicable strategies and 

standards that are put forwarded by the administrative staff. 

Keywords: manage the student information with regards to placments, distributed architecture, centralized 

storage of the database, standards of security and data protective. 
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Abstract: The study of healthcare has seen a sea change over the course of the past few years as a direct result 

of the impact that big data and machine learning have had. Patients may now receive an even higher value 

from the information that they receive from their Electronic Health Records (EHRs) and other clinical sources. 

It is feasible to identify not only the results or effects that pharmaceuticals have on the human body but also 

the danger of contracting disease by using Big Data Analytics (BDA) to data from the healthcare business. 

This is achievable because of the connection between the two industries. The examination of data pertaining 

to healthcare makes use of a variety of distinct machine learning strategies, such as grouping and classification, 

amongst others. This study looks at applications of biomedical engineering and suggests utilising a system 

that is based on C-means Clustering. The study was carried out in the United Kingdom. Patients as well as 

those working in the medical field will stand to benefit from the policy. This technique can be utilised by a 

practitioner of medicine in order to decide whether or not it is appropriate to administer a particular drug to a 

patient. 

Keywords: Big Data, C-means clustering, Biomedical Engineering. 
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Abstract: Since distributed computing has been assuming an undeniably significant part, in actuality, the 

security assurance in many fields has been given increasingly more consideration, particularly, in the field of 

individual wellbeing record (IWR). The conventional cipher-text strategy trait-based encryption (CS-TBE) 

gives the fine-grained admittance control strategy for scrambled IWR information, yet the entrance strategy 

is additionally sent alongside cipher text expressly. Nonetheless, the entrance strategy will uncover the clients' 

security, since it contains a lot of delicate data of the genuine information clients. Subsequently, safeguarding 
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clients' protection by concealing access policies is significant. In the majority of the past plans, albeit the 

entrance strategy is covered up, they deal with two viable issues: 1) these plans don't uphold huge 

characteristic universe, so their reasonableness in IWR is extraordinarily restricted and 2) the expense of 

decoding is particularly high since the entrance strategy is implanted in the cipher text. To resolve these issues, 

we build a CS-TBE plot with productive unscrambling, where both the size of public boundaries and the 

expense of decoding are consistent. Additionally, we likewise show that the proposed conspire accomplishes 

full security in the standard model under static suppositions by utilizing the double framework encryption 

technique. 

Keywords:  Distributed computing, cipher-text, decoding, framework, encryption 
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ABSTRACT - Continuous item sets mining with differential protection is a problem that involves mining all 

regular item sets in a conditional dataset with supports that are greater than a certain threshold, with the 

requirement that the mined outputs do not compromise the security of any specific transaction. This problem 

is referred to as "continuous item sets mining with differential protection." The currently available solutions 

for this issue are unable to modify the level of information utility, security, or efficiency in an adequate manner 

while dealing with huge volumes of data. In order to accomplish this objective, we provide an effective mining 

computation that uses differential private consecutive item sets across a wide scope of data. Our computation, 

which is based on the concepts of reviewing and exchanging truncation based on length requirements, 

decreases the amount of calculating power required, lowers the mining responsiveness, and, as a result, raises 

the amount of information utility while maintaining the same amount of security funding. The results of the 

trials reveal that our strategy performs better than the approaches used in the past on a number of different 

datasets. 

KEYWORDS - Frequent Item sets Mining; Differential Privacy; Sampling; Transaction Truncation; 

String Matching 
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Abstract: As mentioned in the abstract this project is about helping the agricultural field by giving good ideas 

to the farmers for cultivation of crops. Now a days farmers are facing some major and common problems like 

how much money to invest, where to invest and when to invest and so on for getting more profit in the 
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business. This project trying to overcome these problems by creating a decision making model using machine 

learning which can predict and give good ideas and suggestions to the end users(farmers). And by using this 

project, farmers will easily come to know where to invest their precious money and how to do it and as well 

as where to invest the money based on individual crops for getting more water resources, and soil and so on 

of the individual crop for the cultivation of that crop. And this model will be design by using machine learning 

algorithms such as Linear Regression, KNN and Random Forest (which works on decision tress), these 

algorithms will help the model to predict the most accurate results by analyzing the input data which is given 

to model and the output can be seen in the browser which can be implemented by using python Django web 

framework.  

Keywords: testification, behaviour, meticulous, instantaneous
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Abstract: The proliferation of applications that include harmful code poses a significant risk to the Android ecosystem. 

The majority of types of network interfaces, which are based on integrated functionalities, are known to steal the personal 

information of users and initiate attack operations. In this article, we provide a method for the efficient and automated 

identification of malware that makes use of the text semantics underlying network traffic. In particular, we think of every 

HTTP flow that is produced by mobile applications as a text document that can be run through language processing 

software in order to have text-level characteristics extracted from it. In a later step, a practical malware detection model 

is constructed with the assistance of network traffic. We use the N-gram approach first from natural language processing 

field to do an analysis of the traffic flow header (NLP). After that, in order to recognize relevant features, we provide a 

technique for automatic feature selection that is based on the chi-square test. Its purpose is to ascertain whether or not the 

two variables in question share a meaningful correlation with one another. We provide an innovative approach to virus 

detection that makes use of NLP techniques by handling mobile communications in the same manner as papers. In order 

to extract relevant characteristics from the semantic of traffic flows, we make use of an autonomous feature selection 

algorithm that is based on N-gram sequence. Our research has uncovered malicious software that is designed to evade 

detection by antiviral scanners. In addition, we will develop a detection system for you that will direct traffic to your own 

institutional corporate network, as well as your network connection and your 3G or 4G mobile network. integrating the 

system that is linked to the computer in order to discover potentially malicious actions on the network. 

Keywords: Malware detection, HTTP process flow diagrams, text semantics, and machine learning. 
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Abstract: With the dramatically increasing deployment of IoT devices, storing and protecting a 

largevolumeofIoTdatahasbecomeasignificantissue.TraditionalcloudbasedIoTstructuresimposeextremelyhigh 

computation and storage demands on cloud servers. Meanwhile, the strong dependencies on the centralized servers 

bring significant trustissues. To itigate these problems, we proposed distributed datastorages chemeemploying 

blockchain and certificate less cryptography. Our scheme eliminates the traditional centralized servers by leveraging 

the blockchainminers who perform “transaction” verificationsand records audits with the help of certificate-less 

cryptography. We clearly define the transactions in anon-crypto currency system and illustrate how the transactions are 

processed. To the best of ourknowledge, this is the first work designing a secure and accountable IoT storage system 

using blockchain. Additionally, Internet of Things (IoT) devices are increasingly being found in civilian and military 

contexts, ranging from smart cities and smart grids to Internet-of-Medical-Things, Internet-of-Vehicles, Internet-of-

Military-Things, Internet-of-Battlefield Weextendourschemeto enable data rading and elaborate on 

howdatatradingcanbeefficientlyandeffectively achieved. 

Keywords: Blockchain, Data storage and Protection, Distributed data, Data trading. 
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ABSTRACT: The expanded utilization of digital empowered frameworks and Internet-of-Things (IoT) prompted a 

monstrous measure of information with various constructions. Most large information arrangements are based on top of 

the Hadoop eco-system or use its distributed file system (HDFS). 

In any case, examines have shown shortcoming in such frameworks when managing the present information. Some 

exploration defeated these issues for explicit sorts of diagram information; however, the present information is more than 

one kind of information. Such productivity issues lead to large scale issues, incorporating bigger space needed in server 

farms, and waste in assets (like force utilization), that thus lead to ecological issues (like more fossil fuel by-product). We 

propose an information mindful module for the Hadoop eco-framework. We likewise propose an appropriated encoding 

strategy for Genetic Algorithms. Our system permits Hadoop to deal with the dissemination of information and its position 

dependent on bunch examination of the actual information. We can deal with a wide scope of information types just as 

advance inquiry time and asset use. 

Keywords: Systems perspective, Sustainable, Storing data, Distributed file system 
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Abstract: Covid-19 is a disease that caused due to corona virus. This Covid-19 is a cause of lung complications like 

pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome, or ARDS. And Sepsis is also a one complication of COVID-19 that also 

harm to the lungs or the other organs. The main cause of spreading the COVID-19 through the droplets those generated 

from the infected person, when a infected person exhales, coughs and sneezes. These droplets cannot hang in the air 

because these are very heavy, then these droplets are fall on the surfaces or floors. As everyone aware about the corona 

virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and from 2020 this disease spread globally, because of this virus whole world faced an 

existential health crisis. In order to enhance the usual healthcare strategy for combating COVID-19, automating the 

diagnosis of lung infections from computed tomography (CT) images has a important role. Segmenting infected region 

from the CT image slice it is main challenge, and wide range of infection and low intensity help to contrast between 

normal tissues and infections. The training of a deep model is hampered by the impossibility of obtaining a huge amount 

of data in a short period of time. 

Our proposed system provides the solution that analyzes the CT image of lungs and identifies the how much part of lung 

is infected with virus. Our proposed system also provides the suggestions for the patient if the patient is infected by virus. 

Based on the infection stage our proposed system will suggest essential measures for the patients. 

Keywords: Covid-19, Diagnosis, Computed Tomography (CT), Segmentation, Infection. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we attempt to plan a help component revenue driven improvements of both a cloud supplier and 

its numerous users. We think about the issue from a game hypothetical point of view and describe the connection between 

the cloud supplier and its different clients as a Stackelberg game, in which the methodologies of all clients are dependent 

upon that of the cloud supplier. The cloud supplier attempts to choose and arrangement suitable waiters and design a 

legitimate solicitation portion technique to lessen energy cost while fulfilling its cloud clients simultaneously. We 

surmised its server’s determination space by adding a controlling boundary and design an ideal solicitation portion 

methodology. For every client, we plan a utility capability which consolidates the net benefit with time productivity and 

attempt to expand its worth under the system of the cloud supplier. We form the rivalries among all clients as a generalized 

Nash equilibrium problem (GNEP). We tackle the issue by utilizing variational Inequality (VI) hypothesis and 

demonstrate that there exists a generalized Nash equilibrium problem set for the figured out GNEP. At last, we propose 

an iterative calculation (IC), which describes the entire course of our proposed administration instrument. We lead a few 

mathematical computations to confirm our hypothetical investigations. The exploratory outcomes demonstrate the way 

that our IC calculation can benefit both of a cloud supplier and its numerous clients by designing legitimate procedures. 

Keywords: Cloud Provider, Cloud User, Stackelberg, Java, Iterative Calculation 
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Abstract: The phrase "cloud computing" may also be used to refer to a virtual host computer system, which is a computer 

setup that enables businesses to buy, lease, sell, or distribute software and other digital resources via the internet as a 

service that is provided on demand. This type of computer system is also known as a virtual host computer. Because it 

will be a virtual system, it will not be reliant on a server or any other form of computer that now exists in the physical 

world. Instead, it will function independently of all computers. Cloud computing may be used for a vast array of purposes, 

including the administration and storage of large amounts of data, the exchange and storage of data, and the operation of 

medical information systems, to name just a few. Cloud computing services that are provided to users via the internet 

come with a wide variety of advantages, the most important of which are an increase in operational efficiency, a reduction 

in expenses and capital expenditures, an expansion of scalability and flexibility, and the availability of plug-and-play 

functionality. 

Keywords: flexibility, functionality, expenditures, operational efficiency, administration 
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Abstract: Versatile group detecting (MCS) has showed up as an imminent answer for huge scope information 

assortment, utilizing worked in sensors and social applications in cell phones that empowers an assortment of Internet 

of Things (IoT) administrations. In any case, the human association in MCS brings about a high opportunity for 

unexpectedly contributing ruined and misrepresented information or purposefully spreading disinformation for noxious 

purposes. Hence, selecting reliable donors assumes an essential part in gathering high quality information and giving a 

superior nature of administrations while limiting the weaknesses and dangers to MCS frameworks. In this paper, an 

original trust model called experience-notoriety (E-R) is proposed for assessing trust connections between any two cell 

phone clients in a MCS stage. In view of these associations, two marks of trust called insight and notoriety are 

determined likewise. The outcomes feature the strength of the trust-based conspire as it conveys a superior quality for 

MCS administrations while having the option to distinguish vindictive clients. 

Keywords: imminent answer, contributing ruined, noxious purpose, superior nature, experience. 
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Abstract: The detection of abnormal events in police work video is critical for intelligent video analysis. Most abnormal 

event detection strategies accept advanced Extraction of features to represent motion and appearance Neural Network 

with Convolutions (CNN) could be a robust and cost-effective apparatus for feature extraction. Following CNN options 

over time will effectively detect native This paper claims that there are anomalies. Native anomalies are typically detected 

by combining temporal CNN models with optical flow. The foreground mask is used in conjunction with the standard 

optical flow technique to make better the potency optical flow computation and thus the toughness of the optical flow. 

The tactic was tried and tested in real life police work To ensure its effectiveness, video and benchmark datasets are used. 

Anomaly detection and localization may be difficult in video police work because the definition of anomaly is subjective 

and context-dependent The use of police work cameras necessitates the involvement of computer vision technologies in 

the analysis of enormous amounts of video data. One of the challenging as well as exciting applications in this space is 

the detection of aberrations in jammed scenes. Anomalies square measure fashioned by unusual shapes or movements, or 

both, in the context of jammed scene videos. Several works square measure supported the trajectories analysis to find 

unusual occurrences. These strategies typically necessitate correct following solutions as well as extremely Occlusion 

sensitive They will be used in police work deviant trajectories in scenes with a few items but eventually become inefficient 

and in crowded scenes, this takes time. There are additionally strategies that do not necessitate the examination of 

trajectories; these strategies pull spatial-material options to portray the events in the video Low-level native sighted 

options like texture or movement (Histogram of minded Optical flow gradients and histograms) are used among these 

strategies to create the background and build the model behaviour. 
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Abstract: Agriculture is a significant source of income for the nation, but a huge proportion of farmers come from 

underprivileged families and reside in deplorable conditions. U.S. farmers have fallen behind their international rivals in 

terms of production due to their inability to generate new ideas. As a result, new farming methods and equipment cannot 

be developed. In spite of the farmers' best efforts, their land remains barren as market actors exploit their labour. You 

cannot disregard this so long as a market exists. Farmers Trade Marketing may be the solution to all of agriculture's 

present and future problems. If this were feasible, the farmers' long-term problems would be resolved. 

Farmers Trade must comprehend their website to market their items across the nation. Farmer's Trade is an online 

marketplace for buying and selling agricultural products. The blogs and news articles on this page will focus on 

agricultural subjects. As an added bonus, this website will also display the entire profit made from each item sold. By 

comparing the agricultural policies of various nations, you can discover new farming techniques. Customers can be 

notified through text messages when new crops or products are added to the system. 

Keywords:  Trade-marketing, market-price, Blogs and articles, SMS facility. 
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Abstract: The framework is plan such that various kinds of prerequisites in view of content planning can be laid out from 

one framework and various sorts of slags of working is additionally upheld in equal. The foundation of corporate portrayal 

and deliberate interest for the enhancement of the explanation is being laid out with the assistance of framework 

development which incorporates numerous pages of configuration references and, surprisingly, different kinds of front 

end replication choice. Progressively the items planning that is required is likewise worked with and every reflection can 

be controlled in genuine lime this will assist with advancing the navigational viewpoint in light of the fact that the 

references can be appropriately acquired and can be seen. 

 

Media assumes a significant part when it corns to the substance procedure suggestion so the framework is additionally 

consolidated with different kinds of media stages and any kind of social perspectives which are required as far as working 

with these stages can be set up by the validated clients. Intellectual plans and different kinds of aggregate knowledge is 

likewise been used inside the framework so that multi direction of the items Strategies and planning can be perceived. 

Keywords:  Prerequisites,Progressively,Validatedclients,Intellectual plans. 
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Abstract: Application provides your sales force, executives, and management with sophisticated sales management 

functions such as: lead generation & qualification, sales pipeline analysis, sales stage & probability analysis, competitor 

analysis, real-time sales forecasting and other useful metrics. These functions give your business an opportunity to 

completely focus on customer lifecycle, to increasing sales revenue. Sales Force Automation typically falls between 

Contact Management (the managing of contacts and related information) and Customer Relationship Management 

(managing all customer information including ordering, invoicing, accounting, support, etc.), Application will mainly 

focus on the customer relation management(CRM), to maintain the customer relation to the organization to sell their 

product this application will helps for easy and effective sales by giving updating of the sales, generating the report based 

on the sales between the time period. 

Keywords:  Sales, Leads, Contacts, Customer, Product. 
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Abstract: Fingerprint spoofing detection is the way to overcome the security of a biometric fingerprint system with the 

use of artificial finger impression created using different materials and methods. To create a fingerprint spoof, the attacker 

should have access to fingerprints of a user who is already registered on the target system. The main objective of this 

work is to examine the present machine learning based on fingerprint identification and anti-spoofing detections. It also 

used to manage the information of graphical analysis of original and fake images of fingerprint. 

The fingerprint spoofing detection is the biggest challenge for biometric researchers. This method detects the fake 

fingerprint based on the scanners by performing contrast enhancement on the input fingerprint images. It is helpful to 

detect whether the fingerprint used for sensor is real or fake. The training processing will also be analyzed for seeing the 

rate of accuracy and precision. It also detects the passive attacks using machine learning in the fingerprint spoofing 

detection. 

Keywords:  biometric, finger impression, anti-spoofing, graphical analysis, sensor, passive attacks 
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Abstract: In this era of new instances, crime has become an obtrusive way of creating human beings and society beneath 

problem. An growing crime thing ends in an imbalance in the constituency of a rustic. In order to examine and have a 
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response in advance this kind of crook activities, it is important to apprehend the crime patterns. This study imposes one 

such crime sample analysis by using the use of crime data obtained from Kaggle open supply which in turn used for the 

prediction of most lately going on crimes. The principal factor of this venture is to estimate which type of crime 

contributes the maximum in conjunction with time period and location in which it has befell. Some device learning 

algorithms inclusive of Random Forest Classifier is implied on this paintings in an effort to classify among numerous 

crime styles and the accuracy done was relatively high while compared to pre composed works. Crime has turn out to be 

a key imposed thread this is thought to be growing in depth. When an activity is described as against the law,It is a crime, 

as well as authorities policies.Is quite offensive. The research of crook patterns necessitates studies into numerous factors 

of criminology, in addition to identifying styles. 

Keywords:  Machine Learning ,Crime Criminal, Polices. 
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Abstract: Hospitals are medical institutions that provide patient high quality medical services. Hospital management is 

a complex job, which includes management of various activities every day. B. Record of medical and patient information 

admission, approval and patient, date, schedule, invoice and invoices and other hospital manager. Django Hospital 

Management System Capone project is software designed with Django, which automates hospital management. The 

above project automates the hospital with many important day-to-day processes. Traditionally, other management areas 

of the hospital are managed separately and manually managed. Traditional methods are time consuming, require a lot of 

paperwork, and have too many staff. Researchers conducted this study with the goal of developing efficient software for 

automating hospital management. The development and implementation of this system will effectively streamline hospital 

routines, from patient data collection to doctor appointments and patient billing. The implementation of this system 

improves patient satisfaction by eliminating all manual errors, effectively managing hospital operations, and providing 

quality medical and other benefits. This system improves the functionality of the entire hospital. 

Keywords:  Doctor records, Patient booking details, Receptionistrecords, Admin management. 
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Abstract: Agribusiness and related ventures are by a wide margin the main kinds of revenue in rustic India. The 

agribusiness area contributes fundamentally to the nation's Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The huge size of the farming 

business is a help to the country. Be that as it may, in contrast with overall standards, the farming result per hectare is 

disheartening. This could be one reason for India's expanded self destruction rate among peripheral ranchers. For ranchers, 

this examination presents a viable and easy to understand yield expectation technique. A versatile application is utilized 

to interface ranchers with the proposed framework. GPS helps with deciding the client's area. As information, the client 

enters the region and soil type. AI calculations permit you to choose the most beneficial yield rundown or rundown of 

harvests.. 

Keywords:  Crop Yield Prediction, Machine Learning, Random Forest, Crop Recommender System,  
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Abstract: The authorized employees of bookstore portals upload all details about each book product components in to 

the server such as book id, book name, author name, version details, and rate and tax details also. Thecustomers who want 

to access this resource should be registered and get login credential. In registrationprocess the customer type such as 

single customer or retailer is mandatory. The concern fixes the rate andtax for the products based on the customer 

type.This information is retrieved and used for billing module. In a billing section, the sold productdetails, no of items 

sold, rate of the product, concession amount based on the customer type and total billamount details are stored to a server 

and an invoice also generated. The authorized administrator views thecustomer details, product stock information and 

also able to view the report of the products. In this reportthe frequently sold company products are highlighted and which 

customers buy many products are alsohighlighted. Based on this report the admin balances the stock, maintain customer 

relationship such as giveoffer, rate reduction for a valuable customer. 

Keywords:  Python with Django,SQLite,Pycham. 
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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) plays a very important role in our daily lives. In fact, a lot of the things we use every 

day are getting electronic parts and protocol suites so that they can talk to each other and connect to the Internet. In IoT, 

things process and share information without any help from a person. Because of this full independence, these entities 

need to be able to recognize and verify each other and make sure the data they share is correct. If they don't, they'll be the 

target of bad users and bad use. IoT is so big and has so many other features that it is almost impossible to make a 

centralized authentication system that works well. To get around this problem, we propose in this paper a new 

decentralized system called "bubbles of trust" that makes it easy for devices to be identified and verified. It also protects 

the integrity and availability of the data. To reach this goal, our method uses the security benefits of blockchains to make 

safe virtual zones (called "bubbles") where things can recognise and trust each other. We also gave a real-world example 

of our system using the Java, Python, and Ethereum blockchain programming languages. The results show that it can 

meet IoT security requirements, works well, and doesn't cost much. 

 

Keywords:  decentralized blockchain, delegated blockchain, secured communication. 
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Abstract: Diabetes is a  disease with the potential to cause a worldwide health care crisis.This project deals with the 

prediction of Diabetes disease by performing an analysis of five supervised machine learning algorithms, i.e. K-Nearest 

Neighbours, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree Classifier, Random Forest and Support Vector Machine. Further, by 

incorporating all the present risk factors of the dataset, we have observed a stable accuracy after classifying and 

performing cross-validation. We managed to achieve a stable and highest accuracy of 76% with KNN classifier and 

remaining all other classifiers also give a stable accuracy of above 70%. We analysed why specific Machine Learning 

classifiers do not yield stable and good accuracy by visualizing the training and testing accuracy and examining model 

overfitting and model underfitting. The main goal of this project is to find the most optimal results in terms of accuracy 

and computational time for Diabetes disease prediction. 

Keywords:  Diabetes infection, Machine learning , Disease risk investigation, Precision,Recall,Body mass index. 
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Abstract: The analysis of content-based picture techniques for distributing interactive media information across a 

network, as well as the huge volume of visual data spreading across multiple nodes, conducting retrieval effectiveness in 

the monitoring system, is a critical yet complex topic. In this study, we provide a strategy of informational extraction of 

features in mentoring communications links using the pouch model, despite the fact that most prior strategies focus on 

categorising high dimensional provides a detailed picture and have extensibility limits. The main problem in relation to 

centrally managed systems is swiftly collecting an international open coding since pictures are spread over the whole 

mentorship networks. Furthermore, because a mentoring system is typically adaptive, a static analysis novel is less 

effective for the uncertainty avoidance dimension. As a consequence, we offer unique adapting codes books ordering to 

modify approach that optimize the similarity measure between the future code book and significant information, as well 

as the stability of work flow across nodes controlling various code words. To improve retrieval efficacy and save network 

costs, searchable pruning approaches are being developed. The suggested technique generates and distributes peer-to-

peer interconnections while increasing detection results, according to our comprehensive experimental evidence. 

Keywords:  images extracting, ranking frame works, peer to peer networks. 
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Abstract: A rental service is a platform that allows its clients to provide rental property and an agent who can give rent 

them property. This concept deals as a mediator between admin which provides version types of packages and registered 

user and agent. The user can rent one property, but if he wants to rent two or more properties, he has to become an 

agent.Provides an Admin package to place an agent on a property rental that is sometimes limited.Users can book rental 

property on our web site and user can provide rating and review of appropriate property. The visitor can visit our web site 

and view some property details and rating reviews and provide feedback. Rent Revenue server provides the best service 

for user and also provides information and inquiries for user services. The major section of rent property: i). Admin 

Section ii. Agent Section iii. User Section iv. Visitor Section 

Keywords:  Easily find property, Helping for Tourists. 
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Abstract: Credit and line data law-breaking is perhaps the most common sort of crime. Nonetheless, it is one of the most 

typical issues in modern technology.  Crime users sometimes prefer to steal the data from shoppers by targeting the sales 

data systems, i.e. the vendor can able to acquire shopper data.  The New POS System was economical with advanced 

secured code, more and more sometimes, user details cannot able to browse throughout this method. By using this way, 

threats data that will steal users card details within short durations.  Lodge these things we have a tendency in getting 

disconnect to the network for user and trafficker because there is no any security once the system is offline.  This project 

describes a e micro-payment transaction in secure manner by using cryptographic algorithms. For, making transactions 

we are using encrypted way by each and every transaction to prevent the data in secure manner. To the user data, for all 

the off line payment we need to keep the data in confidential way.  For generating the secret key admin people need to 

verify the all transaction details by using cryptographic technique-pycryptodome library packages. 

Keywords:  technology, pycryptodome, confidential, encrypted,cryptographic. 
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Abstract: Green House is an online portal where farmers can sell their crops to anyone in this world and buyers can buy 

the crops from anywhere, project's goal is to provide freedom for farmers to sell their crops outside mandis, our goal is to 

remove the middle man involved during the trading process of the crop by this portal farmers will not be charged any Tax 

or for sale of the crops our portal will also help to get more open choices for farmers to sell their crops. This web-based 
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application will be more secured and fully encrypted between farmer and buyer, our web-based portal will also embed AI 

based chat application where farmers and buyers can chat or raise query to all their needs the Ai based chat will have 

some automated useful query’s along with the solutions so this will really help both if they are in need and our application 

also has a special feature where if farmer is interested to sell his crops by bidding he can do so, this amazing feature will 

bring a competitive in the online agriculture market so buyer will have to bid on the crop which is for sale the highest 

elevated bidder wins the closeout and pays for the yield. With our portal people who are willing to buy, fresh crops 

from farmers can buy directly from the farmer they will have more open choices to buy they can even opt for a contract-

based trade agreement with farmers, there will also be a chat option for both to have a conversation, admin will strictly 

evaluate both farmer and buyers' profile during registration, our main objective here is to help farmers to contact buyers 

and buyers to contact farmers directly, A perfect place for farmers where they can sell their produce easily, and a perfect 

place for buyer’s where they can buy crops, A perfect platform for buyers to make a contract based purchase of future 

production from farmers, A perfect platform to buy fresh fruits and vegetables and cereals directly from farmers, This 

platform will also have a chat option to chat with the farmer as well as a buyer. 

Keywords:  Green House, Remove-Middleman, Portal To sell crops, Agriculture E-market, E Bidding System. 
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Abstract: The Purpose of the “Door to Employment” web application, is to provide an easiest online way of searching 

for suitable jobs in the required places for the job seekers, As well as a no cost and fastest way of advertising and fulfilling 

the vacant positions of the companies (Job Providers).Replacing the existing manual way of searching and advertising 

job vacancies. It also guarantees a trusted secure valuable information storage of all the resumes. No falls data can be 

provided, this is guaranteed because of the powerful admin controls provided in this particular application.People can be 

easily updated with all the opportunities available within their fingertips, verry useful for the students who had not placed 

through campus selections can also easily find all the vacancies available for freshers as well. the developed application 

plays verry different role than the other websites by its simplicity, high standard user interface well managed through 

admin. As we seen lot of falls and cheating job opportunities are posted and, but our proposed application will guarantee, 

no such falls opportunities are posted by the fake companies, if such thing happens admin immediately blocks such 

company. 

Keywords:  Job, Vacancies, Employment, Placements, Online Applications. 
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Abstract: E-learning is education delivered through the Internet, a network, or a computer working alone. E-learning is 

essentially the transfer of skills and information facilitated through a network. E-learning is the use of electronic 

applications and procedures for educational purposes. E-learning encompasses all electronic modalities of learning and 

teaching. Information and communication technologies, whether or not they support networked learning, serve as unique 

medium for carrying out the learning process. This includes out-of-classroom and in-classroom technology-based 
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learning, even as gadgets and curricula develop. E-learning is the transmission of skills and information facilitated by 

computers and networks. Applications and procedures for e-learning consist of Web-based learning, computer-based 

learning, virtual education options, and digital collaboration. Internet, intranet/extranet, audio or video tape, satellite 

television, and CD-ROM are all used to distribute content. Thus, E-learning systems include both the Learning 

Management System and the Course Management System. It may be self-paced or guided by an instructor and 

incorporates text, picture, animation, streaming video, and audio. It is often believed that new technology may 

significantly impact schooling. Especially at an early age, children may utilise the vast interactivity of modern media to 

develop their abilities, knowledge, and worldview, although under parental supervision. 

Keywords:  modalities, encompasses, facilitated, significantly,incorporates. 
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Abstract: In the organizations, the data has to be maintained in the secured manner whatever files or software’s if they 

maintaining from their own purpose that should be more secured. so that the data will not get leaked to others. Because 

the demand of growing the technology level is very high in the world. So, it should be more confidential and anytime 

availability. But the investments had been needing to improve the development side software products should get protect 

from the hackers. Apart from this the day-by-day hacking process is happening in the organizations. They need enhance 

the ability of the software improvement by the originality level process has to be improved in the international standard 

approaches. In this project, we have implemented about a security level of support system process to enhance the way to 

help us to do more secure software. Other than that, it will give the sub processing mode in it. So, to be aware we need to 

give software to proper register agent from the company who are all joined as new and the admin module of this page 

could maintain the details of the agent from their place itself also they could assign the proper software to them who can 

access and who cannot access, all the rights the admin page is holding it. 

Keywords:  Secure, Technology, , International standard approach, , security. 
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Abstract: Many users and corporations are interested in enabling cryptographically enforced access to controls for 

statistics held in an untrusted cloud. Designing green cryptographically enforced dynamic access control gadgets in the 

cloud, on the other hand, remains difficult. We propose Crypt-DAC as a device to manage realistic cryptographic 

enforcement of dynamic key entry in this work. By delegating encrypted information to the cloud, Crypt-DAC revokes 

access permissions. A symmetric key listing, which consists of a report key and a series of revocation keys, is used to 

encrypt a document. Every time a file is revoked, a dedicated administrator uploads a new revocation key to the cloud, 

instructing it to encrypt the file with a new layer of encryption and replace the encrypted file. As a result, Crypt-DAC 

enforces dynamic get admission to control that gives performance, as it does now not require pricey decryption/re- 
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encryption and importing/re-importing of big data on the administrator aspect, and protection, as it right away revokes 

get entry to permissions. We use formalization framework and device implementation to demonstrate the safety and 

performance of our creation. 

Keywords:  Cloud  , revocation , access control. 
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Abstract: Machine learning is gradually becoming more prevalent in the realm of medical diagnostics. This can be 

attributed mostly to advancements in disease categorization and recognition systems, which can provide data that supports 

medical specialists in the early discovery of lethal diseases, resulting in a significant rise in patient survival rates. In this 

study, we use three alternative classification methods, each with its unique set of benefits, to predict disease in three 

different disease databases (Heart, Lung Cancer, COPD, and Diabetes) available in the UCI repository. Backward 

modelling utilising the p-value test was used to choose features for each dataset. The study's findings support the idea of 

using machine learning to detect diseases early. 

Keywords:  Machine Learning, Prediction, Recognition, Detect Diseases, Diagnostics. 
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Abstract:  Social media platforms have revolutionized how people interact with each other and how people 

gain information. However, social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook quickly became the platform 

for public manipulation and spreading or amplifying political or ideological misinformation. Although 

malicious content can be shared by individuals, today millions of individual and coordinated automated 

accounts exist, also called bots which share hate, spread misinformation and manipulate public opinion without 

any human intervention  Social media websites have emerged as one of the platforms to raise users’ opinions 

and influence the way any business is commercialized. Opinion of people matters a lot to analyze how the 

propagation of information impacts the lives in a large-scale network like Twitter. Data analysis of the tweets 

determine the polarity and inclination of vast population towards specific topic, item or entity. 

 

Keywords: Amplifying political,Commercialized , Revolutionized , ideological misinformation , 
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Abstract: The goal of Cloud review is to provide cloud service providers with a way to make their performance and 

security data readily available for potential customers. The specification provides a standard way to present and share 

detailed, automated statistics about performance and security. Cloud storage system provides facilitative file storage and 

sharing services for distributed clients. To address the status, controllable outsourcing and origin auditing concerns on 

outsourced files. First, our IBDO scheme allows a user to authorize dedicated proxies to upload data to the cloud storage 

server on her behalf, e.g., a company may authorize some employees to upload files to the company’s cloud account in 

a controlled way. The proxies are identified and authorized with their recognizable identities, which eliminates 

complicated certificate management in usual secure distributed computing systems. Second, our IBDO scheme facilitates 

comprehensive auditing, i.e., our scheme not only permits regular integrity auditing as in existing schemes for securing 

outsourced data, but also allows to audit the information on data origin, type and consistence of outsourced files. Security 

analysis and experimental evaluation indicate that our IBDO scheme provides strong security with desirable efficiency. 

Keywords: potential customers, automated statistics, origin auditing, dedicated proxies, comprehensive auditing. 
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Abstract: There emerge huge applications of crowd sensing/participatory sensing in mobile social networks and vehicle 

networks. The gang acquire some (potentially high dimensional) information from the atmosphere and every user within 

the crowd will exploit the associate degreed glove no inheritable information to perform a learning method for a correct 

estimation of the parameters of some specific models. This, in turn, results in associate correct prediction of future events 

and proper call of the subsequent action. During this paper, we tend to aim to deal with the problem of the correct learning 

within the undirected-static-random crowd sensing networks. So as to resolve this drawback, there are numerous 

projected approaches whose learning processes are typically developed as optimizations of the whole coaching error, 

chance operate and etc. (e.g.,, liner regression, support vector machines or expectation-maximization ). However, these 

ways typically use centralized learning algorithms, that results in 3 major issues. First, in universe crowd sensing settings, 

mobile devices are doubtless to be placed over a massive house, that makes it each energy overwhelming and vulnerable 

to error for central server aggregation information from all mobile devices, particularly those that are distributed isolated 

from the server. Second, coping with giant volume (of information of knowledge of information) by centralized 

algorithms needs an upscale high configuration information centre that possesses enormous memory for data storage and 

process. Third managing information by central servers build the personal data of users additional doubtless to be 

exposed to the opponent, which could cause severe data discharge. 

Keywords: Subsequent action, prediction of future events, centralized learning algorithms, central server aggregation,  

data discharge. 
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Abstract:This is a project to maintain and manage the online tourism in local area. The best thing of this system is that 

we can access it from anywhere and anytime. So an online Tourism in Local Area is an innovative way to monitor and 

track the customer’s status. Also this provides a transparency in the system so that each customers can view their Booking 

status from anywhere, anytime. 

Identification of the drawbacks of the existing system leads to the designing of computerized system that will be 

compatible to the existing system with the system which is more users friendly and more GUI oriented. We can improve 
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the efficiency of the system, thus overcome the drawbacks of the existing system. 

Keywords: Onlinetourism,Onlinebooking,Highsecurity,Easytohandle,High satisfaction. 
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Abstarct: - The days of only entertaining with a console are over. Voice collaborators and chatbots are being used by 

clients to engage with frameworks. A chatbot is a piece of computer software that can converse with humans in the 

informative phases by utilising Ai Technology. When the chatbot receives client input, it saves both the information and 

the response, allowing a chatbot with limited starting data to grow by using built responses. As the quantity of responses 

increases, so does the chatbot's accuracy. The eventual goal of this endeavour is to establish a chatbot component and 

API for college. This study will investigate how advancements in Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence 

innovation are being used to various administrations. Obviously, it will look into the progress of Chatbots  channel for 

data distribution The computer uses WordNet to locate the closest matching reaction from the closest matching 

proclamation that matches the input, and then selects the reaction from a preset list of articulations for that reaction. This 

task was to create an online conversational framework to assist clients who use the school website, using devices that 

discover Artificial Intelligence methods such as Natural Language Processing, allowing clients to communicate with the 

school chatbot using ordinary language input, and preparing the chatbot using appropriate Machine Learning approaches 

so that responding was possible. There are several apps that mimic human interaction by merging with human appearance 

, most chatbot information is retained in a data set produced by a human operator. 

Keywords:-Python, Artificial Intelligence,Machine learning, Natural Language Processing. 
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Abstract: A relatively new cloud service known as secure cloud storage has been developed with the dual goals of 

maintaining the privacy of data that has been outsourced and offering cloud users flexible data access to files that are 

stored at a location over which they do not have direct physical control. Cipher text-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption, 

often known as CP-ABE, is widely recognized as one of the most promising encryption methods that can be utilized to 

protect the service guarantee. The inherent "all-or-nothing" decryption feature of CP-ABE can, however, result in an 

unavoidable security breach, which is also known as the misuse of access credentials (i.e. decryption rights). This 

security breach may be caused by the use of CP-ABE, and it is known as the misuse of an access credential. In this 

work, we analyze the two primary situations of access credential misuse: one is on the side of the semi-trusted authority, 

and the other is on the side of the cloud user. Both of these scenarios involve unauthorized access to a protected resource. 

We offer the first responsible authority and reoccupy-ABE-based based cloud storage system with white-box 

traceability and auditing. This system will be referred to as Crypt Cloud+. Our goal is to reduce the amount of misuse 

that occurs. In addition, we give the results of the security study and further demonstrate the usefulness of our system 

through tests. 

Keywords: Eloquent data security, revelatory secure data, confidential data security. 
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Abstract:Depression is a significant psychiatric condition that affects people all over the world, regardless of their age, 

gender, caste, or religion. In today's environment, people find it easier to share their ideas on social media platforms, and 

they spend virtually an entire day doing so. The goal of this study is to examine a data model for detecting sadness using 

user messages posted on a social media site. We provided a data model based on user datasets in the social media platform 

of all social media websites in this project. The user's depression levels must be determined based on the dataset's social 

media posts.Individual depression is detected using a procedure that includes data validation, data preprocessing, and 

training the model using user test data to predict depression levels. To make these predictions, we'll need a large amount 

of data from individual people's post messages and train data. We will collect data from major blogging platforms such 

as Twitter and Facebook, which have become venues to categorise people's actions and thoughts. We are going to classify 

individuals with clinical depression and symptoms connected to depression level using data models derived from people's 

tweets.In this project, we'll develop a machine learning algorithm to analyse depression levels based on user data from 

social networking websites. Natural language processing (NLP) was used in conjunction with the Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) and the Nave Bayes algorithm to detect depression in the simplest and most efficient way possible. 

Keywords:  depression prediction,concept,criteria,history,classification. 
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Abstract: This app is design to help the citizens who are ready to enhance their talent in front of many people. People 

are not born as actor/actress, but they will be inserted with lots of talent. Talent are not showcase to waste in front of 

people who doesn’t value it but it has a very big platform in front of valuable people. Hence here is a chance to increase 

their talent by registering to this virtuosity application. When we get audition offer many of us fears for first time then 

we look forward to get into great field where industry people mainly enhance there talent through agents or mangers 

instead of this now everyone as a great opportunity through smart application like virtuosity we can login to this 

application and improve our skills by watching more videos in it. Moreover the casting or producer mainly look at your 

confident level and behaviour, so be more confident about your talking or while explaining about your talent. Even 

though we have agent or manger we don’t get more opportunity to get job so we refer to the smart application were we 

can apply for job easily through this app at staying at home itself. This mainly contains videos or images which would 

be used to showcase our talent. Nowadays people are more flexible to enhance there talent in various fields. 
 

Keyword: audition ,talent, video ,images ,skills 
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Abstract: FoodKart-Online Food Ordering System's objective is to automate the current manual system with the use of 

computerised equipment's and full-fledged computer software, satisfying their needs, so that their vital data/information 

may be saved for a longer length of time with simple access and modification. The necessary software and hardware are 

readily accessible and user-friendly. The objective is to automate its current manual system with the use of computerised 

equipment and full-fledged computer software that meets their needs, so that their important data/information may be 

saved for a longer length of time and be easily accessed and manipulated. The project essentially defines how to manage 

for improved customer performance and satisfaction. The System as stated above may result in an error-free, secure, 

dependable, and quick management system. It might let the user focus on other tasks rather than record keeping. Thus, 

it will assist the company in optimising resource usage. The organisation can keep digitised records without duplicative 

entries. This implies that one need not be distracted by irrelevant information while yet having access to the desired 

information. 

Keywords: Computerised equipment, Full-fledged, Vital data, Optimising, Digitised. 
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Abstract: We suggest a customizable framework within which one can successfully identify between malware files and 

clean files using various machine learning techniques, while also paying attention to reduce the number of false positives. 

In this study, we use cascade one-sided perceptron’s first, followed by cascade kernelled one-sided perceptron’s, to 

illustrate the ideas behind our system. The ideas behind this framework were subjected to a scaling-up process that 

modified America to function with extremely large datasets of malware and clean files after having been successfully 

tested on medium-size datasets of malware and clean files. 

MalwareisdefinedascomputercodethataimstoharmorcompromiseanADPsystemwithouttheowner's knowledge or 

consent. All computer dangers can be broadly categorized as malware. Malware can be divided into two categories: full 

malware and file infectors. Malware is categorised differently depending on what it does explicitly: worms, backdoors, 

Trojans, rootkits, spyware, adware, etc. Since all current 

malwareapplicationstendtohavemultiplepolymorphiclayerstoavoiddetectionortousesidemechanisms to automatically 

update themselves to a more modern version at short intervals of time to avoid detection by any antivirus code, malware 

detection through traditional, signature-based strategies is becoming more and more difficult. For a sample of effective 

file analysis for malware detection using virtual environment emulation. We tend to give a few examples of these tactics 

in the following sources. In comparison to the 

NaivemathematicianclassifierandSupportVectorMachines,ithasbeendiscoveredthatboostedcalltrees acting on n-grams 

produce better results. uses Windows API execution sequences to automatically extract association rules to distinguish 

between malicious and legitimate software files. Moreover, victimisation association regulations, but only when using 

the citedcriteria 

Keywords: Framework,APi,Spyware,Automatic,Vector Machine 
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Abstract: SPACE FOR YOUR DREAM is a real estate system. This website offers simulated property and economic 

support. Space for Your Dream saves customers time and monitors more possible purchases, offering them a bigger 

picture. This is an all-inclusive, one-stop solution for real estate agents in small to large organisations. This project aims 

to store the client's contact information, needs, budget, and property type preferences. Location, description, price, and 

amenities are also handled. Floorplans and property documents are preserved. Each user has a login id, and a secure 

password policy employing authenticated factors protects the system. All payment and customer information are now 

handled manually using pen and paper, resulting in a vast quantity of physical storage and document maintenance 

difficulties. With the Internet, we can store more data without worrying about loss or theft. Using the system saves paper. 

Online completion increases convenience, productivity, and flexibility. By doing so, we can maximise revenues, perform 

better on the market, and retain a good reputation, boosting client trust. This makes all three users happy. 

Keywords: Economic Support, Authentication, Revenue, Secure data. 
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Abstract:The motive is to evolve an application which is acceptable, straightforward, swift and practical. The main 

intention of application is to allocate service in the good health. The application is built on the justification of providing 

simple and effective treatment facilities in the well-being field. The application will pursue all the circumstance about 

the patients and the doctors. This is a platform where patients, doctors and diagnostic centers are on boarded and there 

is a continuous flow of patient’s appointment with the doctor and appointment to diagnostic center for test. All the 

medicinal treatment records are taken care and are visible to accredit persons for various purposes. The challenge was to 

develop a smartphone application which connects sufferers, medical practitioner and diagnostic centers at one platform 

and make the flow flawless and seamless. This intention is to analyses the knowledge acquired by the physician and 

hospitals about their well-being to check their awareness level. 

Keywords:  Patient, Doctor, Treatment, Specialization, Patient records And Online appointment. 
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Abstract: Presently, the way of life of individuals is unique. Individuals feel awkward and tedious for going swarmed 

markets. In this way, E-Shopping is a shelter as it saves parcel of time. Mobile application based shopping is an 

interaction by which purchasers straightforwardly purchase products, administrations and so on from a dealer without a 

middle person administration over the Internet. Customers can visit online stores from the solace of their home and shop 

as by sitting before the PC. Online stores are generally accessible 24 hours every day and numerous purchasers have web 

access both at work and at home, So it is exceptionally advantageous for them to shop Online. Online portable shopping 

is a type of electronic business which permits customers to straightforwardly purchase products from a merchant over 

the web utilizing android telephones. This venture manages fostering a web based business site for online various kinds 

of items. It gives the client a list of various kinds of items accessible for buy in the store. The Online versatile shopping 
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project has been created to permit business becomes bigger and quicker. This application will let purchaser to view and 

request items online from any region of the planet. The site sells various sorts of. Under this site numerous items and 

administrations can be requested. At the point when the name internet shopping scopes to our ear, we feel intimately 

acquainted with this term. Prior to some time, when individuals were uninformed about mobile application based 

shopping, they could wonder whether or not to be in contact with various sites. At the point when the world is in 

competition to become shrewd, they at long last enter in the period of mobile application based shopping. 

Keywords: Mobile based application ,Online products ,E-Shopping. 
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Abstract: In this Project, We introduce a new Advanced Data Sharing through cloud with 2FA Authentication is online 

database computing feature. In my new system we are implementing two factor authentications such as Secret key, 

trustee acceptance certificate as well as fingerprint. New user can’t open new system if they do not follow all specified 

condition of my software, especially in some condition where many new persons share a same computer for database 

services. For Access Here we are adding cloud to upload the encrypted files for security. The Main server can only able 

to predicate user identity but that is not fully sure. User can do as much as task they want to do. This enables users very 

secure software for their website. It will also give user to access as much they want to use this software anytime or 

anywhere. 
 

Keywords: Cloud Server, Two factors Authentication, Encryption, Trustee and Authority. 
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Abstract: The aim of this project is to develops an online search Portal for the Placement Dept. of the college. The 

system is an online application that can be accessed throughout the organization and outside as well with proper login 

provided. This system can be used as an Online Job Portal for the Placement Dept of the college to manage the student 

information with regards to placement. Students logging should be able to upload their information in the form of a CV. 

Visitors/Company representatives logging in may also access/search any information put up by Students. The project 

has been planned to be having the view of distributed architecture, with centralized storage of the database. The 

application for the storage of the data has been planned. Using the constructs of MS-SQL Server and all the user interfaces 

have been designed using the PHP technologies. The database connectivity is planned using the “SQL Connection” 

methodology. The standards of security and data protective mechanism have been given a big choice for proper usage. 

The application takes care of different modules and their associated reports, which are produced as per the applicable 
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strategies and standards that are put forwarded by the administrative staff. 

Keywords: job seeker,job provider ,Authentication,Admin. 
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Abstract: Electronic long range casual correspondence, sharing goals like Flickr enables clients to comment on pictures 

with free checks, which completely add to the movement of the web picture recovery and connection. Tag-based picture 

pursue is a fundamental technique to discover pictures contributed by social clients in such social goals. Regardless, how 

to make the top arranged result basic and with differentiating qualities is attempting. In this paper, we propose a social 

re-arranging structure for tag-based picture recovery with the likelihood of picture's critics and differentiating qualities. 

We go for re-arranging pictures as exhibited by their vision , semantic info, and social signs. The essential outcomes 

merge pictures contributed by various social clients. Frequently, every client contributes two or three pictures. By then, 

we continuously fulfill intra-customer re-arrangement on the arranged dependent's photograph Embarrass, and as of late 

the most bare-bones describe from every buyer's catch obstruct is sharp. These fine delineate to compel the last overcome 

outcomes. We assemble a exchange attestation configuration for the companionable represent dataset to revive the 

cowlick system. The experiment occurs as anticipate on the Flickr dataset show that our festive repositioning 

methodology is successful and helpful. 

Keywords: Online networking, Tag-supported Image Retrieval, Social Clues, Image Search, Repositioning. 
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Abstract:Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is a talking therapy where a person can overcome his mental 

problems by changing the way he thinks and behaves. Online CBT provides simple solutions for people to overcome 

their problems. It is based on the concept that our thoughts cause our feelings and behavior and not any external 

factors like people, situations and events. It focuses on what is happening in one's life currently rather than 

concentrating on past.In modern days, stress might be caused due to pressure, deadlines and many more. Online CBT 

mainly focuses on low mood, depression, stress and anxiety. It is made up of 8 sessions. These sessions will help 

one to become his own therapist and understand the link between how his thoughts impacts their feelings and 

behavior. Person undergoing this program will learn strategies to help him cope better in the short term and it also 

equip him with skills for the future. User can take the assessment whenever and where ever he wants to and when 

the session is completed, user can view his results and also can download the resources. It serves as a preventive 

program or an early intervention for people who want to learn how to manage stress in their lives. 

Keywords: behavior, online, session, assesments, results, , stress, and View. 
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Abstract :Most ERP available in the market today are overpriced and are not user friendly in many aspects. As 

technologies are developing, the requirement of tracking industrial data is important. This could include the inventory, 

stock, attendance, tracking the current project, customer query, employee details etc. As a result, the available ERP 

system is expensive and many upcoming companies cannot afford it. The aim for developing this system is to provide 

customers with an ERP that is user friendly and low cost. The main server is placed on a cloud platform service offered 

by AWS known as EC2 thus reducing the high cost infrastructure. The customer can access their respective data through 

any device that has internet access from anywhere across the world. This system will help small scale industries to keep 

track of their data in a systematic manner and will help them improve their quality of work. This model also has a 

potential to evolve into a full fledged IOT system. 

Keywords : AWS , EC2, IOT System, Data tracking 
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Abstract: Since cloud computing has been taking part in associate degree more and more vital role in world, the privacy 

protection in several fields has been paid additional and additional attention, especially, within the field of private Health 

Record (PHR). the normal ciphertext-policy attribute-based secret writing (CP-ABE) provides the fine-grained access 

management policy for encrypted PHR knowledge, however the access policy is additionally sent at the side of ciphertext 

expressly. However, the access policy can reveal the users’ privacy as a result of it contains an excessive amount of 

sensitive data of the legitimate knowledge users. therefore it's vital to guard users’ privacy by concealing access policies. 

In most of the previous schemes, though the access policy is hidden, they face 2 sensible problems: (1) these schemes 

don't support giant attribute universe, thus their usefulness in(2) the price for the decoding the text should be high. to 

deal with these issues, we tend to construct a CP-ABE theme with economical decoding, wherever each the dimensions 

of public parameters and therefore the value of decoding square measure constant. Moreover, we tend to conjointly show 

the planned theme achieves full security within the customary model underneath static assumptions by mistreatment the 

twin system secret writing methodology 

Keywords:private Health Record (PHR), ciphertext-policy attribute-based secret writing (CP-ABE)  ,static 

assumption. 
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Abstract: Due to the wide application of human-computer interaction, gesture recognition technology has received more 

and more attention in recent years. At present, the most common human-computer interaction systems often do not have 

hand gesture interaction functions. The project system interaction using hand gestures is developed aiming to better the 

process of human – computer interaction. It aims to provide the user a better understanding of the system and let them 

use alternate ways of interacting with the computer for a task to be done. The main objective of this paper is to develop 

the alphabets hand gesture recognition to assess the human - computer interactionusing LSTM neural network.We 

proposed using hand gesture recognition collecting the prepressing the data and extracting the valuable features of image 

to identify the pattern of pixels, these pre-processed data is used to  train the LSTM model. Training accuracy achieved 

is 99.45% . The trained model is tested with 20% of dataset. The prediction accuracy of trained model on testing dataset 

is 99%. 

Keyword:Hand Gesture Recognition system , Multi-SVM, Sift-ALOA algorthim 
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Abstract: Cloudcomputingisanon-demand,ubiquitouscomputinganddataprocessing technology that has many 

applications, resulting in reduced user data 

storageandcomputingcosts,aswellasenhancedeaseofusage.Cloudcomputinghasgrownfroma small to a large scale, 

resulting in increased security concerns. Cloud computing isimportant in protecting data stored in the cloud from 

malicious hackers. Access control isone of the critical security technologies used by organizations and individuals to 

defendsensitive data. Because cloud computing uses a centralized access control mechanism, thedata can be easily 

breached by hackers orcloud internalmanagers.To address thisdifficulty,weproposeablockchain-

basedaccesscontrolframeworkwithprivacyprotectioncalledAuthPrivacyChain.Weuseanode'saccountaddressintheblockch

ainasanidentityandatthesametimeredefinetheaccesscontrolpermissionofdatastoredinthecloud, which is encrypted and 

encrypted. Then, we create the processes of authorization,authorization revocation, and access control in 

AuthPrivacyChain. We finish by using theenterprise operation system (EOS) to implement AuthPrivacyChain, which 

proves that itcannotonlypreventhackersandadministratorsfromaccessingresourcesillegally, butalsoensure 

authorizedprivacy.. 

Keywords: Cloud Security,blockchain, privacy protection, cloud computing, access control 
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Abstract: The focus of this work is on PIN entering utilising the blinking approach. For user authentication and security, 

personal identification numbers are employed. PIN-based password verification users must input a physical PIN that can 

be cracked or hacked using shoulder surfing PIN entry process using eye blinks entering does not provide or easily leave 

any footprints behind, making it a more secure password entry option. Locating the blinks of an eye over creating picture 

frames in a consecutive order the Personal identification number is referred to as eye blinks-based authentication. This 

research shows how to resist shoulder surfing and thermal tracking attacks in real time. Today's authentication 

technologies, such as passwords, fingerprint scanners, and PIN entry. are all based on one-time, static authentication 

mechanisms that are vulnerable to assaults. The Real-time eye monitoring and password authentication methods are being 

used has a greater chance of being reliable, In this case, however, the system for Eye Detection and Tracking must be 

secure and limited. 

Keywords:PIN authentication that is secure, Dlib, Python. 
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Abstract: Inability to speak is considered a literal obstacle. These top priority communication gap that needs to be filled 

between speech and hearing impaired. People with different disability uses different means of communication. One of 

these known methods is sign language. We need to implement this sign language application for hearing impaired 

because we can easily interact with people who don’t understand sign language. The purpose of this project is that we 

use sign language to perform some basic steps to bridge the communication gap between the hearing impaired and 

silence. The main purpose of this task is to create a visual-based system for identifying gestures in sign language from 

video sequences. The reason for specifying the system based on visual relationship is to provide a simulated 

communication method between human and computer. Five different gestures were considered in this report. We can 

assign the following approaches to sign languages as follows such as: The video sequence contains both temporal and 

spatial features. And therefore, these both temporal and spatial features are used and the CNN model is used to train 

both of these features. To train this model on the spatial properties of the video sequences, we used the CNN model, 

which is a Deep CNN (Convolution Neural Network). The CNN model are used to make prediction for individual frames 

and get the prediction sequences or pool layer output required for each video. A series of prediction or pool layer outputs 

are passed to the RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) and the timing properties are trained. Here, we created our own 

dataset consisting of Indian Sign language (ISA) gestures and used about 300 images belonging to 5 gesture categories. 

Keywords:- Signlanguagetranslation,Handgesturerecognition,  DeepLearning,CNN,Vision 
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Abstract: With the enhancement in the banking sector, a never-increasing number of people are applying for loans. 

Banking companies make the majority of their profits by giving out loans. With lots of people applying for loans, it’s 

rather difficult to select the deserving applicant, who will repay the loan in time without hassles. Moreover, the bank 
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with its limited assets can only grant loans to a limited number of people. Manual processing of loan applications leads 

to confusion regarding the selection of the deserving applicant. With that in mind, we have developed a loan prediction 

system using machine learning, which automatically detects if the applicant is eligible or not. Both bank staff and 

applicants are benefited equally as this process is fast and makes their job easier. Consequently, the period for granting 

the loan will be dramatically shortened. In this paper, we are predicting the eligibility of the applicant with the use of 

loan data by using the following machine learning algorithms namely K-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machine, 

and Logistic Regression. 

Keywords: Banking, Loan Prediction, Machine learning, Automatic, Granting, K-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector 

Machine, Logistic Regression. 
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Abstract: In the present day we live in, a catastrophic virus COVID-19 has drastically changed the day to day living 

of a human being. The virus causes hypoxemia (shortness of breath), sometimes even severe cases. Hypoxemia is 

caused due to low oxygen saturation (SpO2) levels and in order to monitor SpO2 levels we utilize the method of Pulse 

Oximetry. It has played a major role in monitoring oxygen levels in a continuous and accurate manner. Patients who 

are diagnosed during the early stages with the virus are able to monitor their SpO2 levels at home and take the 

prescribed medicines. This reduced the need for hospital beds and chaos during the pandemic as patients were able to 

self-isolate and monitor themselves. Oximetry is based on the principle that light reflectance from human tissue. The 

most common is the fingertip model, which displays the blood oxygenation level. The recent mature technology and 

products of oximeters are mostly based on the principle of transmittance of light through the finger. However, the 

finger model is not as comfortable and does not promote continuous monitoring of SpO2 levels. Factors such as nail 

polish can play a role in the accuracy of the reading. The proposed wrist pulse oximeter is a non-invasive medical 

device that can measure the oxygen saturation level in a person’s blood. The design is for wrist wearing as it is a more 

convenient and comfortable measuring site than that of a finger model which cannot be worn for a longer-duration and 

continuous monitoring. Most devices in application today are inaccurate and used for non-clinical use. 

Keywords: Pulse Oximetry, blood oxygen saturation, wrist oximeter, photoplethysmography. 
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Abstract: The iris biometric is about examination of examples in this surface. It is imperative to guarantee security 

biometrically in the most verification and distinguishing proof situation. The novel examples are utilized in iris 

acknowledgement to recognize people in requiring an elevated degree of safety. It investigates productive strategy that 

utilizes convolutional neural network (CNN) for include extraction and arrangement individually to expand the 

effectiveness of acknowledgment. The action is conceivable in a couple of stages. Picture obtaining, preprocessing, 

division, standardization, includes extraction and matching are various phases of iris acknowledgment. The proposed 

procedure has been effectively applied and furthermore plainly shows the presentation of trial assessment on iris 

pictures from the MMU iris data set. 
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Keywords: Iris acknowledgment, Multimodal biometric frameworks, Deep learning, Convolutional Neural Network, 

MMU iris dataset Gabor channel technique. 
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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IOT) has firmly established itself as a popular technology. It strives to make it easier 

for people across domains to live an "Easy & Smart" lifestyle. Machine vision and artificial intelligence are the sources 

of the idea of image recognition. The key to image recognition is its capability to represent a collection of techniques for 

image analysis and detection with regard to task automation. IOT and AI together are revolutionizing technology and are 

becoming as important as smart cities! Chronic illnesses, a catch-all phrase for conditions including Alzheimer's, 

Parkinson's, other types of dementia, cardiovascular disorders, and more, are on the rise. They come with challenges 

relating to ongoing supervision, care, and aid. Not everyone is prepared to handle the financial and ethical issues involving 

patients and their caretakers. Wearable IOT devices and AI offer a potential quick cure for dependable remote monitoring 

and help through ambient medical aid without jeopardizing the patient's confidentiality or privacy. Our system seeks to 

manufacture inexpensive and pleasant patient healthcare. In relation to our concern in Alzheimer's, applications and IOT 

and AI devices are used to create a long-term fix. The patient will be able to recognise familiar people around them and 

capture knowledge for future reminders with the use of the proposed wearable camera-aided device in conjunction with 

a Bluetooth ear-complementary device. The AI component triggers constant reminders, which helps the patient stay more 

aware of their surroundings & situation. 

Keywords: Alzheimer's Disease, face recognition, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things. 
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Abstract: Eye disorders are the leading cause of eyesight loss in both developing and developed countries. Identifying 

and identifying a specific eye condition at an early stage can ensure that patients receive adequate care and that the eye 

surgeon is supported effectively. Eye problems in the elderly are a serious health issue. The natural function of eye tissues 

declines as people get older, and ocular pathology becomes more common. Cataracts, iridocyclitis, and Corneal Haze are 

the most common causes of age-related eye disorders and vision impairment in the elderly. Corneal Haze is a complication 

of refractive surgery characterized by the cloudiness of the  normally clear cornea. Iridocyclitis is an inflammation of the 

iris (the colored part of the eye), whereas Corneal Haze is a complication of refractive surgery characterized by the 

cloudiness of the normally clear cornea. In diagnostics and illness management, a computer-based intelligent approach 

for classification of various eye diseases is quite important. The suggested system employs the VGG-16 deep learning 

model architecture. These raw photos are used to extract features, which are then  given into the classifiers. We show that 

these classifiers have a sensitivity of more than 85% and a  specificity of 100%, and the results are quite encouraging. 

Keywords: Oracular prediction, CNN, Image processing, eye disorder. 
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Abstract: The coma patient has no physical control over his/her entire body. Such cases require a serious attention and 

continuous monitoring to save the patient’s life. a health monitoring system for the coma patient based on the computer 

vision. Computer vision as a new technology which facilitates the process of extracting, analyzing and sending data with 

high efficiency. In this proposed system, four health parameters, lip movement, hand movement, leg movement and eye 

blinks are monitored. By integrating these four parameters with live monitoring module twiliosms service, the need for 

clinical staff and accompanying persons will be less as the systems allows relatives and staff to monitor the coma patient 

system or receive notification based on the patient’s status changes. 

Keywords: Human Activity Detection, Device Free Sensing, HAAR, OpenCV. 
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Abstract: VR library is a new type of library based on the new technology of digital, network-based, intelligent and the 

new concepts of management, which has gradually become the future library model. The users interact with the virtual 

world in a natural way in 3D virtual environment to achieve real visual, tactile, and auditory and factory experience. We 

intend to use the VR technology to develop a virtual library system. The system realizes the virtual library scene 

construction, virtual roaming and scene interaction and book retrieving by connected with the library management system 

to realize book location require and other functions. System admin will collect the e books of all the library books available 

and add those books to the VR System where students can able to access those e-books through VR headset. The pdf file 

is processed to generate the summary of the ebook and an audio clip of the summary. The summary is displayed first once 

the user clicks on the ebook in virtual environment and can listen to the audio clip of the summary. Then if the user wants, 

can read the book page by page. 

Keywords: virtual library, virtual roaming, eBooks, ejournals, solomo. 
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Abstract: Stock market forecasting is a crucial part of the financial industry. To make the most money, it's critical to 
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correctly predict the stock market. Because to advancements in trading technology, almost anyone can now invest in 

equities. A typical person's interest in the stock market has increased dramatically during the last few decades. It's 

critical to have a very accurate prognosis of a future trend in a financially volatile market like the stock market. Because 

of the financial crisis and the need to record earnings, it is necessary to have a safe environment. We discovered that 

approaches like random forest and support vector machine were not properly used during the process of examining 

numerous strategies and variables that must be taken into account. In this paper, we will propose and discuss a more 

practical strategy for predicting stock movement with greater accuracy. The focus of this paper will be on using machine 

learning methods such as Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, KNN, LSTM, and Logistic Regression to analyze 

datasets. Performance criteria such as accuracy, recall, precision, and error scores are used to assess the algorithms. 

Our goal is to find the best algorithm for forecasting stock market performance in the future. The stock market's 

successful prediction will benefit stock market institutions as well as investors. 

Keywords: Machine Learning, Streamlit, Linear Regression, KNN, Support Vector Machine. 
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Abstract: In Digital World, Heart Diseases play a vital role in the medical field. Heart Diseases caused due to pressure 

or emotional behaviour. In developing countries like India, Heart Specialists are needed in semi-urban and rural areas 

with low financial support. So, Heart Prediction plays an important aspect in using machine learning with a classification      

algorithm. This paper explores the novelty of researchers’ predictive techniques to determine heart diseases using machine 

learning. This paper mainly explored three concepts of predictive techniques as Feature Selection, Classification 

Algorithm, and Evaluation of parameters. Classification of     Algorithms for predictive techniques for heart diseases that    

provide effective and efficient performances. 

Keyword: HeartDiseases, FeatureSelection,ClassificationAlgorithm,PredictiveTechniques. 
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Abstract: Rose Plant Horticulture performs a tremendous position in the field of trading in phrases of the enterprise. 

An overview of art in predicting rose plant leaf diseases using machine learning was considered in this paper. It also 

investigated various predictive systems mastering strategies developed by the researcher to identify rose plant 

diseases. Moreover, the researcher's manipulation of experimental outcomes was reviewed by current device 

requirements. The accuracy of the present methodologies became measured using a confusion matrix to evaluate the 

overall performance of the study’s work became explored. In the end, the suggestion to are expecting the effective 
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and green predictive device learning techniques to decide the rose plant using image processing was 

considered.. 

Keywords: Rose Plant Disease, Machine Learning, Image Processing, Mean Clustering, Segmentation, Feature 

Extraction 
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Abstract: Today everyone faces the problem of intruders and many outsiders are entertained in the premises, which can 

make harm to them and can damage their property. The purpose of this project is to successfully develop a system that 

will recognize the human faces of the residential members and as well as for the outsiders, detect unwanted movements 

and based on all these this system will issue an alert and send sms message to the owner in real-time. The walls of our 

boundaries are not that safe, our model detects any intruder penetrating the walls and as detected an alarm is raised to 

stop the intruder and make aware to the residential members. The application provides interesting features that improve 

the overall security of the residential society. 

. 

Keywords:  Classification, Gesture, CNN , Open-cv, Dynamically-built 
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Abstract: Individuals must prioritize health care in order to live a happy and healthy life. However, consulting a doctor 

in the event of a health problem is not always straightforward. The proposed concept is to use Artificial Intelligence to 

construct a chatbot for healthcare as a virtual assistant. Before contacting a doctor, an artificial intelligence-enabled 

healthcare chatbot will diagnose and provide details on common health conditions. Natural language processing and 

neural networks will be used to train the medical database in the healthcare chatbot system. The healthcare chatbot was 

created to lower total healthcare expenses and enhance access to medical knowledge. There are certain chatbots that 

operate as medical reference books, providing patients with additional knowledge about their ailment and assisting them 

in improving their health.This feature eliminates the restrictions that visually impaired patients face with currently 

available text enabled healthcare chat bots. We will use the current location of the user and provide 

information about all hospitals that are in and around the users location. Users can book appointments with different 

doctors in their locality. As a result, people will be aware of their health status and get mediate medication and will be 

aware of appropriate therapies. 

Keywords: Chatbot, artificial intelligence, virtual assistance, natural language processing, healthcare, voice assistance. 
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Abstract: In this work, artificial neural networks are used to forecast systolic blood pressure based on related factors 

(BMI, age, exercise, alcohol, smoke level, etc). Artificial intelligence, data analytics and stream processing are just a few 

examples of intelligent and real-time data processing systems that can help in the field of healthcare.  The proposed work 

provides a method for systolic blood pressure prediction in real-time that aids in preventing health issues brought on by 

unexpectedly high blood pressure. The significant component of the proposed method is the development of an offline 

prediction pipeline model. The offline model is based on Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care and recurrent 

neural network (RNN), long short-term memory (LSTM), bidirectional short-term memory (BI-LSTM), and gated 

recurrent units (GRU) and data sets for systolic blood pressure prediction. As a result, this work introduces a real-time 

systolic blood pressure prediction system that can help people prevent health problems caused by sudden high blood 

pressure. 

Keywords: stress prediction ,Decision Tree,Healthcare,Machine learning 
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Paper ID-NCCS17 

Abstract: In India, scarcity of water has been a major crisis in past decades. Though the availability of fresh water in 

India is manageable, the water shortage in India is about 209 m3 per person. When compared to other developing 

countries India is having well available water resources, but the problem here is the method by which they are distributing 

water is not approachable. There are so many places in India where people have to walk miles together to get water. 

Apart from this, there are places where water is plentiful, but water circulation is not done efficiently and properly. 

Keeping the above crises in mind we have developed a project that would solve most of the Water Shortage problems 

that are faced due to irregular water circulation. We will develop a full working system that would understandably explain 

the system. Some of the main features of our projects are we will develop an Android Application to control the water 

circulation effectively, secondly, through IoT, we will connect the circulation system to the Android Application. The 

project manager or the system head will be having the Android Application on their smartphone. They will choose the 

preferred area to which the water must be circulated and decide to which extent the water will be circulated. Once the 

head gives the instruction and the timings water circulates to the preferred area. 

Keywords – Android, Central Water Distribution Centre, IoT (Internet of Things), Lineman, Water flow pipes, Water 

pumps. 
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Abstract: Health monitoring and disease detection on a plant is crucial for sustainable agriculture. Plant diseases are very 

difficult to monitor manually. Plant disease needs to be accurately identified to strengthen the agricultural sector and our 

country’s economy. A variety of diseases kill the leaves on the plant. Farmers face more difficulties in detecting these 

diseases; Lack of awareness about those diseases makes it impossible to take care of those plants. This paper provides a 

method of detecting diseases from plant leaf images using Tensor Flow. Tensor flow is an object detection API, and the 

proposed model is trained using the Convolution Neural Network (CNN) to automate the detection of disease collected 

from various sources. The proposed work will also determine the causes and symptoms of the disease to provide treatment 

for that disease. In the proposed work, specialized deep learning models based on specific convolutional neural network 

structures were developed to identify plant diseases through the leaf images of healthy or diseased plants. CNN has 

multiple layers, which provide an excellent rating and accuracy level of 95% compared to existing models. 

Keywords: CNN, Leaf diseases, Deep Learning, MobileNet, Neural Networks. 
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Abstract - Parkinson’s disease is a degenerative illness of the neurological system defined by tremors, muscular 

rigidity, and sluggish, inaccurate movement, usually affecting middle-aged and older adults. It is connected to brain 

atrophy in the basal ganglia and a lack of Dopamine is a neurotransmitter. Cells in one of the movement-control regions 

of the body undergo a process called Unknown factors that cause the brain to start dying. British physician James 

Parkinson originally identified PD in the 1800s early. It comprises five phases and affects more than 1 million people 

in India each year. This condition is more noticeable when it first appears, typically in a person's late fifties or early 

sixties. Symptoms of PD are found in up to 15 percent of people aged 65-74, and over 30 percent. In this paper, in order 

to improve the present condition, a web application is created in this study to forecast the sickness. The patient's data 

must be entered and submitted to make this prediction. Next, the online tool determines whether the person will get the 

sickness or not. Different machine learning methods, including logistic regression, KNN, Random Forest, SVM linear 

kernel, and Decision tree, were applied to increase prediction accuracy, 

  Keywords: - Web Application, Logistic Regression, KNN, Random Forest, SVM linear Kernel, Decision Tree. 
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Abstract: E-commerce is growing rapidly on a global scale. Among many products purchased via the Internet, clothing 

is the first in terms of purchase frequency. However, there are growth barriers for this product category, which include, 

first of all, the client's fear of matching clothing to their own figure or complexion. This results in a high percentage of 

returns reaching up to 60% of transactions, which is more than that in other e-commerce sectors. One of the possible 

solutions to the abovementioned problem is the use of a virtual fitting room (VFR), which allows you to try on clothes in 

terms of size, fit, style, or color on a computer or smart phone screen. The main goal is to compare the propensity to use 

by type of VFR: 2D vs. 3D. The methodology is based on the qualitative exploratory approach. To conduct research, 

content analysis and sentiment analysis were used. The results of the study indicate that the participants of the research 
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have an ambivalent attitude towards VFR − on the one hand, they perceive VFRs as an interesting solution for Internet 

users (not only generation Y). On the other hand, however, they themselves show a distance to use the VFR 

Keywords:  e-commerce,VFR. 
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Abstract: The latest World Health Organization’s (WHO) study on 2018 is showing that about 1.5 million people died 

and around 10 million people are infected with tuberculosis (TB) each year. Moreover, more than 4,000 people die every 

day from TB. A number of those iew points that promoted rather initiated in such kind of project selection. Further on it 

puts light on the different aspects and consideration that were faced and considered to make this design work on this site 

and making it sustainable by incorporating meta-architecture features and considerations. It also clarifies the necessity of 

this kind of projects in present day scenario and how can it help both socially and economical aspects of the 

neighbourhoods. Finally, it will also clarify the positiveness of this project and its intent and future use of this project, 

how will it help in post pandemic situation both economically and socially. This intent of revival of culture and traditions 

through the means of various forms of cottage industries will help India in world-wide recognition and will in return boost 

the economic growth making personnel self-employed and self-sufficient. 

Keywords:  image enhancement, convolutional Neural Network(CNN), ResNet, EfficientNet, Binary Tuberculosis 

Classification, Deep Learning. 
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Abstract: The architectural design of this project mainly aims at achieving the objective after analysing the difficulties 

that a trammel or a visually impaired must face in order to travel with ease and safety. The design’s main objective is to 

make travelling easier by incorporating features like detection of potholes, detection of obstacles and stair-case. Further 

it puts light on the different safety features that is getting incorporated so that, when a visually impaired comes in the 

vicinity of smoke or a fire, a voice alert is send to the user. Detection and differentiation amongst the roads and the 

footpath is a major necessity that is implemented. This feature is mainly integrated using Image Processing which uses 

CNN algorithm to mainly classify the live camera feed of the streaming data as a road or a footpath. These features 

clarifies the necessity of this project in the present day scenario and how it mainly helps the trammel to not stay restricted 

to their physical disabilities. Finally, it will also clarify the positive intent of this project and how helpful it is to the 

unprivileged in the future. This intent of making visually impaired to be independent also helps the socio-economic 
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growth of the visually impaired and in turn results in the community’s growth. 

Keywords:  Sensors, Buzzers, Vibrators, Arduino Uno Board, Battery, GPS, Bluetooth Module, ESP32 Camera. 
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Abstract: By considering the current situation of the metro cities , women security has evolved as one of the major 

requirements in our country. Security is the necessity of every human being. As population increases, the demand of 

security also increases. But due to the absence of proper resources, proper security could not be provided. So as a solution 

to achieve proper security, we have designed an intellectual robot that could provide the quality security in an economical 

way. The night patrolling robot is one that is fit out with night vision camera and sound sensors. It monitors the entire 

premises using 360 degree rotating HD camera to discover any intrusion or any human faces. It has also equipped to keep 

track of sound in the premises. It captures the image of the situation and immediately transmits it to the IOT website. 

Display the captured images with alarm sound to the user. The robot travels in a different interval, stops at different points 

and again starts to move towards the sound if heard. It uses predefined line to patrol along its route. With the help of IR 

based path [dynamic], the robot patrols along the specified area. It also has a built- in GPS navigation system to figure 

out the required route of its work place. Thus we bring out a fully equipped automatic security robot that operates actively 

and patrols large area to serve the purpose. 

Key Terms - HD Camera, IOT, IR based path, GPS, Security Robot 
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Abstract: In this research paper, we have come up with a machine learning built on approach to detect malicious tablet 

and malware in android apps. This research paper tells about attacks that cannot be effectively found by past work. This 

put forward ,we have enforced a malicious app detection materials which helps to detect malware, name as android detect. 

First the study between system function and application programming interface. The trail results says android detect can 

better find malicious application of android by using a combo function which compares previous work malware attack is 

unstoppable cyber security problem. The long established are less useful in detecting newly appeared malware, researcher 

are using machine learning methods. This research will overview of the domain and over malware datasets. The 

disadvantage of the long established Anti-Malware methods and reviewed possible machine techniques used in domain 

with an objective of improving the base model of decision tree. All the transaction are done through internet apps. 

Malware is an important issue to be taken the capability  of stealing the data from the user. Finally, open challenges are 

noted and future direction are found which would encourage new researchers to again to know about this field of research 

and resolve these open challenges with the help of this paper. 

Keywords:  Machine Learning, convolutional Neural Network(CNN), Deep Learning. 
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Abstract: Motorcycle accidents have been rapidly increasing in numerous countries over the years, which has resulted 

in accidents and deaths all over the world. Most nations have regulations requiring two-wheeler riders to wear helmets. 

As a result, motorcycle riders must be aware of the dangers of riding without a helmet. If motorcyclists are involved in a 

traffic accident with the absence of safety apparatus, that is without wearing helmets are more likely to suffer from 

traumatic brain injury. In India, only motorcyclists are required to wear helmets, passengers are not. When riding a 

motorcycle without a helmet, anyone can be involved in an accident or have a brain injury. Everybody, even children, are 

required to wear a helmet. As a result, in the field of Computer Vision, we designed a system based on TensorFlow and 

Keras. Even in the real time, this system can detect whether motorcycle riders are wearing helmets or not using YOLO 

v3 with the help of Haar cascade classifier and LBPH. If anyone is present without the helmet, the system will carefully 

observe the situation and flag it as a violation of the rules and sends a warning message to a motorcyclist and alarms the 

system as wellKey Terms - HD Camera, IOT, IR based path, GPS, Security Robot 

Keywords: Motorcycle accidents, Tensorflow, Keras, YOLO v3, Haar cascade classifier, LBPH, warning message. 
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Abstract: Attention recognition plays a vital role in detection and providing learning support for children with autism 

spectrum disorders (ASD). The unobtrusiveness of face-tracking techniques makes it possible to build automatic systems 

to detect and classify attention behaviours.  However, constructing such systems is a challenging task due to the 

complexity of attention behaviour in ASD. This project proposes a face-based image processing model using 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) By conducting an experimental study on different attention tasks and explore the 

limits of the face-based image processing model for participant and task differences for detection of autism. Developing 

the predictive model, The application of convolutional layers consists in convolving a signal or an image with kernels to 

obtain feature maps. So, a unit in a feature map is connected to the previous layer through the weights of the kernels. The 

proposed predictive model is tested with a Q-Chat- 10 dataset and accuracy is measured. Also, attention detection is more 

generalizable within typically developing children than within ASD groups and within low-attention tasks than within 

high-attention tasks. This project highlights the basis for future face-based image processing of autism for real-time 

learning and clinical attention interventions 

Keywords: Facial landmarks, Geometric features, Image Processing, ASD, Q-Chat, Machine learning 
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Abstract: The Corona Virus is still having an impact on people’s lives all across the globe. Because of quick and low-

cost method, Screening of infected people is a crucial step. X-ray pictures of the chest serve a critical part in the discovery 
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of the Corona Virus and they are utilized for an examination of Corona virus. Radio graphical chest X-ray images are 

inexpensive here. We used CNN based approach in this study to aid in the identification of Covid-19 positive patients 

utilizing radio graphical chest X-ray pictures. We used publicly accessible X-ray pictures of Corona Virus positive and 

negative cases to assess the solution’s effectiveness. Testing images and trainable pictures of positive Corona Virus 

patients, healthy person images and a pneumonia affected patient’s images are separated. Within the test set-up, the 

solution we’re offering will produce good categorization accuracy. In this project, we will create a Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) for medical examination. This Graphical User Interface application can run in any PC and used by any 

technician or examiners of medical field to diagnosis whether or not the patient is infected with the Covid by analysing 

radiography X-ray images. This application’s output, which will be shown or delivered is extremely quick. 

Keywords:  Deep Learning, CNN, Convolutional neural networks, Detection. 
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Abstract: Currently, the risk of network information insecurity is increasing rapidly in number and level of danger. These 

techniques include social engineering, phishing, pharming, etc. One of the steps in conducting these attacks is to deceive 

users with malicious Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). As a results, malicious URL detection is of great interest 

nowadays. There have been several scientific studies showing a number of methods to detect malicious URLs based on 

machine learning and deep learning techniques. In this paper, we propose a malicious URL detection method using 

machine learning techniques based on our proposed URL behaviors and attributes. Moreover, bigdata technology is also 

exploited to improve the capability of detection malicious URLs based on abnormal behaviors. In short, the proposed 

detection system consists of a new set of URLs features and behaviors, a machine learning algorithm, and a bigdata 

technology. The experimental results show that the proposed URL attributes and behavior can help improve the ability to 

detect malicious URL significantly. This is suggested that the proposed system may be considered as an optimized and 

friendly used solution for malicious URL detection. 

 

Keywords: URL, malicious URL detection, feature extraction, feature selection, Machine learning 
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Paper ID-NCCS29 

Abstract:  Prior to this, Mental healthcare management systems were primarily concerned with physical health and 

neglected mental health. Depression, anxiety, stress, and other mental illnesses affect a vast number of individuals. Many 

individuals do not seek expert guidance with technology that affects many aspects of life due to a lack of willingness or 

financial means, and the benefits of technology in healthcare are still inexplicable. It exemplifies a well-rounded 
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healthcare management system that takes mental health into account. To track the person's feelings, the project also 

contains an emotion detection unit designed using the MiniXception convolutional neural network architecture. To enable 

a doctor to prescribe for the user and assist the user, a natural language processing chatbot has been use mental health. 

Depression, anxiety, stress, and other mental illnesses affect a vast number of individuals. Many individuals do not seek 

expert guidance with technology that affects many aspects of life due to a lack of willingness or financial means, and the 

benefits of technology in healthcare are still inexplicable. It exemplifies a well-rounded healthcare management system 

that takes mental health into account. The results of this implementation indicates that the proposed system can reduce 

the workload for doctors, to be more aware of their physical and mental health and lastly the proposed 

METHODOLOGIES will make healthcare to be more accessible. 

Keywords:  Image Processing, Convolutional Neural Network, ChatBot, Emotion Regonition. 
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Paper ID-NCIS01 

 

Abstract: There have been significant advances in facial recognition software and surveillance technology. With these 

advancements came changes to the systems to overcome other issues of facial recognition software like pose variation 

and expression variation. However, facial occlusions like masks have become increasingly prevalent as a safety measure 

but also as a means of avoiding detection by facial recognition and surveillance software. This has become a major cause 

of failures in these systems. To combat these failures, a system has been developed that reconstructs the obstructed facial 

features of the individual using Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN). A Generative Adversarial Network is a deep-

learning based generative model that works by using two components called a generator and discriminator that compete 

against each other to become more precise with their predictions. The areas where facial features are obstructed are first 

mapped and isolated during the image processing phase and then the isolated areas are reconstructed by the generator. To 

obtain realistic images that are close to ground truth, the algorithm is trained extensively with a diverse dataset. For 

coarse-to-fine image completion, the system runs through a higher number of training epochs. The project aims to support 

law enforcement agencies with surveillance and help with investigations where the suspects facial features are occluded 

by a mask or similar object. This system can help create a positive identification of the suspect and therefore help reduce 

crime in society. 

 

Keywords: Facial Recognition, Surveillance, Occlusion, Mask, Reconstruct, Facial features, Generative Adversarial 

Networks, Generator, Discriminator, Prediction, Mapped, Isolated, Epochs, Identification. 
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Abstract: In light of the recent Covid outburst, the stress on the usage of facemasks has risen to an all-time high. But, it 

is very hard to enforce the mask mandate, especially in countries with a dense population. In this paper, a face mask 

detection model is proposed that can classify people not wearing masks in a live video feed. The system can be deployed 

in a network of surveillance cameras and predictions from the model can be used to notify concerned authorities in case 

of mask mandate violation. The model implements a deep learning architecture that has been trained on a dataset 

containing images of people with and without masks along with bounding box coordinates for every face present in each 

image. 

Keywords: Node MCU, Raspberry Pie, Face recognition, Navigation Robot. 
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Paper ID-NCIS03 

Abstract: Speech and hearing impairment is a disability which affects an individual ’s ability to communicate like a 

normal person. People who are affected by this use other mediums of communication such as sign languages. Although 

sign language is ubiquitous in recent times, there remains a challenge for non-sign language speakers or non-signers to 

communicate with sign language speakers or signers. To reduce the communication gap between signers and non-signers, 

the following methodology is adopted. A software-based application is implemented to allow sign language to text/speech 

conversion and vice-versa. For the sign language to text/speech conversion, video sequence is captured in real time using 

a built-in webcam, which is then pre-processed and fed into the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model, that is 

trained using dataset containing signs of American Sign Language (ASL). The model then outputs the predicted sign in 

textual and audio formats. For text/speech to sign language conversion, textual or audio input is given using keyboard or 

built-in microphone. Then the equivalent sign images from the dataset is acquired and displayed in series as output. The 

accuracy of the system is improved with the help of Deep Learning technique, CNN and system can be adaptable for real-

time use and to be integrated to build mobile/web-based applications. 

 

Keywords: American Sign Language, Convolutional Neural Network, Deep Learning, Sign Recognition and Translation, 

Speech input and output. 

 

Smart blind stick with object detection and assistance 

 

Paper ID-NCIS04 

 

Abstract: A blind stick is a tool that helps the blind people to navigate and move around in public areas. The blind person 

is expected to move the stick in front of him to ensure no obstacle is in his way. When the stick comes in contact with an 

obstacle, it is an indication for the blind person that he needs to change the path he was moving in. The smart blind stick 

aims at giving the blind person a better understanding of the path he is moving in. We achieve this by using a camera and 

a few ultrasonic sensors. The stick, with the help of a camera, detects the obstacle the blind person is approaching.The 

smart blind stick aims at giving the blind person a better understanding of the path he is moving in. We achieve this by 

using a camera and a few ultrasonic sensors. The stick, with the help of a camera, detects the obstacle the blind person is 

approaching. This obstacle is detected and analyzed and this data is retrieved on an android device. The data received, 

which is the obstacle detected,is converted to speech and appropriate instructions are given over Bluetooth earphones to 

the blind person.The ultrasonic sensors placed at either side of the stick are used to detect the obstacles present in the 

sides. This helps us in giving a more efficient instruction to the blind person as to how he can evade the obstacle in front 
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of him in a safe manner. The data of the ultrasonic sensors are manipulated using an Arduino UNO. With the help of the 

data processed using these technologies, we aim at providing a better and more convenient method of navigation for the 

blind person. This stick helps them achieve a higher rate of self-dependency. The system gives priority to safety and 

comfort and is also cost effective. 

 

Keywords: UAV, patrolling, tracking, recognition. 
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Abstract: Drones are UAVs that open up the sky for the imagination to soar, and have a wide range of applications in 

various industries that also have higher requirements in patrolling. With the faster growth of communication networks 

and aviation technology, drones as a new type of UAV field has a wide range of applications in military and civilian 

fields. In the military field, it can be used for reconnaissance, combat, rescue, and so on. In the civilian field, it can be 

used in security, transportation, energy agriculture and so on which can effectively improve the service capabilities of the 

industry. In most rural areas, it is not guaranteed that 4G/5G networks would be available for utilizing cloud computation 

during long-distance patrolling. Traditional drones can range up to 100m. After all patrolling requires an image feedback 

stream for viewing the scenario. The use of the UDP protocol provides the solution for this and is famous for its low cost. 

The deployment of intelligence and UDP networks actuates the drones during patrolling and surveillance as per the user. 

After analyzing the challenges of traditional drones used in patrolling, this paper puts forward the intelligence surveillance 

patrolling drone prototype based on AI image recognition and identification technology and analyzes the flight range, 

face detection and recognition rate, tracking, network delay, and flight stabilization during patrolling. There are so many 

challenges during patrolling. Those challenges are immediate face recognition, person/face tracking, headcount, and 

operating drones in areas where the network is not available to perform long-range drone operations. Among all these, 

the pandemic is also one of the toughest challenges in patrolling. The size of a drone is also a challenge during patrolling. 

Thus we put our paper forward to provide a unique solution for all these challenges specified above. The use of these 

technologies can cover police patrol systems in areas where 4G/5G networks are not available. 
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Abstract: An accident is a happening, occurring suddenly, unexpectedly, and unknowingly underneath unforeseen 

circumstances. Everyday thousands of road accident victims succumb to injuries and death globally. consistent with 

studies, nearly one quarter of all serious state highway accidents area unit because of drivers handling the vehicle in a 

very state of significant temporary state indicating that driver temporary state tends to cause a bigger range of accidents 
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than driving underneath influence. long-term suspend taking a clear stage whereas moving for long-distance usually run 

a high risk of turning into sleepy headed behind the wheel and fail to spot this early. By creating use of the technologies 

of laptop vision, associate knowledge base science that deals with however computers may be created a lot of intelligent 

by developing techniques that facilitate them gather high-level understanding from digital pictures or videos, an answer 

may be developed for this downside of detection and notifying of driver temporary state. the most plan behind this project 

is to develop a laptop vision system, mistreatment OpenCV, that is non- intrusive which will mechanically sight driver 

temporary state {in a during a in associate exceedingly |in a very period video stream and can alert the driving force by 

taking part in an alarm if they seem to be drowsy. This method would build use of associate algorithmic program that 

detects the attention landmark points of the driving force and supported this may confirm if the driving force is in a very 

drowsy state or not, associated fitly sound an alarm. 

Keywords: OpenCV, machine learning, Arduino ,dlib. 
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Paper ID-NCIS07 

Abstract: The Convolutional Neural Network approaches are employed to predict the handwritten letters using the 

standard dataset for training and testing. CNN, one of the deep learning techniques, is used to recognize the alphabet, and 

a comparison of the architectures of CNN is performed to get the best possible results with the greatest possible accuracy 

and the least amount of data loss. The essential of handwritten recognition in various fields such as banks, college 

notifications, and government and non-governmental institutions to convert the handwritten documents into the digital 

format with a high prediction rate. The research gap in this field is to predict the handwritten words or numeric values as 

everyone’s handwriting style is different. The capacity of a computer to identify the human handwritten text present in a 

variety of manual sources, such as images, papers, documents, and so on is referred to as "handwritten recognition." It is 

not difficult for a person to recognize the character based on the visual; nonetheless, the issue is whether or not it is 

feasible for a computer to reliably identify it. As a result, the notion of CNN is put into practice. The proposed framework 

addresses the above issues, the camera is attached to the pen and the signal is extracted by using the Convolutional Neural 

Network model using Natural Language Processing (NLP) to predict the words once the word is predicated it is passed 

through the dictionary application to predict the exact word if NLP fails to recognize the handwritten words. 

 

Keywords: NLP, Convolutional Neural Networks, handwritten prediction, wrong prediction correction. 
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Paper ID-NCIS08 

Abstract: The prototype of a smart robotic personal assistant car based on Raspberry Pi and Zero-UI technology is shown 

in this study. Sensory experiences are used in Zero UI. To operate the devices, you can use gestures, voice, and movement. 

In this study, a voice-controlled robot vehicle performs three functions: the robot's movement is controlled by the user's 

voice; the robot's movement is controlled by the user's voice; and the robot's movement is controlled by the user It can 

understand and articulate text from a variety of sources, including voice commands. Optical character recognition was 
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used to capture the image, and it was then shown. the user with similar sounds via a built-in speaker or It is a voice-

activated headset that accepts and processes the user's commands. For any question processing, the Google Assistant API 

uses the built-in speaker or headset to provide information found on the Internet to the user in audio form. This robot's 

personal assistant. The assistance vehicle serves as a replacement for screen-based communication.Zero UI is used to 

operate the system.We use two DC motors to build the robot's wheels, a webcam with built-in microphone, a headset, and 

a Raspberry Pi board in addition to the Raspberry Pi board. This robotic personal assistant will be implemented using a 

motor driver IC. vehicle. By delivering voice commands to the robot helper, this method allows visually impaired people 

to gain access to relevant information in the publicrealm.The robot could be made into a wheelchair for physically disabled 

people.The Python programming language is used to create software code. 

Keywords:Raspberry Pi3, Robotic Personal Assistant Vehicle, Zero-UI Technology, Optical Character Recognition Tool, 

Google Assistant API, Python Programming, java programming, c programming. 
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Abstract: Brain tumor is the growth of abnormal cells in the brain in that some of which may lead to cancer. The usual 

method to detect the brain tumor is Magnetic Resonance Imaging(MRI) scans. The information given by the MRI images 

about the abnormal tissue growth in the brain is identified. In brain tumor detection the medical image processing is one 

of the most difficult tasks. Since the brain has a complex structure and the brain tumor comes in different shapes and 

textures  the detection task is difficult to perform. Tumor can occur in different locations. The task of brain tumor detection 

can face problems which are present in almost all digital images for eg. Illumination problems. Tumor and non-tumor 

images can have overlapping image intensities which makes it difficult for any model to make good predictions. This 

paper proposes a new method to detect brain tumors from various brain images by first doing thedifferent image 

preprocessing methods like histogram equalization and opening that was followed by convolutional neural network. It 

also discusses other image preprocessing techniques apart from ones that are finalized for training and their impact on the 

dataset. Convolution neural network (CNN) was used for the task of image preprocessing and classification. 

Keywords: Brain Tumor Detection, Deep learning, Image preprocessing, computer aided diagnosis. 
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Abstract: Data security is, protecting data from ill-conceived get to, utilize, introduction, intrusion, change, examination, 

recording or destruction. Cloud computing is a sort of Internet-based computing that grants conjoint PC handling 
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resources and information to PCs what's more, different gadgets according to necessity. It is a model that empowers 

universal, on-request access to a mutual pool of configurable computing resources. At present, security has been viewed 

as one of the best issues in the improvement of Cloud Computing. The key issue in effective execution of Cloud 

Computing is to adequately deal with the security in the cloud applications. This project is about the part of cryptography 

in cloud computing to improve data security. The expectation here is to get bits of knowledge about another security 

approach with the usage of cryptography to secure information at cloud data centers. 

 

Keywords: Cloud storage, triple-DES algorithm, data security, symmetric encryption, key-generation. 
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Abstract: People who have sleep apnea experience shallow breath or even stop breathing during their sleep. When OSA 

occurs, the upper airway is blocked during sleep and people may not be aware that they have difficulty breathing. 

Monitoring of respiratory, sleep and cardiac parameters are used to diagnose OSA. In this project, research to develop an 

unobtrusive sleep monitoring system, Sleep Smart that is made of smart textile pressure sensors connected to a wireless 

embedded system with IoT functions, is pursued. The aim of Sleep Smart is to develop a fabric pillow topper, which is 

embedded with textile pressure sensors, which can track sleeping habits and respiration rate to monitor the probability of 

OSA. Sleep Smart topper consists of a fabric sensor grid, resistor networks, and an embedded system with IoT and 

wireless capabilities. Embedded algorithms will be developed to detect the episodes of OSA during sleep and also monitor 

the sleep quality. IoT framework will be established to offer person-centered visualization of the sleep quality and OSA 

data on a tablet app.Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) is one of the most serious sleep disorders. People who suffer from 

OSA may not be aware that their upper airway is blocked and they have difficulty breathing. For this reason, real-time 

sleep monitoring  in daily life is important. In response to this need, we aim to develop an unobtrusive, wireless sleep 

monitoring system called Sleep Smart. Sleep Smart, is a smart pillow topper, which is integrated with textile pressure 

sensors and allows people to monitor their sleeping habits and respiration rate in real-time in their own bed with its IoT 

functions. 

Keywords:Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) ,textile pressure sensors,fabric pillow topper, sleep monitoring . machine 

learning, Internet of Things, Machine Learning. 
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Abstract: Agriculture is the main source of food, raw material and fuel which contributes to the economic development 

of a nation. Nearly 66% of the population depends on agriculture directly or indirectly. The food security remains 
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threatened by various circumstances including climate change, crop diseases, lack of irrigation, etc. Crop diseases not 

only affect the food security at the global level, but it also has adverse consequences for small scale farmers whose income 

depends on healthy cultivation. There is an advantage that the crop diseases can be controlled by identifying the diseases 

as soon as it develops on crops. Due to the advancement of the internet, the field of computer vision, it has been possible 

to provide impactful solutions to this problem. Plant disease diagnosis through optical observation of the symptoms on 

plant leaves, incorporates a significantly high degree of complexity. In this work, specific CNN architectures were trained 

and assessed, to form an automated plant disease detection and diagnosis system, based on simple images of leaves of 

healthy and diseased plants. The available dataset contained images captured in both experimental (laboratory) setups and 

real cultivation conditions in the field. The proposed deep learning approach may find more general solutions than shallow 

approaches, which learn with less data but are specific to few crops. The basic deep learning tool used in this work is 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). CNNs constitute one of the most powerful techniques for modeling complex 

processes and performing pattern recognition in applications with large amounts of data, like the one of pattern recognition 

in images. 

Keywords: Temperature and Humidity Sensor, GUI Window, Plant disease detection, Smart irrigation. 
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Abstract: The project proposes an automatic subtitle generation and semantic video summarization technique. The 

importance of automatic video summarization is vast in the present era of big data. Video summarization helps in efficient 

storage and also quick surfing of large contents of videos without losing the important ones. The summarization of the 

videos is done with the help of subtitles which is obtained using LSA text summarization algorithms.The proposed 

technique generates the subtitle for videos with subtitles using NLP based Text summarization algorithms on the subtitles. 

Experimental results reported show the satisfactory performance of the proposed method. 

Keywords: LSA, Subtitles, Text Summarisation, Automatic, NLP. 
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Abstract: The main aim of this project is reducing the traffic congestion in our daily life. Road Divider is generically 

used for dividing the Road for on-going and incoming traffic. This helps keeping the flow of traffic; generally, there is 

equal width of lanes for both ongoing and incoming traffic. The problem with Static Road Dividers is that the number of 

lanes on either side of the road is fixed. Since the resources are limited and the population as well as number of cars per 

family is increasing, there is a significant increase in the number of cars on roads. This calls for better utilization of 
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existing resources like the number of lanes available. In developing countries, like India, traffic is inherently chaotic and 

noisy. This paper presents Smart Movable Road Divider for controlling the traffic congestion in metropolitan cities.The 

existing Road Dividers consist of an equal number of lanes. Usually, in morning and evening peak hours the opposite 

side of the Road Divider is generally underutilized. To overcome this, Smart Movable Road Divider is implemented 

where the divider is moved based on the density of the traffic using IR Sensors and the divider movement is done using 

DC Motor. If the density of the traffic is high on one side, the divider is moved to the other side.A Prototype is developed 

and tested for the Congestion control which also works on safety measures by intimating the drivers about the movement 

of the Divider by using Buzzer.An application prototype is introduced of Traffic Violation at the movement of the Divider. 

 

Keywords: IR Sensors,DC Motor,Buzzer,Arduino Mega,Ultrasonic Sensor,LCD. 
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Abstract: Can the smart city give public and academic libraries a fresh perspective? What are the implications of the 

smart city for libraries as cultural and scientific assets? What role may libraries play in the creation of smart cities? An 

examination of modern library models, such as the learning center or the green library, reveals parallels with the smart 

city concept.Especially in terms of information's fundamental role and the integration of technology, people, and 

institutions.The study proposes the idea of a new smart library concept based on this finding, which can be represented 

in four dimensions: smart services, smart people, smart space, and smart governance.The smart library notion, on the 

other hand, is not a one-of-a-kind model or project, but rather a method of doing things that is less linear, less regimented, 

and more creative and original. Furthermore, smartness may not be the answer to all library issues. 

Keywords: smart library, smart city, library marketing, public library, academic library, Java Programming. 
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Abstract: COVID-19 global pandemic affects health care and lifestyle worldwide, and its early detection is critical to 

control cases  ’spreading and mortality. The actual leader diagnosis test is the Reverse transcription Polymerase chain 

reaction (RT-PCR), result times and cost of these tests are high, so other fast and accessible diagnostic tools are needed. 

Inspired by recent research that correlates the presence of COVID-19 to findings in Chest X-ray images, this papers  ’

approach uses existing deep learning models (VGG19 and U-Net) to process these images and classify them as positive 

or negative for COVID-19. The proposed system involves a preprocessing stage with lung segmentation, removing the 

surroundings which does not offer relevant information for the task and may produce biased results; after this initial stage 

comes the classification model trained under the transfer learning scheme; and finally, results analysis and interpretation 

via heat maps visualization. The best models achieved a detection accuracy of COVID-19 around 97%. 

Keywords: Covid-19, X-Ray, deep learning models. 
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Abstract: Mobile crowdsensing (MCS) platform is a social question-and-answer system. MCS has been widely adopted 

in smart cities, personal healthcare, and environment monitoring areas. MCS applications recruit participants to obtain 

sensory data from the target area by allocating reward to them. Reward mechanisms are crucial in stimulating 

participants to join and provide sensory data. However, while the MCS applications execute the reward mechanisms, 

sensory data and personal private information can be in great danger because of malicious task initiators/participants 

and hackers. This article proposes a novel machine learning approach based on the MCS framework that preserves 

privacy and secures both the sensing process and the incentive mechanism by leveraging the emergent blockchain 

technology. Moreover, to provide a fair incentive mechanism, this article has considered an MCS scenario as a sensory 

data market, where the market separates the participants into two categories: monthly-pay participants and instant-pay 

participants. By analyzing two different kinds of participants and the task initiator,this article proposes an incentive 

mechanism. Through theoretical analysis and simulation, the evaluation addresses two aspects: the reward mechanism 

and the performance of the machine learning-based MCS. The evaluation of the ML based MCS shows that the latency 

increases in a tolerable manner as the number of participants grows. 

 

Keywords: Machine learning, Mobile Crowd Sensing , Blockchain, User Recruitment. 
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Abstract: Blind & visually hindered individuals experience many difficulties in their versatility & route. Their everyday 

exercises are deterred because of their powerlessness to adjust or recognize precisely their environmental factors which 

turns into the fundamental explanation of mishaps, tumbling off, & losing all sense of direction in obscure regions. The 

Smart shoe configuration gives a drawn out answer for the oblivious to stroll on streets freely. The brilliant shoe will 

assist the Blind individual with arriving at his objective freely. It is assembled involving remote Technology in which the 

shoe will be implanted with different sensors, Microcontroller & signals. In this task, the plan, the execution & the 

approval of shrewd shoes that would act as a compelling answer for additional developments for blind & outwardly 

hindered individuals will be suggested. This framework is created to recognize hindrances, wet floor, patients' falls & 

Staircase Detection to escort Visually hindered People. In the event of one of the above episodes, the client will be told 

acoustically utilizing some voice alerts. Savvy shoe framework for the visually impaired is a framework made with the 

assistance of ultrasonic sensors, a dampness sensor matched to an Arduino UNO board. It is an empowering innovation 

which has a fast turn of events & development on the lookout. Besides, a viable telephone application is intended to tell 
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the patient's folks in the event of any problem & offer his area. As the framework is managing human wellbeing, few 

security estimations were thought about in the plan stage, mostly electrical security, to diminish blunder & deceptions as 

well as to increment exactness. 

 

Keywords: Arduino, Microcontroller,  Signals ,Visually Impaired. 
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Abstract: Military Helmet and Surveillance System is a concept model for an IoT-based military wearable 

device.Technology determines tactics, and tactics promote the development of technology. Technology is demanding and 

effective communication is critical for military success and for that some activities are necessary to improve the 

capabilities of the operational forces. In this project, Smart military helmets make it easy for the soldiers to know several 

parameters such as receiving the message from the control room, fall detection notification ,navigation and it provides a 

simple to use interface.They can receive support from the base via a wearable helmet device, and our main goal is to 

provide the soldiers with a smart vision. Emergency alert is sent to both nearby soldiers and the control room by a fall 

detection sensor. Detection of an opponent using convolutional neural networks  by image classification and recognition. 

Keywords: Convolutional neural network, Arduino, ADXL sensor, Smart helmet. 
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Abstract: In light of the recent Covid outburst, the stress on the usage of facemasks has risen to an all-time high. But, it 

is very hard to enforce the mask mandate, especially in countries with a dense population. In this paper, a face mask 

detection model is proposed that can classify people not wearing masks in a live video feed and alert them. The system 

can be deployed in a network of surveillance cameras and predictions from the model can be used to notify concerned 

authorities in case of mask mandate violation. The model implements a deep learning architecture that has been trained 

on a dataset containing images of people with and without masks along with bounding box coordinates for every face 

present in each image. 

Keywords: Computer vision, deep learning, face mask detection, SSD. 
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Abstract: Health Monitoring system using IOT describes the collection and interoperation of Patient data collected from 

the sensors from the hospitals through IOT Technology. The collected sensor data will support the doctor in the emergency 

situation for the betterment and improvement of Patient health. The hardware platform to implement the project consists 

of a sensor and Raspberry Pi 3 Model B equipped in a way to communicate with a doctor through the Internet and 

Smartphone. This proposed idea will help doctors to know about the state of patient health and monitor anywhere in the 

world. In this proposed idea the sensors gather the medical information of the patient that includes the patient's heart rate, 

blood pressure, and pulse rate Then using the camera the patient is lively monitored through the Raspberry kit and this 

information is sent to the Internet and stored in a medical server. The doctor and patient can monitor the patient data from 

any place of the world through the provided IP server address anytime. The emergency alert is sent to the patient if the 

sensor value is exceeded by the threshold data. Thus the patient's health parameters are watched lively and regular 

monitoring through the medical server to a doctor will help to make an effective diagnosis and almost accurate care can 

be given. The data collected through the IOT will help the patient to recover easily and also enhanced medical care can 

be given to the patients at a low cost. 

Keywords:Raspberry Pi3,Arduino Uno, python 3.7, Arduino 1.8.13, DHT11 sensor. 
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Abstract: Blockchain is a way of passing data (such as records, events, or transactions) from one party to another in a 

very secure way. It is an electronic record of information that requires digital security. All data stored in the blockchain 

is immutable; once a piece of data enters into a blockchain, it is practically impossible to alter its value. The Blockchain 

has changed the model from a centralized way of traditional business to the decentralized model of the blockchain, that 

means there it can run without any central authority. It works on Peer to Peer Model rather than Peer-Mediator-Peer. The 

Blockchains makes the process easier, fastest, and trustworthy to deal with businesses as it follows Peer to Peer nature 

Blockchain. It has become the most used business model in different industries, such as construction industries, as it is 

the safest, fastest,transparent, and it also is more comfortable to implement. The critical feature of the blockchain that 

make it today's most potential technologies are: decentralized, self-control, peer- to- peer relationship, fixed record and 

time stamping. Thus, this chapter focuses on the pivotal role and application of Blockchain technology on the digitization 

of land records of the Indian Scenario. 

Keywords :Blockchain,python,solidity,Netbeans, Android Studio, jupyter notebook. 
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IoT : Cryptography Key Management, Authentication, 

and Authorization 
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Abstract :An IoT(Internet of Things) is a system of interrelated things or technologies that facilitates communication and 

data transfer between devices. One of the major issues faced in the IoT is security and privacy while exchanging data 

over networks. Cryptographic Key Management manages cryptographic keys that exist in a cryptosystem and enables all 

operations on data at the user level. Authentication, on the other hand, identifies the device and authorization grants 

permission to enable or disable the access. Cryptographic Key Management, Authentication, and Authorization are some 

of the methods to secure data on IoT. This paper will showcase how these methods are used and some of the issues that 

are encountered during the process. 
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Abstract: This thesis is written of my undergraduate degree on Bachelor of Architecture (B.Arch.), in The Oxford 

School of Architecture, Bengaluru. The topic for this thesis is Cottage Industries and is titled as “Shilpoara”: redefining 

of cottage industries. This thesis is related to architectural intervention for proposal of a cottage industrial development 

in Indian subcontinent especially in New Town, Kolkata, West Bengal, India. This is a very fascinating 

topic as it will empower women and harness the natural talent of the people and will encourage them to come forward 

and showcase their talent worldwide with increasing employment. With the involvement of governmental body of West 

Bengal, WBSIDCL (West Bengal Small Industries Development Corporation Limited). Cottage industries are very 

important forms of industries in a country like India which has immense talent and culture. This industry will help in 

solving employment issues that are faced by this community and will give them recognition that they are supposed to 

get. The goal of this project is to formulate an architectural solution for the fast declining of cottage industries in India. 

After understanding the shortening and fragmentation of this industry, it is realized that these industries are one of the 

Possibility that can solve the unemployment and will harness the skill and culture of the common people of that region 

in Indian which can be solved through architectural influence and intervention. 

Keywords:  Thesis-Architecture, Sustainable, Economical aspect, Industry, architectural solution, skill-culture, Self-

employment. 
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Abstract: This architectural design discusses the aim and objective of the project selection after going through physical 

and mental health analysis of the human being.The aim of this project is to design and develop a holistic rejuvenation 

center is to heighten the level of wellness in all people engaged with a busy and stressful lifestyle. This center would 

provide the feeling of the connection and the attachment of people and nature. Further on it, to make this design work on 

this site and making it sustainable by incorporating meta-architecture features and considerations. It also clarifies the 

necessity of this kind of projects in present day scenario and how can it help both socially and economical aspects of the 

neighbourhoods. Finally, it will also clarify the positiveness of this project and its intent and future use of this project. 

The intent of  An architect is to  control human behavior with his design by understanding the way that a building’s design 

can influence a person’s behavior. Understanding the way in which environment effect people could enable the design 

and construction of work, recreation and living spaces that has the ability to influence people’s behavior. 

Keywords:  Human Health, Holistic Rejuvenation, Sustainable, Meta-Architecture, Environment Effect 
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Abstract: There is famous saying expressing the effect of architecture and our surroundings, i.e. “we shape our building 

and Later they shape us”. The intent of my thesis is to explore how the architecture can inform healing or provide spaces 

and events. Where healing can take place. We human beings have an inner connection with our environment by Physical, 

mental, emotional, and spiritual means. Healing cannot be understood in isolation from the factors that Operate in the 

dynamic life of an individual. These include the self the family the community the environmental Context within which 

life is carried forth and the world of spirit or essence. Furthermost, the art and the art Therapy have over the years been 

used to different aliments such as cancer, mental illness, aids, addictions and elderly have been successful in doing so as 

it heals across all ages and race. The question i pose is can architecture Do the same? Besides can architecture play a 

superior role in healing? In our built environment we often interact with the buildings themselves without knowing the 

fact relationship between building and surroundings. How Could it help the patient to cure from his/her illness physically 

and mentally in this i would like to summarize the principals of life enhancing role of architecture and planning in the 

healing process. 

Keywords: Meta-Architecture, Sustainable, , Economical aspect, Pandemic effect, Self-employment 
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Abstract: The architectural design elaborates about the practice of urban agriculture, cultivating, processing, and 
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distribution of food in and around the urban areas. This project is to explore about urban agriculture and its methodologies 

which can create awareness and provide education to the urban population upon various aspects of farming with different 

techniques and criteria at macro and micro level. The importance of urban agriculture in India is rapidly increasing in 

various parts of urban cities. This type of agriculture helps in sustaining food security, makes one self-sufficient, reduces 

carbon emission and fossil fuel usage for transportation and packaging, provides employment opportunity, helps in growth 

of green neighbourhood and improves quality of food and environment. It helps in expanding the knowledge of urban 

agriculture with implementation of meta-architecture features and sustainability throughout the site. It makes one self-

reliable and responsible towards own food growth by providing employment, cost efficient and independent environment 

within own limits. It improves the overall surrounding by balancing the nature’s ecosystem and fulfilling the requirements 

of food shortage in urban cities. It resolves the situation of present-day scenario and clarifies the necessity of this kind of 

projects in further future as it’s the future of agriculture on which the growing population will rely. The intent of the 

project is to distribute the idea of urban agriculture and its implementation on various levels which will help the entire 

country to understand the new concept and its methodologies for effective usage and resolution for the new development 

in terms of growth of food. Keywords: Meta-Architecture, Sustainability, cost efficient, Economical aspect, Self-

employment 
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Abstract: The aim of designing this project is to encourage a sustainable co-existence between waste management and 

the community, The project will raise awareness among people and contribute in conducting researches for developing 

new ways to recycle and manage waste to provide data visualisation on waste related problems and knowledges for a 

clear understanding on waste management and to educate and spread environmental awareness among the general public. 

Celebrating waste by incorporating various innovative reuse, recycle, and up cycle system within the area. Creating a 

sustainability driven innovation centre where various ventures along with research facilities come together in a symbiotic 

affiliation such that one companies waste is the raw material for other. Providing employment opportunities for the waste 

informal sector who are the current resident of the site surrounding. 
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Abstract: This architectural design aims tocomeupwiththedesignof Multi-Mode Transit Hub along with mixed use 

complex  to promote usageofpublictransportbyintegratingdifferentroadservices&makingpublic 

mobilityeasy&affordablebydifferentclassofpeople. The main objective will be 

Integratingdifferentroadservices&creatingaflexibleinterchangebetweenthem, 

connectingtothesite&respondingtotheexistingcontextespeciallytowardstheexistingcommercialestablishmentsthere while 
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creating&promotingcommercialactivitiesattheTransitHubtogenerateeconomyforthe 

functioning&maintenanceoftheTransitHub. This project provides solution to 

Interchangepermitsridersfromparticularmodeoftransporttomove&boardsameordifferentmodeinordertoreachthedesiredde

stination.Theseinterchangescanbeofseveraltypes.Dependingonavailablemodesoftransport,transfermaybebetweensamemo

desoramongstdifferentavailablemodesoftransport. 
ThistransportintegrationatvariousnodesalongwithvariousotherdevelopmentsiscalledaMultiModalTransitHub.It’saplace
wherepassengers&goodsareexchangedbetweendifferentvehiclesortransportmodes. 
MMTHsareveryimportantinthepresentscenariotocaterdailytravellingneeds, controllinguseofprivatevehicles, 
reducingtrafficcongestion,promotinguseofpublictransport,increasingsafetyonroads,promotingcommercialestablishment
alongwithit&toboostcity’spublictransport network. 
Keywords:  Mixed use, Sustainable, Economy, pollution, transport network. 
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Abstract: This architectural design discusses the aim and objective of the project selection after going through an urban 

development analysis of Surathkal, in Mangalore. The design’s main aim is to focus on the various developments of the 

maritime technologies related to the development of marine vessels. Further on it puts light on the maritime and marine 

related educational fields to spread knowledge and interest in the upcoming youth to go for marine sciences. It also 

provides a historical data and information storage solution for perseverance of the marine development of India. Finally, 

it will act as a national tourist location which will help development of the Mangalore tourist development in the upcoming 

future. The intent of this design is to showcase the materials used in the marine sectors into the architectural development 

of the museum, also the physical development of design. 

Keywords: Performative-Architecture, Sustainable, Economical aspect, Tourist development, Marine development, 

Monument. 
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Abstract: The project offered here is a worldwide Cricket Stadium Infrastructure corridor road maintaining a capacity of 

80,000 spectators. This stadium is an automobile for exploring and expressing my ideas approximately the role of structure 

in architecture, and about an architect's realm of managing in a building project. The typology of a stadium allows for a 

limited range of functional necessities whilst, at the same time, making an allowance for, if not demanding a creative 

structural solution. A stadium is first and major the staging ground for spectacles for hundreds of people. However, this 

utilitarian perspective is limited, and it belies the larger implications of a stadium's effects at the character visitor and on 

the community serves. The influence of a stadium is high-quality in its immediately environment, and income instances 

can be felt around the arena. 

Keywords: Water saving system, storm water utilization, rain water infiltration, daylight utilization, efficient lighting 

system, waste management, use of sustainable materials, cooling and ventilation, geothermal energy utilization. 
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Abstract: This Architectural thesis project focuses on the challenges faced by juvenile delinquency centres,in the India 

and how they can overcome these with architectural interventions. Juvenile Delinquency refers to antisocial or criminal 

activity of a child below 18 years of age, which violates the law.The COVID-19 Pandemic brought a complex array of 

challenges which had mental health repercussions for everyone, including children and adolescents, grief, fear, 

uncertainty, social isolation, increased screentime, and parental fatigue have negatively affected the mental health of 

children. This study will aim to provide detention for youth charged with serious crimes, who otherwise cannot be safely 

released to the community and are likely to flee the jurisdiction of the Court. Provide post-disposition detention for youth 

awaiting placement to other residential care, with a goal to provide a short-term residential treatment program that meets 

the legal and departmental parameters. Juvenile detention centres strive to maintain an environment that is conductive to 

initiating and motivating individual changes, providing a schedule of constructive and satisfying personal development, 

physical and educational programs and minimizing negative effects of detention while in their custody. They need to care 

for every youngster in a manner that reduces anxiety and maximizes the potential for personal growth, maturity and 

development.  In this thesis “Nyaya Shalay” a juvenile detention centre, in Kengeri, Bangalore, Karnataka is proposed. 

This report documents various stages of design that was carried out in completion of the design intervention for thesis. It 

involved from site visits, case studies and other vital analysis. Through this design intervention it is aimed to shed light 

onto the psychological well-being of the juveniles, aiding in higher rehabilitation rates. Architecture plays a prominent 

role in aiding for mental rehabilitation of the individuals.Through this thesis, an attempt has been made at solving social 

issues through architectural intervention.To aid for rehabilitation of juveniles. 

Keywords: Juvenile delinquency, Mental health, Motivating individual changes , Personal growth, maturity and 

development, Psychological well-being. 
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Abstract :- As the government focuses more and more on the growth of major cities and calls it development, the people 

who actually need the help are being side lined. Although the government has announced many yojanas, the people who 

most deserve it cannot get them. In such villages and places, development - isn't the thinking for the future but coming 

out of their current situation. The underprivileged and the kids being forced into child labour need to be sent to schools 

that are focused on solving the issue of child labour and educating they could come out of poverty. Education is a crucial 

component of any effective effort to eliminate child labour. So to raise against child labour, I wanted to take a thesis topic 

that would reflect on this issue. The system would include a school to educate the children, hostels to stay in, and different 

studios to teach children necessary skills in the real world. 
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Abstract: This thesis looks at visitors to understand the process of tea production and its benefits which go far beyond 

refreshment. As we know there is plenty of research showing that drinking tea can actually improve health. “The Tea hub 

is a space with optimal environment that connects multifunctional developments as an axis to facilitate education on tea 

plantation, enhance the biotechnological research on tea along with organic farming and development of the growth in 

local economy.”  The aim is to promote native tea plantation and improved planting methods through breeding. To 

generate revenue through creating hospitable and ambiguousrecreational spaces interacting with the plantation. In order 

to coexist as a dynamic but yet sustainable living with the environment, the building encompasses Meta- Architectural 

features to Balance the ecology. The buildings should functionally and aesthetically withstand rugged mountainous 

environments, as well as blend into the topography. The project intent is to encourage “VERMICOMPOSTS” through 

organic production and to optimize storage condition of tea seeds along with retaining seed viability and extension of 

shelf. Creating a cosy space with health beneficial spa program and tea tasting surrounded by tea plantation. Finally, the 

outcome of this project helps India in recognition world wide by which the boost in local economy and employment will 

take a hike. 

 

Keywords:  Meta-Architecture, Optimal Environment, Pandemic Effect, Ecology, local economy. 
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Abstract: Museums are places for learning and also act as community centres and social hubs.      A question generates 

asking - ' is museum fulfilling the needs of all its visitors? if yes to what extent.' On this context, the study takes the case 

of physically challenged in Indian societies. 

Focussing on the multi-sensory aspect’s museum should be more concerned with the connection and interaction between 

senses and experiences that can be gained by them. Sensory activities related to visual, auditory, olfactory taste and 

proprioceptive can potentially impact on visitors’ cognition and emotional aspects, which is an important trend for the 

museum's future development and also the aim of this study.By implementing the ideas of tactile artworks, braille writing, 

audio guides, sign languages, improved accessibility with help of better connections and ramps, allowing the artifacts to 

be touched etc., fulfils few basic requirements. The design of museum can be made more user friendly by adding the 

techniques of passive architecture with a combination of meta architecture features of kinetic facades, etc,. This design 

idea of museum for all brings people of different society together with revenue generation to the city. 

Keywords: Museum experience, Multisensory, physically challenged, Passive - Meta architecture. 
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Abstract:- Global warming is the fundament problem for climate changes in current time. These problems will lead to 

adverse consequences to human health and wellbeing. Thermal comfort is one of the major issue in the cities and is going 

to increase in the near future as an effect of global warming. As people spend most of the time indoors thermal comfort 

measures are necessary and should be passive methods as to reduce the energy consumption and carbon di oxide emission. 

This paper describes how climate and outdoor temperature effects the buildings and discusses the necessary thermal 

comfort indexes to create internal comfort with respect to the structural elements of the building,  passive low cost 

strategies which are freely controlled by users that can be applied to the dwellings to meet the acceptable thermal comfort 

to retrofit the human kind. 

Keywords: thermal comfort, passive strategies, outdoor temperature. 
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Abstract: A typical method of moving or controlling any object is to use human effort. The objective of this project is to 

develop a system that can detect real-time gestures and control the movement of any object by manipulating hand 

movements. Gesture recognition has long been a way of bridging the gap between the real and digital worlds. This 

technology can enable us to move objects with just a small movement of our hands. This system has been a trending topic 

in recent years as it can interact with machines efficiently through human-computer interaction. A car control system 

based on Arduino is introduced in this work, which eliminates the need for manual control. Showing a particular gesture 

towards the camera can change the direction of the car. Each gesture is associated with a different action. All the 

information regarding the gestures and the actions is stored in the database. 

Keywords: Hand Gesture, Arduino 
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Abstract: Handgrip strength is an easy measure of skeletal muscle function as well as a powerful predictor of disability, 

morbidity, and mortality. In order to measure grip strength, the strain-dependent wavelength response of fiber Bragg 

gratings has been utilized to obtain the handgrip strength of a human. In this paper, our aim is to detect and display real-

time physical quantity of the pressure applied by hand using handgrip, which uses Fiber Bragg Gratings. Like hand 

dynamometer, it is used for regular screening of hand grip strength and also for the preliminary and ongoing assessment 

of patients with hand dysfunction or trauma. The device is calibrated in terms of load to convert the wavelength shift to 

the strength of the grip. The time-dependent wavelength fluctuation is also studied. 
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Abstract: Now a days the washing machines are operated and controlled by buttons. The different buttons are used to 

power on, changing the operation mode, pausing etc. Some washing machine also has LCD to display time remaining 

and function performing. In this project the washing machines are controlled by android mobile instead of button and 

LCD in an interactive way. The user operates washing machine by giving voice command to mobile which is connected 

to washing machine by wireless connection and in turn washing machine also gives reply to the user using the same 

android mobile by voice commands and also by displaying text like function performing and time remaining. 

 

Keywords: Voice command, wireless connection 
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Abstract— The main goal of this paper is to analyze the amount of strain and stress experienced by the rail wheel 

interaction when the rail is in the static motion. The stress may increase or decrease at different points due to the different 

type of forces applied by the wheel on the rail. The finite element analysis (FEA) of the fright wagon is performed using 

ANSYS and RSOFT. The unloaded and loaded train has sensitivity values of 1.209pm/μ↋ and 1.208pm/μ↋. 

Keywords— Structural steel, Wheel, Rail, Sensitivity, FWHM, RSOFT, FEA. 
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Abstract: Foot is a part of a human body that will sustain the highest-pressure during standing. Analysis of foot plantar 

pressure distribution helps in revealing the interface pressure between the foot plantar surface and the shoe sole. In this 

study, five factors are considered for the experiment to establish the behaviour of human’s foot, which are body mass 

index, gender, type of arch, diabetic and progressive foot deformity. Experiment is conducted in order to know the 

pressure distribution based on factors by using FBG sensors. Body mass index also affects the pressure distribution, 

increase in body mass index, increases the pressure on the foot. Gender factor, there is no significant difference in the 

pattern of pressure distribution between males and females. While for the type of feet arch factor, the different arch will 

give different locations of peak pressure. The diabetic factor, pressure will distribute more to the metatarsals and heel 

area while for progressive foot deformity factor, the pressure is usually distributed at the metatarsals and the toe area. The 

pressure distribution is essential to understand the effect on the human body and balancing criteria. Advanced technologies 
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in biomedical engineering tries to invent something that can help to find the treatment for human illness in foot.The 

intention of this study is about  understanding the dynamic force distribution on human foot, identifying the pressure 

distribution on human foot at different selected point of foot such as plantarflexion, Dorsiflexion, Inversion and Eversion. 

Keywords: Foot Pressure Distribution, Fiber Bragg Grating, Body Mass Index 
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ABSTRACT: The proposed project for Assistive Smart Human Interface Device for PWD (Person with Disability) with 

human computer interface i.e., wireless cursor & keyboard control for handicapped people. With the advent of the 

information era, there are ever-increasing demands for accessing computers and the internet. People even use computers 

for shopping and banking and it is expected that more household chores will be handled through computer operations. 

The proposed project provides a hands-free interface between computer and human. This technology is intended to replace 

the conventional computer screen pointing devices for the use of disabled or a new way to interact with the mouse. This 

technology is intended to be used by disabled people who face a lot of problems in communicating with fellow human 

beings. It will help them use their voluntary movements, like cursor movement controlled by hand and mouse controlled 

by voice command, communicate through customized software/ hardware. People with several disabilities can also benefit 

from computer access and take part in recreational activities, use the internet or play games. The proposed algorithm 

tracks the motion accurately to control the cursor, thus providing an alternative to computer mouse. 

Keywords:Aurdino nano, Adxl345 Sensor, Bluetooth 
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Abstract: Major studies have suggested that around 20% of all road accidents are fatigue related. Drowsy Driving can 

be extremely dangerous, a lot of road accidents are related to the driver falling asleep while driving and subsequently 

losing control of the vehicle. However, initial signs of fatigue and drowsiness can be detected before a critical situation 

arises. Driver drowsiness detection is a car safety technology that helps to prevent accidents caused by drivers getting 

drowsy. In this project, we aim to design and develop driver drowsiness detection and use image processing for detecting 

whether the driver is feeling fatigued and sleepy, using python and open cv software we detect the eyes of the person and 

detect for how much time the eyes are closed of the driver if the eyes are closed for greater than 20 sec the speaker 

included in the system will sound an alert th 

Keywords: Drowsy, Python,OpenCV,Alarm,Alerting 
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ABSTRACT: The Internet of Things is a rising subject of specialized, social, and financial essentialness. IOT includes 

in different offices like medical businesses, Automobile ventures, Manufacturing enterprises, and so forth. Presently a 

day's utility segments regular articles are being joined with Internet network and incredible information explanatory 

capacities that guarantee to change the manner in which we work, live, and play. The principal procedures of this 

undertaking start with equipment interface. The equipment has been structured utilizing Arduino controller board. The 

sensors worth will be transferred in an incorporated server. The proposed system uses a heterogeneous IoT plan to verify 

correspondence between a sensor hub and an Internet hub and this plan is indistinct against different conditions. The 

flexibility to access and share our health status securely to the doctors or to our relatives is possible because of today’s 

technology. IoT (Internet of things) in healthcare allows medical centres to work efficiently. IoT improves the standard 

of treatments and accordingly the health of patients. 

Keywords: IOT, Arduino, Health, Sensors, Patients. 
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Abstract: The main aim of this project is to develop a head gear for QUADRIPLEGIC PATIENTS (The patients who 

cannot move their 4 limbs) that has a feature like only keeping head movements we can control some of the device like 

TV, FAN, AC, LIGHT, FOWLER BED, WHEEL CHAIR, and even send EMERGENCY EMAIL BY ONLY KEEPING 

HEAD MOVEMENTS with the help of virtual KEYPAD. This device makes the Quadriplegic patient’s life easier to 

lead. This device was brought up to society in the view of quadriplegic patients and even paraplegic people all around. 

Keywords: Quadreplegic, Head Gear, Virtual keyboard, Fowler Bed. 
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Abstract: This article concerns the design of lower limb prosthesis, below the knee. It describes a new computer-based 

design framework and a digital model of the patient around which the prosthesis is designed and tested in a completely 

virtual environment. 3D printing has been hailed as a disruptive technology which will change manufacturing. The virtual 

model of the patient is the backbone of the whole system, and it is based on a biomechanical general-purpose model 

customized with the patient’s characteristics. The software platform adopts computer-aided and knowledge-guided 

approaches with the goal of replacing the current development process, mainly handmade, with a virtual one Three-

dimensional (3D) printing is an additive manufacturing method in which a 3D item is formed by laying down successive 

layers of material. There are various techniques of 3D printing mainly stereo lithography, selective laser printing, fused 

deposit modeling in dentistry its mainly used in teaching and/or management of cases involving implant, craniofacial, 

maxillofacial, orthogenetic and periodontal treatments, non-surgical and surgical endodontic treatments, and the 

fabrication of copings and frameworks for implant and dental restorations. It provides the prosthetics with a set of tools 
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to design, configure and test the prosthesis and comprehends two main environments: the prosthesis modeling and the 

virtual testing. The first permits the three-dimensional model of the prosthesis to be configured postures and movements, 

validating its functionality and configuration. 

Keywords: CATIA, PLA,3D PRINTER 
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Abstract: The number of global internet users has been growing exponentially, thereby requiring a much larger number 

of unique IP addresses for all the connected networking devices. The prevalent IP version 4 is not able to meet the current 

requirement for IP addresses and to meet the future IP address requirement, a new version IPv6 has been introduced. 

Transition form IPv4 to IPv6 and interoperability of IPv4-IPv6 is a major concern. ´Many of the service qualities are 

evaluated by real time implementation of the different topological network for transmitting the multimedia traffic. ´The 

research works over the real time experimental analysis of various protocols via a client server configured using wired 

network and also involves the analysis of optical network performance in multicast transmission of multimedia data. 
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Abstract: In a recent survey, it was found that 80% of the losses caused due to forest fire could have been prevented if it 

was identified earlier. NodeMCU based IoT empowered fire indicator is the answer for this issue. The 2022 Australian 

forest fire was fatal, destroying 60-80 million acres of forest area killing about a billion animals. This made it necessary 

to come up with a well-organized forest monitoring system. NodeMCU based IoT empowered fire indicator is the answer 

for this issue. In this system we utilize NodeMCU interfaced with a flame, temperature, humidity and a smoke sensor. 

This system updates the temperature, humidity \.The major goal of this system is to anticipate how a fire will progress by 

monitoring temperature, humidity, and other factors also to alert the department immediately which will helps in reduced 

casualties. 

Keywords: Forest; Fire; IoT; NodeMCU; Sensors; 
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Abstract: Skin is the largest organ of the body. Its importance comes from the way it protects the internal body tissues 

from the external environment, In our project, we propose a model to detect the malignant and benign. In our project we 

use deep learning concept, develop and implement deep convolution neural networks. The output layer is “SoftMax” of 

classes 3 for classification. We train, validate, and classify the skin lesions and also compare the CNNs validation accuracy 

to obtain the best model. The proposed model is trained and validated using the Kaggle dataset and tested using PH2 

dataset 

Keywords: Tensorflow, Google Colab, Android Studio. 
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Abstract-This project compares the parameters Load capacitance, Propagation delay time, Static power, Dynamic power 

and Surface area of the two adders – 14T Full Adder and 24T Full Adder. The primary factor – transistor count in this 

project is reduced by introducing a new model of transistors called Gate-Diffused Input (GDI) transistors. The first full 

adder model with 24 transistors is implemented using CMOS transistors and the second full adder model with 14 

transistors is implemented using GDI transistors. Both the circuits are implemented in the transistor-level and respective 

layout is generated to extract the parameters mentioned above. Finally, all these parameters are compared and 

tabulatedThis project compares the parameters Load capacitance, Propagation delay time, Static power, Dynamic power 

and Surface area of the two adders – 14T Full Adder and 24T Full Adder. The primary factor – transistor count in this 

project is reduced by introducing a new model of transistors called Gate-Diffused Input (GDI) transistors. The first full 

adder model with 24 transistors is implemented using CMOS transistors and the second full adder model with 14 

transistors is implemented using GDI transistors. Both the circuits are implemented in the transistor-level and respective 

layout is generated to extract the parameters mentioned above. Finally, all these parameters are compared and tabulated. 

Keywords: Full Adder, DSCH,Microwind,Alarm,GDITransistors,Static power ,Load Capacitance 
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Abstract: Artificial intelligence is having its vast applications in various sectors. Due to its ability to perceive the 

problems, developing the appropriate reasons for that and to establish optimal solutions for it, artificial intelligence can 

act as a great aid in addressing the diseases of crops.Early Disease Detection and pest are important for better yield and 

quality of crops. With Reduction in Quality of the Agricultural Product, Disease Plants can lead to the huge Economic 

Losses to the Individual farmers. In a country like India whose major Population is involved in Agriculture It is very 

important to find the disease at early stages. Faster and precise prediction of plant disease could help reduce the 

losses.With the Significant advancement and developments in Deep learning have given the Opportunity to improve the 

performance and accuracy of detection of object and recognition systems. 
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Abstract: Vehicle black box is an event tracking system, It is used to analyze the cause of vehicular accidents and driver 

behavior ensuring safety & security of the vehicle as well as the driver.That obtains real-time data that causes accidents 

and stores it for future reference. It uses a Global Positioning System (GPS) module to recover the real-time geographical 

position and a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) module which allows the owner/user to receive the 

real-time location of the vehicle at the time of accidents in the form of short message service (SMS).  The system also 

consists of various salient features such as the Alcohol Sensor,flame sensor and Temperature sensor that records the real-

time parameters of the vehicle and helps for future investigation after accidents occur. 

Keywords: Vehicle Black box technology, GPS tracking device, Microcontroller, Data storage device. 
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Abstract: In this modern technologically evolved world we are yet lagging in some of the most important & very essential 

fields which are most required in our day-to-day life, one among them is the medical field which has not evolved as much 

as required, in terms of technological usage as a solution for problems we are facing. The present-day medical field is 

failing to utilize the facilities that are provided by advanced technology, our project is one of the attempts to bridge the 

gap between the two most important & essential sectors in our day-to-day life. For that purpose, we are using one of the 

most effective & advanced field in technology – MACHINE LEARNING 

Keywords - Machine Learning, Deep Learning, X-ray images, CNN algorithm. 
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Abstract: Military Helmet and Surveillance System is a concept model of an IOT based wearable device for military 

purposes. This idea can fulfill several use cases in the military. MHSS is likewise an upgraded adaptation of Battlefield 

Management System – BMS (a framework intended to incorporate data securing and preparing to improve order and 

control of a military unit). This framework additionally underpins the popular movement (Integrated Knowledge based 

Command and Control), a framework intended to incorporate data securing and preparing to upgrade order and control 

of a military unit. MHSS makes it easy for the soldiers to know several parameters such as their fighting direction, 

surrounding conditions, sending messages to base station, etc. it provides a simple to use interface .they can get assistance 

from the base through the wearable helmet device and at the same time a log is created about those parameters which is 

the main function of Military soldiers and Surveillance System. 

Keywords: IoT,MHSS,BMS,MilitaryHelmet,Base Station 
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ABSTRACT: In these modern times transport systems are increasing all across the world, particularly in massive urban 

areas.The problem of urban traffic congestion is constantly spreading. The increase in traffic is due to the growing number 

of vehicles and the limited expansion of roads.The increase in daily deaths are due to traffic jams and critical situation 

which result in delay of ambulance reaching hospitals and desired locations.The major problem is that the emergency 

vehicles to move in time and to reach the desired location without any traffic.  We propose a system for reducing traffic 

congestion using sensors and IOT. We also plan to provide a suitable solution for emergency vehicles stuck in traffic to 

clear the route by using smart technology, thus ensuring timely help to those in need. The ascent of the IOT has offered 

urban communities a chance to definitely advance their traffic circumstance by utilizing the web to help ease their traffic 

issues.  We are going to implement a new mode called “ambulance mode” which would control the traffic lights in the 

path of the ambulance. 

KEYWORDS: IOT, ESP32,Traffic lights, MIt app, Emergency vehicles. 
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Abstract: The impact of climate change in India, most of the agricultural crops are being badly affected in terms of their 

performance over a period of the last two decades. Predicting the crop yield in advance of its harvest would help the 

policy makers and farmers for taking appropriate measures for marketing and storage. This project will help the farmers 

to know the yield of their crop before cultivating onto the agricultural field and thus help them to make the appropriate 

decisions. 
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Paper ID-NECE21 

 

Abstract: Arthritis is the swelling and tenderness of one or more joints. The main symptoms of arthritis are joint pain 

and stiffness, which typically worsen with age. The most common types of arthritis are osteoarthritis and rheumatoid 

arthritis.The magnitude and distribution of contact force while suffering from arthritis should also depend on the 

configuration of the body at impact, and soft tissue thickness over the palm region. The aim of this project is to understand 

the mechanics of palm pressure for evaluation of the therapeutic effects of prosthetic devices and to provide reference 

values for studies on the biomechanics of prosthetic devices. We have designed and developed Opto-Mechanical human 

Palm Pressure Monitoring device based on Load cell sensor to test the magnitude and distribution of pressure over the 

palm (palmar soft tissue) region while suffering from arthritis. While previous studies have examined the protective role 

of cadaveric soft tissue from the trochanteric hip region, no study has examined the force-attenuating effect of palmar soft 

tissues.The designed and manufactured device will have adequate precision and functional life with unique properties 

such as having an external, replaceable and disinfect able sensor, digital outlet and the ability to measure the maximum 

and lower masticatory forces.In the future, this study, measuring the pressure distribution of the fingers and palm, can be 

applied to simulate hand manipulation in many biomedical and robotic applications. 

Keywords: Load sensor, pressure, palmar soft tissues. 
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Abstract: Energy saving for buildings has been attracting widespread interest as the building sector is considered the 

most energy-consuming sector, which consumes over half of global electricity and over one-third of the overall energy. 

The International Energy Agency predicts that the energy demand of buildings will increase by 50% by 2050 if certain 

measures are not conducted to improve building energy efficiency.As India adopting renewable technology in the power 

production sector. It becomes important for us to manage power efficiently. We have natural lighting in a form of sun, 

utilizing the natural light of sun we can easily decrease the consumption of power from 18 % to 10 to 12% that makes 

saving of 111 Twh energy annually. 

Keywords: Arduino,LED,Light Sensor, 
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ABSTRACT: Social distancing and contact/exposure tracing are accepted to be critical strategies in the fight against the 
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COVID-19 epidemic. They are both closely connected to the ability to reliably establish the degree of proximity between 

people in real-world environments. we can reduce the chances of catching the virus and spreading it across the community. 

This paper aims to provide a comprehensive survey on how emerging technologies, e.g., wireless and networking, 

artificial intelligence (AI) can enable, encourage, and even enforce social distancing practice. 

KEYWORDS: Ultrasonic distance sensor,tinkercad, arduino IDE. 
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Abstract: Human safety and emergency be it for men, women and children has become a very integral part of our 

everyday lives. There are numerous mishaps happening around us and the frequency of human trafficking, accidental and 

medical emergencies are increasing at an exponential rate. We are designing a circuit which would provide safety and 

assurance for humans in case of emergencies. The system consists of a GPS receiver which receives the exact coordinates 

of the user in the form of latitude and longitude. Once the buzzer is pressed by the person in trouble, this information is 

conveyed to the Arduino board. The Arduino processes this and send it to the GSM module from where it alerts the 

concerned people through an SMS. 

KEYWORDS: Arduino, Emergency. 
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Abstract: Diabetes is a condition caused by a rise in blood glucose levels. Diabetes is a chronic condition that has the 

potential to wreak havoc on the global health-care system. According to the International Diabetes Federation, 382 million 

people worldwide suffer with diabetes. By 2035, this number will have risen to 592 million. Diabetes affects human 

organs such as the kidney, eye, heart, nerves, and foot, making early diagnosis difficult for medical professionals. Machine 

learning is a new discipline of data science that studies how machines learn from their past experiences. The presence of 

an abnormally high level of glucose in a patient's blood indicates the presence of diabetes. Machine learning is a rapidly 

developing field that is being applied in a variety of medical applications. Machine learning models all learn from the 

past and make predictions based on a dataset.The main aim of this project is to develop a system which can perform early 

prediction of diabetes for a patient with a higher accuracy by combining the results of machine learning technique. This 

project also aims to propose an effective technique for earlier detection of the diabetes disease. 

KEYWORDS: Machine learning, Diabetes, Diagnosis. 
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common type of dementia that usually starts in late middle age or in old age. AD 

is a progressive brain disorder that results in destruction of brain cells. To detect AD, many studies have been conducted 

using features extracted from medical images. As there is no cure for AD currently, early detection is essential for effective 

control of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). One of the first signs of Alzheimer’s disease is mild cognitive impairment (MCI).We 

extract features of an MR image using python and image processing. Classification of AD using deep learning methods 

has shown assuring results. We require high accuracy, short processing time and generalizability to various populations 

for successful application. So, in this study we propose to develop a convolutional neural network (CNN) based AD 

classification algorithm using MRI scans from AD patients. In this study, we have developed a system of Alzheimer’s 

disease detection using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

scans images which are trained using Kaggle dataset. The model in this study is trained on the same dataset in order to 

analyze its performance. The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture gives the highest accuracy where 

training accuracy is 86.34% and validation accuracy is 86.45% on the test data that detects AD accurately. 
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ABSTRACT - These days, modern residential structures are becoming increasingly tall. The influence of lateral loads in 

the form of wind/earthquakes has a significant impact on the performance of these structures. Shear walls are frequently 

used in place of columns by structural engineers. Although shear walls aid in lateral shear resistance, they are frequently 

the source of excessive stiffness in the structure. While columns increase a structure's ductility, they are not always 

capable of withstanding the full shear. As a result, it becomes necessary to decide the right proportion of shearwalls 

andcolumnstobe usedforstructuresofparticularheight. In the present study the comparison of seismic behavior of G+10, 

G+15, G+20 storey buildings with and without shear wall by using ETABS software is done., parameters taken are lateral 

displacement, storey drift and time period, base shear using dynamic analysis  for zone III and V. 

Keywords – Shear wall, Earthquake, storey shear, storey displacement, base reaction, seismic zones, ETABS. 
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Abstract: Behaviour of steel structures in fire depends upon a number of variables such as material degradation at 
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elevated temperature and restraint stiffness of members surrounded by fire .To reduce the possible damage both to 

structure and other casualties, suitable fire resisting measures structural response to fire is necessary. In any steel structural 

analysis, the performance of steel structures under increased temperature is very important. The material with high thermal 

conductivity when subjected to fire attack loses its strength and causes serious loss to life and property. The analysis of 

mechanical and thermal action should be done on buildings which are being exposed to fire. The mechanical actions arise 

from the dead load and superimposed loads at the time of fire outbreak while the thermal action arises from fire rating 

design and temperature variations in the fire compartment. The thermal action leads to thermal elongation, deterioration 

of mechanical properties, thermal induced stresses leading to the circumstances which may cause the structure to collapse. 

The study and analysis on steel structure practically is not convenient since its expensive and time consuming. Software 

like ANSYS gives us the best solution for analysing the problems associated respectively. The property of the material 

that affects the behavior of structural steel members exposed to fire should be reviewed. 

Keywords:  Thermal load, Resistance to fire, Temperature, ANSYS software, Sustainable, fire load, heat transfer 
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Abstract: A lack of land, the increase in population, the accessibility of occupations and offices, and other factors have 

made modern construction heavily dependent on high-rise buildings using steel frames. In contrast to other small-scale 

construction, high-rises are more problematic due to lateral loads, which lead the building to sway causing vibration and 

drift. Our structures should be designed to resist lateral loads through the use of Lateral Load Resisting Structural Systems 

(LLRSS). The main objective of this project is to develop a simple and innovative LLRSS and methodology for 

controlling lateral force. It is therefore advanced to study steel frame response to structural systems. The lateral forces 

can be controlled efficiently and economically with bracings as LLRSSs. In this project, the response spectrum method 

is being used to analyze the structure and compare bracings based on IS codes using ETABS  software in different 

earthquake zones. Results are obtained by comparing lateral displacement, lateral drift, storey stiffness, and the effect of 

bracings and dampers 

Keywords: LLRSS, Bracing, ETABS, Lateral displacement, Lateral drift, 
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ABSTRACT - A vertical member which rests on beams and does not transfer the load directly to the foundation is defined 

as the floating column.The floating column act as a point load on the beam in which it is resting andin turn transfer the 

load to the footing, this supporting beam is referred to as the transfer beam or girder beam. Infast-growingcountries like 

India, open storey and floating columns have been typically designed in multi-storey buildings. It is adopted especially 

above the ground floor so that an ample amount of space is available where it can be used for parking purposes.Floating 

columns are well adopted in both commercial and residential buildings for their advantages such as parking space, 
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reception area, and conference hall.. We know that earthquake forces developed at all the floors have to be brought down 

along the height to the ground by the shortest path. When floating columns are adopted in the construction of multi-storey 

buildings the transfer of load is discontinued i.e., structural continuity does not existbecause it is built over the beam and 

therefore it is difficult to bring down earthquake forces without any disturbance which leads to the poor performance of 

the building.There are many projects in which floating columns are accepted although it has poor performance against 

earthquake forces, to meet the requirements. Hence, in this paper, we attempted to the comparative study the behavior of 

high-rise buildings with and without floating columns for G+5, G+10, G+15 and G+20 storey structures. 

Keywords – Floating column, Response Spectrum analysis, Earthquake forces, High-rise building, storey shear, 

storey 
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ABSTRACT - The seismic behavior of reinforced concrete structures is affected by the ground seismic activity, 

structural configuration and its geometry, inaccurate structural analysis and design, poor constructions materials and poor 

construction practices. The structural configuration is an important factor and an area of concern and research interest for 

the dynamic analysis since the very beginning. Within the structural configuration there are numerous parameters that 

affect the earthquake performance and play an essential role in the behavior of RC frame structures such as slenderness 

ratio and plan aspect ratios, vertical or horizontal asymmetries or irregularities and building adjacencies.. The generation 

of forces based on basic oscillatory motion and final transfer of force through the foundation are significantly influenced 

by overall geometry of the building, which includes: (a) plan shape, (b) horizontal aspect ratio or plan aspect ratio and (c) 

slenderness ratio of the building. The length divided by width (both in plan) of a building is termed as its Aspect Ratio 

and the ratio of height to least lateral dimension of a building is termed as its Slenderness Ratio. Increase in length of a 

building increases the stresses in a floor working as a horizontal distribution diaphragm in a transverse direction. An 

increased length of the building increases efforts at a level that acts as a diaphragm horizontal distribution. In this study 

building models with different plan aspect ratio  are analyzed for different load combinations by Response Spectrum 

analysis with the help of ETABS-software. 

KEYWORDS - Aspect Ratio, Building Configuration, Response Spectrum Analysis, Seismic Performance, ETABS 
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Abstract: This paper deals with the systematic procedure of behaviour of the irregular plan during the seismic analysis 

by using the nonlinear static analysis ie ,pushover analysis .The pushover analysis is one of the most used nonlinear static 

procedures for the seismic assessment of the structure due to its simplicity efficiency and low computational time. The 

effect of the G+12 storeyirregular  building under different drift values and different zones by using pushover analysis 

has been investigated and also the results were compared in terms of  base shear and storey drift. The building frame is 
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designed as per IS 456:2000 and IS 1893:2016 .The main objective of this study is the check the kind of performance 

structure can give when designed as per Indian standard codes . The pushover analysis of the building frame is carried 

out by using structural analysis and design software SAP 2000 (version 22). 

Keywords: Irregular building , pushover analysis ,storey drift . 
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Abstract: Soil structure interaction is the most important role in the behavior of the building structure under static or 

dynamic loading. The structures are supported on soil, now a day’s most of the designers do not consider the soil structure 

interaction. The effect of SSI, becomes very dangerous for high rise building structures resting on relatively different 

types of soil such as soft soils, clay, and silt. Most of the civil engineering built the structural elements with direct connect 

to the ground, but when the external force such as earthquake act on these system, neither the structure displacement nor 

the ground displacement are in depend of the each other. In this paper studies the importance of the SSI of irregular 

building with different type of the soil properties and foundation. To study G+14 stories high rise irregular building 

located in different zone is analyzed using SAP2000*Ver22. In design the high rise building response using provision of 

IS 1893:2016 code books. Results are comparing for same building with different types of foundation and also different 

soil layer consideration of the SSI. The consideration of fixed support reduce the overall strength of the structure and 

changes in frequency as well as natural time period of the structure. The conclusion for the selection of suitable foundation 

to avoid failure of the structure during an earthquake. Keywords: soil structure interaction, soil Flexibility, Base shear, 

Maximum displacement, pile foundation and raft foundation. 
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Abstract: Buildings of any type, from low-rise structures to high-rise buildings, can be analyzed with SAP2000. In order 

to design irregular multi-story buildings with shear walls, SAP2000 software is used for the analysis of G+12 story RCC 

buildings. Design According to codal provisions. In post-analysis, we analyze parameters such as storey drift, base shear, 
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and lateral displacement of a structure. The provisions of IS: 1893-2016 are applied to the pushover analysis of a building 

located in earthquake Zone II and subjected to earthquake loading. 

 

Keywords-shear wall; lateral displacement; storey drift; base shear; pushover analysis 
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Abstract: India being a developing country, our cities is developing more vertically than in horizontal manner because 

of the scarcity of land area hence the construction of high-rise buildings is increasing day by day. While analyzing and 

designing of high-rise buildings, the Dead load, Live load, Seismic and Wind Loads are need to be considered. Now a 

days, software’s are taking part in producing the most efficient and economical building design and analysis for the loads 

acting on the building even before the construction of the building. 

Earthquakes are the most unpredictable and devastating of all natural disasters. Earthquake causes the shaking of the 

ground and creates horizontal pressure on building causing them to collapse. So as to give the best possible lateral resisting 

system for High-rise or Tall-Structures, Shear wall systems are commonly used to resist lateral forces due to wind and 

seismic. Shear walls are the structural members positioned at different places in a building from foundation level to top 

of the building and used to resist lateral forces. 

 

Keywords:  Shear wall, Lateral loads, High-rise Building, Seismic zones, Seismic analysis, Story drift, Displacement. 
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Abstract: While examining a multistory building frame using FEM based software mostly a complete model is made 

then the model is applied with loads at once, but this is not the case in real structures, the actual load comes on the structure 

in steps, as the construction progresses stages by stages. So, to overcome the above issues construction sequence analysis 

came in to existence, which is a non-linear static analyzing method that analysis the structure in step wise by creating an 

auto construction load case in FEM base software. The current exploration conducted on a G+30 residential structure 

having vertical irregularity which is analysed by methods namely construction sequence analysis for dead load case and 

conventional Equivalent static analysis along with dynamic response spectrum analysis all this is achieved in CSI ETABS 

2016 software. The structure is RC and steel frame type consisting of floating column and reside in zone 4 as per Indian 

standard code IS:1893-2002 

 

Keywords:  Response spectrum analysis, Construction sequence analysis, Equivalent static analysis, Vertical 
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irregularity, floating column. 

 

SEISMIC RETROFITTING OF RC BUILDING IN EARTHQUAKE PRONE AREAS OF KARANATAKA 

USING SHEAR WALLS 

Chandan N R1 , Prof.  Gayathri R 2 

1M Tech Final Year, 2 Asst. Professor 
1,2 Dept. of Civil Engg, The Oxford College of Engineering, Bengalore -560068 

Paper ID-NCV11 

 

ABSTRACT :Seismic Retrofitting of RC building is modifying or repairing the already existing building to enhance the 

strength and durability of buildings against earthquakeforces. Karnataka located in Zone II and Zone III (safe 

zone)according to BIS 1893(2002). So, most of the buildings constructed 10 -20 years before are not designed as an 

Earthquake resistant Building.Anepicentre of a probable 5.8 magnitude temblor could be just around 100 km away from 

Bengaluru, on the AlilughattaHosakere Road near Tumakuru is predicted by a group of scientists led by a researcher at 

the Indian Institute of Science using a new technique called Rupture Based Seismic Hazard Analysis. The other 

earthquake-prone location in Karnataka is near Modahalli, Chamarajanagar, about 200 km from Bengaluru.As per 

guidelines issued by Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS), retrofitting in existing structures is mandatory. In this project 

,Seismic Retrofitting of 10-year-old G+9  RC building located in Tumkur ,using shear walls will be seen. A shear wall 

can resist the earthquake forces efficiently. Here the strength of the buildingis improvised by converting the existing 

column of the building into shear walls. The Structural Analysis of this building is done by ETabs.The three Models- 

Model1: Building before retrofitting without considering earthquake force.Model 2: Building with earthquake 

force.Model 3: Building retrofitted with Shear walls considering earthquake force.From the analysis result of the above 

three model we can conclude that after retrofitting with shear walls, the building can resistthe future predicted earthquake. 

This project will be helpful to retrofit important buildings in Karnataka to avoid loss of damage and life of people in 

Karnataka. 

Keyword:Seismic Retrofitting,Renovation. 
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Abstract: The rising challenges against environment have led to draw the focus towards sustainable engineering and 

construction, which is the most common factors related to environment and ecology in certain   countries such as India. 

Considering issues related to resource efficiency and management of construction wastes, it is necessary to adopt sustainable 

construction practices as convention in construction sector. Sustainable Engineering and Construction is the way of reducing 

wastes by re-utilising the overall solid waste regarded as Construction And Demolition Waste in the manufacturing of 

construction material. This type of construction practices also includes the utilization of alternate building materials. 

Stabilized Adobe Blocks (SAB) are one such sustainable alternative building material which naturally available earth and 

are eco-friendly. This project is an attempt to incorporate the concept of mud blocks by stabilizing it using cement and 

partially replacing the soil with Construction and Demolition Waste for their preparation. Tests are conducted to examine 

their characteristics against strength and durability. 

Keywords: Stabilized Adobe Blocks, Sustainable, Construction and Demolition Waste. 
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5Asst. Professor 1,2 Dept. of Civil engg, The Oxford College of Engineering, Bengaluru -

560068 1 shilpas1563@gmail.com , 2 amrutha18jan@gmail.com 

Paper ID-NCV13 

Abstract: As concrete is the most commonly used material in construction, improvement of cementations material become more 

and more essential. Conventional concrete has two major drawbacks, low tensile strength and brittle failure. The present study 

deals with the experimental study in the behaviour of polypropylene fibre reinforced concrete. The polypropylene fibres when 

mixed into the concrete with uniform orientation of the fibres. The compression test on the concrete were conducted before and 

after by adding polypropylene fibres into the concrete in different contents 1%, 1.5%, 2% of the cement mass. Polypropylene 

fibre in concrete mix designs is used for multiple purposes that includes rigid pavements, self-compacting concrete and other 

applications. In this experiment it was found that compressive strength of concrete increases by increasing the percentage of 

polypropylene fibre from 0% to 1.5% and decreases after 2%. Keywords: Plain cement concrete, polypropylene fibre reinforced 

concrete, compressive strength. 
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Abstract: The usage of cellular light weight concrete blocks in civil engineering gives a best solution tobuilding 

construction industry. CL C Blocks gives a better an attempt to made the study on characteristicstrength of CLC based 

on different proportion of their composite materials and recommend as it can 

beusedinconstructionindustry.ItalsogivesanideaaboutRatioandDensitybywhichCLCmaycharacterizeaccording to IS- 

2185 (PART-4) 2008 Burnt Clay Brick is the predominant construction material in thecountry. The CO2 emissions in 

the brick manufacture process have been acknowledged as a significantfactor to global warming. Now-a-days there are 

so many technologies involved in the recent developmentof concrete. Cellular Light weight concrete (CLC) is one of 

the recent emerging technologies in makingconcrete. The usage of Cellular Light weight concrete (CLC) gives a 

prospective solution to 

buildingconstructionindustryalongwithenvironmentalpreservation.Byusingthistypeofconcrete,wehavefoundso many 

advantages when compared to the burnt clay bricks. Cellular light weight concrete technologyblocks can be used as an 

alternative to the conventional red bricks, to reduce the Environmental pollutionand global warming. It is produced by 

initially making slurry of cement. Fly ash and Water with differentmix designs, which is further mixed with the addition 

of pre-formed stable foam in an ordinary concretemixerunderambientconditions. 

Keywords:Sawdust,compressivestrength. 
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Abstract:Thepropertiesofblackcottonsoilcanbemodifiedbystabilizingthesoilcanbemodified by stabilizing the soil with 

the use of additives or by mechanical means. In this 

projectanattempthasbeenmadetostabilizethesoilusinglime.Experimentalworkhasbeencarriedoutwith0%,4%and6%ofli

mecontent.Theexperimentalworkisbasedondifferentpercentagesoflimecontent in soilon tests forsoilLiquid 

limit,Plasticlimit,UCStest, 

C.B.R.test,andSwellingpressure.Theaimistoimprovetheengineeringpropertiesoftheblackcottonsoilsuchthatthestructure

builtonthissoilcanbeefficientlywithstandingappliedloads.It was found thatthe engineering propertiesofblack cotton soil 

substantially improvedby addition of lime. 

Keywords:liquidlimit,plasticlimit,UCSs,CBRTestandswellingpressure. 

 

 

 

DETERMINATION OF TENSILE PROPERTY OF BAMBOO AND BAMBOO TWING AND STUDY OF 
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Ullas K 1 , Surya Prakash A 2 , Hariharan V S 3 , Ganesh P 4, Prakash N 5 1BE Final Year, 2 Asst. Professor 

1,2 Dept. of Civil Engg, The Oxford College of Engineering, Bengaluru -560068 1 harimathan599@gmail.com 

Paper ID-NCV16 

Abstract: Concrete is the most consumed material, with three tonnes per year used for every person in the world. Twice 

as much concrete is used in construction as all other building materials combined. Concrete has excellent characteristic 

in compressive strength, but low in tensile strength. Steel commonly used in reinforcing material because of high tensile 

strength. The usage of steel as reinforcing material is limited because it is costly and also has an effect on air pollution 

during its manufacturing process.. In this research, the performance of bamboos as an alternative material in reinforced 

concrete has been evaluated. Tensile strength test of bamboos has been performed to identify the yields stress of 

bamboos.. However, the characteristic of bamboos showed high water absorption and low bonding strength between 

bamboo’s surface and concrete. In this research, a waterproofing agent has been used to minimize water absorption and 

increase the bonding strength. Flexural strength test of the bamboo singly reinforced beam with the size of 150 mm x 

150 mm x 750 mm has been undertaken to determine the performance of bamboo as reinforcement. From the test, it has 

resulted that bamboo give good potential as an alternative material in concrete reinforcement for low-cost housing 

industry. Keywords: Bamboo, Tensile Strength, Water Absorption, compression strength. 
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Abstract: In the age of depleting natural resources all around the world and the various effects of it on the environment, 
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Green Engineering plays a crucial role in saving our resources for the future and providing a sustainable environment. 

The role of Green Engineering is not only to provide a sustainable future but also give economic profitability in the long 

run of the project. The various challenges associated with Green Engineering is the awareness of the importance of 

adopting Green Engineering techniques for a sustainable future and long run profitability instead of conventional practices 

in the Construction industry.  The aim of this study is to prepare a complete Financial Analysis of Green Engineering 

while comparing it to the Conventional Engineering method. With the help of this study we hope to create the awareness 

by providing the advantages and the feasibility for a construction company to adopt Green Engineering techniques which 

will not only help the company and the environment but also the occupants of the Green building in terms of healthier 

living and saving energy with the maximum utilization of natural resources. 

Keywords:  Green Engineering, Sustainable Structure Design, Energy Conservation, Financial Analysis. 
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Abstract: This comparative study discusses the efficiency of charcoal in filtering untreated water. This study has pointed 

the efficient removal of pollutants from aqueous solutions using activated carbon prepared from raw material, signifying 

coconut shell, bamboo. We investigated the adsorption efficiency of coconut shell charcoal (CSC) and bamboo charcoal 

(BC) for removal of impurities. Adsorption experiments were conducted to compare the results. In this Ph, hardness, 

dissolved oxygen tests were conducted to analyse the performance of activated carbon and comparative study on the 

characteristic of activated Carbon were discussed. 

Keywords:  Bamboo charcoal (BC), Coconut-shell charcoal (CSC), Aqueous solutions. 
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Abstract: As Bengaluru grows infrastructure projects like construction of flyovers and metro routes expansion generate 

large quantities of C&D waste. In Bengaluru itself 2500 to 3500metric tons of waste is generated. The waste generated 

has been dumped and it as send to landfills it’s not Recycled or Reused. Demolished concrete can be used in 

manufacturing Concrete pavers. In this Project utilizing the demolished concrete will be crushed in 6mm to 12mm size. 

After crushing, this concrete waste can be used as a replacement of coarse aggregates in two stages as 50% and 100% 

replacement in paver blocks as RCA or Recycled Concrete aggregates. As per concrete paver casting methodology using 

specified Size, Shape & Mix Design, we are casting concrete pavers. 

 

Keywords:C & D waste, Recycling, Reuse, RCA, Concrete pavers. 
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Abstract: AAC stands for Autoclaved Aerated Concrete. (Also known as autoclaved cellular concrete (ACC), autoclaved 

lightweight concrete (ALC)) It is an ultra-light concrete masonry product having good number of advantages in 

practicality. It is now gaining its importance in construction industry replacing all the conventional methods. This cellular 

structure gives AAC a number of exceptional physical characteristics. It weighs as little as 1/5 as much as ordinary 

concrete because of its distinct cellular structure which possess millions of tiny pockets of entrapped air. AAC consists 

of basic materials that are widely available. These include cement, lime, fly ash, Hydrogen peroxide, Bleaching powder 

and water. The finished product is up to five times the volume of the raw materials used, with an air content of 70% to 

80% (depending on the required strength and density). AAC is one of the materials which can cope up with the shortage 

of building raw materials and can produce a light weight, energy efficient and environmentally friendly concrete. AAC 

block is manufactured through autoclaving machine. This study deals with the making of AAC block without the use of 

autoclaving machine and has gained the compressive strength of 2.7 N/mm2 Keywords: Autoclave, Fly ash, Hydrogen 

peroxide, compressive strength. 
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Abstract: This project discusses the aim and objectives of the project selection. As we all know that a huge amount of 

food waste is being produced on the daily basis from the households. the collection of waste transportation and dumping 

shall make the place or cities look unaestetical, if the proper collection is not done there may a chance of diseases like 

dengue and malaria. The main objectiveis to make use of these bio--degradable solid waste and convert into the biogas. 

Futher to design and fabricate the small scale biogas reactor with the organic solid waste. To obtain the methane and 

carbon dioxide gas. This is a clean renewable energy and this way we can also reduce some amount of pollution. 

Keywords:  Biogas reactors, Bio-degradeablematerialse, solid waste, pollution ,renewable energy . 
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Abstract: Lake water is a source of drinking and domestic use for rural and urban population of India. The aim of current 

study is to assess water quality of Bellandur Lake water, Bangalore. For this, lake water samples are collected from five 

different apartments on the basis of their importance are analyzed for the parameters like  pH, Total Hardness, Calcium, 
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Magnesium, Alkalinity, Nitrate, Chloride, Dissolved Oxygen (DO), Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) and Chemical 

Oxygen Demand (COD).. The study report discusses about the analysis of lake water quality. 

Keywords—lakewater, water quality, water pollution, physicochemical conditions. 
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Abstract: Plain concrete possesses a very low tensile strength, limited ductility and little resistance to cracking, so there 

is a necessity to overcome these problems. It has been recognized that the addition of small, closely spaced and uniformly 

dispersed fibres to concrete would act as crack arrester and would substantially improve its mechanical and durability 

properties. This type of concrete is known as Fibre Reinforced Concrete. In the present study, investigations on fibre 

reinforced concrete is carried out and mainly crimped glass fibres are used. Specimens such as cubes (of size 150 x150 

x150mm), cylinders (300mm height and 150mm dia.) and beams (100 x100 x 500mm) are cast by adding glass fibre 

dosages such as 0.5%, 1.5%, 2.5% by volume. The specimens are kept for curing over a period of 7 days and 28 days. 

The structural behaviour of the specimen is determined by conducting destructive (compressive strength, tensile strength 

and flexural strength), non-destructive (UPV test) and durability tests (water absorption). From the compression test 

results it can be concluded that the performance of conventional concrete can be improved by the addition of small nt of 

fibres. Finally, the optimum dosages of glass fibres are found to be 1.5% and 0.3% respectively  

Keywords: Glass fibre reinforced concrete, compressive strength, tensile strength . 
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Abstract: This project presents a study conducted on mechanical and durability properties of concrete. The investigation 

covered concrete mixes at water cementitious material with ratio of 0.4. Ordinary Portland cement of 53-grade was used 

in this study. The percentage of cement that partially replaced by weight were Silica Flume dust is 20% and varying the 

GGBS replacement from 0% to 50%. Concrete cubes and cylinders were casted and tested in laboratories. The optimum 

proportion of replacement was found by conducting tests on mechanical properties like Compressive strength test, flexural 

strength and Split tensile strength test. This project is concerned with experimental investigation on strength of concrete 

and by partial replacement by replacing cement via 5%,10% and 15% of silica fume dust and GGBS. The results show 

that the replacement of cement with silica fume dust 15% and 15% GGBS, it is possible to gain the more strength as 
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conventional concrete. The effect of compressive strength, flexural strength and Split tensile strength was determined for 

7, 14 and 28Days. 

Keywords: silica fume, bggbs, compressive strength 
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Abstract: Curing of concrete is the process of maintaining satisfactory moisture content in concrete during its early stages 

in order to develop the desired properties. However good curing is not always practical in many cases. Any laxity in 

curing will badly affect the strength and durability of concrete. Therefore, the need to develop self-curing concrete 

attracted several researchers which led to the concept of several self-curing agents to reduce water evaporation from 

concrete. Self-curing concrete is one of the special concretes in mitigating insufficient curing due to human negligence, 

paucity of water in arid areas, inaccessibility of structures in difficult terrains and in areas where the presence of fluorides 

in water will badly affect the characteristics of concrete. It was found that water soluble polymers can be used as self-

curing agents in concrete. Concrete incorporating self-curing agents will represent a new trend in concrete technology in 

the new millennium. The present study deals with the after effect of polyethylene glycol (PEG 400) and poly-vinyl alcohol 

(PVA) on concrete and their contribution to hydration rate and strength which are carried out on three sets of concrete 

cubes. The effect of admixtures (PEG 400) and (PVA) on compressive strength, split tensile strength on M30 grade 

concrete are compared .The first set involves the use of PEG 400 and PVA mixed with water that is used for casting the 

cubes which are kept at room temperature for 28 days, while the second set involves , subjecting the aforementioned 

cubes cast by mixing PEG 400 and PVA in water up to 500 C daily for 4-5 hours by placing them in oven for 28 days, 

and the third set involves the use of PVA internally with the applied water used for mixing and then coating with PEG 

400 on the surface after de-moulding subjecting to room temperature. 

Keywords:  Self curing concrete, compression test. 
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Abstract: The usage of natural fiber in construction is widely used in building materials engineering. The organic 

fibers such as coir, palm, jute, sisal, banana, pine, sugarcane and bamboo etc.can be used as natural fibers in construction.  

This study is to determine the compressive and tensile strength between control concrete and concrete mix with sugarcane 

fiber, bamboo fiber and coir fiber. Coir fibres is included by weight of the binder in the proportions about 0%, 1%, 1.5%, 

2%, 2.5%, 3%. And the percentage of sugarcane fiber used was 0.5%, 1.0% and 1.5%. Compressive strength was tested 

on days 7 and 28 after curing test is carried out. Hence the study is to show that the comparison between the strength of 

various types of natural fibers used in concrete. 
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Keywords:  Sugar cane, coir fiber, bamboo fiber, compression test,  tensile strength test 
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Abstract: Pervious concrete is a special high porosity concrete used for flatwork applications that allows water from 

precipitation and other sources to pass through, thereby reducing the runoff from a site and recharging ground water 

levels. Its void content ranges from 18 to 35% with compressive strengths of 400 to 4000 psi (28 to 281 kg/cm 2). The 

infiltration rate of pervious concrete will fall into the range of 2 to 18 gallons per minute per square foot (80 to 720 litres 

per minute per square meter). Typically, pervious concrete has little or no fine aggregate and has just enough cementitious 

paste to coat the coarse aggregate particles while preserving the interconnectivity of the voids. Pervious concrete is 

traditionally used in parking areas, areas with light traffic, pedestrian walkways, and greenhouses and contributes to 

sustainable construction. Keywords: Pervious Concrete, Compressive Strength, Voids, Applications. 
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Abstract:- Aggregate characteristics of shape, texture and grading influence on workability, finish ability, bleeding, 

segregation of fresh concrete affects the strength durability of hardened concrete. About 80% of total volume consists of 

aggregate, flaky and elongated particles lead to higher voids than cubical, rounded and well graded particles. The shape 

factor of aggregates plays a vital role in the design and performance of QC mix and it is mainly depends on crushing of 

aggregates. Flaky and elongated aggregates have large specific surface area which results in higher demand of cement 

paste in cement mix. A study of effect shape of aggregate on quality of the concrete used for building and pavements. 

Initially an aggregate samples were collected from crusher prepared with to conduct flaky and elongation indices tests on 

properties of aggregate and compressive strength of concrete. 
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ABSTRACT: This project was conducted to evaluate the efficiency and performance of the sewage water treatment plant 

at The Oxford College Of Engineering, Bangalore. Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs) have been constructed in most places 
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to reduce the degradation of water quality of the receiving water bodies by reducing the total pollution load on the same 

and to ensure a healthy environment both aesthetically along with preserving the ecosystem involved .The performance 

of this plant is an essential parameter to monitor because the treated effluent is discharged for watering the plants, flushing 

toilets and for other purposes in the College . Wastewater samples were collected from different unit operations of the 

plant i.e the main untreated outlet and the final outlet. These samples were analyzed for various physico-chemical 

characteristics such as BOD, COD, pH, turbidity and DO.  The results obtained have concluded that the sewage water 

treatment plant is efficient in the treatment of sewage water. After the final treatment, it is found that the treated water is 

satisfactory for all the purposes. 
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Abstract: Light emitting concrete is the new type of concrete introduced in modern era which carries special property of 

light transmitting due to presence of plastic tubes & is also known as translucent concrete or light transmitting concrete. 

It is lighter than conventional concrete having special features such as low density and thermal conductivity with main 

advantage of reduction in dead weight, faster building rate in construction, lower haulage & handling cost. Light is 

transmitted from one surface of the brick wall to the other due to plastic tubes along the overall width of the wall which 

allows light to pass through. Main aim of the study is to design translucent concrete blocks with the use of plastic tubes 

with sand & cement then analyse their various physical & engineering properties with respect to conventional concrete 

blocks by adding plastic tubes of 5% at 1.5 cms spacing respectively. From the study, it can be concluded that there is 

5% to 10% increase in initial compressive strength for 7 days & also 10% to 15% increase in initial compressive strength 

for 28 days to a plastic tubes mix of up to 3% Whereas the initial & final characteristic compressive strength gradually 

decreases with an increase in glass tubes in the concrete mix. 

Keywords: Transparent Concrete, Light-transmitting, Green buildings, plastic tubes. 
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Abstract:One-quarter of humanity faces a looming water crisis, including the prospect of running out of water, which 

may seem inconceivable when 70 per cent of the Earth’s surface is water. Nevertheless up to 80 per cent of available 

surface and groundwater is being used every year and water demand globally is projected to increase by 55 per cent by 

2050. Why is the world facing a crisis of water scarcity and what is driving the increasing demand for water?The first 

reason that is causing water stress around the world is the growing human population at the same time as the water supply 

has remained the same. Given that there are almost one billion more inhabitants on Earth every 15-20 years, this has led 

to a progressive deficit in the global water supply.The second reason is due to the uneven concentration of the global 

population. There is not a clear link between the presence of the population in some regions and the presence of water, in 

other words, water is not where we want it to be every time.Every day we require roughly 20-25 liters of water for drinking 

and cooking purposes. In any case, many individuals actually don't approach spotless and safe drinking water. As a matter 

of fact, reports delivered by the UN, express that over 2.1 billion individuals need admittance to securely oversaw drinking 

water administrations around the world.To handle this issue, Aqua Electro Water Generators is introduced. It is precisely 

similar to nature's approach to creating water from the dampness in the air. AEWG utilizes a unique, dependable and 

versatile innovation which makes water from the moistness in the air, giving new, microbe free, unadulterated drinking 

water. Also, this water is totally immaculate by pollutants in the ground or some other surfaces, in contrast to channeled 

water. 

Keywords: Safe drinking water, AEWG, eco-friendly, affordable, unadulterated 
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Abstract: The amount of maximum voluntary biting force is based on the cumulative activity of the jaw elevator muscles, 

as modulated by jaw biomechanics and reflex mechanisms, and is an indicator of the masticatory system's functional 

status. The measurement of bite force can assist with the examination of jaw muscle function and activity. It may be used 

to assess the efficiency of dentures. Because of technological advancements in signal recognition and processing, the 

quality of information received from biting force measurements has improved. However, these measurements are difficult 

to perform, and the accuracy of the results is reliant on a number of factors, including the presence of pain and 

temporomandibular disorders, gender, age, cranio-facial morphology, and occlusal features. Apart from these parameters, 

the mechanical aspects of the bite force recording system influence the accuracy and precision of the bite force levels. 

This study will concentrate on key parameters that influence biting force measurements, such as tooth periodontal support, 

age and gender, clinical symptoms of temporomandibular disorders and discomfort, and dental condition. 

Keywords: Bite measurement device, teeth, dental instrument, oral disorder, optics, OFBG. 
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Abstract : The real-time, continuous, beat-to-beat blood pressure (BP) monitoring is vital in clinical scenarios such as 

operations theatres, ambulances etc. In the present study, a non-invasive BP monitoring methodology based on Fiber 

Bragg Grating sensors is reported. The design and development of Fiber Bragg Grating based Pulse Monitoring Device 

(FBG) is demonstrated which is capable of acquiring the radial arterial pulse pressure waveform effectively in real time. 

The Radial Arterial Pulse Pressure Waveform is acquired on beat to beat basis employing developed FBG in a clinical 

environment. Further, the recorded radial arterial pulse pressure waveform is processed to obtain systolic and diastolic 

BP by utilizing a standard non-invasive BP measurement device as a reference. The BP values obtained through FBG are 

then compared with the BP values obtained through an Intra-Arterial (IA) probe. The FBG is a chemically and electrically 

inert device which makes it an effective candidate for monitoring the real-time BP. The focus of the study was to 

demonstrate the feasibility of deploying developed FBG device in clinical environment to acquire beat-to-beat BP and 

subsequently compare the present device to the IA probe method of BP acquisition. 

Keywords: Fibre Bragg Grating, Pulse Monitoring, real time, Blood Pressure 
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Abstract: Air pollution is a worldwide problem. Today there is hardly any country in the world that is not infested with 

motor vehicles. These along with industrial wastes have contributed immensely to the un-breathable air. AQI in Delhi 

ranges from 255 to 558 where as AQI in Bangalore is 164 in Bapuji Nagar. AQI is an index measured in a scale range of 

0 to 500 where 101-150 is unhealthy for sensitive groups, 151-200 unhealthy, and 201-300 very unhealthy. It is important 

to have a quick and immediate solution to control the air pollution. 

People are tackling this problem by staying indoors and by using the best indoor air purifications techniques, which they 

can find. However, that’s not a solution. People can’t stay indoors throughout the year, they have to find a solution. 

 

Keywords: Low cost, Pollution control system with reusable filters 
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Abstract: Ventilator is a machine that helps you take breaths if you can’t do it on your own. Your doctor might call it a 

“mechanical ventilator.” People also often refer to it as a “breathing machine” or “respirator.” Technically, a respirator is 

a mask that medical workers wear when they care for someone with a contagious illness. A ventilator is a bedside machine 

with tubes that connect to your airways. When your lungs inhale and exhale air normally, they take in the oxygen your 

cells need to survive and expel carbon dioxide. COVID-19 can inflame your airways and essentially drown your lungs in 

fluids. A ventilator mechanically helps pump oxygen into your body. The air flows through a tube that goes in your mouth 

and down your windpipe. The ventilator also may breathe out for you, or you may do it on your own. The ventilator can 

be set to take a certain number of breaths for you per minute. Your doctor also may decide to program the ventilator to 

kick in when you need help. In this case, the machine will blow air into your lungs automatically if you haven’t taken a 

breath in a set amount of time. The breathing tube may be uncomfortable. While it’s hooked up, you can’t eat or talk. 

Some people on ventilators may not be able to eat and drink normally. If so, you’ll need to get your nutrients through an 

IV, which is inserted with a needle into one of your veins. This project work shows the construction of a low-cost, open-

source mechanical ventilator. The motivation for constructing this kind of ventilator comes from the worldwide shortage 

of mechanical ventilators for treating COVID-19 patients—the COVID-19 pandemic has been striking hard in some 

regions, especially the deprived ones. Constructing a low-cost, open-source mechanical ventilator aims to mitigate the 

effects of this shortage on those regions. The equipment documented here employs commercial spare parts only. This 

project work also shows a numerical method for monitoring the patients’ health conditions. The method considers 

pressure measurements from the aspiratory limb and alerts clinicians in real-time whether the patient is in a healthy or 

unhealthy situation. Experiments carried out in the laboratory that had emulated healthy and unhealthy patients illustrate 

the potential benefits of the derived mechanical ventilator. 

 

Keywords: Low cost, Open-source ventilators with patient monitoring, Mechanical ventilator 
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Abstract: Technology always help mankind in making life easier. Now presenting an innovative way which revolutionize 

the trash management system through this we are taking a step towards clean India. Present scenario in the public places 

where proper disposal is not being done because of which we come across overflow dustbins. Even the private areas 

which are clean enough failed to utilize the resources efficiently. To properly manage the waste it has to be handled, 

segregated, transported and disposed so as to reduce the risks to the public lives and sustainable environmental There is 

a rapid increase in capacity and categories of solid waste as a result of urbanization, constant economic growth, and 

industrialization. Global Waste Management Market reported that the amount of waste generated worldwide produced is 

2.02 billion tones. This method is easy and simple solution of segregation of three types of wastes dry, metal and wet. It 

is designed to sort the trash into metallic waste, wet waste and dry waste ready to be processed separately for the next 

process of operation for this. Using Embedded technology to continuous monitoring the dustbin in order to check whether 

dustbin is full or not. Wireless sensors sense the amount of waste in the containers if it reached the maximum container 
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capacity, sends instant messages to the trash management department which deploy them to collect the garbage in no 

time. By implementing this product at different location, instead of driving blindly on the static routes, we can optimize 

the collection schedule. 

Keywords: waste segregation , sensors , easily usable.  
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Abstract: The need of fire extinguishing techniques is vital as fire accidents are catastrophic in nature, leads to 

unrecoverable loss. The current fire extinguishing comes with various drawbacks. The present existing techniques are not 

eco-friendly. The need for new fire extinguishing techniques is vital as fire accidents cause deaths and injuries. Sound 

wave could be one of the potential alternatives as fire extinguishers. The low frequency acoustic waves spilled from a 

speaker tend to extinguish the flames. 

The present research aims to develop the potable fire extinguisher study and analyzes the effect of different 

frequency of sound wave on flames. Experiments are conducted to study suitable sound wave frequency range to 

extinguish flame and to analyze the acoustic-flame interaction through observations using portable and innovative 

approach to reduce the overall cost. Further the research is carried out to study the critical parameter such the length to 

diameter ratio of the vortex tube on velocity, Pressure of waves are discussed. Mobile sensors are used to record the data. 

The combination of varying high and low pressure and coupled with high flow air velocity, which in then causes 

disturbances in air-fuel ratio at the flame boundary (leading to thinning of flame boundary), is one of the possible 

explanation leading to flame extinction. 
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Abstract: Regenerative braking systems (RBS) are an effective method of recovering the energy released and at the same 

time reducing the exhaust and brake emissions of vehicles. This method is based on the principle of converting the kinetic 
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energy created by the mechanical energy of the motor into electrical energy. The converted electrical energy is stored in 

the battery for later use. This braking system must meet maximum energy recovery criteria by performing its function 

safely within the shortest braking distance. This study was conducted to provide comprehensive information about 

regenerative energy systems. These systems provide economic benefits via fuel savings and prevention of material loss. 

Their use also contributes to a clean environment and renewable energy sources, which are among the most important 

issues on the global agenda. It is clear that more comprehensive studies should be carried out in this area. 

Keywords:,econmomical , energy reusable, higher battery efficiency 
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Abstract: 

The idea of designing this device is to shift a critically ill patient from bed or operation table DESIGN AND 

DEVELOPMENT OF PATIENT LIFTING MACHINE The idea of designing this device is to shift a critically ill patient 

from bed or operation table to  stretcher or vice versa, painlessly, safe and with less effort 

Usually three to four nurses are employed to transfer patients, but here COM-LIFT makes the job  easy with a single male 

nurse with less efforts, even a heavy patient can be lifted easily. 

Maximum comfort is considered here, not to cause a gony to already bed-bound patient,  avoiding such jerks during 

mobility and shifting. The design is fabricated in such a way that use of  lever enables positioning and repositioning of 

patient by the doctors convenience. 

The device can be moved upwards, downward. As per surgeon’s specific treatment involves. 

During post operative procedure patient need to undergo, scan, MRI, dialysis, suture removal,  dressing, physiotherapy. 

Many neuro and ortho surgeries involves use of plates, staples which during mobility hurt  patients due to jerks further 

complications and delays healinge to  stretcher or vice versa, painlessly, safe and with less effort 

Usually three to four nurses are employed to transfer patients, but here COM-LIFT makes the job  easy with a single male 

nurse with less efforts, even a heavy patient can be lifted easily. 

Maximum comfort is considered here, not to cause a gony to already bed-bound patient,  avoiding such jerks during 

mobility and shifting. The design is fabricated in such a way that use of  lever enables positioning and repositioning of 

patient by the doctors convenience. 

The device can be moved upwards, downward. As per surgeon’s specific treatment involves. 

During post operative procedure patient need to undergo, scan, MRI, dialysis, suture removal,  dressing, physiotherapy. 

Many neuro and ortho surgeries involves use of plates, staples which during mobility hurt  patients due to jerks further 

complications and delays healing 

Keywords: Easily Operated, Safety, eco-friendly, affordable, physically challenged 
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Abstract:This venture manages the outlining and manufacture of Floor Cleaning Machine. The point of this undertaking 

work is to create and modernized process for cleaning the floor with wet and dry. It is+ extremely valuable for cleaning 

the floors. It can be utilized wet and dry; henceforth it is generally utilized as a part of houses, doctor’s facilities, theater, 

shops, PC focuses, and so forth. In present day days inside improvements are turning into a vital part in our life. Cleaning 

of a floor is a critical one for our wellbeing and diminishes the labor prerequisite. Subsequently, our task is exceptionally 

valuable in our everyday life. Cleaning is the main basic need for all human beings and it is necessary for daily routine 

process. The conventional road and floor cleaning machine is most widely used in many applications such as example 

roads, railway stations, airports, hospitals, Bus stands, in multi buildings, colleges etc. also this machine uses human 

energy for its working operation. It is a user friendly as well as eco-friendly. In our project we are aimed to use easily 

available materials with low cost and it can be easily fabricated and easy to use and control. It is the better alternative for 

conventional machine. The manually operated eco-friendly road and floor cleaner can work very efficiently with respect 

to covering area, time and cost of road cleaning process compared with the existing machineries. Also it is economical to 

use. 
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Abstract: In the present paper, an attempt has been made to carry out Design and fabrication of eight legged spider using 

klann mechanism. A four-revolute (4R) kinematic chain has been chosen for each leg mechanism in order to mimic the 

leg structure of an insect. Denavit–Hartenberg (D-H) conventions are used to perform kinematic analysis of the eight-

legged spider. The direct and inverse kinematic analysis for each leg has been considered in order to develop an overall 

kinematic model of a eight-legged spider, when it follows a straight path. The problems related to trajectory generation 

of legs have been solved for both the swing and support phases of the robot. It is important to mention that trajectory 

generation problem during the support phase has been formulated as an optimization problem and solved using the least 

squared method. Lagrange-Euler formulation has been utilized to determine the joint torques. The developed kinematic 

and dynamic models have been examined for tripod gait generation of the eight-legged spider using klann mechanism. 
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Abstract: Biodiesel production from waste cooking oil (WCO) provides an alternative energy means  of producing 1iquid 

fuels from biomass for various uses. Biodiesel production by recycling  wcO and methanol in the presence of Cerium 

oxide (Ca02) and Graphene nano-catalyst  offers several benefits such as economic, environmental and waste 

management.  A nano-catalyst of Ca02 was synthesized by thermal-decomposition method and  calcinated at 500°C 

followed by characterization using x-ray diffraction (XRD) and  scanning electron microscope (SEM) techniques. The 

XRD resules revealed nano-scale  crystal sizes at high purity, with a mean particle size of-29 nm. The SEM images 
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exhibited  morphology of irregular shapes and porous structure of the synthesized nano- catalysts. The highest conversion 

of WCO to biodiesel was estimated to be 96%, at optimized  experimental conditions i.e., 50 °C, 1:1 WCO oil to methanol 

ratio, 1% by weight of  catalyst loading rate and 90 minutes reaction time, which is among few highest conversions  

reported so far. Biodiesel properties were tested according to the American (ASTM D  4052) fuel standards. All reactions 

are carried-out under atmospheric pressure and  1500 rpm ofagitation. 
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Abstract:Solar-Wind power generation is a typically new approach in several countries such as The United States of 

America, United Kingdom and others while other nations are progressively focusing on combining both solar and wind 

in order to generate efficient energy in their countries. Solar-wind has become an independent, sustainable and clean 

energy solution, yet, this has not been adopted in many countries. This energy is estimated to overcome the demand of 

power in the future because of its ability to produce several megawatts of power with zero emission. The aim of this study 

is to design and develop a hybrid wind and solar energy generation which can increase the electrical energy’s efficiency 

by using the wind turbine and solar panels. The implemented system aims at providing an amplified alternative source of 

renewable energy to cater for the already diminishing, pollutant and scarce traditional fuels such as oil, gas and coal. The 

implemented hybrid design consists of an improved design for the VAWT (Vertical Axis Wind Turbine), whereby two 

VAWT designs i.e., cup shaped and Savonius are compared in terms of performance and efficiency. The system also 

consists of two solar panels which are used to supplement the power generated especially during hot days when the wind 

speed is low. The experimental results show that the proposed system is able to generate a maximum power of 75.05W 

and a minimum power of 18.2W. However, in order to achieve these results a PMSG (Permanent Magnet Synchronous 

Generator) design from a recycled stepper motor is proposed in this research and implemented with a total number of 9 

copper wound coils for the stator and by using rare earth magnets for the rotor (shaft). 

 

Keywords: Solar, EV charging, zero emission, hybrid power generation, wind turbine 
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Paper ID-NCME14 
 

Abstract: Degrees of social status are closely linked to health inequalities. Those with poor health tend to fall into poverty 

and the poor tend to have poor health. According to the World Health Organization, within countries those of lower social 

economic strata have the worst health outcomes. Health also appears to have a strong social component linking it to 

education and access to information. In terms of health, poverty includes low income, low education, social exclusion 

and environmental decay. The poor within most countries are trapped in a cycle in which poverty breeds ill health and ill 

health breeds poverty. Due to COVID-19 Rises there was lack of Cleanliness which was the Measure for the control of 

Covid-19, AS we all Know that symptoms of  Covid-19 spread through the Hands to hand, daily day to day life we meet 

people and We do handshakes, we Sneeze, Cough and we are not Aware that flue and viruses spread through these 

activities. So, to Control this Activities Sanitization of Hands and the Whole Body and Daily Usage things to be Sanitized, 

Our Concept Of Fabrication of Automatic Sanitization of Whole Body with the Temperature Display we are using this 

Concept for Sanitizing the person and things so to Control of Viruses Like Covid-19 and to Maintain Social Distances To 

Avoid the Spreading Of viruses like Covid-19 And to Control the Flue and other Viruses. 

Keyword: Covid 19, Sanitizer, Body Spray, Temperature 
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Abstract: The grass cutter uses a solar based energy source, which is easier to use, more advantageous compared to other 

energy source especially for gas based source of power. But our solar grass cutter is based on solar power because this 

energy is a renewable source of energy and it is easy to work. So we made solar powered grass cutter. 

Due to the continuous increase in the cost of fuel and the effect of emission of gases from the burnt fuel into the 

atmosphere, this necessitate the use of the abundant solar energy from the sun as a source of power to drive a lawn mower. 

A solar powered lawn mower was designed and developed, based on the general principle of mowing. The designed solar 

powered lawnmower comprises of direct current (D.C) motor, a rechargeable battery, solar panel, a stainless-steel blade 

and Bluetooth control.Photovoltaic cells or solar cells are used to convert sun’s heat and light into electricity. Solar cells 

work on the principle of photoelectric effect. The photovoltaic cells are made of semiconductor materials like Silicon. 

These semiconductor materials emit electrons when hit by the solar light consisting of protons. These free electrons when 

captured result into electricity. Here the solar energy is stored in the batteries and at the same time used to drive the 

controlling unit used that is Arduino. The Arduino is interfaced with the driver motors for the cutting operation. Arduino 

is also interfaced with the ultrasonic sensor, the Bluetooth module and the personal computer. The output of the Arduino 

is analysed on the computer and lab view is used for the real time monitoring of the photovoltaic cells and the area of the 

lawn covered and the path followed. 

. 
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Abstract: This project aims to eliminate the problems faced by large/small machinery like Helicopters and small drones. 

It makes it difficult for helicopters maneuvering in disastrous conditions and tight spaces, and drones to be capable of 

performing lifting or rescue operations in terms of being able to carry material in or out of situations. This project 

(Manned/remote controlled hexacopter) also eliminates the need for direct human operation, by first response unit, 

thereby minimizing the risk to the lives of the victims and the first responders. Therefore we intend to aid these problems 

by a simple solution consisting of a scaled-up hexacopter design having high thrust brushless DC Motors powered by a 

Li-Ion Battery and controlled by an open source flight controller. The motors are attached to aerodynamically designed 

propellers to provide us with the exact amount of lift and thrust. This set up will be mounted on to a lightweight aluminum 

frame with the integration of electronic and mechanical systems. It will also have lights mounted to the housing to 

provide visibility in dark situations. The multirotor’s symmetrical design allows for easier control of the overall stability 

of the aircraft. In this we use configuration of the frame so the controlling maneuverability of the hexacopter is much 
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easier. Hexacopter consists of 8 rotors of same pitch propellers: four in clockwise and four in counterclockwise. This 

design will have a payload capacity of about 85 kilograms, capable of carrying/lifting a human being to/from disastrous 

situations with ease and also providing relief and food items of similar capacity. This quad copter design is big and 

powerful enough to carry loads of up to 85 kg and still small enough to easily maneuver in tight spaces.This design will 

be cost effective and capable of operating in harsh conditions such as sand storms, wind, rain and snow. Therefore, this 

design can be used for more than one purpose namely, pre rescue visual disaster monitoring, search and rescue, remote 

delivery of essential services such as food and water during natural calamities and lifting and clearing of debris and 

rubble. 

 
 
Keywords: Manned Aerial Vehicle, Multirotor, disaster management, affordable, Air Ambulance 
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Abstract: Today the world is now going to be compact. For suitability to the world, things are also going to 

be made ofcompact and smaller in size. Now the battle is also done between machines instead of man to man. 

Machine,which is fighting, are operated and driven by man sitting instead the vehicle or being in touch with 

themachines. Also, the human has to win the war against the increasing oil prizes and tremendously 

increasingpollution level in the air. To win this war and to thought regarding another parallel motive force to 

the auto-mobile,wehave thought ofmanufacturing“CHAIRLESS CHAIR”throughthemissionofproposed 

work. 

Keyword: Chair, Three Wheel, Electric, Bluetooth 
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Abstract: Power Electronics is an essential part of many devices and systems in one or more of their phases. Power 

Electronics convert electrical energy of one type into another with different characteristics and is used to drive any device 

that requires an input of electric power other than that supplied by the primary power source. This paper presents the 

simulation of a Z-source inverter fed to the three-phase Induction motor. Initially, it involves the design of a Z-source 

inverter where the Inductor and Capacitor are designed as per design procedures. The topology of the Z-source inverter 

includes two inductors and capacitors in X shape where both inductors are equal (L1=L2) and both capacitors are equal 

(C1=C2). The Z-source inverter Boosts and converts low DC input voltage to desired high AC output voltage in a single 

stage. Therefore, it is called a single-stage power converter. The simulated results (MATLAB Simulink) are presented. 

Keywords: Traditional Source Inverter, Z- Source Inverter, Shoot through pulses, PWM technique, MOSFET, 

Microcontroller, Driver Circuit, Induction Motor 
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Abstract: The goal of the conceptual step in database layout in this proposed system is to describe information linked to 

the software's internals in a clear and concise manner. The present artwork focuses on establishing a well-known approach 

for designing an all-electric and hybrid-electric plane from a conceptual standpoint, as well as simulating their flight 

profile to measure power intake for the highest possible accuracy. Hybrid electric and fully electric planes look to be one 

viable option for meeting lofty density emission and noise reduction requirements. Through the declaration of major 

performance increases, the Strategies Research and Innovation Agenda and NASA N+3 ambitions have established new 

demanding conditions for the aviation network. The design of a novel integrated power-energy gadget is one of the most 

promising factors, as evidenced by the growing interest in hybrid strength and universally electric-powered aircraft. The 

primary goal of the density hybrid-electric plane project is to increase the active efficiencies. To test hybrid propulsion 

operation tactics, Traditional fuelling generators and battery-powered hybrid electric aircraft (HEA) are used to power 

regional hybrid electric aircraft (HEA).  An electric vehicle is being researched. This is where the battery fits into 

environmentally friendly principles. If multiple targets are optimised simultaneously, In just one optimization cycle, the 

hybrid propulsion device's capability can be thoroughly assessed 

Keywords— hybrid electric aircraft, Regional hybrid electric aircraft, NASA N+3 
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Abstract: Electric power systems are created to provide the maximum level of stability and dependability in the energy 

supply. A substation facility is a compact structure that houses transformers, switches, voltage regulators, and metering 

devices for controlling voltages and keeping an eye on circuits. Since the transmission lines used to transfer the power 

generated at the main stations hundreds of miles before it reaches the substations. The amount of power received at the 

substations may decrease due to a significant degree of power loss that may take place during the conveyance of the 

generated electricity. The main goal is to bypass the power and distribution transformers and ensure protection against 

damages brought on by overloading and defective situations like short-circuits and surges, among others. Current sensor 
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is used in this situation to remedy the issue. Accurate fault location cuts down on the amount of time needed to fix damage, 

restore power, and lower costs. If a problem arises, the substation will be informed via the Internet of Things (IoT). The 

proposed initiative reduces business losses, damages to equipment, and improves power quality and reliability. 

 

Keywords: Aurdino, GSM module, Relay, LCD, Transmission Line. 
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Paper ID-NEEE04 

Abstract: Actuator systems, which feature a combination of motors, actuators, and auto transformer rectifier units, are 

used in aircraft applications such as landing gears, flaps, and rudder systems. The frequency of these systems is 400Hz. 

These are AC to DC converters that are used in aircraft systems to provide consistent DC power to motors, which then 

control actuators. These converters are different depending on the pulses, such as 12 pulses, 18 pulses, and so on. A 12-

pulse AC to DC converter was proposed for 400Hz and 50Hz in this study for BLDC Motor. The results were shown in 

MATLAB/Simulink for both 12 pulse and 18 pulse ATRU. 

Key words – 12 pulse ATRU, Electro hydrostatic Actuators (EHA), Electromechanical Actuators(EMA) 
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ABSTRACT: Because of its small size and weight, single stage LLC resonant converters with intrinsic power factor 

correction are gaining appeal in AC-DC converters. Single stage topologies, on the other hand, are less effective in 

regulating the dc bus capacitor voltage during line and load transients. This to overcome the problem, the research offers 

a single stage AC-DC LLC topology based on flying capacitors of dc-bus capacitor voltage balancing and lowering the 

voltage stress on switching devices The suggested three-level inverter structure ensures zero voltage switching, lower 

circulating currents, and lower power consumption. Stress and losses are switched. For increased efficiency, the converter 

employs a bridgeless rectification technique. The source-side inductor is operated in discontinuous current conduction to 

bring the power factor close to unity. This paper proposes an LLC converter for 300V DC and converts it to 48V DC. 

The proposed system has been done in MATLAB/Simulink. 

Key words – LLC resonant converter, single stage AC-DC, Bridgeless rectification. 
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Abstract: The multilevel inverter utilization has been increased since the last decade. These new types of inverters are 

suitable in various high voltage and high-power applications due to their ability to synthesize waveforms with better 
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output. This project presents hardware seven level multilevel inverter, using microcontroller-based hardware. The 

multilevel inverters have received special attention due to the modularity and simplicity of control. The development of 

high-voltage semiconductors to drive inverter systems continues. From a practical point of view, multi-level inverters can 

be based on suitable configurations for applications where a high output voltage can be generated using medium voltage 

devices. In addition to this focal characteristic, multilevel inverters have high quality performance due to the generation 

of a stepped output voltage closer to the sine waveform which reduces the harmonics in the output waveform. 

Key words – MLI-multi level inverter; Microcontroller; Opto coupler; MOSFET. 
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Abstract: The losses and thermal modelling of a converter is an important aspect for the development of converters with 

performance features such as high reliability and efficiency, cost-effectiveness and high power density. Power losses and 

thermal optimization are generally controlled by modification of electric parameters in interleaved boost converter and 

Cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter. Battery-powered electric vehicle technology is very popular and gaining 

importance. EVs also referred to as battery electric vehicles in this an electric motor is used instead of an internal 

combustion engine due to this there is possibility of power losses. So in order to reduce the losses by using powertrain 

system in EVs interleaved boost converter and cascaded H bridge inverters are used.. The analysis of junction temperature 

and power losses of each switch in interleaved boost converter and cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter is studied. As 

interleaved boost converter is used for reduced the current stress and cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter is used for 

reduced the voltage stress, so by using these inverters the power loss is reduced. The analytical and dynamic electro-

thermal model of a three-phase inverter is based on wide band gap semiconductors (SiC- silicon carbide) for application 

in electric vehicles (EV). The optimal design approach of the passive filters is presented for LCL filters at DC side and 

LC filters at AC side of the inverter. The analytical modelling is performed, which includes mathematical representation 

of the inverter’s power losses based on the specifications of the datasheet of the power modules. The dynamic electro-

thermal simulation model of the inverter with integrated power loss model is developed. The designed state-space system 

thermal model is incorporated and can be used as a virtual sensor, for the conversion of power losses to temperature. With 

this inverter model, it’s possible to simulate designs for achieving high efficiency in a specific operating range of 

temperature, with high specific power and reduced cost and size. The proposed system is simulated in MATLAB/Simulink 

software. 

Key words – Interleaved boost converter, 5-level cascaded H bridge multilevel inverter, Battery, Load, single phase 

inverter 
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Paper ID-NEEE08 

Abstract: There are numbers of Pulse width modulation (PWM) techniques used in industrial applications which require 

superior performance. The frequently used and well known Pulse Width Modulation techniques are Sinusoidal Pulse 

Width Modulation (SPWM), 60° Pulse Width Modulation (SDPWM) and Third Harmonic Pulse Width Modulation 

(THPWM). Another emerging modulation technique is Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM). Using 

SVPWM technique generate the sinusoidal output voltage using hardware and simulate the same in MATLAB software. 

 

Key words – Three-phase inverter, pulse with modulation, sinusoidal pulse with modulation (svpwm), space vector 

pwm, Third harmonic distortion (THD) 
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Abstract: This paper proposes a cloud based battery condition monitoring for Li-ion battery systems. The proposed 

platform utilizes Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices and cloud components. The IoT components including data acquisition 

and wireless communication components are implemented in battery modules, which allows a module to communicate 

with others and cloud. The cloud components include a cloud storage, analytics tools, and visualization. However, coming 

to the hardware part, it deals with three major techniques or methods. They are Active cell, Re-generative braking, and 

Kinetic energy conversion using motor generator set. These three methods combined perform battery management. This 

phenomenon is called Battery Management System (BMS) uses a simulator is developed using Arduino UNO IC and 

Google cloud. Multithreads of the condition monitoring algorithms that estimates battery states and battery model 

parameters for individual cells are executed in Google cloud. The results show that the cloud-based battery condition 

monitoring platform can accurately monitor health conditions of battery cells using the high-performance computing 

resources in the cloud. Therefore, the proposed cloud-based condition monitoring platform can improve scalability, cost-

effectiveness, safety, reliability, and optimal operation of the large-scale battery energy storage systems. 

 

Keywords: Internet-of-Things (IoT), Battery management system (BMS), Arduino UNO, Google cloud, Active cell 

balancing, Re-generative braking, Cloud based monitoring. 
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Abstract: The present security system takes longer time for sending security alerts. It has been reported that they are 

many system which send the alert message after a duration of the occurrence of security violations. This paper focuses 

on development of system which works rapidly for short time span. The security is essential to provide safety, henceforth, 

a smart security system is being proposed in this paper which monitor and alert regarding the un-usual activities. The 

Home security system plays a very vital role in securing the home in absence of the owner. A remote home security 

system which is used for detection of flame, LPG gas, smoke, detection of theft, etc has been done, and this system send 

the notification to the owners mobile phone regarding the problems. This system also has an exhaust fan which works 

automatically when there is occurrence of fire or smoke. The home security system programmed using the Embedded C 

programming. The system is wireless therefore more adaptable and cost-effective. There are myriad types of ATM frauds 

that can lead to criminal charges like identity theft, wire fraud, credit card fraud, larceny, and bank fraud. Hence it is 

essential need to have a system, which secures the customer account from such frauds. Internet of Things (IOT) is 

becoming a disruptive technology business opportunity, with standards emerging primarily for wireless communication 

between devices and gadgets in day-to-day human life. IoT is one of the major category in which this technology benefits 

us is the concept of security and privacy. In this paper, we have developed a system which uses OTP (one-time password) 

method in the ATM machine. The proposed system verifies the card user by sending the OTP to the registered account 

mobile number by using GSM module. Only when the OTP is identified correctly, the person is allowed for future 

transactions. In this project we have developed an economically smart security system with fault-tolerant, secure, easy to 

install / use surveillance system through wireless connection using lower cost devices controlled by smart phones. 
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Abstract: Energy crisis is the main issue of the world these days. The motto of this research work is to face this crisis 

somehow. An advanced footstep power generation system proposed here uses the piezo electric sensors to generate power 

through footsteps as a source of renewable energy that we can obtain when the flooring is engineered with piezo electric 

technology. The idea is to convert weight energy to electrical energy. The power generating floor tends to translate kinetic 

energy to electrical power. These sensors are placed in such a way that it generates maximum output voltage. This output 

is provided to our monitoring circuitry which is Microcontroller based circuit that allows user to monitor the voltage and 

charges a battery, and this power source has many applications. Our project model is cost effective and easy to implement 

and this kind of technology is an economical way of power generation. 

Keywords: Piezoelectricity, Energy Conservation, Footsteps, Force or Pressure, Power-Generation, Supply and 

Demand. 
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Abstract: India is rapidly developing country within the world. As a growing economy it is important to manage its 

waste. In India on a median 64 million a lot of detritus is produced which ranks 5th in global scenario. Nowadays in many 

localities’ garbage is thrown arbitrary and roads are seen with filled with litter. The normal way of manually monitoring 

the wastes in waste bins may be a complex, cumbersome process and utilizes more human effort, time and value which 

is not compatible with the current day technologies in any way. It necessitates a management system which will curb this 

issue and incorporates a complete observation on the detritus. The intention towards this project mainly focused on the 

monitoring and tracking of garbage present in our ambience. In addition, information is distributed into IOT based cloud 

platform for real time monitoring. After reaching the tip value of garbage within the Dustbin the alerts are sent to the 

municipal corporation through GSM module. 

 

Keywords:  Waste Management, GSM module, IoT 
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Abstract: Rising fossil fuel and burning fuel such as coal, global warming and severe weather conditions have compelled 

many nations to look for alternative sources to reduce reliance on fossil-based fuels. Solar energy is one of the most 
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promising renewable sources that is currently being used worldwide to contribute for meeting rising demands of electric 

power. Solar power is a conversion of sunlight into electricity, sunlight was collected either directly by using photovoltaic 

or indirectly using concentrated of solar energy. Photovoltaic was initially use as a power source for a small and medium-

size applications from the calculator powered by a single solar cell to a remote home powered by an off-grid rooftop 

photovoltaics system. As the cost of solar electricity has fallen, the number of grid-connected solar photovoltaics systems 

has grown into the millions and utility scale solar power stations with hundreds of megawatts are being built. Solar 

photovoltaic is becoming inexpensive, low-carbon technology to harness renewable energy from the sun. To harness the 

solar power generation, it is indeed necessary to pay serious attention to its maintenance as well as application. The IOT 

based solar energy monitoring system is proposed to collect and analyses the solar energy parameters to predict the 

performance for ensuring stable power generation. The main advantage of the system is to determine optimal performance 

for better maintenance of solar PV (photovoltaic). The prime target of PV monitoring system is to offer a cost-effective 

solution, which incessantly displays remote energy yields and its performance either on the computer or through smart 

phones. 

 

Keywords:  Direct power transfer (DPT), integrated buck-buck-boost converter (IBuBuBo), power-factor correction 

(PFC), single stage, single-stage (SS), Simulink. 
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Abstract: Electric vehicles are a moderately on-going innovation that is looking for its spot on the lookout. It has a few 

favourable circumstances, for example the decreased nursery outflows, fuel reserve funds and its convenience. Lately, 

establishment of sustainable power offices is expanding quickly in light of the development to stifle the arrival of nursery 

gases answerable for the warming of the earth and to save petroleum products, which are becoming progressively 

valuable. Besides, the expense of photovoltaic frameworks is diminishing step by step. Along these lines, it is accepted 

that cost of photovoltaic force will be falling later on. Nonetheless, in Japan the enormous measure of surplus power from 

photovoltaic frame works applies an awful impact on the force network. In this project, an EV charging station using 

sustainable power is proposed. The proposed EV charging station draws energy from photovoltaic frameworks and wind 

turbine at a low cost and uses that ability to charge a fixed battery. At the point the force is being utilized to charge electric 

vehicles; it also presents a few opportunities for electric force supply from sustainable wellsprings of electric vehicle 

charging stations. 

 

Keywords:  Electric Vehicles, Sustainable Power, Battery Charging 
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Abstract: Self-driving cars are the smart cars of the future, predicted to be driver less, efficient, and crash-avoidant ideal 

city cars. To achieve this goal, Automakers have begun to work in this area in order to realize the potential and overcome 
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the current hurdles in order to achieve the desired conclusion. Self-driving automobiles provide a platform that both 

students and researchers can use. Students can use the platform to learn about self-driving car technology and issues, 

while researchers can use it to test and iterate through potential solutions to self-driving car challenges. This platform 

implements the primary technologies used in autonomous cars, such as computer vision, lighting, signal and object 

identification. We will start with an outline of how self-driving cars work. Then we present the platform we will built, 

and finally, we talk about the researches future plans. The platform is low-cost and small-scale, making it a good choice 

for both research and education. 

Keywords: Arduino Uno, Raspberry pi, H-Bridge, GPS 
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Abstract: In India about 31% of peoples are deaf or mute. One third of them are mute. Gesture is a simple and important 

mode of interpersonal communication, which can simulate language and behaviour to express particular feelings and 

words. In this project we have proposed a method that gives a method for improving Sign Language Interpretation System. 

The aim of this work is to develop a system for recognizing the sign language, which will aid in making this necessity a 

reality. In the proposed work an accelerometer-gyroscope sensor-base. In this method, we will use flex sensors which are 

incorporated on a glove to detect the gestures and convert it to speech Hand gesture recognition module is developed to 

recognize different hand gestures that are converted to English letters and GSM MODULE based text-to-speech 

synthesizer using voice integrated circuit. 

Keywords:  Gesture, Sign Language Interpretation, GSM, Flex Sensors 
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Abstract: As we know solar panel is more affected due to the accumulation of dust on the surface of the panel. Because 

of this the efficiency of the solar panel is gradually reduces, hence in this project an Iot based solar panel cleaning system 

is designed and implemented for dust removal. The proposed project is waterless, economical and automatic. It is a two-

step mechanism where the blowers are used to blow the dust accumulated on the surface of the solar panel. Remaining 

dust is removed by the robot made of wipers which moves in a specified direction and removes the rest of the dust present 

on the solar panel. DC motor is used to power the wipers. Since, as no water is used to clean the panel the requirement of 

water is reduced and the system is scratch proof. The system can be used even in desert areas as no water is required. And 

the state of operation of the solar panel cleaning system is intimated to the respective personnel through Mail or SMS. 

This system is more efficient than the other solar panel without the cleaning system, It has a efficiency of 85-90%. 

 

Keywords: ESP32, Dust removal, Solar panel cleaner, Waterless. 
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Abstract: A reliable and safe system for measuring the various parameters of three phase induction motor like three phase 

currents, three phase speed, Temperature and vibrations with IoT using microcontroller is discussed in this paper. These 

values of three phase current, speed, vibrations and temperature are monitored by microcontroller which send these values 

to cloud for Internet of Things. In this Project, a wireless monitoring system for three phase induction motor is realized 

using IoT (Internet of things), where wired communication is either more expensive or impossible due to physical 

conditions and human hazards for safe and economic data communication in industrial fields. The aim of this project is 

to monitor and acquire the remote electrical parameters like three phase Currents, Temperature, Vibration and speed and 

send these real values over wireless network. 

 

Keywords: IoT, Wireless, Monitoring 
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Abstract: Solar energy is one of the primary substitutes for non-renewable energy and although its usage is unpopular. 

Renewable energy generation has experienced consistent growth in the last two decades, motivates by the concerns of 

climate change and high oil prices. Solar photovoltaic is one of the fastest growing energy technologies, with an average 

annual growth of about 40% in the past decade. The 2.6GW installed capacity in 2009 implies an increase of more than 

50% compare to previous year and has led to a total capacity of 7.8GW photovoltaic power worldwide. There are several 

Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) techniques to obtain maximum efficiency from the photovoltaic cell. As part 

of the myriad techniques applied in this field, the Perturb and Observer (P&amp;Q) techniques is most commonly used. 

The power availability at the output of photovoltaic cells keeps changing with solar insolation and ambient temperature 

because photovoltaic cell exhibits a non-linear current-voltage characteristics. So photovoltaic cell’ maximum power 

varies with solar insulation and ambient temperature. With improves efficiencies of power electronic converters, it is now 

possible to operates photovoltaic power system at its maximum power point (MPP). This paper illustrates the Perturb and 

Observer technique to track the MPP and also used to control the orientation of the panel. 

 

Keywords: Maximum power point tracker (MPPT) 
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Abstract: Several patients face Cerebral Palsy. Such debilitating diseases impede motor control and make it difficult for 

them to operate traditional electric wheelchairs. Existing models of smart wheelchairs accommodate these issues to a 

certain extent but fail to deliver a solution for patients to use the wheelchairs completely autonomously. This paper 

proposes a novel model for a cost-effective smart wheelchair that takes simple gestures as input for movement, along 

with several quality-of-life and assistive modules such as voice memo support along with obstacle detection to ensure 

complete safety of the patient regardless of the terrain. The paper discusses the various modules present in the wheelchair, 

elaborates upon the algorithm used for input detection and calculation, and finally, the implementation of each module. 

Lastly, the paper enlists comparisons between existing smart wheelchair models and the proposed model and lists out its 

strengths, weaknesses and states its findings from the proposed system’s results. A sector of physically challenged people 

finds it very difficult to use traditional wheel chairs. Researchers have been working on computer-controlled chairs which 

utilize sensors and quick control algorithms to minimize the level of human intervention. This paper is based on a design 

that aids the voice activation system for physically disabled people by in corporating manual operation. Arduino 

microcontroller and voice recognition have been used to support the movement of the wheelchair. The wheelchair does 

not respond to an incorrect speech command. Depending on the direction given through voice and gesture, the Arduino 

controls the wheelchair directions. Ultrasonic sensors are used to detect obstacles. The prototype is designed in such a 

way that it can be used independently and efficiently with less effort. It saves time, reduces cost and energy of the users. 

 

Keywords: Arduino microcontroller; Ultrasonic sensorHC-SR04; ESP32Cam; Motor Driver L293D; Voice activation 

system. 
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Abstract: This paper proposes a Smart Headgear which is based on Internet of Things(IOT). The proposed Headgear 

utilizes Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices and managed by cloud platform. Parents are particularly concerned when it 

comes to the safety of their child while riding a two-wheeler. Also, they want to know whether their kid is driving properly 

or not. The project aims to solve these problems. The project has two units, the helmet unit (HU) and a motorbike unit 

(MU). Here both unit communicate via NodeMCU microcontroller. The helmet unit has sensors to determine the alcohol 

content in breath of the rider, and the intensity of vibration. The IR sensor is used to determine whether the rider has worn 

the helmet or not. Here we are using Thing Speak cloud platform for graphical representation of Alcohol consumption 

rate of motorbike rider. 

 

Keywords: Internet-of-Things (IoT), NodeMCU, ThingSpeak, Alcohol sensor, IR sensor, Vibration sensor etc 
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Abstract: In this paper, a novel smart distribution board for low-voltage residential System is proposed, using solid-state 
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circuit breaker as the protection device for faster switching operations. The solid-state breaker works with a bi-directional 

SCR switch along with a low-cost ESP8266 module micro-controller for intelligent control to interrupt extreme currents 

faster. Smart Distribution board is integrated with IoT based real-time monitoring of current, power and energy of each 

of the sub-circuits and the user is intimated of any abnormal operation in the sub-circuits, providing scope for better 

energy management. Home automation at the distribution board makes it convenient and user-friendly. Smart distribution 

board is self-reliant, self-healing, user-friendly and always connected to the user. Hardware setup of the distribution board 

was developed using solid-state relay as the breaker to validate the working of IoT based real-time monitoring and home 

automation system. The performance of the SSCB in the smart distribution board is evaluated using MATLAB Simulink 

software. 

 

Keywords: solid state circuit breaker, single stage, Iot real monitoring, Simulink. 
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Abstract: As the demand for electric vehicles grows, the battery's energy utilization must become more efficient in order 

to attain the maximum range on a single charge. The effective use of super capacitor in this study is discussed. Permanent 

magnet synchronous motored electric vehicles drive is examined. For motoring and braking action, PMSM are speed 

regulated. The simulated state of charge results in the performance of the battery with and without the use of a super 

capacitor is compared. 

 

Keywords - Regenerative braking, Permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) drive, Super capacitors, Electric 

vehicle (EV), State of charge (SoC) 
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Abstract: Wireless charging is a type of charging method which uses an electromagnetic field to transfer energy through 

electromagnetic induction. Energy is transferred between devices (transmitter and receiver) through the process of mutual 

induction. Power from solar is given as input to transmitter inductive coil, the receiver inductive coil receives the power 

and converts it into electric current to charge the battery. Keywords—Wireless charging; Inductive coupling. 

 

Keywords:- Wireless charging; Inductive coupling. 
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Abstract: The modern area trend technology completely depends on the continuous power supply and the economic 

growth of the nation is completely depending upon the availability of the power supply. To achieve these parameters like 

voltage, current and frequency of the power system should be attracted values, because of remote generation, transmission 

and distribution we are failing to receive the reliable power. In view of this we are proposing intelligent uninterruptible 

power supplies (UPS) for smart grid to achieve the sustainable energy which operates in multi-functional modular, 

intelligent UPS system for smart grid consists of four identical H-bridge converters. The intelligent UPS controlling is 

achieved with the help of SPWM techniques, also not only can realize all the basic functions of the traditional on-line 

UPS system, but also can gives pictorial path for the cyclic use of the electrical power between the power grid and storage 

battery. In the proposed system also we can easily interface the renewable energy sources in order to achieve the 

sustainable energy. Moreover, due to the modular design, it can easily operate in any power converters mode for any 

applications. The configuration and working principle of the proposed IUPS system are analyzed, and controlling is 

achieved by designing and modelling of intelligent UPS system and results are verified with the help of MAT 

LAB/Simulink. 

 

Keywords:  Sinusoidal PWM (SPWM), Intelligent UPS, Sustainable Energy 
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Abstract:The project is designed to provide low voltage start to Induction Motor which is achieved by using star to delta 

conversion. Star/Delta starters are probably the most common reduced voltage starters in the 50Hz industrial motor world. 

Star Delta Starter is used to reduce the staring current and starting torque. 
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Abstract: Solar power is the fastest growing means of renewable energy. The project is designed and implemented using 

simple dual axis solar tracker system. In order to maximize energy generation from sun, it is necessary to introduce solar 

tracking systems into solar power systems. A dual-axis tracker can increase energy by tracking sun rays from switching 

solar panel in various directions. This solar panel can rotate in all directions. This dual axis solar tracker project can also 

be used to sense weather, and it will be displayed on LCD. This system is powered by Arduino, consists of servo motor, 

stepper motor, rain drop sensor, temperature and humidity sensor and LCD. 
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Keywords:  Arduino UNO, Servo motor, Solar Panel, LCD Display, Weather Sensor 
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Abstract: The aim of the project was to identify druggable targets of dengue virus and find their suitable inhibitors. 

Dengue fever is a disease caused by the Single-stranded RNA flavivirus. It is spread by Aedes Mosquitoes and is endemic 

to the tropical regions. The virus circulates as four immunologically distinct serotypes. Despite this diversity dengue fever 

is normally characterized by similar symptoms: fever, joint pain and vascular leakage. It is a fast-emerging epidemic 

prone viral disease caused by dengue virus serotypes. The protein 1R6A was identified by us as a suitable drug target for 

dengue virus. There were currently two inhibitors for 1R6A i.e, SAH(S-ADENOSYL-L-HOMOCYSTEINE) and RVP 

(RIBAVIRIN MONOPHOSPHATE).Molecular docking was performed with both the inhibitors using auto dock. Results 

of molecular docking were compared and it was found that RVP is a better inhibitor for 1R6A than SAH. 

 

Keywords: Dengue fever, SAH S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine), RVP (ribavirin monophosphate), 1R6A, flavivirus. 
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Abstract: The study is based on the severity of Corona virus in various countries and its similarity with other viruses. 

The spike protein ofSARS-CoV-2 plays a key role in receptor recognition and fusion process of cell membrane process. 

The docking server Haddock wasused for High Ambiguity Driven protein-protein docking, where the light and heavy 

chains of antibodies were cleaved and was dockedagainst the spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2. Based on the best 

interactions and energy scores, the most suitable structure was considered. It was observed that there were interactions 

between the protein chains of the receptors of covid spike and protein chainsof Antibodies of both chikungunya and 

dengue at various interaction sites which are A- Tyr: 95 interacts with Asn: 101, B- Lys: 152interacts with His:117, C- 

Cys: 298 interacts with Gly:8,D- Gln: 3 interacts with Asn:134, E- Val: 2 interacts with Asn:134, F- His:219 interacts 

with Glu: 49, G- Gln: 155 interacts with Leu:116,H- Asp: 266 interacts with Ser: 25 and I- His: 117 interacts withGly:170 

for Chikengunya and A- Glu: 119 interacts with Gln: 106, B- Phe: 121 interacts with Gly: 8, C- Thr: 109 interacts with 

Glu:119,D- Thr: 108 interacts with Glu:119 and, E- Val:80 interacts with Tyr:9 for Dengue, there were H-bonds and Salt 

bridges observedbetween the proteins. 

 

Keywords: Corona virus, receptor, SARS-CoV-2, spike proteins, in-silico study 
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Abstract: Rabies is a serious zoonosis caused by rabies virus (RABV) of the genus Lyssavirus; andimmunotherapy 

is now the only approved, effective method for post-exposure prophylaxisagainst rabies in humans, whereas an 

effective antiviral therapy is still unavailable if the centralnervous system is invaded. Phosphoprotein (P) is known 

to play pivotal roles in the life cycle ofRABV and has been regarded as a prime target for inhibitors of viral 

replication. This study aimed to carry out intracellular administration of a kind of P-binding peptide for 

RABVinhibition. A group of reported P-binding peptides were focused on for activity improvement byquantitative 

structure–activity relationship (QSAR) method, and then were mediated by cellpenetrating peptide (CPP) for 

intracellular activity evaluation. The QSAR models had goodperformance in reliability and predictability (R2 ≥ 

0.852, Q2 ≥ 0.601, Qext 2 ≥ 0.595), and thepeptide screened by partial least squares (PLS) QSAR model (R2= 

0.994, Q2 = 0.937, Qext2= 0.981) exhibited even higher antiviral activity when it wasdelivered into the cells by 

CPP. Above all, this study provided an effective way for developmentof peptide drug against RABV. 

 

Keywords: Rabies, RABV, QSAR model 
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Abstract: Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a life-threatening autosomal recessive genetic illness that affects the lungs, digestive 

system, and other bodily organs. The condition is caused by a mutation in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance 

regulator (CFTR), a chloride-conducting transmembrane channel that regulates anion transport and mucociliary clearance 

in the airways. No effective curative options exist for the treatment of Cystic fibrosis. The available drugs exhibit low 

therapeutic index and can only ease symptoms and reduce complications associated with it. This study aims to evaluate 

the effectiveness and interactions of one such FDA approved drug called Lumacaftor by in silico studies. The interaction 

between NBD1 and Lumacaftor reveals that Lumacaftor acts as a chaperone during protein folding and increases the 

number of CFTR protein that are trafficked to the cell surface. On the basis of molecular docking studies, the binding 

affinity of Lumacaftor towards NBD1 is found to be -9.2 Kcal/mol by this it could be concluded that Lumacaftor could 

effectively be used in reduction of complications associate with cystic fibrosis. 

 

Keywords: Cystic fibrosis, CFTR, Lumacaftor, lung disease, Insilico, NBD1. 
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Abstract: A virulence (avr) genes are the genes that contribute to the pathogenicity of the Xanthomonas species causing 

a variety of diseases including bacterial blight, angular leaf spots etc., Thephylogenetic analysis of 20 Xanthomonas 

species revealed a phylogram where the X. arboricolar and X. vasicola were the most ancestral species, there were a five 

cladeclassification with high bootstrap values. It also showed the base substitution of 20 basesbetween all the species 

indicating the conservation of bases in the avirulence genes despite evolution. Comparative genomics of the pan genome 

of five Xanthomonas species, X. campestris, X. citri, X. oryzae, X. translucens, and X. vasicola showed the conserved 

and unconserved GC content in the organisms with respect to the evolutionary process. 

 

Keywords: Avirulence genes, Xanthomonas, evolution, pathogenicity. 
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Abstract: Cystic echinococcosis and human cysticercosis have recently been included in the list of “neglected tropical 

Diseases” by the World Health Organization (WHO). Both are zoonoseswhich are prevalent throughout the World and 

lead to considerable mortality, morbidity, andeconomic losses as well. This review deals with the Disease burden of these 

two neglectedcestode infections. Diagnostic modalities with their specific advantages and disadvantages have also been 

discussed. Recent developments in immunodiagnostic assays for the twoDiseases have been dealt with. Various control 

strategies including the use of veterinary vaccines have been highlighted. Dogs and cats become infected with tapeworms 

by ingestingintermediate hosts that contain Encysted juvenile tapeworms called larvae. The dog or cat issaid to be the 

definitive host because it shelters. The sexually reproductive, egg-producing stageof the tapeworm. The intermediate 

hosts, which are vertebrates. In the case of Taenia and Mesocestoides and insects in the case of Dipylidium and 

Hymenolepis, become Infected by ingesting unhatched but infective tapeworm eggs discharged in the feces of the dog or 

cat. TheRelatively less common Diphyllobothrium and Spirometra tapeworms discharge eggs that are undeveloped when 

passed in the feces and must fall into water to undergo development to the coracidium stage. Diphyllobothrium and 

Spirometra may have two or three aquatic intermediate hosts in series. The first of these, a copepod, ingests the free-

swimming coracidium or ciliated oncosphere that has hatched from the egg. 

 

Keywords: Taenia saginata, Bovine cysticercosis, Beef tapeworm, Cestode 
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Abstract: Huntington's disease is a neurodegenerative disease caused by a CAG repeat in the first exon of the HTT 

(Huntington) gene, which results in an abnormal Htt protein with enlarged polyglutamine strands of variablelength that 

stick together to form aggregates and is toxic to the brain, causing brain damage. The HTT gene controls the production 

of a protein known as Huntington (Htt). Although its specific function is uncertain, itappears to play a crucial role in 

brain nerve cells (neurons) and is required for proper development prior tobirth. Although complete restoration of brain 

damage is not yet achievable, peptide treatment may be able tohelp. This research is focused on peptide-based treatment 

for Huntington's disease, including polyQ and non-polyQ peptides such as QBP1, P42, ED11, and BIP. These peptides 

(QBP1 and p42) prevent aggregation bytargeting the N terminal of Htt protein, whereas ED11 targets caspase 6. Proteins 

such as caspase 3, calpain, and p42 peptide attach to the Htt protein. QBP1 interacts to additional locations in the N 

terminal region of Htt protein, while p42 binds to 480 to 502 residues. A variety of bioinformatic tools were 

employedanddatabases in this study, including NCBI, PDB, SWISSMODEL, CABS Dock, and Procheck, to identify 

the protein of interest, model and validate it, and then dock it with the selected therapeutic peptides. The dockedpeptides 

with the lowest energy values were tabulated, and the best docked peptide was chosen again based onthe lowest energy 

value. 

 

Keywords: Huntington’s disease, Htt protein, peptide therapy, polyQ disease. 
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Abstract: Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the most common type of heart disease. It is the leading cause of death in 

the United States in both men and women. CAD happens when the arteries that supply blood to heart muscle become 

hardened and narrowed. This is due to the build-up of cholesterol and other material, called plaque, on their inner walls. 

This build-up is called atherosclerosis. As it grows, less blood can flow through the arteries. As a result, the heart muscle 

can't get the blood or oxygen it needs. This can lead to chest pain (angina) or a heart attack. Most heart attacks happen 

when a blood clot suddenly cuts off the hearts' blood supply, causing permanent heart damage. Over time, CAD can also 

weaken the heart muscle and contribute to heart failure and arrhythmias. Heart failure means the heart can't pump blood 

well to the rest of the body. Arrhythmias are changes in the normal beating rhythm of the heart. Stem cell transplantation 

is emerging as a new treatment option. Stem cells are capable to reach and settle down at damaged cardiac tissue. This 

stem cell option also repairs the myocardial infarction area in heart or vascular territories and ultimately reduces the 

infarct-related mortality. We are expecting to know the similarity between human and animal models such as rat, mouse 

and chick by constructing a phylogenetic tree by considering MUSCLE database as a tool. Then to know the percentage 

identity between human and animal models we use EMBOSS Needle as a tool. 

 

Keywords: CAD, Myocardial infarction, Stem cell therapy, phylogenetic tree, Muscle, 

Percentage identity, EMBOSS Needle. 
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Abstract: Background: Trichuriasis (Whipworm infection) is the third most common soil transmitted helminthic 

diseasethat affects millions of people worldwide which includes the poorest and deprived communities. The highest 

rateof infection occurs in children of age 5-15 years and also in pregnant women. Trichuriasis is a common 

humaninfection caused by the intestinal nematode Trichuris trichiura and it has been reported that tubulin beta chain 

protein of these worms serves as an important drug target to inhibit their growth and development. The present study 

aims to identify bioactive compounds which can be used as natural inhibitors of Trichuriasis by targeting Tubulin beta 

chain protein in them and also performing comparative studies with the standard drug Albendazole. Methods: A total of 

3 bioactive compounds were screened for their absorption, distribution, metabolism, extraction and toxicity (ADMET) 

properties, and comparative docking along with drug albendazole which isproved to bind to tubulin beta chain of 

roundworms. Insilico molecular docking was performed using Autodock and one bioactive compound was found to 

have better binding affinity than albendazole and interaction betweenligand and protein was visualized using Bio via 

Discovery Studio. Results: Based on binding affinity and ADMET properties. Isowighteone was found to have better 

binding affinity than Albendazole and was selected as the bestlead molecule. Conclusion: This study suggests that 

Isowighteone and other potent bioactive compounds such as Isorhapontigenin and Scutell are in tetramethyl ether have 

promising antihelmenthic properties and can be used asnatural inhibitors of tubulin beta chain of Trichuriasis causing 

organisms. 

 

Keywords: Albendazole, Trichuriasis, whipworm infection, Trichuris trichuria, Soil transmitted helminths, 

Autodock, ADMET. 
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Abstract: Cancer is one of the most leading causes of death and a major public health problem, universally. According 

to accumulated data, every year, approximately 8.5 million people die because of the lethality of cancer. It is caused by 

a series of alterations in genome and epigenome mostly resulting in activation of oncogenes or inactivation of cancer 

suppressor genes. However due to their several limitations, including toxicity, high cost and adverse effectsthese therapies 

did not improve. However, many gene editing techniques are recently introducedwhich make modifications in gene. 

These modifications include DNA sequence knockout, insertion, fixed-point mutation, and combinatorial editing, and 

they enable the systematic studyof gene function and regulatory elements. The inhibition of MDM2-p53 interaction 

presents anappealing therapeutic strategy for the treatment of cancer. The most widely studied tumor suppressor is p53 

and nearly sixty-thousand articles have been published in the past thirty-threeyears since its discovery. These inhibitors 

can be used for the treatment of cancer thatparticularly targets the P53 MDM2d condition, where it leads to p53 

degradation which in turnresults in inhibition of Apoptosis. The conclusion of all the inhibitors that we have used 

forcomparing and docking give a good binding conformation. There is very less difference in theirbinding energies and 

the interactions are slightly similar between the residues to that of the co-crystal structure of P53-MDM2. 

 

Keywords: Cancer, Gene editing techniques, Gene therapy, Cancer suppressor, p53 degradation. 
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Abstract: The microbiota in the human gut is a complex ecosystem that is now recognised as a critical component of GI 

tract homeostasis. In the host&#39; nutrition metabolism, xenobiotic and drug metabolism, gut mucosal barrier structural 

integrity, immunomodulation, and pathogen defence, the normal gut microbiota plays a key role. The correct gut flora is 

influenced by a number of factors. In the gut, there are many unfriendly microorganisms that are likely to create problems, 

some of which will be investigated in our research. Despite the fact that human gut microbiomes vary widely, family 

members are often found to have more similar microbiotas than unrelated individuals. Human β- glucuronidase is a type 

of glucuronidase (a member of glycosidase Family that catalyzes the hydrolysis of β-D-glucuronic acid residues from the 

non-reducing end of mucopolysaccharides (also referred to as glycosaminoglycans) such as heparan sulphate. The 

body&#39; ability to detoxify both natural hormones and environmental toxins is harmed by high amounts of beta 

glucuronidase. People with high beta glucuronidase levels in their faeces may have a higher risk of breast and colon 

cancer. We will be studying Beta Glucuronidase enzyme in Homo sapiens, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Escherichia coli, 

Clostridium perfringens. We will be comparing sequence similarities between Homo sapiens and other considered 

species. While the three bacteria, which are the inhabitants of the human gut will be used to construct a cladogram 

(phylogenetic tree). 

 

Keywords: Gut microbiota, Gut heath, Beta glucuronidase, Cancer, Comparative study 
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Abstract: Resistance profile of bacteria to different kinds of antibiotics is an increasing global threat. The major factors 

responsible for the emergence and spread of infections are the over usage of antibiotics in human and veterinary 

medicines. The antibacterial activity of Silver Nanoparticles (AgNPs) against non-MDR bacteria have been proved in the 

recent studies. The current study aims to synthesize and characterize AgNPs from the dietary, non-toxic, eco-friendly 

biological source such as pasteurized cow’s milk. The presence of AgNPs can be confirmed by UV-VIS spectroscopy, 

FTIR and X-ray diffraction. The surface morphology of AgNPs can be elucidated by SEM and TEM analysis. The 

research also aims to study the antibiotic sensitivity test using different assays and to study the mechanism of action of 

antibacterial activity of AgNPs against disease causing bacteria. 

 

Keywords:AgNPs, FTIR, X-ray Diffraction, SEM, TEM, Antibiotic sensitivity test. 
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Abstract: Protease inhibitors have shown to be an interesting group of molecules from the viewpoint of the modulation 

of physiological and pathological functions. There have been numerous studies regarding their anti-cancerous properties. 

A comparative protease inhibitor activity was conducted using few medicinal plant sources such as Tinospora cordifolia 

leaves, stem, Cascabelathevetia stem and leaves, Methi(Trigonella foenum-graecum) seed sprout extracts as well as 

microbial samples (Acenitobactervinetianus and Streptomyces sp.) against the protease trypsin, which was assayed against 

a protein substrate, casein, using a UV Spectrophotometer based methodology. Protease inhibitor from the best source, 

T. cordifolia stem buffer extract, was purified using Ammonium sulphate precipitation (40 % and 80%), and followed by 

dialysis. MTT-[3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide]- assay was performed to assess the 

cytotoxicity of the extracted protease inhibitor on human HepG2 (liver carcinoma) cell line. In conclusion, the PI from T. 

cordifolia stem buffer crude extract had highest PI activity (72%) with a cytotoxic activity of 13% and the T. cordifolia 

stem buffer extract partially purified by 80% ammonium sulphate precipitation had an increased protease inhibitory 

activity (with 83% inhibition) and enhanced cytotoxicity (with 47% inhibition of HepG2 cell proliferation). The PI from 

T. cordifolia stem had further demonstrated a wide range of pH and temperature stabilities indicating its suitability 

towards industrial applications. 

 

Key words: T. Cordifolia Stem, Ammonium Sulphate, Trypsin, PI Activity, Anticancer. 
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Abstract:A hybrid vehicle that combines an electric propulsion system with a traditional internalcombustion engine (ICE) 

system is known as a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) (hybrid vehicle drivetrain). The use of an electric powertrain aims to 

produce either higher performance or better fuel economy than a traditional car. There are various HEV kinds, and each 

one differs in how much it functions as an electric vehicle (EV). Regenerative brakes, which transform the vehicle & 

kinetic energy into electric energy and store it in a battery or supercapacitor, are one example of an efficiency-improving 

technology used in modern HEVs. Some HEV models turn an electrical generator with an internal combustion engine, 

which either recharges the vehicle & batteries or directly powers its electric drive motors. A motor-generator is the name 

for this set-up. What we are building is significantly different from previous HEVs in that the primary goal is to design 

and construct a two- wheeler hybrid vehicle with sporting qualities. HEV are often quite slow in speed, have low uphill 

climb rates, and are not sporty to drive. We used a 150CC bike for the ICE drive, which has a 2-4kw IPM motor powered 

by a 1-1.2 kw li-ion battery and delivers 17.8HP and 14.1Nm of torque with a mileage of 40-45kmpl. The frame will be 

adjusted to best suit the project& needs. Additionally, we will design the fairings to be UNIQUE. Both aerodynamics and 

high-quality fiber glass are required. After some trial-and-error testing, the engine will be tweaked for the performance 

we require. The combined output anticipated from this project includes all the HEV& benefits as well as the additional 

benefits of fast speed and extensive range that other HEVs do not have. 

 

Keywords: Designing, Mold making, Fiber glass, Hybrid, Electric, Internal combustion engine, Switchable, 

Exhaust, Lithium Ion Battery 
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Abstract:Search for an alternative fuel, which promises a harmonious correlation with sustainable development,energy 

conservation, efficiency and environmental preservation, has become highly pronounced in thepresent scenario. 

Vegetable oil’s physical and chemical properties are close enough to mineral diesel andmay be used as alternative to 

diesel, but long-term use of vegetable oils or their blends pose various operational and durability problems in the engine, 

and need to be modified (biodiesel). Characterization of the Neem-oil biodiesel thus produced is carried out and most of 

the important properties of biodiesel are found close to mineral diesel. Detailed engine tests (performance, emission and 

combustion investigations) with developed fuel on a medium duty transportation diesel engine have shown improved 

performance of Neem oil Biodiesel.20% biodiesel (B20) is found to be optimum Biodiesel blend and is selected for long-

term endurance test.Various tests conducted for assessing the physical condition of engine parts and lubricating oil 

tribological properties have shown lower wear, lower carbon deposits and less deterioration of lubricating oil for biodiesel 

fueled engine compared to mineral diesel fueled engine. Overall, use of biodiesel in biodiesel engines will not only 

enhance engine durability but also tackle the problem of fossil fuel depletion, energy security, environmental pollution 

and greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

Keywords: Emissions control, Sustainable, Energy Conservation, Pandemic effect, Global warming. 
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ABSTRACT: In the field of composite materials, the FRC composites comprise of single fiber is utilized from long time. 

These results would have showed up for restricted area. To defeat this, issue the utilization of another fiber is made. This 

brought about the type of hybrid composite. In this project Basalt and Glass fibers are used as hybrid composites. The 

characterizations of both the fibers are discussed here. Epoxy resin is used as a matrix material and K-6 hardener used a 

binder for this hybrid composite. Addition of filler particles to the composite materials is improved the performance of 

composite. In this work Aluminum Oxide (Alumina) used as filler particles. The term tribology deals with the design, 

friction, wear and lubrication of interacting surfaces in relative motion. Polymer composite materials have been used 

increasingly for such tribological applications in recent years. Many developments of new polymer composites have 

incorporated nano fillers as reinforcing agents, resulting in the term “polymeric nano composites”. In fact, it has been 

demonstrated that these fillers of small dimension can also result in remarkable improvement in the friction and wear 

properties. A growing need for materials with good tribological and mechanical properties led to prepare, characterize 

and measure wear, hardness and impact properties of epoxy (EP) with different weight percentage of Al2O3 nano 

particles. This means that the nano-Al2O3 can have positive effects to some extent. 

 

Keyword: Composites, Nano, Hybrid, 
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Abstract:- Vehicles battery usually drains when the vehicles is kept rest for longer time. This is due to the ground terminal 

connected to the metal, which allows Some charges flow to the metal though vehicle is off. This flow of charges to the 

metal drains Battery gradually, thus decreases the life span of battery, by conducting various research & analysis to avoid 

this Problem, as a Solution we got, Disconnecting between the ground and metal, flow of charges can be Stopped when 

vehicle is off, and connecting them back when needed. By using electrical component relay (Graded 200 Amp dc to dc) 

which acts as a switch between the ground and metal, we use RF module [Radio frequency module] to control the relay. 

Which is operated by remote, Handling this is User friendly and Convenient. As a result life span of Battery is increased. 

 

Keywords: Battery drain management, cutout relay rf module, battery lifespan increase. 
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ABSTRACT: The sum of shortest distance between a vertex 𝑢 from all other vertices of a graph 𝐺 is called status of the 

vertex 𝑢 and is denoted by 𝜎(𝑢). In this article, we introduce a new polynomial called Status Polynomial of a Graph. We 

denote this new Graph Polynomial by 𝑃𝜎 (𝐺: 𝑥, 𝑦) or 𝑆(𝐺: 𝑥, 𝑦) and we define it as 𝑃𝜎 (𝐺: 𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑆(𝐺: 𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 

𝜎𝑖𝑗(𝐺)𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑗𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛≤𝑖≤𝑗≤𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 where, 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the minimum and maximum of the status of the vertices and 𝜎𝑖𝑗(𝐺) is 

the total number of edges with end vertices 𝑢 and 𝑣 with (𝜎(𝑢), 𝜎(𝑣)) = (𝑖,𝑗). In this article, we find this new polynomial 

for some wheel-based graphs namely Wheel Graph, Gear Graph, Helm Graph, Flower Graph and Sunflower Graph. 

 

Key words: Status, Status Polynomial, Wheel graph. 
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Abstract: A dominating set 𝐷 of a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉,𝐸) is a replaceable dominating set, if 𝑉 − 𝐷 has a dominating set of 

cardinality |𝐷|. The replaceable domination number 𝛾𝑅(𝐺) is the minimum cardinality of a replaceable dominating set. 

The upper replaceable domination number Г𝑅 (𝐺) of 𝐺 is the maximum cardinality of a replaceable dominating set. In 

this paper, we investigate some bounds for 𝛾𝑅(𝐺) and its relationship with other known parameters. Also a Nordhaus 

Gaddum type result is obtained. 

 

Key Words: Domination number, Replaceable domination number. Mathematics Subject Classification: 05C69. 
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Abstract:In this paper, authors introduced countably gpα-Paracompact spaces and gpα-metacompact spaces and 
investigated several properties relating to them. Further, we studied subsets and subspaces of gpα1-paracompact 
spaces and discuss their properties. In the last section sequentially gpα-connected spaces and sequentially gpα-
connected components are introduced using gpα-open sets in topo- logical spaces. 

KeywordsandPhrases:paracompactspaces,gpα-paracompactspace,gpα-opensets,sequentiallygpα-
opensets. 
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Abstract: Chemical graph theory is used as a tool to analyse chemical compounds using graph theory as a mathematical 

model. In this field, bioactivity of the chemical compounds can be predicted using topological index. Honeycomb network 

represents benzenoid hydrocarbons in chemistry. In this article, studied chemical graph of honeycomb networks and 

obtain an explicit formula for some domination topological indices of the honeycomb networks which are helpful in 

studying the underlying topologies of these network. And given the graphical representation to analyse the variation of 

domination indices for considered structures. 

 

Key Words: molecular graph, topological index, domination in graphs. 
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Abstract: A binary soft function, which is defined on two initial universal sets with a fixed set of parameters, maps 

between two binary soft sets with the aid of three crisp functions. In this paper, we define a new class of binary soft 

functions, namely, binary soft contra-continuous, binary soft almost-continuous and binary soft almost contra-continuous 

functions. The properties of these binary soft functions are studied with proper examples and counterexamples. 
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Keywords: Binary soft set, binary soft topology, binary soft function. 
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SCHUR M - POWER CONVEXITY OF RELATED FUNCTION FOR HOLDERS’ INEQUALITY WITH 

APPLICATION 
1Chowdappa M R   2sreenivasa reddyperla, SJC Institute of Technology, Bengaluru 

Abstract: Using majorization inequality theory, we examined the Schur m power convexity of related function for 

Holders Inequality related function and establishing several applications 
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Abstract: The study aims to identify the types of training and development programs attended by faculty of Higher 

Education Institutions in Nagaland and to understand the student perception towards faculty performance based on 

different programs. The study employed a descriptive survey method and primary data was collected through structured 

questionnaires using five point Likert scale. Convenience sampling method was used for sample selection. The study 

examined the responses of 640 students of various Higher Education Institutions in Nagaland. The data obtained were 

analyzed using Descriptive Statistics and ANOVA. The study found that a majority of the faculty members of Higher 

Education Institutions in Nagaland had attended seminars, conferences, workshops, faculty development programs, and 

also presented papers in seminars, conferences, and symposiums.Further the result indicated no significant difference in 

the perception of students towards faculty performance based on different programs of Higher Education Institutions in 

Nagaland. 

Key Words – Development, Higher Education Institutions, Student Perception, Faculty Performance, Training 
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Abstract: The human resource (HR) department of any company is critical. It delivers competencies and technical 

abilities, which are crucial for any organization's long-term success, in addition to information. Organizations have 

traditionally struggled to assess the quality, status, and future prospects of their human resources. Traditionally, HR 
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evaluations were done by hand, which involved a great deal of subjectivity. However, as technology has progressed, the 

application of sophisticated data mining analytics techniques to HR data has given analytics a new shape, known as HR-

analytics. HR-analytics is already gaining traction as an innovative technique to supplement and later exploit HR for 

organisational gains. HR-analytics has primarily been used in the Western IT sector, but it is now making inroads into the 

Indian IT sector as well. As a result of the digital transformation of the company, employees are being pushed to gain 

new skills and abilities, as well as adapt their behaviour while interacting with others. HR analytics allows businesses to 

respond rapidly to questions that arise during the transition to a new business model. It is necessary to organise data 

collection on the company's employees and their actions. Employee records can now be found in a variety of places. 

Companies collect data on payroll, employee profiles, productivity, and so forth. Data from the corporate network, 

external social networks, ERP-systems, surveys, and the study of business communication tools can also be gathered. E-

mail metadata can now be analysed using new e-mail systems. Based on secondary data and conceptual study, this paper 

investigates the opportunities and Challenges of HR analytics. 

Keywords: HR analytics, opportunities, Challenges, Organization, Technology 
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Abstract: Objective of this research paper is to discuss and further establish a platform which creates opportunities and 

avenues for outsourcing Class II games development and IT support for casino gaming operators from India.Various 

viewpoints are considered for this project’s selection. In the crowded IT market space, finding a niche offering is a big 

challenge. Supporting Class II games development and IT support truly requires very specific skills.  Further, to make 

this project work seamlessly, different attributes and thoughts were considered to make it sustainable by incorporating 

several innovative, cutting-edge and latest technological ideas. This project also focuses on creating employment 

opportunities in India by insourcing work from North American Native Gaming companies, in-turn increasing the foreign 

exchange and contributing to India’s economic growth. Finally, this could be a case study for other IT services businesses 

to obtain such deals from other parts of the world and help the country socially and economically. The intent of this 

project is to identify niche areas of services delivery, create opportunity, obtain business, establish newer development 

setups, deliver quality software products from India, which in-turn recognizes India as a place which can deliver Class II 

gaming solution. 

Keywords:  Class II Games, Native Games, , Economic Growth, Foreign Exchange, Sustainable, Innovation, 

Cutting-Edge, Technological Ideas 
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ABSTRACT: The study is intended to determine the workers condition, work stress, frequency of absent, safety measures 

and promotions. The article consists of objectives, limitations, company profile, research methodology, findings, 

suggestions, and conclusions. The information needed for the research has been gathered from primary and secondary 

data. The objectives of the study are: To analysis the effect of absenteeism on employees productive at HICAL;  To 

identify the reason for employee absenteeism; To find the effect of job and working environment on absenteeism of the 

employee; To make suggestion if any, for the reduction of absenteeism.  The response given by the workers of the 

company is analysed and interpreted using different types of statistical tool like ANOVA. To increase the productivity 

and increase growth of the organization. The sample size of the article is 100 from the population. The questionnaire 

method as survey is used as a tool for collecting the primary data and also some information was collected by secondary 

data like  company website, journals so on. The questionnaire has been designed according to the objective of the study. 

Key Words: Employees, Absenteeism, Workloads, Incentives, Job Satisfaction. 
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Abstract: This study examines the level of employee participation in management decision making at software pro 

technologies private limited in Chikkaballapur. This study aimed to identify the different levels of satisfaction from 

employees to participate in decision making. Primary Data was collected through questionnaires from the organization. 

The data collected was analysed using the simple percentage method and ANOVA and correlation statistical tools were 

used analyses and to test hypothesis. The result revealed that the employee, participated in decision making. Employee 

should be trained to ensure that the qualification and experiences in the job reflects their position in decision making. This 

can be done through formal in the job within the organization. Employee participation influence organization decision 

making enhance services in the organization. Every organization has been public and private ensures that there must be 

employee participation, to ensure effective and efficient organization. Every industry is advising to create a strait forward 

understanding and notion of the concept of participative decision making to avoid conflict of interests among the 

employees and employers. 

Key words: Employee participation, decision making, services. 
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Abstract:  This study aims to know the effectiveness of the employee welfare facilities in Sri Krishna spinning and 

weaving mill; To identify the level of satisfaction among employees at Sri Krishna spinning and weaving mill with 

respective to the various welfare measure; To understand demographic profiles of the employees and its effect on their 

satisfaction in srikrishna spinning and weaving mill. The research instrument involved comprised of a questionnaire. A 

random sampling technique was used for this research. A total of 100 respondents responded valid questionnaires. 

Quantitative survey has been done which comprised of twenty questions. Data has been analysed using Percentage 

Analysis. The company provide proper welfare facilities for the employees of all the department. The overall welfare 

measures are accepted at moderate high-level hence, it can be accepted at high-level in the organization. 

Keywords: Employee Welfare Measures, Employee Satisfaction. 
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Abstract: Every organization needs to have well trained and experienced people to perform the activities that have to be 

done, it is necessary to raise the skill levels and increase the adaptability of employees. It is a learning process that involves 

the acquisition of knowledge, sharpening of skills, concepts, rules or changing of attitudes and behaviours’ to enhance 

the performance of employees. To link the training and training outcomes with the performance appraisal of the 

employees which will encourage to actively participate in the training programs and enhance their learnings in both 

existing and new technology/processes, etc. The objectives of this study are: To obtain employee feedback on the Skill 

Development Initiative; To identify the pros and cons involved in the Skill Development Initiative; To determine the 

effectiveness of the Skill Development Initiative. Descriptive Research design was used in this research. In this study 

random sampling method is adopted, the employees were questioned personally and data was collected. A sample size of 

100 employees was selected for the study. The sample is taken from the employees of Aircraft Division, Hindustan 

Aeronautics Limited. Data gathered were initially analyzed using MS Excel. Quantitative survey has been done which 

comprised of 14 questions and was measured by yes or no questions, with highly satisfied to dissatisfied and other set of 

Data was calculated with the help of percentage distribution of samples. 

Keywords: Skill Development, Training, Skill-gap. 
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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to find out the work life balance of employees and also suggestions to balance 

it. Work-life balance is about effectively managing the juggling act between paid work and the other activities that are 

important to people. It's not about saying that work is wrong or bad, but that work shouldn't completely crowd out the 

other things that matter to people like time with family, participation in community activities, voluntary work, personal 
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development, leisure and recreation. The 'right' balance is a very personal thing and will change for each person at different 

times of his or her lives 

Keywords: Work Related Stress, Health, Priorities of Employees. 
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Abstract: The paper is aimed to study based on the following research objectives; to find out customer relationship 

management in ford company, to find out measures of service quality and the relationship between delivery of goods and 

customer satisfaction. In this study used descriptive research design and stratified sampling method with a sample size of 

100 respondents, primary  and secondary data collection method were used and the questionnaires were close ended to 

enable the respondents to understand and answer them appropriately with ease.  The study revealed that the customer 

perception on delivery goods and services at ford company and a positive relationship between customer perception and 

sale of goods and services, research analysis and discussion was used to establish the relationship between customer 

perception and sale of goods. From the summary of the findings the following recommendations were made  such as, 

the  company should emphasize on customer satisfaction since it delivers the goods and services. Also the company 

should improve on the production scheduling procedure so that they can produce good quality products which are 

desirable to customers’ thus building trust to customers. 

Keywords: Descriptive research, data collection, research analysis and discussion. 
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Abstract: The main aim and objectives of the study is to analyse the employee’s health, safety and welfare measures of 

SAAB Engineering. The goal of the Labour Welfare Sector is to improve working conditions, maintain improved 

industrial relations, strictly enforce labour laws, and initiate welfare programmes for the benefit of commercial workers 

and their families. Industrial success is dependent on a happy workforce, and the relevance of labour welfare policies has 

long been acknowledged in this regard. The great bulk of India's labour force is working in the informal employment. 

The transient and self-employed nature of unorganized/informal employment distinguishes it. The goal of this study is to 

identify the method of employee welfare health and safety measures in order to extract the employee's viewpoint and 

opinion about their labour welfare health and safety measures.  The research involved contains of questionnaire. A random 

sampling technique were used for this research. In this total of 100 respondents responded valid questionnaire and data 

gathered were initially analysed using Excel. 

Keywords: Health, Labour and Safety measures 
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Abstract: The principle reason for study is to analyze and address the job satisfaction level of 

the employees towards Mayura Industries. The Data was collected from customers by using a structured Questionnaire. 

The customer perception is a long-term plan for achieving a company's goals by understanding the needs of customers 

and creating a distinct and sustainable competitive advantage. The Questionnaire was circulated among 100 Customers 

of the target population. The findings show the various opinions of customers towards Mayura industries in  terms of 

quality of products, price and post purchase behavior of the customer . The following study is done by using bar diagram 

which helps to understand the customer satisfaction and the study will give complete picture of quality of the products. 

Keywords: Customer Satisfaction ,Bar Diagrams 
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Abstract: The principle reason for study is to analyze and address the customer satisfaction towards Star Roofing 

Solutions Pvt Ltd Chintamani. The data was collected from customers by using a structured Questionnaire. The customer 

satisfaction is a long-term plan for achieving a company's goals by understanding the needs of customers and creating a 

distinct and sustainable competitive advantage. The Questionnaire was circulated among 80 Customers of the target 

population. The findings show the various opinions of customers towards star roofing products in terms of quality price 

and post purchase services. The following study is done by using bar diagram which helps to understand the customer 

satisfaction level. and the study will give clear picture of Customer notion towards roofing systems. 

Keywords: customer satisfaction ,bar diagrams 
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Abstract: A study on brand awareness towards spices and masala products with the special reference of MTR Pvt Ltd. 

This particular data is collected via using structured questionnaire. In order achieve a competitive advantage the 

perception would be a long term plan for achieving a company goals by understanding what is the need of customer and 

their wants towards a products. In order to know the customer opinion towards brand knowledge, consumer buying 

behavior product price, quality, quantity, number of question was sent to people around about the MTR spices and masala. 

Hence this study helps to know about the customer brand awareness towards the MTR product. The study will give 

complete picture of quality of the product. 

Keywords: customer brand awareness ,customer satisfaction. 
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Abstract:The study gives an overview of the Retail banking products offered at Banking industries, the security measure 

of the bank, guidelines by RBI, Negotiable Instruments ACT, recently launched government schemes, etc. Health of 

banking industry is one of the most important pre-conditions for sustained economic progress of any country. The 

objectives of the study are: To identify the awareness levels of customers towards services offered by HDFC; To suggest 

which bank provides better services in banking industry;.Toanalyse various services offered by banking industries. The 

research instrument involved contains of a questionnaire. A random sampling technique was used for this research. In 

this total of 100 respondents’ valid questionnaires. The collected data were initially analysed by using Excel. Quantitative 

survey has been measured on five rating scale like very high, high, medium, low and very low and another scale like very 

important, important, neutral. So, other set of data was calculated with help of percentage Analysis. 

Keywords: Banking industries, Customer expectation. 
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Abstract: The purpose of this communication is to address the management of human resources in the organizations. 

The aim is to discuss a range of issues that are likely to be applied in the management of human resources, such as 

management skills, organizational development, and administrational management (also known as payroll issues). 
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Reference is also made to some support tools for decision making as well as the coaching process in the management of 

human resources.  The methodology used is based on a personal reflection of two decades of professional experience in 

the management of organizations and human resources and on the bibliographic review on this subject.  We highlight the 

following main conclusions: the integration of management of human resources in the organizational strategy optimizes 

the entire process of organizational development, contributing to excellence. In this sense we emphasize the importance 

of the management of human resources being closely in collaboration and attuned to the administration, fact which will 

optimize the entire process, the management of human resources implies the managing of people as a resource (in its 

more technical and economistic way) without running out of it and it is also essential to see people as individuals (humans) 

with their values, beliefs, identities, attitudes and behaviors, despite these evidences most organizations continue to focus 

their practice on the operationalization of people as a mere resource, being it important to investigate and discuss the 

reasons that underlie this misconception. 

Keywords : Organizations, Organizational development, Management skills, Human Resources. 
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Abstract: This study focuses on buying behavior of customers. The data collected in this research is primary data and 

secondary data. The primary data is collected through mode of questionnaire. The sample size of research is 100. The 

research gives information about the customer buying behavior of Eswar Enterprises of timber products. The Secondary 

data based on past researches conducted by resesrchers has been used for this study and different research papers have 

been review to make this study successful. The study includes almost all the factors that are necessary to study the 

customer buying behavior of timber products. 

Keywords: Buying Behaviour. Customers. 
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Abstract:  The paper aims to identify the relation between spatial concentration of retail store design and customers’ 

mind setup. How a retail store design puts effect on customer’s mind. 

The novel layout of MBT Hypermart is associated with new technology and used well and advanced equipment’s. In this 

paper we study about the components required for design and layout of a retail store. Here we discussed about physical 

factors like light, equipment etc. affect to make a good store design of MBT Hypermart. The objectives of this study are; 

To study the impact of retail store design & layout on customer mind setup; To identify the factors affecting the better 
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store design; To determine the components of retail layout. The research instrument involved contains of a questionnaire. 

A random sampling technique was used for this research. In this total of 100 respondents’ valid questionnaires. The 

collected data were initially analysed by using Excel. Quantitative survey has been measured on five rating scale like very 

high, high, medium, low and very low and another scale like very important, important, neutral. So, other set of data was 

calculated with help of percentage Analysis. 

Keywords: retail layout, store design 
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Abstract: It is very true that “Customers are king of the market”. Without a customer, a shop, a market or a business is 

nothing. So, it is very important to take care of consumer’s satisfaction. As per the topic of the report, it talks about the 

impact of customer satisfaction with references inbound calls at EXIBCASH GLOBAL. According to survey, it is found 

that behavior of the costumer’s changes according to various scenario and impact customer satisfaction with references 

inbound calls. The objective of the study is to find the impact of customer satisfaction with references to inbound calls, 

study the satisfaction level of consumers at EBIXCASH GLOBAL. 

Descriptive Research design was used in this research. In this study random sampling method is adopted, the customers 

were questioned personally and data was collected. A sample size of “100” customers was selected for the study. The 

sample is taken from the customers of EBIXCASH GLOBAL. Data gathered were initially analyzed using SPSS. 

Quantitative survey has been done which comprised of 15 questions and was measured by yes or no questions, with 

strongly agree to disagree distribution of samples. The finding of the research was, that most of consumers would satisfy 

by the inbound calls. 

Keyword: Inbound Calls, Customer Satisfaction, Descriptive Research. 
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Abstract: InMobi, a mobile advertising company, considered one of India's first unicorns, has launched a new product 

called Miip. InMobi hopes that the product will grow its revenue eight times by 2023. Visually identified by a mascot, 

Miip seeks to reimagine adverting by becoming a user's trusted companion on the mobile phone, introducing them to 

new, relevant products, much as a friend would. As the CEO and co-founder Naveen Tewari introduces the product in 

China, he wonders if the product will be as successful as InMobi anticipates. In this year’s Mobile Marketing Handbook, 
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we examine the year that was and discuss key trends that will influence marketing strategies for years to come. Consumer 

behavior changed as they spent more time indoors. This rapid shift has not gone unnoticed by marketers across the region, 

with several brands now focusing on their Mobile Marketing Maturity (3M).  The objectives of the study are: To identify 

global advertising platform that aims to make mobile ads more user-friendly and less intrusive and impersonal; To focused 

on improving video advertising, adding artificial intelligence, as well as working on mobile remarketing and preventing 

ad fraud. The research instrument involved contains of a questionnaire. A random sampling technique was used for this 

research. In this total of 100 respondents responded valid questionnaires? Data gathered were initially analyzed using 

Advanced Excel. Quantitative survey has been done which comprised of five questions and was measured on four points 

like scale rating from Very High to Very Low and another four questions with High satisfied to Very dissatisfied and 

other set of Data was calculated with the help of percentage Analysis and Weighted average methods. The overall business 

to business marketing strategies is learnt at a higher level. And the strategies used in the organization to approach the 

clients in the market. 

Keywords: Mobile App, Advertising, Applications and Software, Globalization, Digital Marketing; Advertising 

Industry 
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Abstract :IIFL LTD is India’s stock broking public sector company which is established in the year 1995. Since its 

emergence it is considered to be the growing stock broking company. As the investors are increasing in trading it is 

becoming more competitive in the market hence IIFL LTD must need to restructure and diversify its level of operations 

for meeting the competitive needs of consumers in the field of stock markets. The IIFL must need to examine the 

awareness, its utility and the needs of the Indian investors in the so called context of global competition. IIFL is one of 

the leading players in the field of stock broking arena desires a study on the needs of the investors, their satisfaction level 

and also dissatisfaction level and this is the main reason to switch to other company’s product. The main aim of the project 

is to analyse the level of Financial Performance of India Infoline Ltd and analyse the variation in firms financial reports 

of IIFL and also study the diversification of their profits for future growth. The descriptive study was conducted with the 

annual reports. The ratio analysis is been done by using the balance sheet of the company during the 2013-2017.The result 

shows that there is positive and significant for their growth from year to year. 

Keywords: Financial Performance,  Service Sector. 
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Abstract: This project main aim is to analyse the issues facing by SBI bank in form of Fluctuating deposits and high rate 

of interest on lending money. For developing this project, we uses collect some review of literature to evaluate the issues. 

So, we use descriptive methodology, convenience sample technique, 105 sample size and close ended question collected 

it will help to draft a clear picture to the project. Secondary data collected by bank which is related to rate of interest, 

eligible criteria. From this project we got know that by every deposit are increased in SBI. We got know that here is most 

of the SBI customers are satisfied with the banking services. Here we got know that more than 40% of people are out 105 

people are already taken the loans and advances from the various banks and they are already aware about the information. 

If bank will give low rate of interest to agriculture it will help to increase the nation GDP. Developing country like India 

major population adopted to agricultural activities, agriculture contribute 17% of total GDP. 

Keywords: loans and advances, deposits, Gross domestic product (GDP) 
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Abstract: This paper aims to evaluate the aims and methods of awarenss, and the difficulties encountered in the brand 

awareness process. The paper uses a review of the literature to evaluate the development of brand and argues that the 

critical area of line management development that was identified as a critical success factor in awareness has been ignored 

in the later literature evaluating the effectiveness of brand awareness. Majority of the 55% respondents are females and 

only 45% of the respondents are males. Majority of 33% respondents comes under the age group 40 years and above and 

only 20% of the respondents age group is 31 to 40 years.Efforts has been made to make report all accompanying, however 

they might be partial coverage of certain aspects or importance not given in view of the constraints. Company should 

widen the area of dealers by appointing more number of dealers and the building outlook should be designed in such a 

way that it attracts the prospective customers. This research has evaluated the current increases in using brand awareness 

and the changes in focus from awareness to brand management. The paper adds value to the existing body of knowledge 

and offers insights for practitioners and researchers. 

Keywords: Brand awareness , Brand  realization, apprehension, organisational consciousness 
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Abstract: This paper aims to evaluate the aims and methods of Cost, and the difficulties encountered in the Fund flow 

process. The paper uses a review of the literature of Fund flow statement that provides the information how the funds 

have been obtained from different sources and the fund flow statement is a statement of sources and application of funds 

is a technical device designed to analyze the changes in the financial condition of a business enterprise between two dates. 

The solvency ratio is showing a weakening drift over the considered financial years.The capital gearing ratio is 

diminishing year on year for the considered financial years 2019-20,2020-21 and 2021-22.The company is at a high 

financial risk with its debt compared to equity.The company is maintaining a balanced solvency by having assets equal 

to liabilities. The Study is limited to cover the annual reports for a period of only three years.Time constraint is one of the 

major limitations. The capital gearing ratio is drifting, thereby company needs to concentrate on increasing net worth.The 

company is at financial risk with increased fixed commitment securities, thereby organization has to concentrate on 

reducing the commitments. The company has good financial health in terms of its long term loans but has increased 

current liabilities. The company’s strategy for profits to its shareholders is promising by increased EPA year on year. 

Keywords: Fund Flow Statement ,Statement of Sources and Application of Fund, Budgets 
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Abstract: The principle reason for study is to Analyze and decide the customer perception and quality profile towards 

trio apparels . The paper was used to identify and re-define the problems and proposed solutions, collect, maintain, and 

analyze evidence, draw conclusions, and finally test the results. Design the project, but also provide us with the necessary 

skills in resource collection and organisation. Structured questionnaires are data collection tools. The questionnaire can 

be either open-ended or closed-ended .More number of the respondents will like to purchase the clothes from Trio apparels 

and most of the respondents will like to buy semi-formal clothes. Then the quality of the clothes is very good, and they 

will come up with new design and patterns. Majority of the respondents will give suggestions to buy the clothes from the 

trio apparels. Data collected by the respondents may be biased. This technique involves preparing a set of survey for 

marketing team. The use and design of performance pay in public and private services linked to the customer perception 

and quality profile.  To examine customer purchasing habit and to make recommendation to Trio apparels on how to 

boost the sales. It determines consumer satisfaction level. 

Keywords :Customer perception, quality of the clothes, marketing performance, questionnaire and management 

performance. 
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Abstract: This paper aims to evaluate & process of identifying the strengths and weakness of the firm. As well as to 

know the current position of the organisation. The paper uses a review of 

resultsofthestudyconsistsofaninvestigationoftheperformance. This comparative statement, trend analysis, and ratio 

analysis are the main 

methodsusedinthisstudy.Financialperformanceanalysisistheprocessofdeterminingacompany'sfinancialstrengthsandweak

nessesbyproperlydefiningtherelationshipbetweenthebalancesheetand income statement items. This paper finds the 

relationship between current assets from its current liabilities and how they affected into overall organisation output. 

Technically analyzed, trend analysis helps in predicting the future program of stock on 

thebasisofoldorpastdata.Ittakesthebaseofhappeningsofpriorperiod,andtoforeseefuture. The use and design of financial 

performance analysis in all type of sectors. This Would help them to better understanding of overall performance and 

what are the causes and affect to organisation. To examine overall performance of organisation and give best practices 

by various financial tools like ratio analysis and trend analysis. This would help to boost the organisation effectiveness. 

Keywords: Performance analysis, Trend analysis, Future forecast, Current position. 
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Abstract: This project main aim is to analyse the issues facing by Amazon warehouse in the form of customer perception 

towards delivery of goods and services in the Amazon warehouse Bangalore. The paper uses a review of the literature to 

evaluate the customer perception, Descriptive research plan is adopted because the research is conducted for definite 

purpose, The questionnaires is conducted on an individual basis in convenient sampling. For collecting the information  

used interviews, observations, questionnaires. Majority of the 67% respondents are females and only 33% of the 

respondents are males. Majority 54% of the respondents Strongly Agree with the choice of products available in Online 

shopping. Majority 42% of the respondents get awareness about websites through online advertisement. Research 

limitations/implications Efforts has been made to make report all accompanying; however they might be partial coverage 

of certain aspects or importance not given in view of the constraints. Company should provide more facilities to workers 

or employees so that it makes their work process easy. Employees should be motivated and encouraged having a positive 

view about the work force. Training program must be provided and conducted scientifically and with a better spirit and 

intention according to feedback generated out in management. 

Keywords: Customer perception, descriptive research, respondents, research limitation. 
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Abstract: This paper aims to evaluate the aims and methods of awareness, and the difficulties encountered in the customer 

awareness process. The paper uses a review of the literature to evaluate the development of Customer and argues that the 

critical area of line management development that was identified as a critical success factor in awareness has been ignored 

in the later literature evaluating the effectiveness of Customer awareness. The majority of the 40% respondents would 

recommend to quality of the products will change and only 30% respondents feels to change price and other factors. Most 

of the 50% respondents says that quality of the pigeon appliances compared to others is better and only 9% are says 

moderate. Efforts has been made to make report all accompanying; however they might be partial coverage of certain 

aspects or importance not given in view of the constraints. The price must be low so that classes of people must wish to 

buy the products. The company should increase sales of those brands that are fast moving in the market. The consumer is 

not aware of the new products launched by the company. The consumer is also unaware of the offers given. This can be 

rectified by giving effective ads at regular intervals. The company has high brand image than any other competitors. The 

consumers are highly satisfied with the overall performance i.e., life, quality etc. of the Pigeon appliances. 

Keywords: Customer awareness , Customer  recognition, understanding, cognizance 
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Abstract: Employee welfare and safety at the workplace is one of the important measure of life at work place. The paper 

uses a review of the literature to evaluate the development of safety measures and argues that the critical area of working 

place development that was identified as a critical success factor in safety measures and it’s descriptive research 

methodology. It is defined as a research method that describes the characteristics of the population studied. The study is 

descriptive research methodology in which prepared 101 structured questionnaires with 20 questions and demographic 

information and surveyed workers, the result and finding of the study are in our survey we find that very few accidents 

are meet and workers are more satisfied by lightning and ventilation facilities in working area of organisations. It was 

explored that workers safety measures help in workers pleasure, with the results of improving the quality of work life 

among the workers and productive of the company can be increased.Workers safety measures improve the morale of the 

workers if they are effectively carried out and done. The safety measures which are supplied are considerable because the 

employees are happy with the present safety measures. 

Keywords: Safety measures , imperial Auto Industries, safety equipment, emergency safety measures andworkers 
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Abstract: This paper aims to evaluate the marketing strategy used by Xmplar Management Solutions Private Limited. 

The paper uses a review of the literature to evaluate the marketing strategies used by other companies and how these 

marketing strategies impact clients. A structured questionnaire is used to collect data from the clients for analysis and a 

bar diagram is used for the study. Statistical tools such as anova and correlation are used to frame the significant difference 

and relationship between the variables. The review identifies the various strategies used by Xmplar and the responses 

from the clients towards Xmplar's marketing strategy. The review also identifies clients using various strategies and 

marketing metrics. Further evaluation of key aspects of various kinds of marketing strategies is required to develop 

performance. The use and design of the paper is a study about the marketing strategies applied, and this will have an 

impact in the future for research studies with marketing strategies used by specific organisations with the data analysis, 

hypothesis, and statistical tools. The statistical framework presented here in the study and analytical approach is used. 

Direct statistical tools are used to from the complete framework for the study. The value of the paper lies in its potential 

to be used within analytical practice in the field of marketing strategy. 

Keywords: Marketing strategies, statistical framework, Analytical approach, Analytical practice. 
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Abstract: The objectives of the Act Is to make certain to the workers employed within the factories, fitness, protection, 

welfare, right running timings, holidays and other advantages The paper uses a review of the literature to determine 

whether welfare facilities play an important role in employee productivity, to determine whether employees are 

dissatisfied with welfare facilities, to determine whether employees expect improved welfare facilities from the company, 

and to determine whether employees are expecting any improved welfare facilities from the company, it is critical to 

consider the welfare condition of the representatives. The review identifies the low state engineering career fair, or any 

career fair for that matter, is a logistics problem. By utilizing smart technologies such as RFID readers, wireless internet, 

and matching algorithm we can help alleviate some traffic problems that arise from a plethora of students visiting an 

equally high number of employers in a short span of time. Further evaluation of key interpersonal skills is required for 

appraisal systems to develop performance. The use and design To find out how well-informed employees are about 

various statutory and non-statutory social programmes and To understand the various employee welfare measure adapted 

at Force pro logistics ltd. Little research has evaluated the current increases in using appraisals and the changes in focus 

from appraisal to performance management The plan of organizing the welfare programmes and events increases the 

employee and organizational effectiveness 

Keywords: Performance appraisal , performance measurement, Performance related pay, organisational performance 
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Abstract: This Marketing Mix discuss the strategies used in PUMA BRAND SHOES and how does this impact on 

customers. The paper used to Identify and redefining problems and proposed solution, collecting, maintaining and 

anlayzing evidence, making conclusions and ultimately testing to see if the results. Design the project but also provide us 

with the required skill in collecting and organising resource. Structured questionnaire are tools used to collect data. The 

questionnaire may be open-ended or close-ended.  Majority of the respondents strongly that the age of 18-25 is the right 

age group buying a puma shoes, Out of 78 respondents, 60 respondents are the present customers of puma shoe. Most of 

the respondents agree that buying a branded shoe is Exclusive showroom will be the best and they will get discount also. 

Data collected by the respondents may be biased. This technique involves preparing a set of survey for marketing team 

of puma customer. The use and design of performance pay in public and private services linked to marketing mix.  To 

examine customer purchasing habit and to make recommendation to Puma on how to boost sales in marketing mix. It 

determines consumer satisfaction level. 

Keywords: Brand equity, marketing performance,  questionnaire and management performance. 
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Abstract: Goods and service tax, is an indirect tax imposed on the supply of goods and services. This study helps to 

understand the detail process of GST registration, rules and a proper calculation to analyses the monthly tax burden in 

Ascent Decor PrivateLimited. This research study uses primary sources of data such as analysis of the data collected. In 

Ascent Decor Private Limited, the sale and purchase are done both inter-state and intra-state i.e. IGST, CGST & SGST, 

the GST is calculated monthly by a separate taxation department, from different invoice the Input and Output taxes are 

recorded thoroughly. Proper documentation is very important to file the GST Returns, mainly GSTR – 1 and GSTR – 3B 

are filled in monthly and quarterly basis in theorganization.  Understanding the detailed process of GST registration and 

different type of returns for generating awareness and eradicating tax evasion, avoidance, etc. A proper valuation and 

recording are needed for GST to interpret the return associated. ASCENT DÉCOR PVT LTD. records the data in a 

computerized and systematic way through the use of Tally ERP9 and Data tex ERP.The study is carried out at the finance 

department of ASCEN DÉCOR PVT. LTD.  at Bangalore. The analysis will be conducted to understand the procedure of 

proper GST filling and accounting for effective management of taxes in the organization. Analysis shows that GST would 

provide consistency in taxes and lessen the tax burden for taxpayers at the same time. As a result of this, state and federal 

income would rise at the national level while competition would rise at the local level. GST rollout and execution can 

only be assisted by a coordinator between federal and state governments. A thorough examination of the GST system at 

all levels is thus required in order to benefit all parties involved. 

Keywords: GST, Indirect taxation . 
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Abstract: This paper aims to evaluate the aims and methods of Working capital management of Karnataka Soaps and 

Detergents Limited. The paper uses a review of the literature to evaluate the development of Working capital 

management and how it can be utilized and framed by the KS&DL. A structured Secondary research is used to collect 

data from the company for analysis and a bar and line diagram is used for the study. Statistical tools such as Ratio 

analysis, working capital management, Cash flow statement comparative and common size statement are used to frame 

the significant difference and relationship between the variables. The review identifies development in a working 

capital management and argues the financial tools analysis and the analysis finds the working capital management, 

utilization, preparation, position, methods used by the company for managing the Working capital management. Further 

evaluation of key aspects of various kinds of working capital management is required to develop performance. The use 

and design of the paper is a study about the working capital management and this will have an impact in the future for 

research studies with working capital management used by specific organisations with the data analysis, hypothesis, and 

statistical tools. Little research has evaluated the current assets and liabilities using working capital management. The 

value of the paper lies in its potential to be used within analytical practice in the field of working capital management. 

Keywords: Working capital, Current assets and Current liabilities. 
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Abstract: This project main aim is to analyse the quantity and quality of products. Customer to accept a strategy or 

product that only satisfy the needs. For developing this project, we uses collect some review of literature to evaluate 

the issues. So, we use descriptive methodology, convenience sample technique, 109 sample size and close ended 

question collected it will help to draft a clear picture to the project. Secondary data collected by the company websites 

and company reports. From this project we got know how many customers are using Nandini milk products. We got 

know that here most of the Nandini milk products customers are satisfy with the quality of milk. Here we got know 
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that most of the customers using Nandini milk products and they are satisfy with the quality of milk.  The Nandini 

milk products is having good reputation and brand image for its factors like less price, health conscious and 

experienced player in the market. 

Keywords: Quality of milk, customer satisfaction, majority of the customers, customer needs and wants, Brand 

image 
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Abstract:This paper aims to evaluate & process of identifying the strengths and weakness of the firm. As well as to find 

the profit and loss of the year end of the organisation.The paper uses a review of 

resultsofthestudyconsistsofaninvestigationoftheperformance. This comparative statement, trend analysis, and ratio 

analysis are the main methodsusedinthisstudy.Financial statement analysis is the 

processofdeterminingacompany'sfinancialstrengthsandweaknessesbyproperlydefiningtherelationshipbetweenthem to 

focus on the key figure in financial statement. This paper finds the profit and loss for the year end and how they affected 

into overall organization output. Technically analyzed, trend analysis helps in predicting the future program of stock on 

thebasisofoldorpastdata.Ittakesthebaseofhappeningsofpriorperiod,andtoforeseefuture. The use and design of financial 

statements analysis in all type of sectors. This Would help them to better understanding of overall performance and what 

are the causes and affect to organisation. To examine overall performance of organisation and give best practices by 

various financial tools like ratio analysis and trend analysis. This would help to boost the organisation effectiveness. 

Keywords: Statement analysis, Trend analysis, profit and loss, Current position. 
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Abstract: The paper is aimed to study based on the following research objectives; to find out customer satisfaction to the 

RAVINDU TOYOTA to find out measures of service quality and the relationship between Toyota motors and customer 

satisfaction. Expectations are beliefs (likelihood or probability) that a product or service (with certain attributes, features 

or characteristics) will produce certain outcomes (benefits-values). These expectations are based on previous affective, 

cognitive and behavioral experiences.  Toyota has always believed that the best way to serve society is by providing 
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automobiles that will not only make people happy, but will also be environment friendly. Wastewater at TKM is collected 

and purified to a level that can be used for fishponds and rice fields. To realize high quality vehicle production at 

reasonable prices, Toyota seeks the best balance between human resources and advanced robot technology. 

Key words: Descriptive research, data collection, correlation coefficient. 
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to introduce a selection of papers on the subject of Effectiveness, training 

practices and development, covering current trends and issues.  The paper outlines the special issue which identifies 

developments in the field of training for Effectiveness, training practices, their transition to work, and their continuous 

development.Training and development are critical components in achieving any organization's organisational goals. 

Every organisation has some kind of training and development programme. Manpower must be trained and developed 

in terms of both quality and quantity in order to effectively and efficiently control the commanding height of our profit. 

The business organisation has responded by establishing a national Council for management education and training, as 

well as a centre for management development schemes. For organizations, adoption of the Effectiveness, training 

practices and development method can provide a structured plan for development and learning in their training 

programs. This paper, a part of the special issue, considers recent developments in the field of Effectiveness, training 

practices and development 

Keywords: Effectiveness, training practices, specialised knowledge 
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Abstract- This paper aims to study the Effectiveness of training on talent hunters in Quesscorp IT staffing Bengaluru, 

In the research the talent hunters refer to a HR recruiter who hire the talents for the organization, they been trained and 

conducted research on Post training. Descriptive research has followed along with Simple random sampling choose for 

the study and the number is respondents is 100. This research is based on the training need analysis and 

KIRKPATRICK model has used to analyze the effectiveness of the training. The training effectiveness has analyzed by 
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using different statistical tools and interpreted that the learning, Knowledge, Behavior and the Results among the 

different age, Qualification, and the gender varies from each other and dynamics in the trainees have observed. 

Keywords: Talent hunters, effectiveness, Trainees, method 
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Abstract:  Employee retention is an important challenge faced by Indian corporate. Many research studies has shown 

that there is enormous requirement for trained professionals across global, which has resulted in leaving the 

organization in search of greener territory. Organizations in today’s  context don’t want to drop their employee due to 

changing economy, growing rivalry and dearth of capable employee as this would in turn affect their bottom lines 

significantly. So it had shaped the necessity for crafting valuable retention plan. The present study therefore aims at 

examining the factors responsible for employees leaving the organization. 

Keywords: Employee retention, Positive environment & Promotion. 
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Abstract: The paper is aimed to study based on the following research objectives; to find out customer satisfaction in “A 

STUDY ON EFFECTIVENESS OF ADVERTISING STRATEGIES IMPLEMENTED BY KUBERA MOTORS”, 

BANGALORE , to find out measures of advertising strategies and the relationship between the kubera motors and 

customer satisfaction. We are surrounded by advertising—on television, radio, the Internet, as well as on road side 

hoardings and in printed media. Most of it is more sophisticated than we realize—almost every professionally produced 

advertisement is a carefully constructed mixture of words, images, and symbols, chosen with the aid of experts in 

consumer psychology. Understanding how advertisements work Advertisements, whatever their medium or format, have 

two purposes: Advertising is a social and business process responsible for the mass communication of the information. 

Today, advertising is the fastest growing industry that has come to stay so long as the forces of competition are at constant 

work deciding the destinies of the firms. The size of the industry of advertising can be measured in terms of amount spent 

on this creative activity of education and entertainment. 

Keywords: Descriptive research, data collection, correlation coefficient. 
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Abstract: A strategy is a comprehensive plan of action stating how the company will achieves its mission and objectives. 

A typical business firm usually considers three types of strategy: corporate strategy, business strategy and financial 

strategy. The automobile industry is dominated by two wheelers over 75% in our country. India is placed second largest 

producer all over the world. The sample size is 100 respondents from BTM layout branch. for this study. This research is 

well explained , which also enables us to make many assumptions about them. According to the research, a number of 

demographic factors, including age, gender, and employment, had no bearing on the factor supporting promotional 

methods. The results of the study also show that the majority of the bullets were sold based on consumer comfort, which 

increased satisfaction with the services provided by Royal Enfield. The Royal Enfield is the largest producer and seller 

of two wheelers to retain existing and attract new prospects fulfilment of expectation is necessary. Fulfilment of customer 

expectations, efficient marketing strategies can only increase the market share and can compete  with their rivals. 

Keywords: Strategy, Profit, Prospects, Fulfilment and Effectiveness 
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Abstract: Change management plays an important role in achieving goals of the organization. It argued that the 

successful management of change is crucial to any organization in order to survive and succeed in the present highly 

competitive and continuously evolving business environment. Change must be well managed and it also requires 

effective leadership to be successfully introduced and sustained. The pandemic made changes in every once life, 

employees are started doing work from home where it felt difficult to adjust for some days, but now everyone is 

wishing to do work from. The object of the change management is to know the attitude and the problems faced by the 

employees during organizational change. The analyses of data is done by collecting primary data through questionnaire 

from the employees. Results that the change management has to be planned and developed systematically, the vision, 

mission, strategy, empowerment and motivation makes employees to adopt the organizational change very soon. 

Finally, the change may occur in micro or macro environment, or it may be by internal or external environment. The 

management has to be ready to adopt the change management at any time. 

Keywords: change management, employees problems. 
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Abstract: It is very true that “Customers are king of the market”. Without a customer, a shop, a market or a business is 

nothing. So, it is very important to take care of consumer’s satisfaction. As per the topic of the report, it talks about the 

impact of CRM in customer satisfaction According to survey, it is found that behavior of the consumer’s changes 

according to various scenario and impact of CRM in customer satisfaction. The objective of the study is to find the 

impact of CRM in customer satisfaction, study the satisfaction level of consumers at MY STOCK EXPERTS. 

Descriptive Research design was used in this research. In this study random sampling method is adopted, the customers 

were questioned personally and data was collected. A sample size of “100” customers was selected for the study. The 

sample is taken from the customers of MY STOCK EXPERTS. Data gathered were initially analyzed using SPSS. 

Quantitative survey has been done which comprised of 15 questions and was measured by yes or no questions, with 

strongly agree to disagree distribution of samples. The finding of the research was, that most of consumers would 

satisfy by the impact of CRM. 

Keywords: CRM, Customer satisfaction, Descriptive research. 
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Abstract: The project was conducted on “A study on Market growth and product promotion with special reference to 

guiltfree industries” This study focus on market growth and product promotion with guiltfree industries. The data 

collected in this research is primary data and secondary data. The primary data is collected through mode of questionnaire. 

The sample size of research is 100. The research gives information about the Guiltfree Industry products promotion and 

growth. The Secondary data based on past researches conducted by researcher’s has been used for this study and different 

research papers have been review to make this study successful. The study includes almost all the factors that are 

necessary to study of growth and products promotion to guiltfree industry of Big Bazaar. 

Keywords: Market growth, Promotion, 
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Abstract: The present study deals with the customer satisfaction about the robotics product at Stemrobo technology 

private limited Bommanahalli. This study’s main aim is to understand the concepts of customer satisfactions about the 

robotics product. The study is to understand about the customer satisfaction for robotics and the existing product quality 

in robotics; The objectives of the study are: To identify the difference between expectation and perception of customer in 

product quality by robotics;  To investigate whether the product quality of robotics is capable of addressing all demands 

made by customer. Data were to be collected through questionnaires from the organization. The data collected were 

analysed using the simple percentage  and statistical tools were used interpretation of the data. The result revealed that 

the employ understand the functions of the work area. The analysis of the identified studies yielded multiple observation 

about the impact of service robots on customer and service employee we also conclude that current research on service 

robots is fragmented is largely conceptual in nature and focused on the initial adaption stage. We feel that more research 

is needed to build on overarching theory. In addition more empirical research is needed, especially on the long terms 

usage service robot on actual behavior the well being and potential downsides and risk for customer service employee. 

Keywords: Customer satisfaction, product quality. 
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Abstract: Customer satisfaction can be defined as factor that determines how happy  customers are with a company's 

products, services, and capabilities, based on the number of repeat customers. The population for understanding this study 

includes the respondents who are users of Airtel services, located in Koramangala, Bangalore. The sample (i.e. sample 

size 100) was selected among the users of Airtel. The major findings of the study were to understand satisfaction level of 

customers are dependent on factors, which include the averages with respect to network coverage, customer care support, 

tariff, service coverage, data plan, compatibility and value-added services. The research gives us a deep insight into each 

of the above-mentioned factors and helps us draw several conclusions on the same. From the research, one can decipher 

that several demographic variables such as age group, gender and occupation do not have an impact on the factor 

supporting the customers’ satisfaction. The research’s outcome also indicates that, most of the customers were satisfied 

with the services offered by Airtel, on the basis of the chosen factors. 

Keywords: Airtel, Comparative study, Customer satisfaction. 
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Abstract:Employee training is distinct from management development. Training is a short- 

term process utilizing a systematic and organized procedure by which non-managerial personnel learn technical 

knowledge and skills for a definite purpose. It refers to instructions in technical and mechanical operations like 

operation of a machine. It is designed primarily of non-managers. It is for a short duration and for a specific job-

related purpose.  On the other hand, development is a long-term educational                       process utilizing a 

systematic and organized procedure by which managerial    personnel learn conceptual and theoretical 

educational concepts and it is designed for managers. It involves broader education and its purpose is long-term 

development . Training involves helping an individual learn how to perform his present job satisfactorily. 

Development involves preparing the individual for a future job and growth of the individual in all respects, 

development complements training because human resources can exert their full potential only when the learning 

process goes for beyond simple routine. 

Keywords: Education Referrals & Support, Online Courses, Marketing Services, Energy Telecoms 
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Abstract: People became the most important asset to any company in today’s business world. Unlike physical assets, 

human assets can be developed, improved and motivated to achieve the goals and objectives of an organization. Further 

satisfied employees will make the organization to achieve its goals and objectives smoothly. The prime focus of this 

study is to analyze and measurement of the employee satisfaction level at the VBL Creations. This project of Human 

Resources will facilitate and enables the management to know the perception and inner feelings regarding the job they 

are performing on day-to-day basis. In this particular study the researchers try to identify the causes for satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction among the employees. So, this is the most effective and selective instrument for diagnosing and peeping 
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into the employee’s problems. The objectives of the study: To identify the factors that influence employee satisfaction; 

To study the level of employee satisfaction at VBL Creations; To identify cause of dissatisfaction among the 

employees. The research instrument involved contains of a questionnaire. A convenience sampling technique was used 

for this research. In this total of 107 respondents’ valid questionnaires. The collected data were initially analyzed by 

using Excel. 

Keywords: Garments Industry, Employee Satisfaction. 
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Abstract: Motivation is an internal force that stimulates and directs behavior. Motivation comes from the Latin word 

"movere," which meaning "to move." The process that describes why 

and how human action is activated and recognized is referred to as motivation theory. It is considered one of the most 

important fields of research in organizational behavior. The goal of this Employee Motivation MBA Project at Savin 

Engineering is to look at employee motivation. 

Every firm need highly-motivated individuals to function well in the workplace. When employees are happy with their 

jobs, certain criteria are regularly linked to job satisfaction. This MBA Project theory explains job satisfaction and an 

employee's level of comfort within the firm. My research is to look into the numerous components of employee motivation 

using Maslow's need hierarchy, to determine the level of motivation among firm employees, and to offer practical 

solutions for improving the organization's performance. A questionnaire was created that includes questions about 

employee motivation, satisfaction, and dissatisfaction. As a result, 100 employees were chosen at random from all of the 

organization's departments, and feedback forms (questionnaires) were received. Interpretations were made as a result of 

this analysis. 

Keywords: Employee motivation, Incentives, performance, rewards 
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Abstract: The main aim and objective of study is to find out customer satisfaction of PAI INTERNATIONAL and to 

find the satisfaction level regarding the opinions, attitudes, and perception of customer. The main basis on which customer 

satisfaction level analyzed towards PAI INTERNATIONAL, are price, operating hours, services. Customer satisfaction 

depends on a product’s perceived performance in delivering value relative to a buyer’s expectations. If the product’s 
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performance falls short of the customer’s expectations, the buyer is dissatisfied. If performance matches expectations, the 

buyer is satisfied. If performance exceeds expectations, the buyer is satisfied. If performance exceeds expectations, the 

buyer is delighted. The data collected in this research is primary data and secondary data. The primary data is collected 

through the mode of questionnaire. The sample size of research is 100. The research gives information about the customers 

are satisfied with some aspects and are dissatisfied with some factors. The customers are really looking for the good 

product and complete information of the product. By this we can say that company need to concentrate customer 

satisfaction and even work to build good perception from customer side. The respondents data is tabulated and analyzed 

using MS Excel. 

Keywords: Customer perception and satisfaction , primary and secondary data , Bar diagram. 
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Abstract: A Study of the Employee at  Roofing Manufacturing Industries involves the process of studying the steps that 

are involved in the manufacturing of roofing. Roofing is nothing but the top covering of the Buildings. Here we are 

discussing about the different types of roofing used in different places. For example, in Industries, homes, buildings, and 

many more places. What are the steps are taken in the manufacturing of the roofs and how they are sold to the customers. 

Along with the Manufacturing of the roofs we are discussing about the Employee Performance Appraisal system. In this 

as company should be work smoothly and gain profit the Employees should work with efficient way, If the employees 

should work in the efficient way some encouragement should be given to them by giving the Performance appraisal, so 

what are the Character are considered to give a Performance appraisal a complete study is there in this section. 

Keywords: performance Appraisal. 
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Abstract: Customer satisfaction is a term frequently used in marketing. It is a measure of how products and services 

supplied by a company meet customer expectations. The purpose of the study is to explore the customer satisfaction level 

towards processed and further processed chicken items. The objective of the study is to explore the rank of satisfaction 

and to generate valid and consistent customer feedback. This study considers life line feeds limited to explore the present 

scenario of processed and further processed chicken products. Quantitative measures have been taken for the study and 
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quantitative data were collected by using a structured questionnaire. The questionnaire was circulated among 100 

customers. The findings show the various opinions of customers towards life line tender chicken in terms of satisfaction 

level towards price, quality and purchase services. The study result indicates that life line feeds is somewhat successful 

to create market image and customers are more or less satisfied by using processed and further processed chicken items. 

The following study is done by using bar diagrams which helps to understand the customer satisfaction level. 

Keywords: Customer, Preference, Satisfaction, Processed Chicken. 
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Abstract: The study was conducted on “A study of customer buying behavior at Maharaj soap industry” This study was 

mainly conducted in order to know the purchase behavior of customers. The objective of the research endeavour is to 

achieve a better understanding of customer behaviour with the factor influence customer buying process. Customer 

behaviour can also be defined as those acts of customers directly involved in obtained using and disposing of goods and 

services. Customers have wide variety of choices in the soap products and they were influenced by many factors both 

internal and external. Product features is one of the most important factors affecting brand loyalty. Maharaj soap industry 

vigorously focuses on customer requirments and delights customer with its premium products. With this aim, it has 

successfully catered its products to customers which has been a highly appreciated market. The data collected in this 

research is primary data and secondary data. The primary data is collected through the mode of questionnaire. The sample 

size of research is 100. The research gives information about the customer buying behaviour of Maharaj soap industry. 

The Secondary data based on past researches conducted by researchers has been used for this study and different research 

papers have been reviewed to make this study successful. The study includes almost all the factors that are necessary to 

study the consumer behavior of Soap products. 

Keywords: CusstomerBehaviour, Soap Industry 
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Abstract: Customer satisfaction can be defined as factor that determines how happy customers are with a company's 

products, services, and capabilities, based on the number of repeat customers. The population for understanding this study 
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includes the respondents who are users of Airtel services, located in Koramangala, Bangalore. The sample (i.e. sample 

size 100) was selected among the users of Airtel. The major findings of the study were to understand satisfaction level of 

customers are dependent on factors, which include the averages with respect to network coverage, customer care support, 

tariff, service coverage, data plan, compatibility and value-added services. The research gives us a deep insight into each 

of the above-mentioned factors and helps us draw several conclusions on the same. From the research, one can decipher 

that several demographic variables such as age group, gender and occupation do not have an impact on the factor 

supporting the customers’ satisfaction. The research’s outcome also indicates that, most of the customers were satisfied 

with the services offered by Airtel, on the basis of the chosen factors. 

Keywords: Airtel, Comparative study, Customer satisfaction. 
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Abstract: The present study deals with the “Financial Performance and Analysis”. In this present era of Liberalization, 

Privatization and Globalization the market has become globally competitive; hence the survival of an enterprise depends 

upon the efficiency and accuracy. Hence, it is necessary to evaluate the financial performance to know whether the 

companies stand in the market and how they can improve further in the future by knowing their shortcomings. In the 

present study, the Researcher has discussed the Liquidity, Profitability. The main objective of the study is to ensure regular 

and adequate supply of funds to the concern, adequate returns to the shareholders as this will depend upon the earning 

capacity, market price of the share, expectations of the shareholders and optimum funds utilization. Once the funds are 

procured, they should be utilized in maximum possible way at least cost. The study of analysis is on financial performance 

of BAMUL. The various tools used for a ratio analysis, regression analysis, comparative balance sheet, common size 

balance sheet, time series analysis. Judgement Sampling is considered and the sample size of the report is 3 financial 

years. Analysis is done through SPSS tool. It is found out that the there is a decrease in the debt equity and increase in the 

gross profits over the considered financial years. It is been suggested that the company as to change the purchasing 

policies. 

Keywords: Financial statement, Percentage and Analysis 
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Abstract: This topic is selected in order to study and identify the customer satisfaction towards level of  Bajaj two wheelers 

in Bangalore. A Questionnaire was prepared consisting of 26 questionnaires around 100 respondents were questioned. 

The questionnaire circulation covered customer of Bajaj two wheelers. A descriptive study was undertaken. Simple 
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Random Sampling technique was used. Simple percentage analysis method was used. More attention should be kept on 

complains given by  customers and serve them well. Management should try to reduce service charges as much as possible 

by keeping in mind other service center charges. In this project following were the researched and studied in detail the 

customer attitude Bajaj two wheelers, to determine efforts of the company image on the sales and also find the reason for 

buying Bajaj two wheelers. 

Keywords : Price, Mileage, Features, Colours 
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Abstract: The paper is aimed to study the financial performance and profitability analysis ofAditya Birla group industries 

Ltd Kumarapatnam, Davanagere based on cash flow statement.Secondarydatais 

collectedfromthebalancesheetandprofitandloss accountforthefinancialyear2018,2019,2020. Accrual-

basedfinancialstatementsreflect Assets,Liabilities,IncomeandExpenses,and notjust monetary income and payments. The 

cash flow statement usually provides information on how theindustrywillraisefunds - Cashrequiredtofunditsactivities 

andhow to usecashperiod. 

Theundertakenstudyaimstomeasurethecashflowfromoperatingactivitiesatthecementfirm.Which in turn used to find the 

affect of working capital on operating activities And also the longtermsolvency position of AdityaBirla.Therefore, 

companies should pay immediate and careful attention to internal and externalcreateprofits in thecoming years. 

Keywords:Incomeandexpenses, liabilities,workingcapital, 
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Abstract: This study examines the effectiveness of human resources policies at stovekraft ltd Harohalli industrial area. 

The HR policies are becoming more and more challenging day by day. They have faced a lot of problems like retention, 

the attraction of employees, dealing with different cultural people, managing workforce diversity, and technological and 

informational changes to overcome these challenges training.  The main aim of the study is to understand the concept of 

human resources policies. The result revealed that the employee understands the function of the work area. The employee 

performance appraisal, training of the employees, promotional policy, disciplinary policy in the organization, and good 

working relationship, healthcare benefits in the organization. A descriptive research design was used in this research. In 

this study, a random sampling method is adopted, and the primary data was collected from the employees through the 

questionnaire A sample size of “100” employees was selected for the study. The sample is taken from the employees at 

stovekraft ltd. Data gathered were initially analyzed using SPSS. The quantitative survey has been done which comprised 

26 questions and was measured by using a Likert scale of satisfied to highly dissatisfied with strongly agree to disagree 
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distribution of samples. The finding of the research was employees are provided performance-based feedback. 

Keywords: Human resources policies 
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Abstract: The principle reason for study is to Analyze and decide the customer Attitude and discernment towards 

Bisleri Packaged Drinking Water and furthermore to break down the variables affecting the of Bisleri Drinking Water.  

The objective of the study is to know the Customer Attitude towards Bisleri Mineral water, To analyze the consumer 

perception towards Bisleri Packaged Drinking Water. Descriptive study was used in this project. In non-probability 

convenience sampling method was used. Convenience sampling is a method in which based on customers samples will 

be drawn. A sample size of “100” customers was selected for the study.  Quantitative survey has been done which 

comprised of 16 questions and measured by bar diagrams . I will find out  that most of the customer will satisfied with 

the price, quality and the so on. The suggestion is to for increasing the sales of Bisleri products the company must 

introduce some unique and new features in the mineral water and also give new benefits to the customers. 

Keywords: Costumer attitude and perception, brand image, questionnaires, bar diagram 
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Abstract:  undertaken on customersatisfactionlevelofgoldloancreditfacilityatMuthoot 

Financeltd”.MuthootFinanceholdsthelargestgoldloanportfoliointheworld. 

Theobjectiveofthestudyistoknowthecustomerpreferencetowardsgold loans of muthoot financelimitedservices. To 

customer solutions for improving the market of thecompany. 

Itprovidespersonalandbusinessloans(secured by goldjewellery). The primary 

dataispersonally developeddataanditgiveslatestinformationandoffersmuch 

greateraccuracyandreliability.Andcollectedthroughthemodeof 

questionnaire.Secondarydataisthepublisheddata.Itisalreadyavailablefor 

usinganditssavestime.Whichiscollectedthroughinternalsource.Thesample 

sizeofresearchis100customers.Quantitativesurveyhasbeendonewhich 

comprisedof17questionsandmeasuredbybardiagram.Iwillfindoutthat 

Maximumquantitiesofrespondentshave seentheTVadvertisementofmuthoot 

financeanditisthemediawhichimpactstheirgoldloanthansomeothermedia. Thesuggestion 

istoMuthootfinanceshouldfocusonretainingitscustomerfor 
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alongertermbyinitiatingmoreproductsandservicestoitscustomers.I concludethatserviceofMuthootfinancecompany 

idbetterandgoodresponse andratingofconsumersatisfactionisgoodandthesurveyisshowsthatthe positive response of 

thecustomers. 

Keywords: Customer satisfaction, gold loan, questionnaires, bar diagram 
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Abstract: The aim of the study is to examine the inventory management process. This research based on the benefits 

obtained by identifying the issues of inventory control. The methodology used are unstructured interviews and annual 

reports. Inventory management is an important area of manufacturing industry. If company fails to manage inventory, 

they will face failure. It is a challenge for the company to maintain fair inventory level in the company. The objective of 

this study is about inventory management techniques used in Erevu ventures private limited and find out some measures 

for improvement on inventory management process of the concern company. The inventory management of the company 

is good for improvement of the present inventory management. Company should adopt other inventory management 

techniques. 

Keywords: Inventory Management & Techniques. 
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Abstract: The paper is aimed to study based on the following research objectives of study of demand generation strategy 

about lead and sales, To find out the sale methods and leads and to provide a lot of companies. In this project used. 

Descriptive Research is a type of research that describes a population, situation, or phenomenon that is being studied. 

Primary  and secondary data collection method were used and the questionnaires were close ended to enable the 

respondents to understand and answer them appropriately with ease.  The study revealed that the demand generation about 

leads and sales company and a positive relationship between leads and sales of goods and services. Research analysis and 

discussion was used to establish the relationship between customer perception and sale of goods. From the summary of 

the findings the following recommendations were made such as, the company should emphasize marketers of this platform 

have to be updated with the changing technology which is proficiently used by their companies viz-a-viz the competition. 

I feel very grateful to have this dynamic working experience with Leads & Sales company which has opened the doors 

for me into the future of marketing. 

Key words: Descriptive research, data collection, research analysis and discussion. 
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Abstract :A study on job level satisfaction helps to understand the employee’s perception towards their job and company. 

Knowing job satisfaction level of employees helps the organization to know their needs and wants of the employees, why 

they properly analyze the satisfaction they can implement various training and development programme which is needed 

and also they will know the areas of improvement to makes employees satisfy with respect to job. Objective of the study 

is to analyze satisfaction level of employees, to measure the effectiveness of job satisfaction, to know employer and 

employee relationship and also to analyse loyalty of employees towards the organization & to understand commitment of 

organization towards employees. Descriptive study was used in this project. In non-probability convenience sampling 

method was used. Convenience sampling is a method in which based on employees samples will be drawn. The employees 

were questioned personally and data was collected. A sample size of “100” customers was selected for the study. Data 

gathered were initially analyzed using SPSS. Quantitative survey has been done which comprised of 16 questions and 

was measured by yes or no questions, with strongly agree to disagree distribution of samples.The examination lead over 

to the end that greater part of employees are satisfied. It was exposed that dissatisfaction among workers will control the 

work finishing and effectiveness of the organization.significant findings and suggestions are in addition given to the 

organization for improved plan. 

Keywords : Satisfaction level, work-life balance, Employee satisfaction. 
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Abstract:  It is very true that “Customers are king of the market”. Without a customer, a shop, a market or a business is 

nothing. So, it is very important to take care of consumer’s behaviour. As per the topic of the report, it talks about the 

consumer behavior, preference & their choices. According to survey, it is found that behavior of the consumer’s changes 

according to the different situation like products availability, infrastructure of the stores, staff’s behavior in the store.  The 

objective of the study is to find the factors influencing consumer behavior, study the satisfaction level of consumers at 

Metro cash and carry, to find out how customers spent their time, money and thinking while purchasing a product and to 

identify the expectation level of the consumers for future demand. Descriptive Research design was used in this research. 

In this study random sampling method is adopted, the customers were questioned personally and data was collected. A 

sample size of “100” customers was selected for the study. The sample is taken from the customers of Metro Cash and 

Carry. Data gathered were initially analyzed using SPSS. Quantitative survey has been done which comprised of 15 

questions and was measured by yes or no questions, with strongly agree to disagree distribution of samples. The finding 

of the research was, that most of consumers would like to shop in Metro cash & carry because of the reasonable prices as 

well the availability of the products. 

Keyword: Consumer behavior, Behavior analysis, Marketing. 
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Abstract: The main aim and objective of the study is to find out customer perception level regarding the opinions, 

attitudes and perceptions of customers. The main basis of which customer satisfaction level towards software pro 

technologies, are price, operating hours, services. Software pro technology pvt ltd is a three-year-old enterprise with 

international enabled net web development mobile app development digital marketing and related businesses. The data 

collected in this research is primary and secondary data. The primary data is collected through the mode of questionnaire. 

The sample size of research is 100. The research gives information about the customers are satisfied with some aspects 

and are dissatisfied with some factors. The customers are satisfied with delivery services, quality of services. They 

strongly encourage others to receive digital marketing services from software pro technologies 

Keywords: Customer perception, Satisfaction, Primary & Secondary data. 
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Abstract: This study examines the level of Employee welfare measure at web smart India pvt. Limited in Bengaluru. 

This study main aim is the  Employees plays a key role in the existence and growth of any organization, therefore their 

wselfare is essential. During the past few years, both public sector and private sector organizations have been contributing 

towards the employees benefits and also increase their efficiency. Employees facilities include housing facilities, free 

medical facilities, retirement benefits, children and adult educational benefits, welfare measures for the employee’s 

families, loan facilities, etc. The basic propose of employee welfare is to enrich the life of employees and to keep them 

happy and conducted. organizations have to provide welfare facilities to their employees to keep their motivation levels 

high. A comparative study was undertaken to know the satisfaction level of the employees on the enforceability of the 

welfare measures in both the public and private sector organizations. The study also throws light on impact of welfare 

measures on the employee’s performances. 

Keywords: Employees recreational, housing, transportation, 
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Abstract : The paper aimed to present a profitability analysis based on ratio method in order to evaluate the financial 

performance at SAA AB ENGINEERING PVT LTD. Based on the data collected from the balance sheet and profit and 

loss account concluded in 2021. The following ratios have been determined: gross profit margin, operating profit margin 

and net profit margin, return on assets, return on capital employed. The obtained results have shown that the profitability 

of the company has registered an increased slightly in trend in the year 2021 compared to the level recorded in the year 

2020 due to the pandemic situation, which is a positive aspect of a good management of material and labour resources. 

The various tools used for a ratio analysis, comparative balance sheet, common size balance sheet. 

Keywords: profitability, financial statement analysis, trend analysis. 
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Abstract: Financial performance plays an important role in determining the financial strengths and weakness of a 

company. The project is entitled to “Study on financial planning and performance of UNIQ Technologies. The main 

objective of the study is to analyse financial performance of the UNIQ Technologies PVT ltd. Additional information on 

various aspects such as asset utilization over the period and evaluating the company future position. The study is an 

exploratory study. Convenient sampling is considered to do the project report. The sample size considered is 5 financial 

years. Data were collected through secondary data (balance sheet and profit and loss account) and analyzed using the 

SPSS. Ratio analysis, trend analysis is used to understand the financial position of the company. The suggestions reveals 

that the company has to strongly focus on cost reduction strategies that will make a company more profitable. The 

company has a bright future and can achieve the overall objectives of the company if it concentrates more on its working 

capital and short term investments. 

Keywords: financial performance, ratio analysis, utilization of assets 
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Abstract: This project was conducted on “Study on Customer Acquisition through socialmedia with special reference to 

Lamda Components Pvt. LTD”. This study was mainlyconducted in order to know the user’s behavior towards the social 

media marketing. Socialmedia marketing refers to the process of gaining website traffic or attention through socialmedia 

sites. Indian marketers are moving at a fast speed to tap the ‘new normal’ opportunity.Socialmedia 

hasgonemainstream.And forbusinessesitrepresentsanunprecedentedmarketing opportunity that transcends traditional 

middlemen and connects companies 

directlywithcustomers.LamdaComponentsisastartupbusinessandistiedinwitharousinginterests,leisure activities, and pail 

arrangements of a person. Lamda Components trusts that eachindividual has an enthusiasm for some movement and that 

when sought after and achievedgiveshimenormousjoy.Studyonconceptualbackgroundandliteraturereviewisdoneinorderto 

define the research gap and gives description, summary, evaluation of research 

problemswhichisdonebyothers.Theresearchdesignconsistsofstatementofproblem,needforstudy,objective of study, 

sampling techniques and limitation of study. The research was conductedwith 100 respondents as simple random 

sampling. Maximum respondents said that they useFacebook at a much higher rate than any other social media platforms. 

The maximum numberof respondents said that they read blogs on social media which is a very important aspect insocial 

media marketing. With this view the research conducted for the study also reveals 

thattoincreasethetrafficofawebsiteortoacquiremoreusersthecompanymusttargetwithmoreblogsand to thepeoplewho 

havemoreconnections on social mediaplatform. 

Keywords: media sites, social media, statementofproblem, simple random sampling. 
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Abstract: Working capital plays an important role in determining the financial strengths and weakness of a company. 

The project is entitled to “Study on working capital management of MY STOCK EXPERTS’. The main objective of the 

study is to analyse financial performance of the MY STOCK EXPERTS. Judgment sampling is considered and the sample 

size of the report is 5 financial years. Data collected is secondary data (balance sheet and profit and loss account) and 

analyzed using SPSS, by ratio analysis, trend analysis to understand the financial position of the company. It is found that 

there is a decrease in current liabilities and increase in the current assets over the considered financial years. The 

suggestions reveal that the company has to strongly focus on reducing working capital strategies that will make a company 

more profitable. The company has a bright future and can achieve the overall objectives of the company if it concentrates 

more on its working capital and short-term investments. 

Keywords: working capital, ratio analysis, utilization of assets 
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Abstract: The "study on inventory management at ethnic silk mills" is the subject of the current study. The market has 

become globally competitive in the current period of liberalisation, privatisation, and globalisation; as a result, an 

enterprise's sustainability depends on its efficiency and accuracy. to guarantee a consistent and sufficient flow of funding 

to the organisation. should make sure the shareholders receive enough returns, as this will depend on their earning 

potential, share price, and expectations. to guarantee optimal use of the budget. Once funds have been secured, they should 

be used as efficiently and effectively as feasible. 

To understand the inventory process of a company, one must be aware of the store department process and the stock in 

the godown, as well as the ethnic silk mills' purchase procedure, inventory turnover ratio, change in raw materials, work 

in progress, and finished goods. One must also be aware of the ethnic silk mills' issuing procedure for inventory, as well 

as the firm's inventory liquidity position and quality control metrics. 

Keywords:  Inventory Management, Econimic Order Quantity, Ware House And Ratio Analysis 
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ABSTRACT :In the present investigation, pure and diverse moles of Mn doped BaSO4 nanoparticles 

weresynthesized through chemical precipitation method. The structural, functional groups, band gap energy, 

thermal property, morphology and elemental composition of the synthesized products were reported through 

X–Ray Diffraction (XRD), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT–IR), UV–Visible–Diffused 

Reflectance Spectroscopy (UV–VIS–DRS), Thermo Gravimetric and Differential Thermal Analysis (TG–

DTA), Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE–SEM), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). Increasing and decreasing tendency of lattice parameters have been 

observed with increase in  Mn doping concentrations. From the FT–IR technique, presence of functional groups 

on the pure and Mn doped BaSO4 nanoparticles were identified. Using UV–Vis–DRS study, band gap energies 

of as synthesized pure and Mn–BaSO4 NPs were identified, and were found to be 4.05–3.74 eV and 4.10–3.78 

eV, respectively. Both the Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) 

curves of the BaSO4 NPs showed no further weight loss and thermal effect at a temperature above 630 °C. 

Moreover, flaky like morphological structure of the pure and Mn–BaSO4 nanoparticles have been observed from 

the images obtained from the microscopic techniques (FE–SEM and TEM). From EDS measurements, existence 

of Mn2+ ion was confirmed. 
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Abstract :The current research focuses on the characterization and synthesis of a polypyrrole/zinc tungstate 

(PPy/ZnWO4) nanocomposite material with anticorrosion properties. An in-situ polymerization technique was used to 

synthesise a PPy/ZnWO4 nanocomposite with different ZnWO4 weight percentages. To analyse the structural, 

compositional, and morphological features of the samples, X-ray diffraction, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, 

and scanning electron microscopy are used. On the basis of interfacial polymerization effects, the nanocomposite's 

increased anticorrosion behaviour compared to immaculate PPy with ZnWO4 is  explained. Furthermore, results from 

Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS), potentiodynamicpolarisation, AC impedance spectroscopy, and the SEM 

method demonstrate that nanocomposite on MS has good corrosion protection in a 5 M HCl solution. 
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Paper ID - NCSEM-01 

 

Abstract-Internet of Things (IoT) plays the role of an expert’s technical tool by empowering physical resources 

into smart entities through existing network infrastructures. Its prime focus is to provide smart and seamless 

services at the user end without any interruption. The IoT paradigm is aimed at formulating a complex 

information system with the combination of sensor data acquisition, efficient data exchange through 

networking, machine learning, artificial intelligence, big data, and clouds. Conversely, collecting information 

and maintaining the confidentiality of an independent entity, and then running together with privacy and 

security provision in IoT is the main concerning issue. Thus, new challenges of using and advancing existing 

technologies, such as new applications and using policies, cloud computing, smart vehicular system, protective 

protocols, analytics tools for IoT-generated data, communication protocols, etc., deserve further investigation. 
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This Special Issue reviews the latest contributions of IoT application frameworks and the advancement of their 

supporting technology. It is extremely imperative for academic and industrial stakeholders to propagate 

solutions that can leverage the opportunities and minimize the challenges in terms of using this state-of-the-art 

technological development.  

Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT), Sensor Data Acquisition, Cloud Computing, Smart Vehicular System 
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Paper ID -  NCSEM-02 
ABSTRACT: The automated rain wiper system is used to detect rainfall and activate automobile automatic 

rain wiper without driver interaction. The system is developed to mitigate driving distractions and allow drivers 

to focus on their primary task of driving. The distraction eliminated with the development of this product is the 

manual adjustment of windshield wipers when driving in precipitation. The few seconds that a driver takes their 

attention off the road to adjust a knob while driving in poor weather conditions could potentially lead to car 

accidents. The system uses a combination of impedance and rain sensor to detect rain and its intensity.  

Keywords: Automatic, Sensing, Wiper, Arduino, Rain sensor module 
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Abstract: This work aims to assist the visually impaired people for reading a text material and detect objects 

in their surroundings. The input is taken in the form of an image captured from the web camera. The image is 

then processed either for the purpose of text reading or for object detection based on user choice. The Raspberry 

Pi acts as the processing of the entire process. The text reading is supported by software named OCR; other 

dependencies required for the process include Tesseract Library. The object detection is another aspect of the 

project which is implemented using a TensorFlow object detection API. It is able to detect various objects in 

its surrounding and provide text feedback about the same through braille keypad. In this project a raspberry pi 

board connected to a embedded camera module is used, using which a picture of the page is taken automatically. 

Braille is a system of reading and writing by touch used by the blind. It consists of arrangements of dots which 

make up letters of the alphabet, numbers, and punctuation marks. The basic Braille symbol, called the Braille 

cell, consists of six dots arranged in the formation of a rectangle, three dots high and two across. Other symbols 

consist of only some of these six dots. The six dots are commonly referred to by number according to their 

position in the cell. There are no different symbols for capital letters in Braille. Capitalization is accomplished 

by placing a dot 6 in the cell just before the letter that is capitalized. The first ten letters of the alphabet are used 

to make numbers. 
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Abstract: A new mobile network generation usually refers to a completely new architecture from Analog (1G) 

to GSM (2G) to CDMA (3G) and finally to LTE (4G). So, the next fundamental step beyond fourth-generation 

LTE networks is being referred to as “5G” by the industry. The term 5G is also known as World Wide Wireless 

Web (WWWW). The main purpose of the 5G is to design the best wireless world that is free from limitations 

and hindrance of the previous generations because wireless system designers have been facing the continuously 

increasing demand for high data rates. This paper throws light on the development of 5G technologies as a 

cornerstone for realizing breakthroughs in the transformation of mobile networking. This paper represents the 

introduction of 5G technology, evolution, need, hardware and software requirements, specifications, network 

architecture of 5G wireless technologies and its future scope.  

Keywords - 5G, MIMO, WWWW, LTE, IOT, latency 
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Abstract: Our project's primary goal is to identify signs of stress in IT professionals utilising powerful machine 

learning and image processing techniques. Our system is an improved version of the old stress detection 

systems, which excluded live detection and personal counselling. This system includes live detection and 

periodic analysis of employees, which detects employees' levels of physical and mental stress and then gives 

them the appropriate stress management techniques by sending out survey forms on a regular basis. Our method 

primarily focuses on stress management, creating a healthy and spontaneous work atmosphere for the 

employees, and getting the best performance out of them during working hours. Keywords: Image processing, 

KNN classifier, One-hot encoding, Open CV, Supervised machine learning, Training dataset. 
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ABSTRACT One of the biggest causes of death toll is traffic accidents. While most incidents only result in 

damage to the outside of the drivers' cars, some have resulted in fatalities and severe injuries. Road accidents 
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and traffic dangers have increased due to technological advancements and growing traffic, increasing the 

likelihood of fatalities due to a lack of prompt assistance facilities. We require a system that identifies 

approaches for prompt accident notification. Through a smart device mounted in cars, our suggested system 

captures metrics including speed and vehicle collision detection at regular intervals and sends these parameters 

to an Android app, the vehicle owner, or a nearby hospital. In the event of an accident, this system not only 

monitors the state of the vehicle but remotely disabling the car and sending an alert for quick assistance. The 

vehicle's smart gadget and a mobile phone for user engagement are included in the hardware components 
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Abstract: Since we are now currently present in an era of Computing Technology, it is essential for everyone 

and everything to be connected to the internet. IOT is a technology that brings us more and more close to this 

goal. Our project comprises of smart water monitoring system which is a small prototype for flood detection 

and avoidance system. This paper explains the working and the workflow of all the components present inside 

our project. The sensors sense the environment and sends real-time data to the cloud (firebase cloud) and users 

can view and access this data via their mobile platform. The model gives a warning after the water level rises 

to a particular height. Since it is a small scaled prototype for flood detection and avoidance system, the working 

of this model is good. The data are uploaded and changed in the cloud in precision to the sensor and real-time 

changes in the mobile application is achieved. This model can be used to greatly reduce the casualties in a 

devastating event of flood. Keywords: Arduino Uno, Internet of Things, Android based application 
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Abstract - The capability to track and monitor a vehicle is very vital in many applications especially in terms 

of detecting suspicious activity within a given vicinity such as in exclusive subdivisions. Homeowners, as well 

as security officers in an exclusive subdivision, would always prepare a system that can help strengthen the 

security of their vicinity. Hence, this paper proposed the design and implementation of a vehicle tracking system 

using GPS with web-based monitoring capability. The system provides a way for security officers to have a 

real-time tracking and monitoring of vehicles within the given vicinity. The system continuously monitors a 

moving vehicle and the route patterns are saved, which may be used for future reference if needed. The system 
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was evaluated based on its functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability. 

Overall, the results indicate the feasibility and effectivity of the system for this specific application.  

Keywords - Vehicle Monitoring; Vehicle Tracking; Security System; Real-time Application; Web-based 

application. 
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Abstract: Since ancient times, it has been a necessity to hide secret messages and successfully pass information 

without any leaks. In today ‘s technology, all the available digital media like pictures, sound files, videos, etc. 

provide a rich environment to hide information that cannot be detected by the human eye, and by exploiting 

unused or redundant data bits. This information can be used for sending messages to secret agents but can just 

as easily be utilized as a pressure technique to send extra messages within a single file, thereby reducing the 

amount of data to be sent.  

This work illustrates two strategies for encoding/storing a message within the RGB pixels of a cover image 

(canvas image) without visual contortion. For both the methods, a message is divided into singular segments, 

converted into 8-bit binary values, then encryption is done using a simple symmetric exclusive OR (XOR) 

encryption key and then encoded in the canvas picture by changing the least significant bit (LSB) of the pixel 

value. The first method sequentially stores the secret message starting with the top-left pixel and then it encodes 

the secret message from top to bottom and left to right. The second method randomly encodes the pixels of the 

cover image with the message bits of the secret image which makes the hiding less vulnerable to analysis. 

 

Key words: Steganography, image file, video file. 
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Abstract: Reinforcement learning (RL) is a branch of machine learning that studies how intelligent agents 

should operate in a provided environment to increase maximum the concept of cumulative reward. 

Reinforcement learning, along with supervised and unsupervised learning, is one of the three main machine 

learning paradigms. It is usual to envisage an underlying Markov Decision Process in Reinforcement Learning 

(RL) (MDP).The purpose of RL thus becomes learning an appropriate policy for the MDP, which is frequently 

only partially described. MDPs can have a variety of objectives, including total, average, or discounted reward, 

with the latter being the most prevalent assumption for RL.  
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Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems use modern computing, sensors, control systems, 

and communication networks to monitor and control Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). Isolation was used to 

protect and secure CPS and SCADA systems at first. The expanding connectedness of CPSs and SCADA 

systems to enterprise networks, however, has exposed them to new cybersecurity dangers and made them a 

main target for cyber-attacks with the potential to cause catastrophic economic, social, and environmental 

damage. Recent research has focused on new risk modelling and assessment approaches based on game theory 

and reinforcement learning. 

 

Keywords: Reinforcement learning, Game Theory, SCADA 
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Abstract: The present study deals with comparison between Covid 19 and Spanish flu. Comparisons have been 

drawn to Spanish flu with the continuing evolution of COVID-19 epidemic. Both induce breathing diseases and 

have a significant social impact. This has significant consequences for strategies to respond to each infection in 

the area of public health. COVID-19 appears more easily disseminated than grippe. The economic impact of 

COVID-19 on the economy is projectable, according to the World Bank, the loss of $5.76 – $6.17 trillion in 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP). There were few economic consequences during Spanish flu and there were 

several external variables impacted then. There was a different patient population as well. Whereas Spanish flu 

killed an excessive number of people in the age group of 15 years-44 years, COVID-19 is seen to be affecting 

all the age group people, but it has mostly affected the older and younger people, Covid was seen mostly to be 

vulnerable to people with co-morbidities. The mortality rate for the flu in particular climbed to 8%-10% for the 

younger population compared to the general death rate of 2.5%, but the mortality rate for the ages of 25years 

to 40 years was just 0.2%, compared with the overall mortality rate of 2.4%. Those aged 25-40 years accounted 

for 40% of 1918 influenza fatalities, whereas those aged 18 years -44 years accounted for just 3.9% of COVID-

19 mortality. In Spanish flu, more nations were fortunate whereas in the case of Covid 19 most of the countries 

reported cases. The death rate for Spanish influenza women was 23%-37%, whereas the mortality rate for 

pregnant women with COVID-19 is not known, among those who survived lost their child was 26%. In 

25percent -30 percent of the population in Spain, the pandemic has resulted in acute sickness, with more than 

50 million fatalities, and about 55 million infected with 1.3 million fatalities by COVID-19. The Spanish flu 

and COVID 19 similarly affected the world economy, affected international relations and created major delays 

in the detection, treatment and vaccinations of the flu pandemic. In the greatest risk population and in the death 

mechanism, the pandemics were widely different. The 1919 Spanish flu affects fewer than half the nations, and 

healthy adults aged 25 to 40 years are the most susceptible groups, whereas COVID 19 affects almost all 

countries, and individuals over 65 years of age with comorbidities are the most vulnerable. 
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Abstract: In recent years image reconstruction is a common task in numerous signal processing and imaging 

applications. Image reconstruction techniques are improving with years of research. In this paper, review on 

various image reconstruction techniques in compressed sensing (CS) are discussed. Compressed sensing is an 

emerging technology which allows to represent signals with a small number of their projections.  

Keywords: Compressed Sensing (CS), Orthogonal Matching pursuit (OMP), Multi wavelet transform, 

Conjugate gradient, SL0 Algorithm 
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Abstract: Capsaicin comes from plants of the genus Capsicum, which belong to the Solanaceae family. 

Capsaicin is the main pungent chemical, the others being dihydrocapsaicin, nordihydrocapsaicin, 

homodihydrocapsaicin and homocapsaicin. Capsaicin, which is found in chili peppers, has been used as a 

topical agent to relieve pain. It is a transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 receptor (TRPV1) agonist; it binds to 

nociceptors (sensory receptors responsible for sending signals that cause the perception of pain) in the skin, 

specifically to the TRPV1 receptor. This binding initially results in depolarization, initiation of action potential, 

and pain signal transmission to the spinal cord, and subsequently causes desensitization of the sensory axons 

and inhibition of pain transmission. By regulating the rate of release of the irritating chemical and avoiding 

direct contact with the skin, nanotechnology has recently been proposed as a method to reduce the irritation and 

allergenicity of active compounds after application to the skin. In addition to increasing the bioavailability, 

absorption, anti-inflammatory, and analgesic activities of capsaicinoids, nano-sized carriers have been shown 

to lessen their side effects. In this work, we describe an easy, affordable, green synthesis of zinc oxide 

nanoparticles (ZnO-NPs) for a variety of biomedical applications and demonstrate the effectiveness of 

capsaicinoids, particularly when used in nanoscale drug delivery systems. As an efficient reducing and capping 

agent, an aqueous extract was used in the study to manufacture ZnO-NPs. It has been demonstrated that nano-

sized carriers enhance the bioavailability, absorption, anti-inflammatory, and analgesic activities of 

capsaicinoids while reducing their side effects. The obtained capsaicin nanoparticles were characterized using 

various techniques including high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The particle size was determined and evaluated for pharmaceutical, 

biomedical and materials applications. The obtained capsaicin nanoparticles were characterized using various 

techniques including high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM). The average size of the particles was found as 82.81 nm and the HPLC results 
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confirmed the presence of Capsaicinoids. These results can be used and further incorporated to formulate an 

anti-inflammatory and neuropathic pain relief gel. 

Key Words: Capsaicin, Nanoparticles, Green synthesis, Drug Delivery, Characterization, Anti Inflammatory 
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Abstract: At present, electricity is the necessary part of the human life in daily activities and demand of 

electricity is increasing exponentially day by day.  The conversion of energy that exhausted and wasted while 

walking or running. This energy is converted in to electrical energy and it is achieved by converting human’s 

kinetic energy. The objective of this project is to generate the electric power through the fabrication of foot step 

arrangement. Now day’s power demand is increased, so this project is used to generate the electrical power in 

order to compensate the electric power demand. The whole human/ bio-energy being wasted if can be made 

possible for utilization it will be great indentation and crowd energy frames will be very useful energy in 

crowded countries. In this project the conversion of the force energy in to electrical energy. The control 

mechanism carries the piezo electric sensor, A.C ripples neutralizer, unidirectional current controller and 12V, 

1.3Amp lead acid DC rechargeable battery and an inverter is used to drive AC/DC loads. The battery is 

connected to the inverter. This inverter is used to convert the 12-volt D.C to 230-volt A.C. this 230-volt A.C 

voltage is used to activate the loads. 
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Abstract: Cleaning the water surface is a common practice in poor countries. Collecting a huge number of 

floating dry waste, such as plastic bottles, encounters tension on the water surface, and the garbage floats away 

due to the little drag force. The main goal of the study is to design and develop a robot system for intelligent 

water surface cleaner, capable of autonomously performing three key tasks which include detection, tracking 

and collection. So, in this study an attempt is being performed to design a component that can provide high 

stability, good ability that can easily collect all the surface waste. Waste is an environmental problem that 

always arises from year to year and still cannot be resolved entirely. We routinely discover waste dumped into 

rivers, waterways, and other bodies of water reservoirs. Garbage can obstruct the flow of water, causing it to 

become unclean and stinky, making it unsafe to drink. Overflows frequently, resulting in disasters such as 

flooding. This study aims to provide an alternative solution to the problem of waste in water areas by developing 

robotics technology capable of operating in water areas. The robot is designed to be controlled manually by 

remote control. This method including of analysing of the robotic cleaning system, designing the robot, 

developing the robot, implementing robot to clean waste in limited water areas, evaluating the effectiveness of 

robot in cleaning up trash for the more extensive area.  
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Abstract: The main objective of the project is to design and fabricate an Automated Robot, which will detect 

the pothole on the road and will shape the pothole in any geometric shape available or suited and will discharge 

the required amount of concrete or the quick dry mix quantity, which is needed for the detected pothole and to 

do the leveling process on the discharged concrete or quick dry mix and hence the pothole on the road filled 

completely. The power source for the robot switched ON and allows the robot to move on the road. The 

ultrasonic sensors on the front of the robot is allowed to sense the surface of the road if the pothole is detected 

the sensors sends a signal to raspberry-pie processor & controller, and the controller will stops the movement 

of the robot near the pothole and the proximity & range sensors used to calculate the depth & width of the 

pothole, so it can measure and send the required amount of dry-mix or concrete. Then alter filling the pothole 

the slider crank mechanism is used for leveling process (if needed). 
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Abstract:  In this generation, we have advanced in almost all the areas except one field where there is still lack 

of technology. It is the agricultural practices and so far there is not that improvement of technology in this area. 

In this project we have proposed the idea of smart home farming. The entire system is numerically controlled 

and thus fully automated from the sowing of seeds to fertilizing. Smart Home farming is a farming-bot takes a 

new approach at precision agriculture, tearing down everything from the past and starting from the ground up. 

By simply placing the tooling equipment on a set of tracks, rather than a free driving tractor, the system has the 

ability to be extremely precise and reposition tooling in exact locations repeatedly over time. This is done with 

similar technology that has been around for decades in printers, manufacturing equipment, and more recently 

3D printers and CNC milling machines. This system is user-friendly, improves efficiency and operator accuracy 

for agricultural practices by saving time and reduces human labour.  To create an accessible technology aiding 

everyone to grow vegetables at home. In order to achieve this aim, we will be using a cartesian coordinate 

farming machine. Which Performs different task like, sowing and watering automatically by rotating different 

tools mounted on the universal tool mount, including a seed injector, watering nozzle and soil moisture sensor.  

Smart Home Farming Robot is a farming-bot which scalable automated precision farming machine and software 

package designed adapting today’s technologies. The entire system is fully automated from the sowing of seed 

to fertilizing. The hardware is designed to be scalable and simple. Smart Home farming Robot is a system that 

is built for monitoring the crop field with the help of sensors (light, humidity, temperature, soil moisture etc.) 

and automating the irrigation system. This technique is meant to ease the labour and time-intensive processes 
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of agriculture that challenge farmers around the world. 
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Abstract:  Plant monitoring is seen as one of the most important tasks in any farming or agriculture-based 

environment. With the inception of Ambient Intelligent systems, there have been a rise in ambient intelligent 

based devices - Smart Homes [1] and other similar technologies involving RFID has evolved over the past few 

years [2]. Integration of such an ambient intelligent system with plant monitoring makes farming easier. In this 

paper, we discuss about the implementation of a smart plant monitoring system which makes use of the concept 

ambient intelligence with the use of .Net Gadgeteer which, proactively handles the plant monitoring system. 

The given implementation works along with a cloud-based server and a mobile based device (ideally 

Android/iOS device) which helps the user to control and see the status of the plant which is being monitored 

by the hardware device. The given circuitry detects changes in the moisture, temperature and light conditions 

in and around the plant, and performs a machine-based curation on the plant by providing necessary irrigation 

and illumination for the plant. Machine curation is also integrated with active weather forecasting systems 

which are deployed in the cloud-based server using which advanced machine curation is performed. For user-

based curation, the Android device provides user an option to override a machine curated operation. The main 

advantage of IoT is to monitor the agriculture by using the wireless sensor networks and collect the data from 

different sensors which are deployed at various no des and send by wireless protocol. By using IoT system the 

smart agriculture is powered by Node MCU. It includes the humidity sensor, temperature sensor, moisture 

sensor and DC motor. This system starts to check the humidity and moisture level. The sensors are used to 

sense the level of water and if the level is below the range then the system automatically stars watering. 

According to the change in temperature level the sensor does its job. IoT also shows the information of 

humidity, moisture level by including date and time. The temperature level based on type of crops cultivated 

can also be adjusted. 
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Abstract: Solar power, being a noteworthy wellspring of sustainable and renewable energy source, is critical 

in satisfying the future vitality need. However, collection of fine particles, dust and debris from the air above 

the solar panel will prevent sunlight from reaching the surface of the solar cell. This is a noteworthy issue since 

the light block materials present as external impedance that lower the solar based photovoltaic execution. 
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Presently solar panels have a maximum of 30-32% efficiency which is with the best and most expensive 

technology available. The power output reduces as much as by 100% if the module is not cleaned fora month. 

This limitation of solar panel creates a requirement for designing a self-cleaning system, which cleans at a 

specified time. The goal of our project is to create an automated solar panel cleaner that will address the adverse 

impact of soiling on photovoltaic cells and also to maintain the efficiency of solar panel at its maximum 

threshold. In our project, a flexible cleaning robotic car is developed, which ventures to every part of the whole 

length of the solar panel. The technique presented is also able to monitor the electrical power generated from 

the solar cells and instructions for cleaning solar cell photovoltaic surfaces can be activated when required by 

using Internet of Things (IOT) mobile applications. A suitable rotating brush is attached to the robot that moves 

on tracks that are mounted on the solar panel structure.  
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Abstract: Our health care is one that still lacks immediate response system in small niche areas and our answer 

to this is the smart walking stick that comes with host of sensors. It comes with a pulse rate sensor, to check 

immediate heart rates, pressure sensor that would give feedback data on the users usage of the stick and 

temperature sensor. Our main USP is the SOS function that is connected to a gyroscope sensor in the stick that 

would detect a fall if it detects a pressure at the handle that would suggest that the patient wash holding the 

stick during a fall. An app will be connected and furthermore other medical reminders and features can be 

updated and added. 
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Abstract:  Nowadays monitoring an individual’s health day to day has become an important concern in the 

view of Covid19. It would help us to diagnose some changes that could happen inside a human body.  In this 

project, we developed a Real Time Health Monitoring band using IOT. The motive of our project is to design 

and develop a real time health monitoring band that indicates the Pulse rate, Oxygen saturation level (SpO2), 

Temperature of the body, Hazardous gases (CO & CO2) along with an emergency button.  This can be used to 

monitor the health of a person. The objective of this paper is to build a structure for understanding the health 

care system and to provide treatment for patients.  The theme is to build a framework organized for the survey 

of health professionals and to give answers to patients. 
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1,2,3,4BE Final year, 5Head of department, Dept. of Mechatronics Engineering, The Oxford College of 

Engineering, Bengaluru-560068 
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Abstract: It is a fact that skin diseases are among the most common health problems, faced for a long time. 

The diagnosis of skin disease depends a lot on the expertise of the doctor and the results of the skin biopsy. 

According to the recent statistics of the WHO (World Health Organization), the incidence of both non-

melanoma and melanoma skin cancers has been increasing over the past decades. A special device, known as a 

Dermatoscope, is used to observe the lesion closely. Dermatoscopes are expensive and are not widely available 

with dermatologists. As skin cancer progresses, the chances of survival reduce dramatically. Early detection of 

skin cancer yields a ten year survival rate of 95%. And, even the least common forms of cancer should be 

appreciated because they can be fatal if untreated. A challenge of visual screening is the visual similarity of 

skin diseases. In the past few years, significant advances have been made in the field of computer vision. As a 

result of recent advances in algorithms, it is now possible to differentiate between clinically similar skin 

conditions. Images obtained from general purpose cameras can be applied to these algorithms along with images 

taken with special purpose devices, such as Dermatoscopes. Here, we consider four variants of benign and 

malignant lesions. The malignant lesion category comprises Melanoma, Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC) and 

Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC). The skin disease category comprises of Solar lentigo. This device is portable, 

user-friendly, compact and cost effective. 

 

Surveyllion 
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1,2,3,4BE Final year, 5Assistant professor, Dept. of Mechatronics Engineering, The Oxford College of 
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Abstract: The land is the solid surface of Earth that is not permanently submerged in water. The vast majority 

of human activity throughout history has occurred in areas that support agriculture, habitat, and various natural 

resources. Land can include anything that's on the ground, which means that buildings, trees, and water that are 

a part of the land are an asset. The economic prosperity of a country is closely linked with the richness of its 

natural resources. Real estate is the land along with any permanent improvements attached to the land, whether 

natural or man-made—including water, trees, minerals, buildings, homes, fences, and bridges. A real estate is 

a form of real property. It differs from personal property, which are things not permanently attached to the land, 

such as vehicles, boats, jewellery, furniture, and farm equipment. Land ownership might offer the titleholder 

the right to any natural resources that exist within the boundaries of their land. There are five main categories 

of real estate: residential, commercial, industrial, raw land, and special use. Land refers to the earth's surface 

down to the centre of the earth and upward to the airspace above, including the trees, minerals, and water. The 

current system’s method of documentation of land has indeed improved over the years. The current form of 

documentation is seen to require considerable time and effort. There is also a possibility of human error. The 
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documents can easily be taken advantage of by people of power or money which leaves the latter half of people 

to face unjust and manipulated right to the land they rightfully own. And large number of problems are faced 

when it comes to land documentation such as, retrieving one’s land documents and making new changes 

concerning the partition of land etc. are often difficult and require a lot of time. The purpose of this project is 

to provide an easy and just solution by giving the public by giving them the control to access information about 

the land they legally own. And save time by making the information easily accessible by the rightfully owned 

person and providing no room for illegal manipulation of authorized documents and data. We hope to bring 

about change in the method of documentation and mapping of one’s land by making the whole process more 

user friendly and transparent. 

 

Surveillance Robot 
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Abstract:  The main objective behind the development of this robot is for the surveillance of human activities 

in the war field or border regions in order to reduce infiltrations from the enemy side. The robot consists of 

night vision wireless camera which has the function of transmitting the videos of the war field in order to 

prevent any damage and loss to human life. Since we know military people have a huge risk on their lives while 

entering an unknown territory so the robot will serve as an appropriate machine for defense sector for the 

reduction of the loss of human life and will also prevent illegal activities. It will pass the information with the 

help of all the military people and armed forces to know the condition of the territory before entering it. The 

robot has the aptitude of detecting the buried mines and ability of letting the user control it wirelessly in order 

to avoid human causalities. The robot can even act as a path guider in normal case and as a fire extinguisher in 

emergency. The robots are so designed as it easily detects fire, before it rages out of control, can one day work 

with firefighters greatly reducing the risk of injury to victims 
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Abstract: A mechanical ventilator is an automatic machine designed to provide all or part of the work that the 

body must produce to move the air into and out of the lungs. Here we use atmospheric air or oxygen cylinders 

directly attaching attached machine. Mechanical ventilation is to assure that the patient receives minute 

ventilation required to satisfy respiratory needs without damaging the lungs, impairing circulation with other 

medical parameters for normal and in many different critical conditions. We proposed this design of a ventilator 

that can be easily manufactured and integrated into the hospital environment to support COVID-19 patients. 

The unit is designed to support standard ventilator modes of operation most importantly SIMVPV 

(Synchronized Intermitted mandatory ventilation) mode. The main aim of our project is to design a low-cost, 
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secured, portable ventilator for the treatment of patients in any critical conditions including COVID-19, by 

providing most of the advanced required features and within a compact size. The patient monitoring system 

includes conditional parameters, high-security access for an operating ventilator, CG, SPO2 temperature, and 

heartbeat monitoring, built nebulizer for medicine transfer to the patient with asthma, COPD. And for the secure 

purpose we added cloud data monitoring, Mobile application for reading PMS and also a backup working 

mechanism for any failure occurs. In this project, we mainly focus on patients who are suffering from lung 

problems and COVID-19 patients as mortality rate is severely increasing. The Ventilator delivers breaths by 

comprising a conventional bag-valve mask (BVM) using mechanical Actuators. The design of prototype is 

mainly built with 4mm Acrylic board as it is available at low cost and with better strength. 

 

Smart Dustbin with Waste Separation System and Data Monitoring 
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1,2,3,4BE Final Year, 5Assistant Professor 
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Abstract: When waste is added into the dustbin. it determines the type of waste added into the dustbin (dry and 

wet) and separates the waste based on sorting. When a person approaches the dustbin, the dustbin opens 

automatically by sensing the presence of human Data of dustbin is monitored continuously (wet and dry 

separate) to determine when the trash needs to be picked up. 

 

Synthesis and enhancing of of new type ofanticorrosivePolypyrrole/Zinc tungstate 
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bDepartment of Physics, The Oxford College of Engineering, Bangalore – 560068,  Karnataka, India. 

cDepartment of Physics, Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Jain University,  Bangalore – 562112, 
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Abstract: The current research focuses on the characterization and synthesis of a polypyrrole/zinc tungstate 

(PPy/ZnWO4) nanocomposite material with anticorrosion properties. An in-situ polymerization technique was 

used to synthesise a PPy/ZnWO4 nanocomposite with different ZnWO4 weight percentages. To analyse the 

structural, compositional, and morphological features of the samples, X-ray diffraction, Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy, and scanning electron microscopy are used. On the basis of interfacial polymerization 

effects, the nanocomposite's increased anticorrosion behaviour compared to immaculate PPy with ZnWO4 is 

explained. Furthermore, results from Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS), potentiodynamicpolarisation, 

AC impedance spectroscopy, and the SEM method demonstrate that nanocomposite on MS has good corrosion 

protection in a 5 M HCl solution. 
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Split Transitive Domination Number of a Graph 

Mallikarjun B. Kattimani 1 and Selastina Mary A 2 

Department of Mathematics, The oxford college of Engineering, Bangalore-560068 

Corresponding Author: mallikarjunbk65@gmail.com 

Abstract:A Subset  of  of a graph  is said to be a transitive dominating set if every vertex not in  is adjacent to at least 

one vertex in  through a path of length at most two. A transitive dominating set  is said to be a split transitive dominating 

set if the induced sub graph  is disconnected. The minimum cardinalities of the split transitive dominating set of  is called 

the split transitive domination number  of . In this paper, bounds for  and its exact values for some standard graphs are 

found and also relations between  with known parameters are found. 

Keywords: Graphs, domination, split domination and transitive domination. 
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To Evaluate the Stress Management Intervention Techniques in 

Health Care provides to Prevent Burnout 
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Abstract: Job stress in employees in hospitals has been recognized as a key issue in the  workplace. In this 

paper, characteristics of job stress in the medical profession, especially in doctors and nurses, and the 

effectiveness of stress management are overviewed. The important points in stress management in hospitals are 

summarized as Improvement of work environment, Assurance of participation and autonomy, Education, or 

training to reduce job stress (ex. coping behaviour, self-care, relaxation Career development Total support 

among medical professions. Some reports have demonstrated that the establishment of constant meetings is an 

effective method of reducing job stress and improving mental health in the medical profession, but few 

prospective intervention studies have been carried out. Further research is necessary to evaluate the 

effectiveness of stress reduction and to develop effective intervention programs for medical professions in 

hospitals. 

Keywords: Stress, Management, Intervention, Medical Profession. 
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Production 
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ABSTRACT: In the present day, sustainability and reducing the carbon footprint has become extremely 

essential for all industries worldwide. Environmental pollution, global warming and landfilling have become 

the biggest issues that needs to be addressed by the present generation. After plastic and paper, textile is the 

third largest source of waste in many states. It is estimated that more than 1 million tons of textiles are thrown 

away every year. Hence, the present study aims at the utilization of textile cotton waste for the production of 

bioethanol. The textile cotton collected from Central Silk Board; Bangalore is chosen the raw material.  This 

project involves the investigation of acid and alkali pretreatment at various concentrations on the cellulosic 

cotton waste substrate for their yields after enzymatic hydrolysis for several hours till the reducing sugars 

concentration in the reaction mixture remained unchanged. The alkaline pretreatment was found to be more 

effective than the acid pretreatment, giving yields more than 80%. Alkaline pretreatment was further 

investigated by increasing enzyme dosage and effects of enzyme and substrate replenishment. The hydrolysate 

of the highest yield was supplemented with 10g/L brewers’ yeast for fermentation. Ethanol was produced and 

then extracted by simple distillation. 

Keywords: Textile, Cotton waste, Bioethanol, Pretreatment, Hydrolysis, Fermentation  
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Abstract: This machine design discusses the aim and objective of the project selection after going through an 

urban area analysis of the stretch between efforts observed by the local vending merchants, in Bangalore. The 

machine’s main aim is to focus on the various viewpoints that promoted rather initiated in such kind of project 

selection. Further on it puts light on the different aspects and consideration that were faced and considered to 

make this design work on this site and making it eco-friendly by incorporating electric drive-by features and 

considerations. It also clarifies the necessity of this kind of projects in present day scenario and how can it help 

both socially and economical aspects of the neighborhoods. Finally, it will also clarify the positiveness of this 

project and its intent and future use of this project, how will it help in situation both economically and socially. 

This intent of revival of technology through the means of various forms of already available non-eco-friendly 

utility vehicles, will help India in world-wide recognition and will in return boost the economic growth making 

personnel self-employed and self-sufficient. 
Keywords:  Meta-Architecture, Sustainable, Economical aspect, Pandemic effect, Self-employment. 
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 1Assistant Professor, 2,3,4,5 UG Students 
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Abstract: The display model seeks to offer a solution for the elderly urban bike rider. The elderly rider was consulted over 

the project idea to realize it in real life. This display technology assists the motorcyclists in providing goals for a particular 

type of elderly riders who find it challenging to man oeuvre around bike riders. This display system includes an indicator 

switch, speedometer, tyre pressure gauge, and on-display navigation. When the system navigates a diversion, the in 

indicator immediately turns on. The tyre pressure gauge is a safety precaution to help motorcyclists stay informed about 

their tyres' pressure. The on-screen navigation systems aid in navigation because they are self-reliable. Overall, the goal 

of the display systems is to keep elderly passengers secure and up to speed with technology. Additionally, this system is 

special in that it works with any two-wheeler and is plug-and-play, maintaining the vehicle's mechanism. This method 

achieves the goal of making the ride easy for elderly persons by making it user-friendly.     

Key words - user-friendly, plug-and-play, self-reliable. 
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Abstract: The Protecting the environment from various sources of pollution is imperative to 

ensure the sustainability of the earth. Water pollution has also become one of the significant 

issues due to increasing water-related activities such as transportation, fisheries, entertainment 

and many others. It threatens the well-being and prosperity of aquatic ecosystem and nature as 

well as the quality of water in surrounding. This prototype of Trash Collector System (TCS) is 

to develop a system that can remove floating trash, such as plastic waste and unwanted floating 

plants like ferns, weeds, to resolve water pollution problem. Beach cleaning is a process of 

removing solid litter that is deposited on a beach in the coastline by the tide, local visitors or 

tourists. Human’s pollute beaches with materials such as plastic bottles and bags, plastic straws, 

fishing gear, cigarette filters, surgical masks and many other items that often lead to 

environmental degradation.    
Key words - water pollution, aquatic ecosystem, beach cleaning. 
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 Abstract: This project aims to eliminate the problems faced by large/small machinery like 

Helicopters and small drones. It makes it difficult for helicopters manoeuvring in disastrous 

conditions and tight spaces, and drones to be capable of performing lifting or rescue operations 

in terms of being able to carry material in or out of situations. This project (Manned/remote 

controlled hex copter) also eliminates the need for direct human operation, by first response 

unit, thereby minimizing the risk to the lives of the victims and the first responders. Therefore, 

we intend to aid these problems by a simple solution consisting of a scaled-up hex copter design 

having high thrust brushless DC Motors powered by a Li-Ion Battery and controlled by an open-

source flight controller. The motors are attached to aerodynamically designed propellers to 

provide us with the exact amount of lift and thrust. This set up will be mounted on to a 

lightweight aluminium frame with the integration of electronic and mechanical systems. It will 

also have lights mounted to the housing to provide visibility in dark situations.  

 
Keywords: Manned Aerial Vehicle, Multirotor, disaster management, affordable, Air Ambulance 
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Abstract: Hydroponics can used to grow crops ,plants, flowers etc. in extreme weather conditions  without 

a problem, so we have adapted this method to create more a conventional product where it can be opted 

for domestic usage, where it's difficult to grow in conventional methods, these product, it takes up  only a 

square foot of space where it can hold 8 times the amount of normal pots, with being 5 times lighter, overall 

being a better option for apartments, and where it is difficult to grow any kind of plant, due to whether or any 

type of condition. 

 

 

Keywords: Hydroponics, Hoaglands Solution, Diaphragm Motor, Hybrid Plants 
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Abstract: The architectural Thesis project focuses primarily in the development of Business incubation start-ups in India, 

and how these could be developed through various possible architectural interventions. A business Incubation centre 

refers to a company which either belongs to the government or a private sector that helps new start-up companies to 

develop and provide services such as management, training, office space and access to several investors, networking, 

facilitating a host of other resources that may be required for any start-up to survive and scale. The major issues faced in 

India are that the several incubation hub focus on the development of only one particular subject/course and neglect the 

other courses which have scope in future and are flourishing throughout the world. Many such courses include mechanical, 

advanced material testing, telecommunication, retailing, etc.. In the Thesis Project, Tycot Incubation Hub, located in 

Bellahalli, Bangalore, Karnataka is proposed to make justice to the minority group of start-ups and help them co-work 

with the IT sector and provide them with sufficient facilities. The report documents various stages of design that was 

carried out in the completion of design intervention for Thesis. It involves site visits, case studies, and several design 

stages. These design stages start from synopsis, case studies, site analysis and study, concept and zoning, spatial program 

and design requirements to detailed plans including master plan, floor plans, sections and elevations. These interventions 

also include necessary details and material specification and 3D rendered views. On the whole the entire project resolves 

and adds lab spaces for the different courses and providing them with various accessibilities. The proposed intervention 

also aims on the economic growth of the country and paving way to a brighter future for the youth. 
 

 Keywords: training and office spaces in a single project. 
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Abstract: Enhancing Quality of life (QoL) in cities through achieving a liveable and sustainable environment has become 

one of the imperatives of modern planning and of increasing concern to the public; this term nowadays is linked to the 

rapid urbanization process in cities especially among the less developing nations. Liveability is a concept related to human 

well-being and is the sum of the factors that add up to a community's quality of life. It is a phenomenon that varies from 

place to place depending on local context. Liveability indices are available only at global level as well as Indian level and 

so, there is a need for developing parameters at the grassroot level i.e. the residential level. Moreover, residential area 

plays an important role in influencing the inhabitant’s perception of liveability. Parameters for assessing liveability at 

residential level are developed based on the parameters developed for liveability at global, Indian and local community 

level.  

Keywords: Liveability, global level, city level, residential areas, liveability indicators. 
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Abstract: This Architectural Design Thesis discusses the aim and objective after analysing the articles published in various 

newspapers and e-journals, thereby verifying that there is a major requirement for the proposed space. The designs' main 

aim would be to engage users in the preservation of local art, culture, and heritage, while also creating awareness about 

the cultivation techniques and varieties of saffron, walnuts, and apples cultivated in the lands of Kashmir, which in turn 

helps in creating a symbiotic relationship between simplicity and efficiency, encompassing the thoughts of the users and 

the designer by incorporating Meta-Architecture, Bermed spaces, blending vernacular architecture with modernism on 

the interiors, helping induce a contrast. To summarize, these spaces are created with the intention of preserving and 

revitalising lost forms of art and culture, boosting local tourism and economy, and raising awareness about saffron, 

walnuts, and apples, as the states of Jammu and Kashmir are the largest exporters of the same. 

 
Keywords:  Meta-Architecture, Bermed Earth Structures, Vernacular Architecture, Modernism, Preservation Of art and Culture. 
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Abstract: When we find ourselves in tangles, in any inconvenience or distress, we run to our parents, our mentors because 

we know they know better. Likewise, if it’s biodiversity we’re looking to heal, who better to run to than the nature it’s 

itself? Biomimicry is a combination of bio and mimicking. This simply means mimicking nature. An approach that 

involves interacting with nature and learning from it. The aim is to develop solutions that are sustainable and as perpetual 

as possible by understanding nature’s time-tested patterns and technologies. The whole idea of biomimicry is to learn 

from nature how it has developed solutions and how it keeps the cycle going. We as humans have to study how nature 

overcomes what we seek to overcome. Some of the best examples of biomimicry are – Camera lense & eyes, bullet train 

& the kingfisher, Insulation & feathers, termite mound cooling & termites, humpback whale turbines & whales, birds & 

flight, and spider glass & spider. The main aim of this design is to understand that everything is interconnected and that 

through bio-mimicry we can design structures and spaces that will help us overcome global challenges along the lines of 

poverty, economy, food, forests, water, energy, cities and the ocean.  
Keywords : Sustainability, Global Impact, Bio-mimicry, Clean energies.  
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